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PREFACE
This dissertation contains research and development of the Centrifugally Ten-
sioned Metastable Fluid radiation Detector and its potential application to nuclear
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ABSTRACT
Webster, Jeffrey A. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2016. Centrifugally Ten-
sioned Metastable Fluid Detectors for Detection of Alpha, Neutron, and Other Sig-
natures of Special Nuclear Materials in Nuclear Waste Reprocessing Facilities. Major
Professor: Rusi P. Taleyarkhan.
This dissertation covers advancements made to the technology of Centrifugally Ten-
sioned Metastable Fluid radiation Detectors (CTMFDs) as well as potential applica-
tion to nuclear waste reprocessing facilities. The CTMFD operates by stretching a
fluid below vacuum pressure using centrifugal mechanical tension to destabilize the
fluid to the point where radiation interactions in the fluid can cause rapid nucleation
and boiling of the fluid. This interaction manifests as the rapid expansion of a vapor
cavity within the detector that is visible to the naked eye and audible without ampli-
fication. This detection mechanism, while simple to observe, has opened up a wide
variety of radiation detection applications. The detection process involves formation
of a nanometer scale bubble from radiation interaction, then grown to the macro
scale by the properties and tension of the fluid. The bubble growth, and thereby,
the detection process is threshold based allowing the CTMFD to be tuned to allow
detection of differing types of radiation or energy of particles. Typically the CTMFD
is used to detect external neutron sources and internal α emitting sources. This work
expanded those detection options to include internal fission events, both spontaneous
and externally induced. The CTMFD has been previously shown to have effective
discrimination of γ photons, and this capability was further demonstrated as part of
this work. Also demonstrated for the first time was the ability to completely ignore β
radiation inside the CTMFD. This is advantageous for measuring weak α signatures
in the intense β/γ environment of spent nuclear fuel.
A large portion of the work in this dissertation involved development of the
CTMFD and its capabilities to make it more ready for field operation. Included
in this effort was the creation of several prototypes of application specific versions
of the CTMFD, including a hand held version, a table top portable version, and a
stationary multi-detector spectrometer version. After development of the hardware,
additional capabilities were demonstrated or explored, including: operation under
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a wide range of temperatures; impact of extreme radiation dose to detector; rudi-
mentary neutron dose monitoring; application specific fluid selection; and thermal
neutron detection.
These prototypes and capabilities were developed with the end goal of applying
CTMFD technology to the field of special nuclear material safeguards and security,
especially within a nuclear waste reprocessing facility. Simulation work was done to
first determine the radiation environment at various locations within a reprocessing
facility followed by predictions for how a CTMFD might be able to measure actinides
within various processing streams. A framework was put together for organizing the
current CTMFD capabilities associated with the radiation signatures at various loca-
tions in reprocessing facilities. This information was compiled and suggestions made
for CTMFD measurements under various conditions. This framework resulted in a
variety of potential measurements that are not easily accomplished by conventional
methods. Potential measurements include, but are not limited to, neutron measure-
ment of spent fuel while ignoring γ radiation, measurement of fissile material by active
interrogation, measurement of several plutonium isotopes by various methods, mea-
surement of curium and curium contamination at several locations in the facility, and
measurement of actinide holdup in nuclear material processing facilities. This frame-
work was applied to both the UREX process being developed in the United States
and the PUREX process currently being used elsewhere in the world. In addition to
the suggested framework for actinide detection, insights are offered for how CTMFD
technology may be beneficial to the area of nuclear safeguards in general.
11. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
1.1 Motivation for demonstrating detection of neutron, α particle, and
fission signatures using CTMFDs
The security of the world's special nuclear material (SNM) is of paramount im-
portance and also a challenging task. Spent nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities require
stringent oversight to maintain assurances that potential weapons material is not be-
ing diverted for theft or accidentally lost. Detection of SNM within a reprocessing
facility presents unique challenges due to intense background radiation (β,γ), harsh
chemicals, and an incredibly diverse mixture of radiation signatures to discriminate.
This dissertation presents recent research that motivates the case for utilizing Cen-
trifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (CTMFD) technology to assist in
maintaining SNM security in the nuclear industry, and particularly in SNF repro-
cessing facilities. CTMFDs are neutron, fission, recoil ion, and α radiation detectors
which are blind to γ/x-ray and β radiation making them uniquely suited to perform
various tasks in the harsh environment of a reprocessing stream. The CTMFD has
been demonstrated [1, 2] to be able to differentiate a variety of alpha emitting iso-
topes which makes it capable of detecting many of the main isotopes of interest for
nuclear security, including SNM.
1.2 Objectives of this Study
There are a variety of goals for this dissertation, however, the majority of them can
be applied to developing technology and techniques which could be useful to increas-
ing security within SNF reprocessing facilities via real time monitoring of actinides
in SNF reprocessing. After addressing background information needed to understand
the scope of this work, and looking at previous work on this topic, the first area of
development is tools. CTMFDs have been previously used as stationary scientific
instruments. One of the goals of this dissertation is to develop automated versions of
the CTMFD of varying sizes which may to used in a wide array of related applica-
tions and also to increase portability. Also, to be covered in this dissertation is the
2exploration of new potential detection fluids and some of the desired properties for
certain applications. Also, it was desirable to expand the neutron and actinide detec-
tion capabilities of the CTMFD. Lastly, it is the ultimate goal to provide suggestions
for how the technology and techniques developed as a part of this dissertation might
be applied to benefit of a SNF reprocessing facility.
1.2.1 Develop Diverse CTMFD Prototypes
The first goal of this dissertation was to develop new versions of the CTMFD
which are more practical for field use than existed previously. There are several
factors needing to be addressed to increase the user readiness of the CTMFD.
Some of these factors include:
 Automation of CTMFD hardware
 False positive prevention
 Background effects reduction
 Detection efficiency
 Selective radiation particle rejection
 Portability
 Ability for simultaneous detection of multiple samples
The development of automation is needed simply because it should not be expected
that the user be heavily and constantly involved in the operation of the CTMFD. This
is needed both as a matter of convenience and safety since automation can limit the
amount of radiation exposure that the operator receives. False positive prevention and
background reduction allow for increased sensitivity to low levels of radiation which is
one of the claimed capabilities of the CTMFD. Also in conjunction with background
reduction, increased detection efficiency, mostly for neutrons, will increase the utility
of the CTMFD. Next, particle rejection is important because one of the primary
difficulties with detecting SNM in SNF is having to deal with the extreme diversity
of radiation signatures. If the ability to ignore most of the radiation signatures can
be shown, the radiation of interest becomes much more manageable. Also, in order
to be useful in a large facility, CTMFDs need to be shown to be portable since it is
3unrealistic to expect that a separate detector would be set up at every single location
of interest. Also, having some compact version of the CTMFD is needed for work in
small spaces. Lastly, it is the desire of this work to develop hardware which can be
used to measure many samples with the same CTMFD or greatly increase the rate
of data collection.
1.2.2 Investigate New Detection Fluids and Needed Properties
After having a few years of experience working with CTMFDs, it has become
apparent that diversifying the selection of detector fluids is needed. The experience
base with the CTMFD has exposed some of the characteristics of detection fluids
which are desirable and some that are not. A portion of this dissertation will be
focused on exploration of new detection fluids to be used in the CTMFD.
Some of the desired properties of CTMFD detection fluids are:
 Detection sensitivity





Some of the properties that are undesirable for a CTMFD detection fluid are:





 High variability with temperature change
This dissertation will discuss work done to search for and test fluids which have more
desirable properties for specific applications
41.2.3 Advance CTMFD General Neutron Detection Capabilities and Ap-
plications
A body of work exists already for showing the neutron detection capabilities of
the CTMFD. This dissertation does not intend to discuss the fundamentals of neu-
tron detection in CTMFDs but instead, intends to expand some of the capabilities
which have not been previously explored. Also it is desired to fine tune some of the
capabilities which have been demonstrated previously.
Some of the goals with regard to neutron detection in the CTMFD are to:
 Enhance neutron detection efficiency and make predictions for larger systems
that do not yet exist
 Demonstrate the ability of the CTMFD to perform neutron dose measurements
 Catalog the effects of extreme ambient temperature variations on the operation
of the CTMFD and neutron detection
 Predict ways in which neutron detection abilities of CTMFDs might be used in
a SNF reprocessing facility
1.2.4 Advance CTMFD Actinide Detection Capabilities
The predecessor to this project demonstrated for the first time the ability of the
CTMFD to detect and discriminate actinides dissolved into the CTMFD [3]. It is
the goal of this dissertation to continue and expand this work to show enhanced
capabilities for actinide detection.
While previous work on this topic was focused on detecting α decay in the
CTMFD, this dissertation will explore a larger variety of topics for actinide detection
including:
 Detection of actinide mixtures by α decay and assessing practicality
 Detect fission events within the CTMFD and discriminate from α decay
 Use neutron signatures in addition to get a more complete picture of actinides
present
 Investigate some the effects of the chemical form which actinide samples would
be present in SNF reprocessing
5 Demonstrate blindness to β particles
1.2.5 Propose Application Architectures of CTMFDs for on site actinide
monitoring during SNF Reprocessing
The final portion of this dissertation will take the information collected from the
other work to provide a predictive assessment of how the CTMFD might be applicable
to SNF reprocessing. Some of the goals of this section will be:
 Simulation and organization of CTMFD detectable SNM signatures at various
locations in a SNF reprocessing facility
 Identifying the actinide signatures which dominate various situations in SNF
reprocessing
 Developing a more advanced algorithm for conducting qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis of the actinides present in SNF
It is the desire that this dissertation layout a road map for ways to identity the
presence and amount of actinides of interest in SNF using techniques unique to TMFD
technology to the benefit of SNM security.
62. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.1 Traditional Detectors Relevant to this Study
This section will give an overview of traditional methods and hardware for mon-
itoring for actinides and SNM. Methods and hardware to be discussed include, but
are not limited to, scintillation detectors, 3He detectors, BF3 detectors, and liquid
scintillation counters.
2.1.1 Scintillation Process and Materials
Radiation detection in a scintillation detector is achieved through conversion of
ionizing radiation to light of a particular wavelength [4]. Charged particles excite
electrons in the scintillating material which de-excite to create characteristic photons
which are then converted to an electrical signal in a photo multiplier tube (PMT).
A good scintillator is one that efficiently performs the energy conversion between
radiation and light and then does not absorb the created light before it is collected in
the PMT. Also, by design, a scintillator must produce a wavelength of light that the
PMT is sensitive to, usually in the visible spectrum. Either by chemical or material
structure, a scintillating material must be designed to have electron energy states
that emit visible light efficiently [4].
There are two main types of scintillators, inorganic and organic. Inorganic scin-
tillators consist of inorganic crystals of materials which have high density and high
Z, for the purpose of efficient gamma photon detection. The materials most widely
used for inorganic detectors are alkali halide crystals such as sodium iodide (NaI).
The inorganic materials used as scintillators are either insulators or semiconductors;
therefore a large band gap exists between the electron valence and conduction bands.
When an electron is excited by radiation to the conduction band in a pure crystal,
de-excitation results in a photon that is higher in energy than visible photons, mean-
ing they are difficult to detect in a PMT. Also, the de-excitation process from the
conduction to valence band in these material is not very efficient. To alleviate this
issue, inorganic scintillators are doped with an impurity called an activator. The
7Figure 2.1. Diagram of Electron Energy States in an Inorganic Scin-
tillation Detector[4]
purpose of this activator is to provide electron energy states in the forbidden zone
between the valence and conduction bands, so that de-excitation in the crystal can be
more efficient and produce visible photons. A diagram of the electron energy bands
is shown in Figure 2.1 [4].
After visible photons are created in the scintillator they are collected and con-
verted to an electrical signal in the PMT. The number of photons generated in the
scintillator is a function of the energy of the incoming radiation. Therefore, the
intensity of the electrical pulse created in the detector can be used for energy infor-
mation. Inorganic scintillators have greater light output and energy resolution than
organic detectors, but inorganic scintillators tend to have slower response times, and
are difficult/expensive to acquire in large sizes [4].
Organic scintillators have an advantage over inorganic in that their scintillation
mechanism does not require a crystal lattice. Organic scintillators have molecular
structures which posses the ability to output visible light when exposed to ionizing
radiation. As a result of this, organic scintillators can be made into several forms,
crystalline, liquid, plastic, and gas. An organic scintillator molecule has a structure
which, when excited, fluoresces at a wavelength which will not be attenuated in
the scintillator and will be detectable by a PMT. A single molecule in an organic
scintillator serves the purpose of the crystal lattice and activator sites in an inorganic
scintillator. There are obvious advantages to a scintillation material that does not
require the growing of a pure crystal; however organic scintillators have much lower
8detection efficiency per mass and less energy resolution than inorganic counterparts.
The choice of a scintillator is very much dependent on the application [4].
Organic scintillators have another advantage in that they can detect neutrons.
When a fast neutron (a few hundred keV or greater) scatters with a proton in the
organic material, and deposits its energy, the proton recoil is then detected. As
a result of this, organic scintillators are popular for fast neutron detection. Also,
organic scintillators which are non-crystalline do not tend to suffer material damage
when exposed to neutron radiation. Neutron radiation damage will damage or destroy
many inorganic scintillators [4].
Another attribute of organic detectors is particle discrimination. The light output
timing is dependent on the linear energy transfer (LET) rate of the charged particle
exciting the scintillator. When the scintillator excites, most of the fluorescence occurs
very quickly (a few nanoseconds); however a small fraction of the scintillation occurs
much later (hundreds of nanoseconds). This delayed fluorescence results in the light
output trailing off instead of being a sharp peak. The electrical signal from an organic
detector will have an initial sharp peak followed by a long tail. The amount of delayed
fluorescence and thereby the length of this tail in the electrical signal is a function
of the LET of the particle. This property is the basis for pulse shape discrimination
between particles [4].
Pulse shape discrimination (PSD) in organic scintillators uses the quantity of
delayed fluorescence to differentiate between particles. Particles with a higher LET
will have a greater quantity of delayed fluorescence and a longer electrical pulse. γ
photons will have the shortest pulses. Neutrons will have longer pulses since the LET
of the recoil proton is higher. Alpha particles will have longer pulses than neutrons
and so on. By measuring the width of a pulse, one can choose to ignore pulses which
are too narrow or too wide. This allows an organic scintillator to observe neutron
and ignore gammas for example [4].
This process however is not perfect since the pulse widths of high energy gammas
overlap those of low energy neutrons. One cannot eliminate all of the gammas when
detecting neutrons and will suffer a loss in low energy neutron detection while doing
so. Finding the proper discrimination settings must be done carefully. Normally
one must decide what level of gamma photon discrimination is appropriate for the
application and calibrate the discriminator with a known intensity gamma source.
The amount of overlap in the pulse widths of neutrons and gammas is a function
of the scintillation material used. Some materials are very favorable for effective
9PSD but may, for instance, suffer a loss in efficiency as a result. Once again, proper
selection of a scintillator is based on the specific application.
2.1.2 Organic Liquid Scintillation Detectors
Liquid scintillation (LS) detectors are made by dissolving an organic scintillation
material in a solvent and sealing the liquid in a glass container. The solvent must not
attenuate the wavelength of light which the scintillator produces. The glass container
of the scintillation liquid is then connected to the opening of a PMT and the entire
assembly in placed in a light tight casing so external light will not interfere with the
detector. LS detectors are commonly used for neutron detection and usually have
the ability to perform PSD with the appropriate electronics. Although the detection
efficiency of a liquid scintillation detector is often quite a bit lower than many other
detectors, achieving larger volumes of a liquid scintillator is far cheaper than acquiring
larger crystal based scintillators. Another advantage of using a LS detector is since
the material is liquid, it is very resistant to neutron damage.
2.1.3 Organic Plastic Scintillation Detectors
An organic plastic scintillator is made by dissolving a liquid scintillation material
in a solvent that can be polymerized. The liquid scintillator is mixed in with a liquid
monomer such as styrene, for example, which is polymerized into a solid of a desired
shape. The polymer used must be transparent to the wavelength of light generated
by the scintillator in order to create a detector. The solid plastic is then connected
to a PMT and encased in a light tight container to become a detector [4].
The plastic scintillator operates in basically the same manner as a liquid scintil-
lator with fluorescent photons passing into the PMT to be collected and amplified.
Plastic scintillators offer some advantages in that they are easily formed into unusual
shapes that a crystal based detector would not be capable of. Plastic scintillator are
much less expensive to make in larger sizes as well [4].
2.1.4 Sodium Iodide Detectors
Sodium iodide (NaI) detectors are an industry favorite for photon detection. It is
an inorganic crystal with thallium (Tl) most commonly added as an activator. NaI
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crystals have very efficient light output, far better than organic detectors. This results
in good sensitivity to photons. The NaI detector which is dependent on a near perfect
crystal structure for its scintillation properties is fairly sensitive to mechanical and
thermal shocks and is somewhat fragile. The energy resolution of an NaI detector is
far better than liquid and plastic scintillation detectors, but the pulse decay time is
much longer than most organics making it less useful for fast time or high count rate
applications [4].
2.1.5 3He Detectors
3He detectors make use of a thermal neutron (n,p) reaction for neutron detection.
The reaction given below[4] deposits charge, which is then detected using an electronic




0 n→31 H +11 p+ 764keV
3He is desirable for neutron detection because it has a high thermal neutron cross
section (∼5330 barns) [4]. Since 3He is a noble gas, it can only be used in gas
based detectors such as proportional counter or ionization chambers. 3He propor-
tional counters can be used for fast neutron detection by placing the 3He tubes in a
moderating material such as paraffin or high density polyethylene. If 3He is used for
fast neutron detection, the energy information of the neutrons is mostly lost. Being
gas based, 3He detectors, as also with others like BF3 based detectors, suffer from
reduced efficiency of detection due to low density and therefore, must be pressurized
to varying extents. Despite pressurization, the low density of a gas compared with
solids or liquids necessitates that the detector size be large in order to ensure that an
incoming nuclear particle will interact with 3He. 3He based detectors are relatively
insensitive to gamma photon interference at low intensities, and the neutron based
interactions can be separated from interference from gamma photons. However, in
high gamma photon fields such as in photo-fission environments the detector may
become saturated. Also, 3He detectors require long times to stabilize once they are
turned on and are particularly sensitive to shock and vibration.
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2.2 Nuclear Particle Detection in a Tensioned Metastable Fluid
This section covers the basic principles of tensioned metastable fluids and the
mechanisms by which they are used to detect radiation.
2.2.1 Theory of Nuclear Particle Detection in a Metastable Fluid
Like solids, liquids may be placed under tension (sub-vacuum) conditions and put
into a metastable state. The energy stored in a tensioned liquid combined with the
proper stimuli can actually fracture or cavitate a liquid which occurs through rapid
localized phase change. Energetic nuclear particles can provide the needed energy to
cavitate a metastable fluid. This radiation detection technique was first demonstrated
by Glaser [5] with the bubble chamber [1]. Unlike the CTMFD, the bubble chamber
uses thermal superheat to put the liquid into a metastable state, which is accomplished
by heating a liquid to near its boiling point and rapidly dropping the pressure. This
is also the operating principle for superheated droplet detectors [6]. A CTMFD uses
mechanical tension instead of thermal energy to induce the metastable state used for
radiation detection. A variety of experimenters have conducted studies to scope out
CTMFDs for assessing physics of detectability of alpha particles, protons, neutrons,
and photons, under specific conditions [1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
The key to detecting radiation with a metastable fluid is the bubble formation and
growth process. An energetic heavy charged particle will deposit its energy in a short
distance in a liquid, creating a vapor trail as it moves. As defined in kinetic theory,
a vapor bubble greater than a critical size can grow indefinitely from microscopic to
macroscopic sizes. The critical radius that a bubble must achieve in order to grow is
given by Equation 2.1,
rc =
2σ
pv − pl (2.1)
where rc is the critical radius, σ is the surface tension of the liquid, pv is the
liquid vapor pressure, and pl is the liquid pressure [12]. If a bubble is not larger
than the critical radius, it will re-condense or re-dissolve into the liquid unless given
additional energy. The critical bubble radius of a liquid at atmospheric pressure is
far too large to be created by nuclear radiation interactions, which is why radiation
induced cavitation is not observed in everyday liquids, which are exposed to natural
radiation.
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The mechanics of this bubble creation and growth process are quite complicated.
From the standpoint of radiation detection the important concept is that in order
to be detected the particle must deposit a large enough amount of energy within a
small enough distance. This means that the radiation interactions within a CTMFD
are threshold reactions. By properly controlling the liquid properties, the user has a
fair amount of control over which particles will be detected. The two main controls
one has are the liquid to be used and the amount of tension that the liquid is placed
under.
Liquid selection is important since many of the liquid properties, such as density,
surface tension, sound speed, and latent heat for example, affect how easily radiation
can be detected [11]. Organic liquids are most commonly used in CTMFDs. Once
a liquid is selected, the tension is the remaining control mechanism. Each type of
radiation will have a different tension threshold as a result of the particle's Linear
Energy Transfer (LET) to the liquid. Since nuclear particles deposit their energy quite
differently, the CTMFD has a lot of built-in and inherent discrimination capabilities.
2.2.2 Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detectors
This section covers a basic overview of the type of radiation detector which will
be used for the vast majority of the experimental work presented in this dissertation.
2.2.2.1 Theory and Operation
The method utilized by the Centrifugally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector
(CTMFD) for tensioning the liquid is centrifugal force. This is achieved by a device
like the one in Figure 2.2.
The device in Figure 2.2 features a diamond shaped glass piece which is partially
filled with liquid and attached to a variable speed motor. While rotating, the liquid
is forced to the outside of the arms and the pressure is balanced above and below
the elbow. The force pushing liquid to the outside stretches the liquid in the center.
If rotating sufficiently fast, the center-line pressure will be below vacuum and hence
under negative pressure (Pneg). By assuming negligible gravity head and modifying
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Figure 2.2. CTMFD DIAGRAM [10] (with permission)
the Bernoulli equation, the negative pressure at the center-line of the rotating detector





Here Pneg is the negative (sub-vacuum) pressure in N/m
2, ρ is the liquid density
in kg/m3, r is the liquid radius in m (labeled in Figure 2.2), f is the frequency of
rotation in Hz, and Pamb is the ambient pressure in N/m
2 [2]. For convenience, we
generally convert the negative pressure to bars. For an example use of this equation,
to achieve Pneg =10 bars (1x10
6N/m2) in acetone (density 789 kg/m3) a CTMFD
with radius 14.35 cm needs to rotate at 58.93 Hz. Since the amount of negative
pressure determines the critical bubble radius for detection, the negative pressure
state controls the sensitivity to nuclear radiation. There are three factors that the
user can control to maintain a desired Pneg. The density is determined by the liquid.
The radius is determined by the size of the detector and how full of liquid it is.
Due to the low material cost of the detector, the size can be easily scaled to the
application. CTMFDs have been built with a radius as small as 3 cm to be portable
or as large as 20 cm for a large stationary system. The sensitive volume of the
systems is easily customized. Currently CTMFDs with sensitive volumes of 0.5 cm3
to 40 cm3 have been used in experiments and designs for larger systems created. Once
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set up, the only remaining factor is rotational frequency. By controlling the speed,
the user essentially determines which nuclear particles the system will be sensitive to
and sets a lower level discriminator for the particle energy. This detector has been
demonstrated to be sensitive to external neutrons and internal alpha particles while
remaining (β,γ) blind. Neutrons are detected through two mechanisms, scattering and
induced fission. Detection of neutrons through scattering has been well documented
elsewhere [1, 2, 10, 13, 14, 15]. Detection of neutrons through induced fission is
covered in this paper. Alpha detection is possible when the radioisotope is dissolved
into the working fluid of the detector. It has been shown experimentally, that with
sufficient negative pressure, the CTMFD is ~100% efficient for measuring ultra-trace
activity α samples [14].
2.2.2.2 Terminology Used in Reference to CTMFD Glassware
The labels in Figure 2.3 point out most of the terminology used when discussing
the CTMFD glassware. The liquid is inserted into the CTMFD through the fill spout.
The liquid level must go up past the elbow in order to create negative pressure while
spinning. The braces are solid and add structural support to the glassware to prevent
breaking. The arms make up most of the structure of the CTMFD. Lastly the bulb
is the location where radiation detection occurs. The bulb is connected to the arms
at the neck.
2.2.2.3 Sizes of CTMFD Glassware
Small The so-called small CTMFD glassware has historically been used, since 2004,
on the manually operated table top CTMFDs. With a size of only 5-7cm in diameter,
it must be spun much faster than the other CTMFDs in order to be sensitive. This
style of glass piece was originally used on high speed routers with a variable trans-
former to control speed. The glassware was later adapted to be used in the hand held
detector described in Section 4.2. The volume of the bulb of the small CTMFD has
ranged from 1-4 cc. This makes it less sensitive to neutrons than the larger designs
but far more portable. An example of the glass piece for the small CTMFD is shown
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3. Labeled CTMFD Glass Piece
Figure 2.4. Small CTMFD Glassware
Large The so-called large CTMFDs are used in a stationary experimental setup.
Due to the greater size of this detector, it can be spun much slower to achieve the same
tension as the other versions. Spinning slower, along with a more precise motor, allows
greater control over the speed and therefore tension in the detector. The diameter
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of the glassware for the large CTMFD has ranged from 25-35 cm. The volume of
the bulb in the large CTMFD has ranged from 3-40cc. This large range in volume
is made possible by using a larger motor and heavy enclosure which is bolted to the
table. This does however limit portability. This type of detector has generally been
used for a large portion of the original basic research of the capabilities of CTMFDs.
The glassware for the Large CTMFD is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5. Large CTMFD Glassware
Medium The so-called medium sized CTMFD was created to blend the advantages
of the Large and Small designs. With a diameter of roughly twice that of the Small
CTMFD (10-15cm), this detector can operate at a much slower speed and take the
benefit of better tension control. Also, because of its size, it is still small enough to
be spun with a compact router (slightly larger than the Small CTMFD motor) and
therefore can be used in a fairly portable tabletop setup. The tabletop detector is
described in Section 4.3. The volume of the bulb of this detector has varied from
1-15cc which gives it the flexibility to match measurements from both the Small and
Large systems. An example glass piece is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Medium CTMFD glassware
2.2.3 Waiting Time Curve Explanation
When detecting radiation in a CTMFD, the metric that is measured is the time
between detection events. When operating the detector, the motor is accelerated to
the speed equivalent to the desired negative pressure at which point a timer starts.
When a bubble forms from a detection event, the timer is stopped and the time to
detection is then recorded. Upon the bubble formation, the liquid has fractured and
a vapor column forms in the central bulb. The difference in density keeps the bubble
in the center and the fluid is no longer under negative pressure. In order to reset the
CTMFD, the motor is slowed down and the bubble is allowed to escape. The process
of accelerating, waiting for an event, slowing the motor, and resetting the detector is
referred to as a run. After performing a few runs, the average amount of time waited
is calculated and used for analysis. The way in which CTMFD data is represented is
generally in the form of a wait time curve which is a plot of the average time between
detections as a function of the negative pressure. Since the bubble formation process
is a threshold type reaction, where not enough energy does nothing and more than
enough energy results in detection, an ideal detector with a mono-energetic alpha
source dissolved inside would display a wait time behavior like shown in Figure 2.7.
What is displayed in Figure 2.7 is an infinite wait time if there is insufficient
negative pressure to detect and 100% efficient detection above the threshold. In
reality, the geometry of the detector adds some variability in the profile. Also, most
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Figure 2.7. ALPHA DETECTION IN IDEALIZED DETECTOR
alpha emitters exhibit more than one mono-energetic alpha in various fractions. For
example, 239Pu emits 2 major alphas 5.16 MeV (70%) and 5.144 MeV (17%) [16].
The calculation for the negative pressure is performed for the center line of the de-
tector. When moving away from the center line, the negative pressure drops quadrat-
ically. The effect that this has on the wait time curve is giving it a quadratic type
drop from infinity and eventually coming to a plateau. This process is demonstrated
by an example wait time curve in Figure 2.8.
At the lower end the wait time rises sharply in what is called the threshold region.
At the high end, the detector becomes fully sensitive in what is referred to as the
plateau region. When measuring a new alpha emitting isotope in the CTMFD the first
characteristics identified are these two regions which are used in doing spectroscopy.
2.2.4 Neutron Detection in CTMFD
Neutrons are detected in the CTMFD through a variety of mechanisms. The
most common is neutron elastic scattering on a Carbon, or some other heavy nucleus.
At typical values of Pneg used for neutron detection, proton recoils from neutron
collisions are generally not detected (due to the Z2 dependence of LET), therefore
fluids which possess a large fraction of heavier nuclei (12C, 16O, and 19F ) are preferred
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Figure 2.8. Example CTMFD WAIT TIME CURVE (1σ error bars)
when looking for high efficiency detection. Since the process of elastic scattering is
random in direction (from head-on collision to grazing angle) and energy deposited,
the energy resolution for neutron detection is not as precise as it is for α recoil based
detection.
Neutrons can be detected in the CTMFD through mechanisms other than elastic
scattering. Other reactions such as inelastic scattering, (n,α), and fission are de-
tectable as well. Experiments have been conducted in CTMFDs to measure thermal
neutrons using fluids containing boron for example [10].
2.2.5 α Emitting Nuclide Detection in CTMFD
Detection of α recoil events with the CTMFD is done by dissolving the α emitter
into the detector fluid. This is done because otherwise the alpha particles would not
penetrate the detector walls if attempting to measure externally. Since the travel
distance of the particles from α decay is very short, on the order of microns, the
decay products don't leave the CTMFD fluid giving the CTMFD very high detection
efficiency (~100%) for α decay.
When measuring α decay within the CTMFD fluid, the recoil heavy ion is actually
measured instead of the α particle directly. The α particle actually only contributes
a small amount of energy to the bubble formation process. This effect will be demon-
strated by a theoretical example. In the case of 239Pu decay, the decay products are
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235U and an α particle. As an example, if 239Pu decay in acetone is measured in




properties from Yaws Handbook [17], the critical bubble radius from Equation 2.1 is:
rc =
2σ
pv − pl =
2 ∗ 0.024N
m
2.46x104 + 1x106 N
m2
= 4.68x10−8m = 46.8nm
In order for the bubble to be detectable in this case, it must be larger than 46.8
nm meaning the α particle and recoil ion must deposit enough energy in 46.8nm to
vaporize the liquid. When looking at the energetics, as shown in Table 2.1, one can
see that the majority of the energy (~95%) deposited in a critically sized bubble is
actually from the recoil ion, in this example 235U .
Table 2.1
239Pu α Decay Product Energy Deposition in Acetone
Ion Energy LET Range in Energy deposited Contribution
[16] [18] acetone[18] in 46.8 nm to Bubble
keV MeV/cm nm keV %
α 5, 157 7.083x102 47, 740 3.32 4.42
235U 88 1.530x104 93.5 71.70 95.58
Therefore when looking to perform α spectroscopy in the CTMFD, the difference
in energy deposited by the recoil ion is the parameter mostly measured.
2.2.6 Defining Characteristics of CTMFD
The primary defining characteristic of the CTMFD is its detection mechanism
which is unique in the field of radiation detection. The CTMFD is one of the only
radiation detectors which does not necessitate any kind of electronic amplification
to observe radiation interactions. Detecting radiation through formation of bubbles
in a liquid provides some distinct advantages over methods using light or electrical
charge amplification. One evident advantage is background reduction. A detector's
sensitivity is related to its response to both background radiation and undesired
signals within the detector. Detectors utilizing bubble formation are less susceptible
to background radiation for reasons explained in Section 2.2.6.1, including particle
discrimination. It is now important to note that the CTMFD is not the only detector
which utilizes metastable fluids for radiation detection. The CTMFD operates on
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substantially different mechanisms than other metastable fluid radiation detectors
which are described in detail in Section 2.2.7. The CTMFD has also previously been
demonstrated to have energy discrimination capabilities which is particularly useful
for alpha spectroscopy. Also worthy of note is the CTMFD's high intrinsic detection
efficiency for both neutrons and dissolved alpha emitters.
2.2.6.1 Particle Discrimination
The desired particle to be detected is determined by the configuration of the de-
tector. Fission fragments, having the highest LET of the particles of interest (~50,000
MeV/cm in acetone)[18], will require the least amount of liquid tension to detect. In
order to detect fission fragments, the fissioned material must be within the detector
liquid since the fragment will not penetrate the detector wall. By placing a fissionable
material within a CTMFD, a detector similar to a fission chamber can be created.
The CTMFD can also detect dissolved alpha emitters in the liquid [7]. The recoil
nucleus from a typical alpha decay has an LET of ~15,000 MeV/cm, [18] which makes
it possible to differentiate from a fission fragment with LET of ~50,000 MeV/cm.
Neutrons are detected in a CTMFD through two mechanisms. The first mecha-
nism is elastic/inelastic scattering with an atomic nucleus. After collision, the nu-
cleus is an energetic heavy charged particle, which is detectable in the CTMFD. The
LET for a detectable neutron collision with a carbon nucleus would be ~1,500-15,000
MeV/cm, for example [18]. The other mechanism for neutron detection is a neutron
absorption reaction, which releases an energetic charged particle. Some examples are
(n,α), (n,p), and fission reactions. Since many of these reactions have high cross
sections for thermal neutrons, thermal neutrons, which are too low in energy to be
detected through elastic collision, can now also be selectively detected. Thermal
neutron detection is accomplished by using a detection liquid with boron, cadmium,
or chlorine, for example. The LET in acetone of the Lithium ion created from the
10B(n, α)7Li reaction is ~2,800 MeV/cm [4] [18]. The max LET of a proton in acetone
is ~700 MeV/cm [18].
There is very limited evidence that electrons and γ photons may also be detected
in a CTMFD, but require much more tension than for neutron and alpha detection [7].
This has not been confirmed in our lab however. The maximum LET of an electron
in acetone is ~125 MeV/cm [19]. The energy deposition rate of a 137Cs γ photon is
~1 MeV/cm in acetone [20]. It is obvious from the energy deposition rates listed that
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varying tension to discriminate between particles in a CTMFD is relatively simple.
For most practical application purposes of neutron detection, the CTMFD system
can be made to be insensitive to γ radiation.
2.2.7 Comparison to Other Detectors Which Use Metastable Fluids for
Detection
This section will discuss how the CTMFD differs in operation from other types of
metastable fluid detectors.
2.2.7.1 Acoustically Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detectors
Another approach to tensioning a liquid is through acoustic energy. Acoustic
waves create alternating tension and compression states in a material. The Acousti-
cally Tensioned Metastable Fluid Detector (ATMFD) offers some unique advantages
over other TMFD systems. To utilize acoustic energy most effectively for neutron
detection, ATMFDs are designed to make use of mechanical resonance and acoustic
wave focusing to induce high magnitudes of tension with modest input power. Al-
though several variations of shape and sized ATMFDs have been constructed, the
design illustrated here is the cylindrical resonant acoustic chamber shown in Figure
2.9 [21].
As shown in Figure 2.9, the ATMFD uses a piezoelectric element to vibrate the
wall of the detector. This design uses a ring shaped piezoelectric element in order
to focus acoustic energy inwards, but many other configurations can be used as well
[23]. The ATMFD is filled with a liquid, which has desirable properties for the
application. The majority of the liquids used are organic liquids. The reflectors on
top and bottom are used to reflect waves escaping out the end, and the spacing of
the reflector is measured precisely to focus energy in the center and create a standing
wave when the detector is vibrating in resonance. The PZT shock signal monitors
are attached to the glass wall at various locations to detect the shock wave created
when a radiation induced cavitation event occurs[21].
The electrical hardware shown in Figure 2.9 control and monitor the detector while
operating. A programmable waveform generator is used to generate the ultrasonic
sine wave (∼20 kHz) at the detector resonant frequency. The waveform is then
put through an amplifier, which increases the voltage by a factor of twenty and
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Figure 2.9. ATMFD Diagram [21, 22] with permission
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provides the power for the piezoelectric element. The shock signal monitors record
the detection events which are displayed on an oscilloscope after passing through a
high pass filter to remove the piezoelectric driver signal. A virtual instrument (VI)
LabVIEWTM program is used to download the shock signals from the oscilloscope
and perform analysis. The LabVIEWTM VI is also used to control the waveform
generator to keep the system in resonance [21].
The central region of the ATMFD which has the greatest energy focusing is the
sensitive volume of the detector where neutron induced bubbles are formed. The
size of the sensitive volume is a function of the drive power, the geometry, and what
energy of particle is to be detected. The tension within the liquid is not uniform.
The focal point in the detector has the highest tension; therefore the sensitivity drops
off as the distance increases from the focal point. Since the acoustic waves create
alternating tension and compression, the ATMFD is insensitive for at least half of the
time during the compression phase. While in the tension phase, neutrons can nucleate
a bubble which expands under the right conditions. The expansion continues during
the remainder of the tension phase and slows as the liquid begins to compress. When
compression occurs, the bubble then collapses and usually condenses, although bub-
bles can remain for several cycles before fully condensing. A more detailed description
of the operation of the ATMFD can be found elsewhere [23, 24].
The ATMFD provides some advantages over the CTMFD, mainly the ability to
run continuously. While a CTMFD must stop rotating after a detection to reset itself,
the ATMFD resets itself during the compression phase of the mechanical vibration.
The ATMFD also has the capability to create an adjustable sensitive volume size. The
ATMFD also requires much less (∼ 1-5 W) electrical power to operate than the motor
of the CTMFD (which can be in the ∼102 W range). The ATMFD however is a more
complex system and does not offer the ability for precise prediction of the tension
occurring within the detector, unlike the CTMFD. Both of these TMFD systems are
complimentary in that they make up each other's weaknesses and together are an
effective set of radiation detection tools.
2.3 Nuclear Waste Reprocessing
This section provides basic information about two methods for reprocessing SNF.
The intent of this section is to provide enough information so that this section can be
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used for reference for terminology and basic understanding of reprocessing that will
be discussed throughout this dissertation.
2.3.1 Plutonium Uranium Redox EXtraction (PUREX)
This section covers the PUREX process [25] which is the most widely used process
for SNF reprocessing in the world. The focus of this dissertation will mainly be on the
Uranium Extraction (UREX) process but it is important to separately assess if the
ideas presented are also relevant to the PUREX process as well. Occasional references
to the PUREX process will be made throughout the document, so this section will
provide reference material for understanding discussion of PUREX.
The basic flow chart of the PUREX process is given in Figure 2.10 [25]. First, the
fuel assemblies are disassembled to take apart the individual fuel pins. The pins are
then chopped, the cladding discarded, and the fuel pellets dissolved in acid. Next,
the resulting solution undergoes several chemical processes. First, the U and Pu are
separated from the fission products and the other actinides. Next, the plutonium is
extracted from the uranium. The uranium product is then returned to its original
chemical form and the process is repeated some number of times to ensure complete
plutonium extraction.
Figure 2.10. Key Steps in PUREX process [25]
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2.3.2 Uranium Extraction (UREX)
This section gives background information on the UREX chemical process in order
to better understand the impact of the work of this dissertation.
The basic flow chart of the UREX+ process is given in Figure 2.11 [2]. The first
steps as with PUREX involves mechanical disassembly, chopping, and dissolving.
Next, the UREX process extracts uranium and 99Tc. At this point the majority
of the fuel mass has been removed leaving the fission products and the remaining
actinides. Next in the FPEX process, 137Cs and 90Sr, which are two of the large
abundance and long lived fission products, are removed. In the NPEX process which
is an important step, because unlike the PUREX process, plutonium is never extracted
by itself. Instead it is extracted with neptunium which makes it more proliferation
resistant. If stolen, this material mixture of Np and Pu would be much harder to
make a weapon from. The last step is the TRUEX process where the remainder of
the transuranics are removed resulting in the remainder of the fission products as
waste raffinate.
Figure 2.11. UREX+ GENERAL FLOWCHART [2]
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3. PREVIOUS WORK RELEVANT TO THIS STUDY
3.1 Alpha Detection in CTMFD
A previous dissertation [3] has discussed the results of experimenting with detec-
tion of α emitters in CTMFDs and theorizing application to SNF reprocessing. This
dissertation is a continuation and expansion of this previous work. This section will
summarize the work previously done in order to provide understanding of the starting
point of the current project and give a more comprehensive coverage of the project
as a whole.
3.1.1 Actinide Calibration in LCTMFD
Previously work [3] has been done to calibrate the CTMFD for a variety of iso-
topes. The system has been calibrated mostly with NIST certified single isotope
Standard Reference Materials (SRM) solutions. This has been done for 238Pu (5.499
MeV), 239Pu (5.157 MeV),238U (4.27 MeV), and 241Am (5.485 MeV) [14] where the
energies represent the dominant alpha energies. Depleted Uranium (DU) has been
used to calibrate for 234U (4.775 MeV) [14]. All of these calibrations were done with
acetone as the working fluid in the CTMFD. The threshold regions have been identi-
fied for these isotopes and differences can be seen as a function of energy. An example
of some of the calibration curves for the CTMFD are shown in Figure 3.1 [14].
Important to note is that the threshold regions for 238Pu (5.499 MeV) and 241Am
(5.485 MeV), which have nearly identical decay energy have been shown to be mea-
surably different in the CTMFD if enough data are taken [14].
3.1.2 1:1 238Pu :239 Pu Measurement
The data plotted in Figure 3.1 shows that for measured samples of different α
emitting isotopes, the CTMFD sensitivity threshold can be found. The wait time
curve, as shown in Figure 2.8 drops rapidly once the sensitivity threshold is crossed
for a signal isotope. For a mixture, instead of being a smooth curve, the detector
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Figure 3.1. EXAMPLE OF PREVIOUS CTMFD CALIBRATION
[14] (with permission) (1σ error bars)
will gain sensitivity to the higher energy isotope first and then later the lower energy
isotopes. If the CTMFD has sufficient energy resolution, the higher energy isotope
can become saturated causing a plateau in the wait time curve before the lower energy
isotope is detected. This creates a stair stepped wait time curve. This type of curve
not only indicates the presence of multiple isotopes but also may be able to be used to
quantitatively measure the isotope ratio. Previous work on this idea was performed
with a 1:1 mixture of 238Pu :239 Pu [3]. The energy difference between the two
isotopes, ~350 keV, is sufficient to see the stair step effect desired. The result of a
wait time curve taken with this 1:1 mixture is shown in Figure 3.2. This work was
expanded upon as part of this dissertation.
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Figure 3.2. Original 1:1 238Pu :239 Pu Measurement [3] (with permission)
3.1.3 Efficiency and Sensitivity Comparison to LS Spectrometer
Previous work has demonstrated both the efficiency and sensitivity of the CTMFD
to α emitting samples. Due to the short path length of α particles, ~20-50 µm, they
can be very efficiently counted if dissolved in the CTMFD fluid. This is not unlike
other detectors like liquid scintillation counters such as the Beckman LS6500 in our
lab. LS counters make use of disposable scintillators to introduce α/β samples and
count the light pulses. These counters are very efficient, close to 100% if configured
correctly, but there is a fundamental limitation of these machines in the sensitivity.
LS counters like all radiation detectors respond to background radiation. LS counters
are also susceptible to dark current noise in the PMTs. Background comes from
many sources but consists of mostly γ photon interactions in the scintillator or α/β
particles emitted from the LS vials or host fluid. Regardless of the source of the
background, it influences the minimum detectable amount of material in these types
of systems. The CTMFD fundamentally ignores dark current and furthermore it has
been shown to be almost entirely blind to photons and β particles making the back-
ground response substantially lower than traditional detectors. This means that the
CTMFD can effectively detect much weaker samples of α emitters than LS detectors.
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A demonstration of this is shown in Table 3.1 which shows actinides samples measured
in the Beckman LS6500 and CTMFD. The data in this table is taken directly from a
previous dissertation [3] to demonstrate that samples much lower than 1 Bq can be
tested in the CTMFD, but are overwhelmed by background effects in a traditional
LS counter.
Table 3.1
Comparison of α Sensitivity between CTMFD and Beckman LS6500 [3]
Isotope Sample Count LS6500 CTMFD
Activity Time (bkg corrected) Avg Wait Time
(Bq) (min) (CPM) (min)
238Pu 3.0620 100 175.67±1.76
0.0391 100 -4.47±1.14 0.11
bkg 100 67.73±0.82
239Pu 4.0831 100 196.74±1.81
0.0403 100 -1.60±1.14 0.10
bkg 100 65.94±0.81
241Am 7.6593 100 481.43±2.49
0.0393 100 -0.24±1.17
bkg 100 68.53±0.83
238Pu 3.8789 10 231.6±6.00
0.5007 10 30.80±3.99
bkg 10
241Am 9.6593 10 607.2±8.58
0.5273 10 33.40±4.03
bkg 10
3.1.4 ORIGEN-S Simulations of UREX Actinide Concentrations
Previous work has been done to simulate the makeup of SNF and estimate amounts
of actinides in various stages of the UREX process [3]. This work was conducted using
ORIGEN-S which is a burn-up and decay calculation code that has been written
specifically to simulate the by-products from operating nuclear reactors. The user
can choose from a number of reactor core designs, choose the fuel composition, and
simulate the burn up of the fuel during operation. The decay of produced fission
products and actinides can also be simulated. With this tool, previous work [3] was
done to predict the actinide composition of much of the existing SNF in the U.S. that
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has been in storage for years to decades. Studying these initial simulation results
has been useful for expanding the ideas for utilizing CTMFD to detect actinides in
SNF. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show example results of the α activity predictions from
ORIGEN-S. Additional simulations similar to these have been performed as part of
this dissertation.
Figure 3.3. α Activity from 1 MTU of 2% Enriched 30 GWD/MTU
Burn-up PWR SNF at Various Cooling Times [3]
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Figure 3.4. α Activity from 1 MTU of 5% Enriched 50 GWD/MTU
Burn-up PWR SNF at Various Cooling Times [3]
3.1.5 Proposed Fuel Reprocessing Monitoring System
This section will cover the previously proposed reprocessing monitoring algorithms
[2, 3]. This will provide a basis of understanding for supplementing and expanding
the proposed monitoring system as part of this dissertation. Figures 3.5 and 3.6
[2] show the basic flow charts for previously proposed systems for determining the
composition of the major actinides present in SNF. These charts are based on three
techniques, simulation of the expected SNF radiation environment, external neutron
measurement with a CTMFD, and α counting of grab samples.
Looking first at Figure 3.5, which shows the proposed system for fresh fuel, the
process is started by simulation, based on reactor power history. The simulation
is then checked by confirming the neutron output from the fuel with a CTMFD.
This information gives you the combined spontaneous fission signature and (α, n)
signature. If the neutron measurement doesn't match, the simulation would then
be reevaluated. At this point a sample would be taken from the liquefied SNF and
diluted into acetone for testing in the CTMFD. The sample would be diluted to ~0.2
Bq of total α activity. This sample would then have an extended waiting time curve
measured. The amount of 242Cm, 244Cm, 238Pu, and 241Am would then be determined
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by the plateaus in the curve similar to what was done in Figure 3.2. This information
would then be used to confirm the results or alter the simulation to then predict the
239Pu content. The 239Pu content would then be measured farther downstream in
the reprocessing facility via active interrogation or α counting in the NPEX stream.
Looking at Figure 3.6, the algorithm for 30 year old fuel only differs slightly in
structure but the ratio of the isotopes would be substantially different causing a
few differences. First, 242Cm would not be present due to decay which simplifies
things somewhat. A complicating factor though is the build up of 241Am which
occurs due to 241Pu decay. Having a higher energy α than 239Pu, 241Am complicates
the measurement somewhat but the basic structure doesn't change. These proposed
methodologies will be expanded on as part of this dissertation as well as performing
some of the engineering work needed to make these measurements possible.
Figure 3.5. Previous Algorithm for 180 Day Cooling Period [2]
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Figure 3.6. Previous Algorithm for 30 Year Cooling Period [2]
3.2 Work in Active Detection of Fissionable Material Through Neutrons
This section will cover previous work related to active interrogation of SNM using
TMFDs for detection [2, 26, 27, 28].
3.2.1 Method Using Timing Discrimination in TMFDs
As previously mentioned, the ATMFD has some unique attributes that may solve
some of the challenges facing active interrogation, the first being selective insensitivity
to γ photons. By escaping gamma saturation, the ATMFD already has an advantage
over many other detector systems. This same ability could be utilized in a photo-
fission based interrogation system. If however one wants to use a neutron based
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interrogation system to induce fission in a SNM, the operating mechanism of the
ATMFD lends itself to a particle discrimination method.
Since the ATMFD uses acoustic energy to tension the detection liquid, its internal
pressure fluctuates between positive and negative which acts to turn the detector
on and off within microseconds. While the detector is turned off during positive
pressure, neutrons from a pulsed neutron generator (PNG) may pass through the
detector unseen. During the time of PNG pulsing, the ATMFD can be made "blind"
to neutrons, along with all other radiation. If the neutron source is pulsed properly,
the detector will have no activity while no SNM is present. If a SNM is present,
delayed neutrons from fission will be generated at random times, consistent with the
uranium fissioning process, and can be detected in between source pulses. This may
be simpler than having to discriminate electrical signals or attempting to notice small
increases in count rate within a huge source background.
In order for the ATMFD to ignore source neutrons; the pulsed source has to be
phase locked with the ATMFD, meaning that the neutron source is controlled by the
detector. An example of the timing of this process is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7. Acoustic Driver (sine wave) and PNG Gate (Square Wave) Signals [28]
In Figure 3.7, the sinusoidal waveform that controls the ATMFD acoustic driver
is also used to trigger the pulsed neutron generator. These two signals must be timed
so that the neutron pulse occurs during positive pressure in the ATMFD.
Phase-locking can be accomplished with the use of a pulse and delay generator
(PDG). The pulsed neutron generator (Activation Technologies Corporation Model
N-550) used to demonstrate this can be triggered with a 5V pulse. It then generates
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neutrons while the pulse is high, stopping when the trigger voltage drops. The PDG
can be configured to output a 5V pulse of nearly any width and can be set to trigger on
a threshold voltage from an external input. The signal from the waveform generator
which controls the ATMFD acoustic driver was used as the external input for the
pulse and delay generator. When the waveform generator signal crossed the threshold
voltage, the PDG was triggered.
This process is simple in principle, but has one more complication that must be
accounted for. When the waveform generator voltage begins to rise, there is a delay
between waveform signal and the actual application of pressure in the ATMFD. First
there is a delay associated with the times required for the signal to pass through the
amplifier to the PZT acoustic driver of the ATMFD. Secondly the PZT requires time
to compress. Lastly, the pressure wave travels through the liquid at its sound speed,
into the center of the detector thus creating additional delay before the liquid actually
comes under positive pressure. To compensate for this, the delay capabilities of the
PDG are utilized. By programming in a delay before the PDG triggers the neutron
source, neutrons can be generated during the ATMFD's period of insensitivity.
To summarize the process:
1. The voltage from the waveform generator becomes positive and crosses the pulse
and delay generator input threshold.
2. The PDG is triggered but first waits for the programmed delay period to account
for the ATMFD electrical and sound travel times.
3. The PDG then sends a 5V trigger pulse to the pulsed neutron generator. The
width the of the trigger pulse is programmed such that neutrons are only gen-
erated during positive pressure.
4. The pulsed neutron generator sends neutron pulse through the SNM and ATMFD
undetected during positive pressure.
The phase locking process has been demonstrated without a SNM present. In ad-
dition to the ATMFD hardware a programmable Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation
Model 555 (BNC555) Pulse/Delay Generator was used for PNG triggering. The am-
plitude of the ATMFD waveform generator was set to ∼2V so the trigger threshold
on the BNC555 was set to 1V. Since the ATMFD was running at a drive frequency
of ∼20kHz, the pulse width coming out of the BNC555 was set to 20µs so that the
maximum number of neutrons could be generated during positive pressure in the
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ATMFD while still leaving some buffer time before the ATMFD became sensitive. A
delay was set in the BNC555 to account for the delay between waveform signal and
acoustic pressure. The delay needed was initially guessed and then adjusted until
detection within the ATMFD stopped. If the delay was set back an additional 1/2
cycle (∼25 µs), the source was then in sync with negative pressure in the ATMFD and
the detector would detect rapidly. If the delay was returned to the previous setting,
the detection would stop completely.
Therefore, as a prelude to implementation in an active interrogation system, it has
been demonstrated that the ATMFD can be phase locked with the pulsed neutron
generator is such a way that detection in the ATMFD is prevented by pulsing neutrons
only during detector insensitivity. A full experimental demonstration of this technique
for active interrogation has yet to be conducted due to access to a sufficiently strong
source of neutrons or sufficient supply of fissionable material, but simulations have
been conducted to anticipate possible outcomes of these experiments[28].
3.2.2 Method Using Energy Discrimination in ATMFD
An alternative approach to active interrogation using TMFDs is using its energy
discrimination capabilities. Instead of fissioning with a pulsed source as in Section
3.2.1, by using a lower energy source than the particles intended for detection, a
TMFD can effectively ignore the interrogating source. One example of this technique
involves using D-D fusion neutrons to create fission. The nuclear reaction of D-D
fusion is 21H +
2
1H → 32He + 10n + 3.26MeV [4]. Of that 3.26 MeV released, ~2.45
MeV goes to the neutron. These neutrons can then be used to fission uranium, for
example, which generates neutrons in a spectrum of energies as shown in Figure 3.8.
Also shown in Figure 3.8, is the portion of the fission spectrum with energies greater
than D-D neutrons. This equates to roughly 1/3 of the spectrum. This method seems
to have the potential to be more efficient than looking for delayed neutrons because
of a higher yield and higher energy.
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Figure 3.8. Portion of Fission Spectrum Above DD Neutron Energy[29]
3.3 Gamma Insensitivity
As described in Section 2.2.6.1, it seems reasonable that γ photons should not be
directly detectable in the CTMFD. The exception to this is photon induced neutrons
which only apply in some specific rare cases. For the most part, and especially
for lower energy photons, the CTMFD should be able to ignore individual photon
interactions completely, but this needed to be confirmed experimentally. This section
describes the previous experiment performed to demonstrate γ photon blindness.
To demonstrate the predicted gamma insensitivity of the CTMFD, an experiment
was conducted at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) by Professors Block (RPI)
and Taleyarkhan (Purdue) with a 3 Ci 137Cs source (∼ 1011γ/s) [9]. The experiment
was conducted by placing the CTMFD bulb ~0.3m from the source which was that
closest possible distance. The detector was filled with acetone and operated at -5.5
bar which is a normal pressure for detecting our lab's PuBe source. As expected, the
CTMFD operated with nearly no detection near the gamma source. The detection
rate was appropriate for cosmic neutron background [9]. In 1,200 seconds of sensitive




Results of CTMFD Gamma Blindness Experiment [9]





3.4 MAC-TMFD Concept and Original Design
In order to fully take advantage of the many benefits offered by the CTMFD for
actinide identification, the primary engineering improvement needed is increasing the
rate of data collection. Since the CTMFD must be slowed to remove the bubble after
detection, the detection rate is limited by the time required to slow and restart the
motor. A practical CTMFD needs to have parallel detectors using the same motor.
One possible approach is stacking detectors in a column. A recent development, and
more compact approach, to parallelizing the CTMFD is changing the detector shape.
Instead of using a diamond with two arms, the detector's shape becomes triangular
with only one arm. If one detector element is a triangular single arm, many of them
can be placed in a circle around the central axis to make a multi-element detector.
The traditional design shape is shown for comparison in Figure 3.9. The new design
which has been named the Multiple-Arm CTMFD (MAC-TMFD) is shown in Figure
3.10 [15] with an example glass piece shown in Figure 3.11.
The diagram in Figure 3.10 shows an example of a two element MAC-TMFD which
features two independent detection volumes; however, the detector could feature as
many elements as can fit within the space. With a system such as this, multiple
detection events can occur independently before slowing and restarting the motor.
In addition to being able to collect data at a faster rate, the MAC-TMFD allows
the independent detectors to run at multiple pressures by varying the liquid fill level
of each arm, thus tailoring the radii at a given rotational frequency. By knowing
the calibrated Pneg required to detect various isotopes, an entire spectrum could
be measured while operating at one speed. This flexibility offers great potential to
analyze SNF in a reasonable amount of time while still remaining blind to γ photons
and β particles. The details of initial testing and qualification of the MAC-TMFD
concept are published elsewhere [15] and the next step is design and construction of a
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Figure 3.9. TRADITIONAL CTMFD DESIGN [15, 30]
Figure 3.10. MAC-TMFD DESIGN [15, 30]
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Figure 3.11. MAC-TMFD Glassware Example
spectrometer prototype. A concept drawing of a potential MAC-TMFD spectrometer
is shown in Figure 3.12.
The spectrometer pictured in Figure 3.12 features a centrifuge like device in which
single detection elements could be slid into the slots and removed as needed. A sup-
plementary sample dispensing device could be used to control quantity and therefore
the liquid radius making the spectrometer simple and user friendly. Design and con-
struction of a concept prototype of this kind is one of the goals of this thesis.
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Figure 3.12. MAC-TMFD SPECTROMETER CONCEPT DIAGRAM [15, 30]
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4. HARDWARE DEVELOPED FOR THIS STUDY
4.1 Development of Automated Large CTMFD
The Large CTMFD (introduced in Section 2.2.2.3) is the device where most of the
previous work on α detection was done. In order to continue this line of work, there
was a need to make the machine more automated in order to increase the efficiency
of data collection.
4.1.1 State of Large CTMFD Automation Prior to this Dissertation
Prior to this study, most of the actinide calibration work had been done on the
Large CTMFD apparatus. More detailed explanation of the hardware and software
can be found elsewhere [3], but the changes made for this dissertation, will be de-
scribed here. At the beginning of the work for this dissertation, a previous control
setup existed for the Large CTMFD. The control software virtual instrument (VI)
was coded in LabView and operated on a PC. The software user interface allowed the
user to enter the pertinent parameters about the experiment to be used for control
and data collection including, but not limited to, fluid radius, fluid density, name
of fluid, radiation source, desired negative pressure, maximum spin time, cool down
time, and acceleration rate.
Once these parameters were known, the software could automate most of the
aspects of running the detector. The motor would begin, stopped, and would wait for
the specified cool down time prior to restart. This was done for two reasons. After a
detection event, the detector would need to remain still long enough for the bubble
to come out and reset the system, which would take several seconds. Also, while
operating, the motor windings would heat up and would require time between spins
to cool back down.
After the specified waiting period, the computer would start the motor by sending
a digital command to a waveform generator which was constantly outputting a DC
signal used by the motor controller to control the speed. The LabView program would
gradually ramp up the voltage until the desired speed was reached. The speed was
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controlled by a calibration of waveform generator DC voltage vs. speed which was
redone occasionally. Once reaching full speed, the LabView software would start a
timer to measure the wait time. At this point the user was needed to tell the program
when a detection event occurred, at which point the speed of the motor at the time
of detection was recorded. The speed was measured with a set of IR diodes which
formed an emitter-receiver pair. These are described in Section 4.1.2. The sensor sent
a beam of light from the emitter to the detector which was broken every time the arm
of the CTMFD glass piece went through. The signal was then measured by a digital
oscilloscope and sent to the LabView program for analysis. The LabView program
would determine the speed from the sensor signal and record it along with the wait
time. The motor would then slow down and begin the cool down timer. After the
cool down period, another run would commence.
An additional function existed in the event that the motor was running too long
without detection. In order to prevent the motor from over heating, a maximum spin
time was set in the software. When the maximum spin time was reached without
detection, the program would initiate the slow down procedure but indicate in the
output data that no detection had occurred. Therefore the output of the program,
to an excel readable file was: run number, negative pressure, speed, run wait time,
and a binary indication of detection. The user could then after the fact sum the run
wait time column and divide by the sum of the detection column to get the average
wait time.
4.1.2 Infrared Sensors
The sensor used for automation of the CTMFD is a set of an IR LED and an
IR sensitive receiver. The receiver is manufactured for maximum sensitivity to the
wavelength of light emitted from the LED and a filter on the receiver cuts down
on interference from other sources. A change in the amount of light impinging the
receiver induces a voltage change which can be measured. A basic schematic of the
sensor circuit is shown in Figure 4.1.
The two trimmer potentiometers (trimpots) allow adjustment of the signal shape.
The trimpot on the emitter allows the light output to be adjusted, and the trimpot
on the receiver adjusts the amplification of the signal.
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Figure 4.1. Basic Light Sensor Schematic
4.1.3 Bubble Detection
Up to this point the Large CTMFD hardware required an operator present to
monitor for detection events. To cut down on operator involvement, the bubble de-
tection was automated by re-positioning the sensor that measured the speed. Instead
of placing the sensor where the arm would break the beam, it was moved down to
the bulb. The light from the LED was sent through the bulb of the detector to the
receiver. When a bubble formed from detection, the light transmission would change
and could be monitored with an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope would average the
voltage over a span of time and transmit the average to the LabView VI several times
per second. When a threshold voltage was crossed, LabView would begin the detec-
tion slow down process and record the run as a detection. At this point the Large
CTMFD could run fully automated after some initial setup.
4.1.4 Speed Measurement
The movement of the sensor to the bulb of the detector had a minimal effect on
the speed measurement. The location of the Large CTMFD bulb is in between the
bolts that attach the CTMFD to the motor. There are four bolts that break the IR
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beam once per revolution. This is why the bubble detection used averaging of the
signal to measure transmission. Since there are four dips in the signal per revolution,
speed measurement is straightforward and the measurement function already in the
LabView VI was able to measure this new speed signal without difficulty.
4.2 Development of Hand Held Portable CTMFD
As discussion about field applications of the CTMFD occurred, it became apparent
that a hand portable version of the CTMFD would be useful. The previous hardware
had all been stationary experiments up to this point. This section details the process
of designing and constructing a hand portable version of the CTMFD which was used
later in some of the experimental work.
4.2.1 Overview of Hardware and Features
This section will give an overview of the hand held CTMFD and describe its basic
functionality and parts. A labeled photo of the hand held CTMFD is shown in Figure
4.2. The first hand held CTMFD (Figure 4.2) utilized parts from a hand held router
tool (DremelTM 8220). These parts were the motor and battery. The remainder of
the parts were custom made in house or outsourced. The detector itself was a small
(~2cc) CTMFD (Figure 2.4). The CTMFD glassware was connected to the motor
with a custom machined holder, described later, and the motor was held in place
with a custom made holder. The electronics, battery, display, and user controls were
housed in a plastic enclosure on top of the motor holder. A LCD screen displayed
detection results and user interface menus. Control buttons on the front allowed for
basic function control and a remote control allowed for additional functionality and
entering numbers into menu controls. The motor stop button allowed for easy shut
down of the motor if needed.
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Figure 4.2. Hand Held CTMFD Features
4.2.2 Motor and Motor Holder
In order to be compact, the motor used for the hand held CTMFD was of a differ-
ent type than had been used previously. For this detector a Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) controlled DC motor was used. This motor is operated by directly applying
the voltage from a battery, but, it involved switching the power on and off to control
the speed. The motor used in the hand held CTMFD is shown in Figure 4.3. As
previously mentioned, this motor was extracted from a hand held router tool. This
was done out of convenience rather than necessity There are a wide variety of similar
motors that would work for this application.
The motor was held in place with a custom designed holder. The holder consisted
of two pieces, visible in Figure 4.2, which formed a clam shell around the motor to
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hold it. The holder was then attached to the glass safety enclosure and the electronics
enclosure. The motor holder was designed and 3D printed to conform tightly to the
motor. The motor holder featured ventilation holes to match those of the motor as
well as access to the gear shown in Figure 4.3 that allows locking of the motor shaft.
Figure 4.3. Motor Used for Hand Held CTMFD
4.2.3 Glass Holder and Threaded Connector
The holder for the glass piece on the hand held detector is of the same style as has
been traditionally used on the small CTMFD. The holder consists of an aluminum
tube with two slots cut to slide the detector arms into. The glass piece is fixed into
the holder with epoxy. The holder has four holes drilled for screws to connect to the
threaded connector. The glass piece holder is shown in Figure 4.4. The threaded
connector is what allows the CTMFD to be attached to the motor. Since the threads
on motor shafts tend to vary considerably, generally the threaded connector must
be specific to the motor which is why it is removable. The threaded connector used
for the hand held CTMFD is shown in Figure 4.5 and features a tapped hole that
matches the threads of the motor shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4. Small CTMFD Glass Holder
Figure 4.5. Small CTMFD Threaded Connector
4.2.4 Microprocessor Controller
In order to be portable, the hand held CTMFD could not be controlled by a
computer as had been done with previous generations. Instead the controller used
was a microprocessor prototyping board, the well known ArduinoTM . ArduinoTM
is an open source controller framework which can be attached to a computer and
programmed with a modified C language and then be operated independently on
battery power. The board features a variety of digital and analog inputs and outputs
that can be used to control machines. The Arduino used for the hand held CTMFD
is pictured in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Microprocessor Board Used to Control Hand Held CTMFD
4.2.5 Motor Power Delivery and Control
As mentioned, the motor control mechanism for the hand held CTMFD was pulse
width modulation (PWM). In contrast to amplitude modulation where the voltage
would be changed to control power delivery, PWM applies full voltage to the motor
but adjusts the amount of time that voltage is applied. This is done by adjusting
the duty cycle of a square wave operating at a particular frequency. This method of
motor control was selected both because the microprocessor board selected will easily
output the correct signal and the motor selected is designed to operate in this manner.
The frequency of the PWM signal was determined by the motor which was designed
to operate at a particular frequency, and did not function well at other frequencies.
Once the PWM signal was set up properly, the duty cycle adjustment was the only
factor changed to control motor speed.
While the microprocessor could provide the signal that the motor needed, it could
not provide the power. An additional off the shelf part was needed to power the
motor. Shown in Figure 4.7 is the Mosfet DC power delivery board. A Mosfet is a
type of solid state switch used for high frequency switching applications. The board
in Figure 4.7 is connected to the battery as well as the motor. The PWM signal from
the microprocessor board is input to control to switch flipping and power delivery.
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Figure 4.7. Mosfet Based DC Power Delivery Board for Hand Held CTMFD
4.2.6 Sensors
There were two types of sensors built for the hand held CTMFD, a reflective speed
sensor and a transmission bubble sensor. These sensors consist of the IR sensors
mentioned in Section 4.1.2 used in two different configurations. The reflective speed
sensors, shown in Figure 4.8, consisted of two IR emitter and detector pairs facing the
CTMFD glassware holder. The holder was wrapped in opaque black tape except for
a small strip of reflective tape which would bounce the IR light back to the detector.
This created a digital signal that could be used by the microprocessor board for speed
measurement. The second set of IR sensors served as a backup.
Figure 4.8. Speed Sensors on Hand Held CTMFD
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The second type of sensor, was the bubble sensor. This consisted of an IR emit-
ter/detector pair on either side of the CTMFD bulb. The IR light transmission
through the bulb was measured as an analog signal and the change in signal from
bubble formation recorded to signal a nuclear particle detection event.
Figure 4.9. Bubble Detection Sensor on Hand Held CTMFD
4.2.7 Custom Circuitry
Once all of the various components of the hand held CTMFD were functioning,
some work was needed in order to get all of the electrical components and wires into
a compact package so that the detector could be portable. At first the entire circuit
was put together on a prototyping circuit board which was bulky and the wiring was
messy. The prototyping circuit board also had fairly loose connections which caused
issues when the attached motor would vibrate. It became apparent that some custom
circuitry would be needed. A circuit was designed using the freeware program PCB
ArtistTM . The circuit was designed to have the connections needed for all of the
sensors, attach directly to the ArduinoTM , and provide power to various components.
The diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. PCB Artist Diagram of Hand-held CTMFD Circuitry
Once finished, the design was then printed on a transparency which was mounted
on top of a UV sensitive PCB. The final copper trace diagram is shown in Figure
4.11.
Figure 4.11. Hand-held CTMFD Circuit on Transparency
At first, the UV irradiation was done with a black light. The instructions called
for a 15W black light to be placed 3 inches away for 10 min. The black light used was
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about 4 W so 3.81cm (1.5 in) for the same amount of time was done to compensate
which did not work out due to over exposure. Later, it became apparent that the
developing solution was a bit too hot on the first attempt as well. The second attempt
at irradiating and developing the board went much better. Instead of using the black
light, a 40W light bulb was placed 15.24 cm (6 in) away and a much longer exposure
was done for ~35 min. Also, since the developing process etched through several of
the lines on the first design, the lines on the new design were thicker so that if it over
developed a little bit the board would still work. After exposing the board with the
light bulb, the board was then developed by placing it in a tray with warm developer
solution purchased from the local electronics store. This was done in a dark room
with only a small amount of indirect light so that the board did not receive any extra
exposure. When developing, the developer temperature was kept at 43.3oC (110oF
) and the liquid was agitated constantly to allow even and consistent development.
The developer by design removes the organic coating which is broken down by the
UV light leaving coating only where the lines on the transparency were located. The
developing was finished when the circuit pattern was clearly visible. At this time
the PCB was placed in ice cold water to stop the developing process. The developer
was washed off in the sink and the board at that point did not need to be handled
in a dark environment. Now that the top layer had been removed by the developer,
the board was put in an etching solution which removed the copper everywhere that
didn't still have the top layer. This process takes 30-45min and the etching solution
is kept around 37.8o-43.3oC (100o-110oF). Once the etching was completed acetone
was used to remove the remainder of the organic top coat. After completing the
developing and etching the PCB, the holes were drilled. Once the holes were drilled
the components were soldered onto the board. At this point the components on the
board were tested. The board as populated with components is shown in Figure 4.12.
With the custom circuitry installed, the hand held CTMFD now had far more
compact wiring that was also far better connected to prevent failure in the presence
of detector vibration. For contrast, the wiring inside the hand held CTMFD before
and after creation of the custom circuitry is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12. Hand-held CTMFD PCB Assembled
Before PCB Creation
After PCB Installation
Figure 4.13. Hand-held CTMFD Control BoxWiring Before and After
Creation of PCB
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4.3 Development of Tabletop Medium CTMFD
The hand held CTMFD was found to be useful as a portable neutron detector,
however for reasons discussed in Section 2.2.2.3, the small size of the detector makes
it difficult to have the tension control that is needed to do α spectroscopy. There
was a need to develop a version of the CTMFD which was large enough to be more
versatile, and yet, still fairly portable. This led to the development of the Tabletop
Medium CTMFD (MCTMFD) which is based on the medium sized glassware design.
This section will discuss the creation of the MCTMFD system.
4.3.1 Basic Hardware Description
The main hardware components of the MCTMFD prototype are the motor enclo-
sure, sensor box, control box, and display PC. A schematic of the major components
is shown in Figure 4.14 and a picture is shown in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.14. Major MCTMFD Component Schematic
The motor enclosure houses the glass detector mounted in the aluminum holder.
The acrylic top and cylinder provide protection from the rotating detector while
allowing visibility. The custom designed base is removable allowing for changing
the detector if desired. The base also houses the bubble detection sensors used to
automate the detector and the fan which is used to cool the bulb of the detector.
Lastly, the base is the connection point for the feet and the design of the threads
in the base allows the detector feet to be adjusted by hand to level the detector.
The sensor box contains the components needed to power and adjust the various
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Figure 4.15. Picture of MCTMFD Hardware
light sensors used in the detector. The first set of sensors is the speed measuring
reflective sensors which are housed in a 3D printed ring surrounding the top of the
detector holder. The two speed measuring sensors consist of one IR emitter and one
IR receiver housed next to each other. The second sensor is redundant in the event
of component failure. The top of the rotating detector is painted black to absorb the
IR beam except for a small piece of reflective tape which activates the IR receiver
once per revolution allowing for speed measurement. The reflective sensor housing
has been designed to make use of the same screws that hold the compact router base
in order to keep it secure. The second type of sensor on the detector is the bubble
detection sensors. These are made from the same IR photo diodes and receivers as
the speed sensor. The bubble detection sensors are housed in the base in a ring
around the bulb. Each set of emitter and receiver are placed across from each other
so that the beam passes through the detector bulb. When the bubble forms signifying
detection, the transmission of the IR beam is changed which can be measured by the
control box. Once again only one set of the three in the base is needed at any one
time but extras are provided in the event of failure or to allow for the ability to later
adjust the bubble detection algorithm to incorporate multiple sensors verifying each
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other. The sensor box contains the connection for the DB-9 cable, the 5V regulator
which provides power to the sensors, the wires that provide power to the fan, and
the resistors used for the sensors. The shape and amplitude of the sensor signal is
adjustable by adjusting the trimpots in each sensor circuit. A picture of the detector
enclosure and sensor box is given in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16. Picture of Detector Enclosure and Sensor Box
The control box houses the control circuitry for the detector. This consists of the
two microprocessor boards, the speed control PCB, the 9V DC power supply, and the
control box cooling fan. The control box case houses the DB-9 connector that goes
to the sensor box, the USB plug that connects the control box to the display PC, the
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AC power output that powers the motor, and the AC input that powers everything
but the microprocessor boards. The microprocessors in the control box, control the
motor speed, measure speed and bubble detection, and communicate with the PC
sending real time information about the sensors and data being collected. The PC
used in this prototype allows for the user to interface with the detector. The software
used to create the PC interface was LabView which was then used to build a windows
executable that can be installed on machines without LabView. The data collection,
measurement, and motor control are all done in the control box because it is much
faster. The graphical user interface gives the user a variety of controls that are far
easier to customize than physical buttons and allows for real time display of the
results of the measurement as well as the ability to save data in a spreadsheet on the
computer.
4.3.2 Microprocessor Control Electronics
Overview The control of the medium CTMFD prototype is performed by two
microprocessors. The Arduino UnoTM R3 development board with the ATMEGA328
chip was used. The Master board was used for the majority of the software functions
including, GUI communication, speed measurement, bubble detection, data collec-
tion, motor control, and dose calculation. The Slave board was used for creating the
signal that controlled the motor speed. To control the motor speed, the Master board
sends out a single byte (number between 0 and 255) to the Slave board which it uses
to set the motor speed. A more detailed description of the speed control electronics
is given later.
Microprocessor Electronics Schematic The microprocessor electronics consist
of the two Arduino UnoTM boards and an Arduino prototyping shield which houses
the other electrical components. Four wires connect the two Arduinos. The first two
are the Vin and ground which provide power to the Slave ArduinoTM . The Master
ArduinoTM is powered by the USB cable to the computer. The other two connections
are the analog pins A4 and A5 as shown in Figure 4.17. The Slave ArduinoTM ,
Arduino B in Figure 4.17, has three connections to the motor control board; the
input from the zero cross circuit, the output to the triac, and the ground. On the
Master Arduino, Arduino A in Figure 4.17, the two speed sensor inputs are pins D7
and D8. The two bubble sensor inputs are connected to pins A0 and A2. The power
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to all four sensors is controlled by four Mosfets which are used as digital switched.
The Mosfets are located on the Arduino prototype shield which is on top of the
Master Arduino. The four Mosfets are switched by digital pins D2, D4, D12, and
D13 as shown in Figure 4.17. When the digital pin connected to each Mosfet is set
high, the sensor circuit becomes connected to ground allowing current to flow. The
other connections shown in Figure 4.17 are the Arduino ground connected to the case
which is grounded and the 9V power supply which is connected to DB-9 pin 3 which
provides power to the sensors and the fan.
Figure 4.17. Microprocessor Electronics Schematic
4.3.3 Speed Control Electronics
The speed control electronics' function is to set the motor speed by adjusting the
duty cycle of the AC power which goes to the motor. The general function of the
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motor control is detecting when the AC power crosses zero volts and cutting the power
for a calibrated amount of time which results in a certain speed. The Slave Arduino
receives a signal from the zero cross circuit and sets the appropriate delay before
signaling the triac to turn the power on to the motor. The circuit for motor control
uses a concept used in most AC control circuits, such as light dimmers. Instead of
modifying the amplitude of the AC signal to change the amplitude of energy output
from the end load, instead the AC signal is chopped so that only part of the duty
cycle is used to pass to the load. Figure 4.18 shows an arbitrary time schematic of the
chopping of the AC signal. The circuit must supply a zero cross detection mechanism.
Upon zero-cross detection, a delay (Delay 1) must be triggered, which relates inversely
to the amount of energy needed. After Delay 1, the triac must be triggered, and a
second delay (Delay 2) must be started. Triggering the triac allows for current to pass
through the circuit, powering the load. The triac will automatically shut off after the
AC signal passes zero. Delay 2 corresponds to one half cycle of the AC signal (usually
1/(60 Hz)=16.7 ms). After Delay 2, the triac must be triggered again to pass current,
as it has shut off when the signal went from negative to positive.
In order to properly implement this scheme for chopping of the AC signal, several
circuits must be built and chained together. First, a zero cross circuit must be built.
This was done using a 4N35 opto-isolator as shown in Figure 4.20. Then, a circuit
capable of delaying a variable amount of time must be created. This was done by
using two separate Arduinos. The slave Arduino simply handles Delay 1 and Delay
2, sending a 5V signal out when those delays are completed. The master Arduino
calculates the duty cycle needed and then determines the value of Delay 1, then
sending that value to the slave Arduino via serial communication. Finally, a trigger
circuit must be created. A BTA10-400 triac was used to handle the current and
voltage of mains AC power, but the trigger current of this triac is higher than the
slave Arduino can provide. To ensure triggering of the BTA10-400, an optoisolated
triac (MOC-3012) was used as a way to step up the signal voltage and current (it
is trigger by the 5V signal from the slave Arduino, allowing a higher current signal
to pass to the BTA10-400). In all, the circuit printed from Figure 4.20 successfully
performs all the tasks designated by Figure 4.19, with a resolution of as low as 3 µs.
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Figure 4.18. Arbitrary Time Schematic of Duty Cycle "Chopping"
4.3.4 Sensor Electronics
Overview The sensor electronics mainly consist of the photodiodes, current limiting
resistors, signal amplitude control resistors, and the Mosfets used to toggle power to
the sensors. The photodiodes are incorporated into the structure of the detector. The
static and adjustable resistors are located in a small box on the outside of the CTMFD
safety enclosure. The basic schematic of one of the sensors is shown in Figure 4.1.
All of the sensors are powered by a 5V regulator in the sensor electronics box. The
emitter is an IR LED which is followed by a current limiting resistor, which protects
the LED, and a trimpot which allows adjustment of the LED intensity. The detector
is a photo-transistor which is used in conjunction with a trimpot. When exposed to IR
light, the internal resistance of the photo-transistor changes which results in a change
in measured voltage across the resistor in the circuit. By using a trimpot instead of
a static resistor, the sensitivity of the receiver can be adjusted. The two trimpots
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Figure 4.19. Diagrammatic Representation of Entire Circuit Architecture
offer two methods for signal adjustment. The pot on the emitter side provides a
linear adjustment for the intensity of the LED and thereby provides roughly linear
adjustment DC component of the receiver signal. The pot on the receiver controls the
receiver response to incoming light and therefore changes the amplitude. The circuit
design is the same for all of the sensors but the values selected determine the shape
of the signal which provide different functions in the detector system.
Sensor Electronics Box Schematic The power for the box is provided through
pin3 in the DB-9 cable, which is the 9V DC from the power supply in the control box.
The 9V supply is used to power the fan on the base of the detector which is used to
cool the bulb of the detector. The sensors require a 5V input so a voltage regulator
is used to provide power for the sensors. The power for the fan and the sensors is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4.21.
Also shown in Figure 4.21 are the resistors for the four sensors. All four emitters
have a 47 ohm resistor to limit the current across the LED. The receivers all have
5,000 ohm trim pots to adjust sensitivity. The two reflective speed sensors, labeled
R1 and R2 on the schematic, have 100 ohm trim pots on the emitters since the signal
is intended to be fairly strong to mimic a square wave to be read by digital pins. A
digital input is used for the speed sensor since the timing of the digital input is much
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Figure 4.20. PCB Board Diagram with Components Populated
faster than analog; therefore the signal is tailored to be used by the digital pin. The
speed signal is made square by setting the emitter and receiver next to each other
pointing at the top of the aluminum holder. The holder is painted flat black to absorb
the IR light and a small piece of reflective tape is used to make the signal go high, at
or near the rail of the photo-transistor, to create a digital signal.
The bubble sensors are facing towards each other with the beam passing through
the bulb. The bubble signal is read with an analog pin; therefore, the intensity of
the signal is not as important as the relative change which occurs when the bubble
forms. For this reason larger trim pots (10,000 ohm) are used for the emitters in the
bubble sensors, B1E and B2E.
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Figure 4.21. Sensor Electronics Schematic
4.3.5 Temperature Measurement Electronics
In order to properly maintain control of the tension (Pneg) in the CTMFD the
temperature needs to be monitored. Temperature change within the CTMFD fluid
affects the tension by changing the fluid separation meniscus (Figure 2.2) and fluid
density. By monitoring the temperature, the accuracy of the tension control is in-
creased. In order to monitor the temperature, a sensor was placed onto the CTMFD
base. The sensor was the TMP006TM (by Texas Instruments, Inc.) which has two
methods for measuring temperature. The board features two sensors, a thermocou-
ple which measures the temperature of the incoming airflow from the fan and an IR
sensor that measures a combination of the glass and the fluid temperature which are
assumed to be in equilibrium.
The change in fluid temperature is monitored by the IR sensor which then results
in adjustment of the speed to correct the tension. This correction occurs at the
beginning of each run because the IR temperature measurement is unreliable while
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the CTMFD is spinning. If a change in fluid temperature is noticed, at the beginning
of the run the desired speed is appropriately adjusted. The adjustment of speed is
done using two calibrations. First the fluid density is adjusted from a calibration
curve fit created from published data [31]. Second, the fluid radius is adjusted from
a manually measured calibration curve. For this, the CTMFD glassware is placed
into a controlled water bath at various temperatures in order to calibrate the radius
change with temperature. This calibration data was entered into software so the
control program can automatically adjust the speed to maintain the desired tension.
4.3.6 Enclosure Design
Overview The main components of the CTMFD enclosure are the motor, safety
shield, 3D printed base and sensor electronics which are covered separately. The motor
used for this detector is a Dewalt Router D26670. This motor was used because it
has been shown to be more than capable of providing the torque and velocity needed
to operate the medium size CTMFD and has been found to have good longevity.
The first router of this type that we purchased was used for more than 5 years on a
regular basis is still functioning. The routers that we have purchased have come with
the compact router base that is used to connect the motor to the safety enclosure.
The router base allows for height adjustment so that slight variations in the length of
the detector can be adjusted for. The safety enclosure prevents the user from being
able to contact the rotating detector while operating and shields in the event of glass
fracture. The base has been designed to perform a variety of functions. First, it is the
removable connection point of the enclosure that allows access to the detector and
the ability to change detectors. The base also provides stable mounting locations for
the bubble detection sensors. Lastly the base houses the feet that stabilize and level
the detector.
Safety Enclosure The safety enclosure consists of the flat top, router base, cylin-
der, and 3D printed base. The top is a 0.9525 cm (3/8 inch) acrylic sheet (selected for
strength and ability to machine) cut into an 8.5 inch (21.59 cm) circle. Several holes
were drilled for the router base and bubble sensor wires. The cylinder is 0.635cm (¼
inch) thick acrylic with an ID of 8 inches (20.32 cm) and OD of 8.5 inches (21.59
cm). The height and diameter of the cylinder is based on the glassware dimensions.
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Figure 4.22. Picture of Enclosure
The cylinder has four holes for the screws that attach it to the base and several small
holes which allow airflow from the cooling fan.
3D Printed Base The 3D printed base includes many design components impor-
tant to the overall CTMFD Prototype performance. The base was created to:
 Rigidly attach the bottom sensors to the acrylic protective cylinder.
 Hold bottom sensors in precise position for bulb monitoring.
 Allow for the use of leveling feet for vibration suppression and other performance
characteristics
 Allow for ease of electrical wiring connected to the electrical system on top of
the prototype.
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The base is cylindrical in shape, with a cylindrical wall surrounding the outside. There
are four nut pockets with screw holes in this wall. Outside of the cylindrical wall are
four tabs with nut pockets and screw holes on each. These allow for the attachment
of 0.635cm (¼-20) leveling feet, which are held on by a 1.27cm ( ½) hex head nut in
the nut pocket, and a wing nut on the top of the nut pocket for adjustment. Inside
the cylindrical wall, on the left side shown is wiring holes to route wires to the top
control box. Also inside the cylindrical wall are six triangular tabs which support the
central cylinder and allow for a viewing port of the bulb. On these tabs are troughs
for wiring from the bulb sensors to the wire routing holes. Above the bulb viewing
port is a ring of 6 holes, which allow a combination of IR emitters and receivers to be
placed and wired into troughs, to send information about the bulb to the top control
box. Finally, the central cylinder below the bulb viewing port is for mounting of a 12
VDC powered fan which provides air flow to help keep the bulb cool.
Figure 4.23. 3D Printed Base Isometric View
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Figure 4.24. 3D Printed Base Side View
4.3.7 Detector Glassware Assembly
4.3.7.1 Glass Piece Design
The diamond shaped glass piece is the most important component of the CTMFD
system. It consists of arms made from PyrexTM tubing (8mm OD, 4mm ID), a central
bulb made from a test tube (15mm ID, 13mm ID), and solid glass rod (6mm OD)
to brace the arms. There are several important aspects to the glass design enabling
utility as a neutron detector.
First, in order to prevent vibration, the balance of material mass distribution
needs to be highly symmetrical. The center of mass of the glassware needs to be
along the center line which is the axis of rotation of the motor. A properly made
CTMFD glass piece has the bulb and fill spout aligned. Upon receiving a new glass
piece the first thing checked is the alignment of the bulb and fill spout. This is done
on a piece of graph paper to ensure alignment. Misaligned glassware will result in
vibration which significantly limits the maximum achievable pressure and increases
the false positive rate. In addition to the alignment of the bulb the location where
the top and bottom halves are connected, referred to as the elbow, is important as
well. The location of the elbow must match on both sides, horizontally and vertically.
This is checked by laying it on graph paper as well.
The next important aspect of the glassware design is the connection between the
bulb and the tubing. When a bubble forms in the detector, it needs to be able to
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Figure 4.25. Labeled CTMFD Glass Piece
escape upon slowing the motor. When the glassblower attaches the bulb to the tube,
the connection needs to be slightly concave so that the bubble has no place to become
stuck when rising and leaving the bulb. This is accomplished by necking the bulb
slightly when attaching to the lower arms and by making the joint of the two lower
arms slightly concave. This aspect not been quantified. Each CTMFD glass piece
needs to be tested individually to addresses this. Another location which needs to be
formed correctly is the joint at the elbow which can also trap bubbles if not smooth
and concave.
The next important element to CTMFD glass construction is the elbow joint. In
order to make the arms of the diamond even, the glass blower assembles bottom and
top halves separately and the two elbow joints are joined last. The bulb is made first
and joined to two sections of tubing (the lower arms). Next the top is made from
the same tubing by making a three way joint resulting in the fill spout and the two
upper arms. When making the two halves, the tubes for the arms are left long so
that they can be cut down during the elbow joint assembly. The two halves are then
placed in a glass lathe in order to achieve proper alignment, with the bulb in one
clamp and the fill spout in the other. At this point the two long tubes are marked
and cut down to the proper size and angle. Still in the lathe, the angled cuts in the
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tubes are welded forming the elbow joint, taking care to not have any dimples which
could trap bubbles moving through the tube.
The next step in the glass piece assembly is the arm braces. The arm braces are
not essential for the operation of the detector but (from experience) provide significant
assistance in the stability and longevity of the detector. The braces are glass stir rods
which are welded approximately half way between the center line and the elbow.
After the glass piece assembly is completed, the entire piece is placed in a kiln at
~575oC for about an hour to anneal the glass, which greatly reduces the chance of
stress fracture. After the annealing is complete, the kiln is left closed, turned off, and
left to slowly cool overnight since cooling quickly can crack the glass.
4.3.7.2 Metal Holder Design
The glass detector is held in place by epoxying it to a machined aluminum tube.
The tube (32mm OD, 28mm ID ~85mm tall) has two slots cut in the side to accom-
modate the glass piece. At the top four countersunk holes allow the holder to be
attached to the threaded connector by screws.
Figure 4.26. CTMFD Aluminum Holder
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4.3.7.3 Threaded Connector
The threaded connector connects the machined aluminum holder to the motor. It
was made from solid aluminum bar stock with the same OD (32mm) as the holder.
The bar stock is cut to about 15mm to make the connector. The aluminum cylinder
is then cut on a lathe to remove material from the outside so that it will slide into
the holder leaving a couple millimeters untouched at the top to get the depth correct
when assembling. Once the connector is turned down to allow it to fit into the holder,
several holes are tapped. First, the threads for the large hole in the center of the top
are tapped to match the thread size of the Dewalt router. Lastly, the holes for the
four screws that attach the connector to the holder are tapped.
Figure 4.27. CTMFD Threaded Connector
4.3.7.4 Assembly Procedure for Sealed CTMFD
In order to make a field ready version of the CTMFD, the glassware needs to be
manufactured in a permanent ready to use state. This has not been done previously
because the glassware is constantly being used for new experiments and adjusted.
There has not previously been a need to create a fixed configuration detector until
now. Due to evaporation losses and potential outside contamination, a fixed configu-
ration detector would need to be sealed. This section describes that construction of
CTMFD glassware for both permanently sealed and unsealed systems.
General Description of Need for Assembly Procedure The main concern for
taking care in preparation of the CTMFD for use is preventing false positives. There
are four main contributors to false positive that we have identified over the years.
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1. The first factor is detector cleanliness. Dirt particles in the test liquid can act
as nucleation sites resulting in unwanted spontaneous cavitation.
2. The second factor is the liquid glass interface. Since the liquid is under ten-
sion, the liquid is being pulled away from the glass walls. Increasing the bond
strength between the liquid and the glass is important to reach high tension
while minimizing unwanted nucleation.
3. The third factor to be wary of when preventing false positives is dissolved non-
condensable gasses in the detector fluid. When placing the liquid under tension,
dissolved gas is forced out of solution. If there is sufficient dissolved gas in the
detector, it will not operate until it has been spun up enough times to remove
the gas from solution.
4. Lastly, excessive vibration has been found to cause spurious nucleation. The
effect of vibration on spontaneous nucleation is difficult to quantify but has
been observed experimentally many times when a detector is not well balanced
or when a motor is near the end of its life and does not run smoothly. Vibration
prevention is mostly done by balancing the detector well, but is also achieved
by replacing hardware as needed and controlling the rate of acceleration. As
part of future work the effect of vibration on spontaneous nucleation should be
quantified.
Cleaning and Assembly Procedure Keeping these things in mind a procedure
was developed for assembling the CTMFD in such a way that false positives can
be minimized. The process developed involves several steps of cleaning and surface
preparation followed by removing dissolved gas and sealing the detector before mount-
ing it into the holder. The full procedure takes roughly two days allowing use on the
third day. It is important to note that this procedure includes all of the techniques
used for cleaning CTMFDs. It is not necessarily the case that all of these steps are
required but to better insure success they were all performed.
1. Rinse Dust After receiving the glass piece from the glass blower looking like
in the photo in Figure 4.25, the first step is to remove any large dust particles. This
is done by rinsing the inside of the detector with filtered acetone. Acetone is a good
general purpose solvent which will dissolve most normally encountered liquids and
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oils. The acetone used is first extracted through a 0.2 micron filter so that no large
particulates exist in the rinsing acetone.
2. Soak in acid After giving the glass detector a rinse, acid is used to dissolve
any solid particles which may be bonded to the wall in such a way that acetone won't
remove them. For this procedure, 65% nitric acid was injected into the glass detector
and allowed to sit overnight.
3. Rinse After removing the acid from the detector, hot water was used to remove
any residual acid from the detector. The water used was filtered like the acetone and
heated to allow easier flow through the glass tubing. After rinsing a few times with
water, the water is removed by rinsing with acetone.
4. Sonication Following the rinsing step after acid removal, further glass wall
cleaning is done with acoustic agitation. A sonicator with a cup horn was used to
send acoustic waves into the detector. The detector was filled with filtered acetone
and placed in the sonicator cup. The fluid in the sonicator cup is ethylene glycol
which is used because it doesn't cavitate easily under acoustic agitation and more
efficiently delivers energy. Acoustic agitation provides a couple of effects. First, by
vibrating the glass walls, particulates can be knocked loose and put into the bulk
fluid. Secondly, since the sonicator provides roughly 100W of power the liquid in the
detector begins to boil which also agitates the glass walls and loosens particles. As
a matter of safety, to control the rate of boiling the CTMFD was only sonicated for
10 second intervals with 30 seconds in between. This was done for a total sonication
time of 120 seconds.
5. Clean After sonication, the detector was rinsed again with acetone. As a
precaution, the rinsing this time was done with twice filtered acetone ten times.
After rinsing, the detector was placed upside down (over clean paper towels) to dry
before inserting the detector fluid.
6. Precompress At this point the last surface treatment of the glass fluid interface
is performed. After drying from the extensive rinsing, the detector fluid is inserted.
The fluid used for this example was twice filtered PFO. The detector was completely
filled with PFO for precompression treatment. At this point the final operating fluid
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is inside the detector so great care is taken to maintain cleanliness. Precompression
consists of compressing the detector glass inside and out inside a pressure vessel. The
detector was prepared by filling with fluid and attaching a small syringe to the fill
spout with flexible tubing. The syringe, filled with fluid allows the pressure inside the
detector to equalize with the outside. By applying a large amount of positive pressure
inside the detector, the microscopic cavities which harbor gas and generally contribute
to weak spots in the wall bonding can be repaired by forcing liquid into contact with
the glass. The compression done on the PFO filled detector was performed at 1000
psi (6.9 MPa) for 1 hour.
7. Vacuum After extensive surface treatment, the next step is to work on removing
dissolved gasses within the detector fluid. This is done by applying a vacuum to the
inside of the detector. After precompression, the detector is still completely filled
with liquid, therefore, at first a small amount of liquid is removed with a syringe
being careful to maintain cleanliness. When removing liquid, the amount removed is
such that the meniscus separation is slightly smaller than desired for detection, since
the diameter increases ~0.5-1cm from evaporation while the detector is held under
vacuum. Before placing the detector under vacuum a small piece of glass tubing is
welded to the top of the fill spout to make it longer for reasons that will be more
apparent later. With the detector filled slightly more than desired for detection and
the extended fill spout affixed, a piece of flexible tubing is placed on the top of the
fill spout and attached to a vacuum pump. A picture of a CTMFD hooked up to
the vacuum hose is shown below. The detector was put under a partial vacuum (-26
in-Hg, -88,046 Pa, gauge) overnight.
8. Freeze in liquid nitrogen To prevent liquid loss in the detector and to maintain
the degassing resulting from placing the detector under vacuum, the detector was
sealed with a glass torch. To prevent the liquid inside the detector from heating or
evaporating while sealing with the glass torch, the bottom of the detector was placed
in liquid nitrogen to freeze the detector liquid.
9. Seal under vacuum with torch With the detector liquid frozen and the
detector still under vacuum, the torch was used to slowly soften the glass. Doing this
carefully was important because under vacuum as soon as the glass began to soften,
it began to collapse in on itself. By heating slowly in different locations the fill spout
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Figure 4.28. CTMFD with Extended Fill Spout and Vacuum Hose
sealed itself using external pressure. After sealing the detector the extra tubing added
to the top of the fill spout was removed. The additional glass tube on the top allowed
the torch easy access to the fill spout without risking burning the vacuum line and
losing the vacuum. After sealing the detector the top looked like the picture in Figure
4.29.
It is important to note that once the glass was molten and sealed, the glassware was
cooled slowly by keeping to torch on the sealed location and increasing the distance
from the torch over the course of about 5 min before turning the torch off and removing
the glass from the liquid nitrogen. If the glass is cooled too quickly it will fracture.
Once the glass was taken out of the liquid nitrogen, it was allowed to come back to
room temperature over about two hours before being mounted into the aluminum
holder.
10. Paint holder Next, before mounting the sealed detector in the holder, the
holder was painted. The paint was important because the metal holder reflected the
infrared light from the various sensors and disrupted the signal. By painting the
holder with flat black paint this issue is overcome.
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Figure 4.29. CTMFD with Sealed Fill Spout
Figure 4.30. Painted CTMFD Aluminum Holder
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11. Aligning the CTMFD in the Holder Now that the CTMFD was sealed
and the holder prepared, the detector could be assembled. Epoxy was used to attach
the detector at four arm locations to the holder. In order to properly balance the
CTMFD, the alignment of the glass piece in the holder is crucial. A jig was made
out of a small flat piece of wood to hold the glass piece up straight in order to center
it. The jig was made by first printing a guide from the computer with a series of
concentric circles, one for the outside of the metal holder, one for the diameter of
the bulb, and a very small center circle to be used to drill a pilot hole. The paper
was taped securely to the block so that holes could be drilled. A drill press was
used to first place a pilot hole, followed by several steps up in hole size until the hole
was about 0.762mm (30 mils) larger than the bulb. This allows the bulb to slide in
easily and the depth to be adjusted while providing enough friction to keep it from
moving after adjustment. After getting the glass piece set at the desired height, the
block of wood was gently set into a tray of water. After becoming wet, the wood
swelled slightly thereby tightly holding the glass bulb oriented upright which allowed
the holder to be placed over it without disturbing the alignment. After confirming a
tight hold on the bulb, the jig is removed from the water because it will have to dry
before being able to remove the detector. The outer ring printed on the paper was
used to center the holder on the glass piece.
12. First application of epoxy After the holder was centered on the glass piece,
a small amount of epoxy was applied to the arms. The first application of epoxy is
very conservative such that just enough is applied to be able to handle the detector
and check the alignment. If the alignment is not good enough, removing a small
amount of epoxy to repeat the procedure is easy while removing a full application of
epoxy involves soaking in epoxy remover overnight. The epoxy used was LoctiteTM
5 min general purpose epoxy. 5 min epoxy provides enough working time for the
purpose while hardening quickly enough to allow several applications to be done in
one day. To precisely place a small amount of epoxy on the arms, a 3cc syringe with
an 18 gauge needle is used to place a small drop at all of the locations where the glass
is near the metal holder.
13. Checking alignment After the first application of epoxy has hardened
enough to handle the detector and the wood has dried enough to remove the glass
bulb, taking roughly 2 hours, the alignment of the detector is confirmed before finish-
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ing the assembly. The detector was connected to the motor without the base so that
it could be spun by hand. To check the alignment, a piece of graph paper was taped
to the back wall of the enclosure for reference lines. When spinning the detector by
hand and visually aligning the edge of the bulb with a vertical line, the edge of the
bulb should not noticeably deviate from the vertical line. Large deviation while doing
this indicates that the detector will wobble when spinning which causes unwanted vi-
bration, excessive noise, and the tendency of the detector to walk across the table.
This area needs scientific quantification. If the alignment does not look good the
detector is removed with epoxy remover, otherwise the final assembly can occur.
14. Final application of epoxy After the alignment of the CTMFD is confirmed,
a more generous application of epoxy is done to fully secure the detector. This is done
by turning the detector on its side putting one of the holder slots facing down and
filling the slot with epoxy. The underside of the slot is covered with electrical tape,
which easily peels off of hardened epoxy, creating a trough that is filled with epoxy
over the edge so that bonding occurs to the inside of the holder to resist the outward
pull during rotation. Once again a 3 cc syringe is used for application since it can be
slid into the holder and 3cc is about the right amount of epoxy needed to completely
fill the holder slot. The epoxy is given roughly an hour to harden enough to flip the
detector over and repeat on the other side. Once the final application of epoxy is
completed, the detector is left undisturbed overnight to allow for a full cure of the
epoxy. An assembled CTMFD looks like the picture in Figure 4.31. After being
sealed the liquid location is marked on the arms to look for fluid loss over time and
overheating while using on the motor. The reflective tape near the top is used for
speed sensing.
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Figure 4.31. Fully Assembled CTMFD
4.3.7.5 Assembly Procedure for Unsealed CTMFD
The process for assembly of an unsealed CTMFD is a simplified version of the
procedure of the sealed neutron detecting CTMFD. The steps involved are:
1. Rinse dust, soak in acid, rinse
2. Sonication
3. Clean with acetone and seal with stopper
4. Paint holder




9. Remove stopper, clean, and filter detector liquid each time used
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4.4 Development of Tabletop MAC-TMFD spectrometer
As development work has continued on CTMFD technology, it is increasingly
apparent that the capabilities of a parallelized system should be taken advantage of. A
scoping study has been performed on an adaptation of the CTMFD design that would
allow it to be used in a parallelized manner (see Section 3.4 and [15]). After confirming
that the new style of glassware would be able to perform many of the same functions
as the prior design, work began on construction of a full tabletop spectrometer based
on the MAC-TMFD concept, Figure 3.12. This section will discuss the hardware
created and the assembly process.
4.4.1 Overall Design
This section will discuss the overall design and features of the MAC-TMFD spec-
trometer. Pictured in Figure 4.32 is the 3D rendering of the computer aided design
(CAD) rendering of the assembled MAC-TMFD spectrometer.
Figure 4.32. CAD 3D Rendering of MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Prototype Concept
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4.4.2 Development of Hardware for MAC-TMFD Spectrometer
There are some unique hardware features in the MAC-TMFD design which have
not been previously used in CTMFD technology.
Glassware Design Change The glassware has been modified slightly from the
original design for the MAC-TMFD spectrometer. In order to avoid interference with
the motor shaft and lid, the arm above the elbow has been shortened and the brace
put in a slightly different place. Also of note, this machine has been designed to be
used as either an α spectrometer or a neutron detector. As a result, two different
types of glassware have been developed for the MAC-TMFD spectrometer. A smaller
bulb design will be used for α spectrometry and a larger bulb design will be used
for neutron detection in order to increase the detection efficiency. The α detector
glassware is shown in Figure 4.33 and the neutron detector glassware is shown in
Figure 4.34.
Figure 4.33. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Alpha Detection Glassware
Glassware Holder In the MAC-TMFD spectrometer, the glassware is arranged in
a circular pattern around the central rotating shaft. In order to hold the glassware in
place, some customized parts were needed. The first part is the glass bulb holder. This
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Figure 4.34. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Neutron Detection Glassware
part is attached to the central shaft and rotates with the bulbs of the detectors inside.
Since the MAC-TMFD spectrometer has been designed for two types of glassware, the
bulb holder has two concentric rings of holes for the bulbs. The α detection glassware
fits in the holes closer to the central shaft and the neutron detection glassware in the
farther holes. The glass bulb holder is pictured in Figure 4.35.
The glassware is held on the outside by a custom cut piece of PVC pipe which is
slotted with grooves that fit the elbow of the glassware. The radial dimension of the
glassware needs to be precise enough to match the intended location of the bulb and
elbow. The glassware outer enclosure is pictured in Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.35. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Center Glass Bulb Holder
Figure 4.36. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Outer Glassware Enclosure
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The remaining pieces needed to connect the inner and outer enclosures together
and to the motor shaft are two custom cut circular plates which are pictured in Figure
4.37.
Figure 4.37. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Top And Bottom Plates
The plate on the left in Figure 4.37 is the bottom plate and the right is the top
plate. The bottom plate connects to the bulb holder and the glass enclosure. The
top plate connects to the motor shaft and the glass enclosure.
Motor Shaft Connection In order to provide balance and reduce vibration while
spinning, the motor shaft is connected to a high speed bearing on the bottom of the
MAC-TMFD spectrometer. The bearing is pictured in Figure 4.38. The bearing is
attached to the bottom of the MAC-TMFD by bolts in slotted aluminum bars. The
slots allow for adjustment of the location of the bearing so it can be properly centered
and aligned.
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Figure 4.38. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Bottom Bearing
Assembly Since all of the parts of the MAC-TMFD are connected to the central
shaft, effort was put into making sure they all fit together. To allow connection to
the central shaft, three parts were shrink fitted onto the shaft. These parts are shown
in Figure 4.39. The bulb holder connects to the bottom plate. The outer glassware
enclosure then connects to and rests on the bottom plate. In order for the bulb holder
to be in the correct location and have the correct orientation, the bottom ring (Figure
4.39) provides the correct height when flush and the right orientation by screwing into
the bulb holder. The top ring in Figure 4.39 allows connection of the top plate which
also connects to the top of the outer glassware enclosure.
As stated the two rings and the bulb holder were machined to be within shrink
fit tolerances of the central shaft. The shrink fitting was done by heating the rings
to expand them, sliding them onto the shaft, and allowing them to contract while
cooling. This process took some care because the rings could only be expanded a few
thousandths of an inch by heating. The rings were first heated in an oven to get them
evenly heated. They were then slid onto the shaft which cooled them causing them to
stop and lock on to the shaft at some location. Once on the shaft, they were moved
by reheating them with a propane torch until movable. With the torch constantly on
the ring, it was moved into position and held in proper place by putting a pin through
the ring and a hole in the shaft. The ring was then allowed to cool and contract onto
the shaft. After both rings were in place, the bulb holder was heated and the process
repeated. The bulb holder possessed sufficient thermal capacity, such that it could
be placed in one try before cooling and shrink fitting itself.
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Once all of the parts are connected to the central shaft the MAC-TMFD looks
like Figure 4.40. Next the glassware slides into the slot on the outer edge and the
bulb slides into the bulb holder. To keep the glassware firmly in place, some plastic
brackets were 3D printed and bolted onto the bottom plate. The glassware in the
plastic brackets can be seen in Figure 4.41. Additionally installed in the inside of
the MAC-TMFD were four walls so that if a glass piece were to break, it would be
contained to prevent additional damage. These walls are shown in Figure 4.50. Once
the motor connection hardware is placed onto the top of the MAC-TMFD (description
later) the fully assembled MAC-TMFD looks like in Figure 4.42.
Figure 4.39. Shrink Fit Parts on MAC-TMFD Central Shaft
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Figure 4.40. MAC-TMFD Parts Connected to Central Shaft
Figure 4.41. Plastic Glassware Brackets
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Figure 4.42. Fully Assembled MAC-TMFD
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An item designed to assist with the process of assembly and balancing of the
MAC-TMFD spectrometer is plastic surrogates of the glassware. The surrogates are
made from 3D printed plastic and are practically identical to the design criteria for
the glassware. The surrogates are shown in Figure 4.43.
Figure 4.43. MAC-TMFD Spectrometer Plastic Glassware Surrogates
These surrogates were used for a few functions. First, since they match the exact
design of the glassware, they were used to make sure all of the machined parts fit
together correctly. Secondly, since they are identical, they were used to first balance
the MAC-TMFD assembly under ideal conditions which was a good starting point for
balancing with real glassware. Lastly, during the process of assembly, initial testing,
and balancing etc., if there had been unforeseen complications and damage was done
to the surrogates, they were substantially cheaper and easier to replace than the real
glassware.
Bubble Detection When constructing a MAC-TMFD, bubble detection must be
done differently than the traditional CTMFD. The first version used a wireless trans-
mitter and on-board sensors [15]. This MAC-TMFD's sensors are based on this idea
but modified. The wireless transmitter is the same as used before. It is an XBEE
generation 1 wireless transmitter, pictured in Figure 4.45. The device on the detector
is programmed to read sensor levels and transmit to an identical unit programmed
to receive that is connected to the MAC-TMFD control electronics. The signal sent
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to the detector XBEE is a DC voltage between 0 and the XBEE operating voltage
of 3.3V. This analog signal is digitized and sent to the paired unit for entry into the
MAC-TMFD control program. As with previous bubble sensors, sufficient change in
this analog signal indicates the formation of a bubble.
The actual bubble sensor is a more compact version of the type of reflective sensors
used to measure speed on the CTMFDs. It comprises an IR emitter/detector pair in
one unit that are placed side by side to detect reflections. The sensors are housed in a
custom 3D printed holder, shown in Figure 4.44, that holds the sensor right up against
the bulb of the glassware. Looking at the holes in Figure 4.44, it can be seen that the
inside of half the hole is covered in reflective tape. The sensor is placed across from
the reflective tape. Therefore, light passes through the detector bulb and is reflected
back. Formation of a bubble makes a substantial change in the transmission of this
light which is easily detectable. Also pictured in Figure 4.45 is the small circuit board
used to adjust the sensor levels, and, to make the proper connections. Lastly, there
is an on board battery housed under the cover on the right side of Figure 4.45 to
power the sensors and XBEE. The battery was placed across from the circuitry to
help maintain balance.
Figure 4.44. Plastic Holder for Bubble Sensor
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Figure 4.45. MAC-TMFD Bubble Sensor Electronics
Motor Drive Hardware and Control All of the MAC-TMFD parts from the
shaft down rest on the bottom bearing. The shaft is also held at the top in order to
align it. The top bearing is connected to a rectangular plate which connects to the
safety enclosure frame. The rectangular plate can be adjusted to align the shaft. The
portion of the shaft that sticks through the top bearing attaches to a gear. The gear is
attached by two set screws and is removable. The gear then connects to the motor by
a chain. The motor has a second smaller gear to give the motor a torque advantage.
When this MAC-TMFD was first constructed, the motor was directly connected to
the motor which was found to not have enough torque and burnt out. The gear ratio
was selected so that the router motor could operate at its preferred speed which also
gave plenty of torque to start the rotation. The entire motor connection assembly
is shown in Figure 4.46. A box was constructed to contain the gears and chain for
safety as shown in Figure 4.42.
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Figure 4.46. MAC-TMFD Motor Connection Assembly
The last of the hardware build onto the MAC-TMFD enclosure was for speed
control. First, there is a reflective speed sensor that registers a piece of reflective tape
on the outside of the MAC-TMFD, shown in Figure 4.47. Also, due to the large mass
of the MAC-TMFD, it requires a braking system in order to slow down in a reasonable
amount of time (10s vs 60-90s). The brake, shown in Figure 4.48, comprises a solenoid
with a hard rubber tip that can be triggered with control software.
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Figure 4.47. MAC-TMFD Speed Sensor
Figure 4.48. MAC-TMFD Brake
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Balancing The MACTMFD, being much heavier than traditional CTMFDs, re-
quired some balancing to reduce wear to the bearings and reduce vibration while
spinning. The MAC-TMFD was taken to a balancing shop (Precision Balancing
Company, Inc.) where a digital balancing machine was used to locate the center of
mass and compensate with a small amount of putty type epoxy. The balancing ma-
chine is pictured in Figure 4.49 and the balancing putty can be seen in Figure 4.50.
The measurement metric for the imbalance used by Precision Balancing Company
was gram inches (g-in), where 1 g-in represents the one gram of mass placed one inch
away from the axis of rotation. The starting measurement of the imbalance of the
MAC-TMFD was found to be 102 g-in. This measurement was taken with glass in the
MAC-TMFD but no liquid. After placement of the balancing putty, the imbalance
with no liquid in the glass was reduced to 0.9 g-in, representing a substantial im-
provement. Next, to get a sense of the effect of liquid in the glassware, the imbalance
measurement was repeated with liquid in the glassware. With liquid, the imbalance
was measured to be 5.5 g-in. Since the imbalance with liquid exceeded the value when
empty, it was assumed that there would be no further gain from additional attempts
at balancing.
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Figure 4.49. MAC-TMFD in Balancing Machine
Figure 4.50. MAC-TMFD with Putty (circled) for Balance
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5. EXPERIMENTS, ANALYSIS, AND APPLICATIONS
RELATED TO NEUTRON DETECTION IN CTMFD
5.1 Detector Fluid Selection Criteria
Selection of the operating fluid for the CTMFD is important for a number of
reasons. One of the primary properties desired for a detector is detection efficiency.
The theoretical sensitivity is discussed in this section and the experimental detection
comparison of these fluids is discussed later. After consideration of detection sensi-
tivity, practicality dictates that a working detector in the field must operate in the
conditions of the field (temperature, humidity, chemical safety, etc.). These proper-
ties, for a variety of fluids are discussed. Lastly the ability to detect thermal neutrons
is of interest in the event of a heavily moderated source. The possibility of detecting
thermal neutrons in the CTMFD system is discussed.
5.1.1 Sensitivity
When conducting a study to find an operating fluid for the CTMFD systems,
neutron scattering efficiency is one of the primary concerns in creating an effective
detector. As part of the modeling work for this study, the relative neutron scattering
rate for a variety of fluids was estimated with MCNP-PoliMi [32] based Monte Carlo
modeling. The model consisted of a 252Cf source positioned a small distance from
a cylinder of each fluid, modeled separately, taking into account the appropriate
density. A tally of the neutron elastic scattering rate was cataloged for each fluid.
A normalized representation of the results is depicted in Figure 5.1. An important
note about Figure 5.1 is the scattering talley did not record scatters on hydrogen.
The CTMFD requires a great deal of tension to detect proton recoils from neutron
scattering on hydrogen and are generally assumed to not be detected.
Some of the main factors that contribute to the neutron detectability of a fluid
are cross section, density and target chemical formula. Some of these properties are
shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Detector Fluid Neutron Scattering Efficiency Based on
Macroscopic Cross Section (Note: Neglecting Neutron Scattering on
H Atoms)
Table 5.1






Freon 113 C2Cl3F3 1564
Trimethyl Borate C3H9BO3 932
Decafluoropentane C5H2F10 1580
Chemicals which have constituents with high microscopic cross sections will have
more neutron interactions. Density affects the macroscopic cross section, however,
one main concern with chemical formula is the amount of hydrogen. Neutron scatters
on hydrogen and other such light nuclei are more difficult to detect in a CTMFD
because the energy deposition rate is a function of the recoil ion charge squared with
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heavier recoil ions depositing far more energy over a shorter distance which makes
them more readily detected. Unless the detector fluid can be operated at sufficient
tension to detect hydrogen recoils, which must be determined experimentally and is
unique to each fluid, fluids with less hydrogen and other light nuclei are preferable.
5.1.2 Health and Physical Hazards
Another consideration when selecting an operating fluid for a CTMFD based
detector is the chemical hazard of the operating fluid. The importance of chemical
hazard on fluid selection would likely be application specific but worth considering if
a performance competitive fluid that is less hazardous can be used. Listed in Table
5.2 are the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 704 Standard ratings for
the suggested CTMFD fluids and for a couple standard neutron detector materials.
Table 5.2
CTMFD Fluid NFPA 704 Ratings
NFPA 704 Ratings
CTMFD Fluid Health Fire Reactivity
Acetone 1 3 0
Tetrachloroethylene 2 0 0
Isopentane 1 4 0
Perfluorooctane 1 0 0
Freon 113 2 0 0
Trimethyl Borate 2 3 1
Decafluoropentane 0 0 0
Standard Detectors
Boron Trifluoride 4 0 1
Lithium fluoride 2 0 0
The suggested CTMFD fluids are competitive in health and reactivity hazard with
commonly used neutron detector materials. A few of the CTMFD fluids are flammable
which would have to be factored into the fluid selection process. Decafluoropentane
is the most chemically inert option being investigated in this study.
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Table 5.3
Approximate Cost of CTMFD Fluids on Small Scale
Chemical Quantity Price Price per cc Source
L $ $
Acetone 4 22 0.006 Sigma Aldrich[34]
Isopentane 2 302 0.15 Sigma Aldrich
Trimethyl Borate 2 143 0.07 Sigma Aldrich
Tetrachloroethylene 6 345 0.06 Sigma Aldrich
Perfluorooctane 3.1 3,212 1.04 TMC[35]
Decafluoropentane 3.5 306 0.09 TMC
5.1.3 Cost
One important factor in developing a radiation detector concerns material costs.
Two of the primary reasons for investigating alternatives to 3He are price and avail-
ability of detector materials. An advantage of the CTMFD is it can use standard
laboratory chemicals to detect. While the cost of 3He has recently ranged from hun-
dreds to thousands of dollars per liter [33], the CTMFD can use materials with far
lower cost and better availability. For reference, the cost of some of the chemicals
used in the CTMFD have been listed. The listing in Table 5.3 shows costs found
online for small quantities of several CTMFD fluids. Since a table top CTMFD uses
roughly 10-20 cc of fluid, the cost of detector material is basically negligible for most
options. If looking to scale to much larger quantities, both detector size and produc-
tion number, the availability of the material would have to be confirmed but pricing
would likely still be reasonable.
5.1.4 Operation Temperature
As a result of the diverse climate in the United States, and worldwide, radiation
detectors to be used in border security application must be able to operate in a
large range of environmental conditions. The primary condition that pertains to the
CTMFD is temperature. In order to operate correctly and safely, the fluid used in
the CTMFD must be a stable liquid at the desired operating temperature. Other
factors such as humidity, light exposure, and electromagnetic interference are not a
large concern for the CTMFD system and been addressed elsewhere[10].
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The two primary temperature ranges of interest in the United States for detectors
are -40oC to 20oC and 0oC to 70oC [36]. A CTMFD based detector must utilize
fluids which can operate within these ranges. The primary factor to consider when
looking at temperature effects in the detector fluid is remaining in a liquid state while
operating. This means keeping the operating temperature sufficiently far away from
the freezing and boiling temperatures of the fluid of interest. If operated too close to
the freezing temperature of the liquid, small frozen particulates can cause the detector
to self-nucleate causing false positive detection. If the detector is operated too close
to the boiling temperature of the operating fluid, a detection event can result in a
chain reaction of vaporization that can damage the detector. The freezing and boiling
temperatures of several of the liquids of interest are shown in Table 2.
Table 5.4
CTMFD Fluid Freezing and Boiling Temperatures





Freon 113 -35 48
Trimethyl Borate -34 68
Decafluoropentane -84 55
Acetone and isopentane appear to be good candidates for cold temperatures and
tetrachloroethylene and perfluorooctane appear to look promising for high tempera-
tures. Freon 113 which has been used in laboratory experiments at room temperatures
for several years does not look applicable to extreme temperatures. Trimethyl borate
would likely need some sort of active heating or cooling in the detector container to
be used at extreme temperatures. Experimental confirmation of the utility of these
fluids at extreme temperatures is discussed later in this dissertation.
5.1.5 Evaporation Losses
A practical issue to consider when selecting a fluid to use in the CTMFD con-
cerns potential evaporation losses. In order to correctly maintain the liquid level
and thereby the correct calculation of the Pneg, the liquid should remain in the de-
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Table 5.5
Vapor Pressure of CTMFD Liquids (mm Hg) at 20 C
Chemical Vapor Pressure Temp Source
mm Hg at 20 C C
Acetone 228 25 Yaws [17]
Isopentane 684 25 Yaws [17]
Trimethyl Borate 111 25 caslab.com [37]
Tetrachloroethylene 18.4 25 Yaws [17]
Perfluorooctane 2.65 25 NIST Chemistry WebBook[38]
Decafluoropentane 225.9 25 Sigma Aldirch[34]
tector. Liquids with high vapor pressures have been shown to have high sensitivity
to neutrons but also tend to evaporate easily which makes them less useful. The
vapor pressure of several common CTMFD liquids is shown in Table 5.5. Acetone
and isopentane are both very sensitive to neutrons but evaporate so easily that they
can be difficult to work with. Perfluorooctane and C2Cl4 both have a low vapor
pressure, with PFO being much more sensitive. TMB is somewhere in the middle
but has an additional factor to deal with. The vapor released by TMB reacts with
water or moisture in the air to form a boric acid precipitate on surfaces. TMB is also
somewhat hard to seal which needs consideration when detecting thermal neutrons.
DFP has a high vapor pressure but is chemically nonreactive with many materials so
the CTMFD can actually be well sealed without leakage as opposed to acetone and
isopentane whose vapor easily escapes containers. Scoping experiments can certainly
be done with any of these liquids, and some would be better for long term use than
others.
5.2 Detection of Low Fluence Neutrons
This section covers a brief investigation into the idea of using several high volume
CTMFDs to perform large standoff detection of neutrons. An experiment was per-
formed to detect a 252Cf source with a larger CTMFD and estimated extrapolation
into a simulation of a large radiation portal monitor (RPM).
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5.2.1 Large Standoff Detection of 252Cf
The starting point for this study was experimental measurement of CTMFD sen-
sitivity to a fission neutron source (252Cf) at various distances. The source strength
on the experiment day was 135,620 n
s
. A series of MCNP-PoliMi simulations were
performed to estimate the detection rate of a CTMFD based radiation portal moni-
tor. The detection efficiency estimation was based on an experiment conducted with
a 23cc CTMFD filled with isopentane. Several liquids were tried at the time (isopen-
tane, R-113, PFO), isopentane at 5 bars was the most sensitive fluid of all of the
attempts in this experiment set. The 252Cf source was placed at several distances
and the waiting time measured. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure
5.2.
Figure 5.2. Isopentane Measurement of 252Cf at Various Distances
5.2.2 Simulation of 252Cf Experiments
This experimental data was used to determine the collision energy needed in a
model to predict the detection rate of the RPM. To determine the energy threshold,
a MCNP-PoliMi model of the experimental setup was used. This model included the
CTMFD, desk, floor, and safety shields. The modeled geometry is shown in Figure
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5.3. A couple of the plastic shields are not shown in Figure 5.3 so the CTMFD can
be seen.
Figure 5.3. MCNP Geometry of Experiment from Figure 5.2.
In this model the source was placed at the same four distances that were assessed
in the experiment so the detection energy threshold could be found. Previously,
literature [11] has estimated that at a Pneg of about 10 bars, acetone requires a recoil
ion with ~100keV to nucleate. Since this value has not been measured for isopentane,
the threshold was found by matching the count rate from MCNP-PoliMi to that
of the experiment. This was done using the convenient output of MCNP-PoliMi.
The output file included the location, target, and energy of the neutron events in
the detector fluid. It was assumed that collisions with hydrogen could not nucleate
a bubble so only carbon recoils were counted. The threshold was then found by
arbitrarily picking an energy threshold, counting all of the recoils with energy above
that value, and calculating the simulated wait time. The guess was then iteratively
adjusted until simulated value was close to the experimental value. The results of
this assessment are shown in Table 5.6. Three of the distances settled in around 120
keV for the threshold. The closest one disagreed at bit which may have been caused
by incorrectly defining a scattering source in the model that only mattered when the
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source was close. That said, the value of ~120 keV was agreed upon by the other
three simulations and seems reasonable.
Table 5.6
Results of MCNP-PoliMi Replication of Figure 5.2
Experimental MCNP MCNP
Distance wait time 1σ error Wait Time Threshold
m sec sec sec keV
1 2.21 0.40 1.44 137
1.5 3.66 0.72 2.53 121
2 6.67 0.97 4.88 120
3 14.69 1.87 15.18 123
5.2.3 Simulation of Resulting RPM Sensitivity
The results of the experimental setup model were then used to predict the detec-
tion rate in an RPM scenario. Designs have been made for what a CTMFD based
RPM may look like (Figure 5.4). This drawing features 17 CTMFDs packed in a
standard RPM container. This picture features CTMFDs with 3.6cm radius bulbs.
As predicted by the CAD model, the total mass of the design may be about 28kg.
MCNP-PoliMi simulations were conducted with varying bulb radii. The MCNP-
PoliMi geometry is shown in Figure 5.5. This model featured a 252Cf source placed
2m from the center of the RPM and 1.5m above the ground. Using the 120 keV
threshold from the experimental model (Section 5.2.2), the count rate was calculated
for the whole RPM assuming a 2x104 neutron/second source. The model was ad-
justed by changing the detector radius as well. The three sizes modeled were 1.7cm,
2.5cm, and 3.6cm radius. The results are shown in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.4. Concept for CTMFD RPM. Left: Nested CTMFDs, Right: Full Panel
Figure 5.5. MCNP-PoliMi Geometry for CTMFD RPM
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Table 5.7
Results of MCNP-PoliMi Simulation of CTMFD RPM
Detector Bulb detector RPM MCNP 120 keV 2.00E+04 extrapolated
Radius volume volume particles Threshold n/s 252Cf background*
Predicted Predicted Predicted
cm cc cc cps/ng-Cf cps cps
1.7 7.26E+01 1.23E+03 80721139 0.157 1.366 0.412
2.5 1.57E+02 2.67E+03 80753529 0.317 2.758 0.890
3.6 3.26E+02 5.54E+03 80730496 0.599 5.211 1.846
*This background was calculated by linearly extrapolating the background result
from Figure 5.2 for the volume of the RPM. This background value is likely an over
estimate because the neutron background in our laboratory is much higher due to
the neutron sources stored on site.
Using the current experimental results, the prediction of 3.6cm radius bulbs in
a RPM predict ~5 detection events in a second. Since this result is based on 5
bar detection with isopentane, this detection rate could be increased with higher
tension. In this case, 5 bars was the highest that could be reasonably achieved
for this experiment without spontaneous cavitation issues. Techniques have been
developed, both in glassware design and surface pretreatment, to lessen the chance
of spontaneous cavitation to allow for greater tension in the detector. If the tension
were increased, the signal to background ratio would likely go up. This is because
background cosmic neutrons are of high energy and are already fully detectable but
increasing tension increases sensitivity to the lower energy fission neutrons. There is
still plenty of room for improvement of this CTMFD RPM idea but this was a first
step to predicting the sensitivity that such a system may have.
5.3 Express Degassing
When a CTMFD is idle for an extended period of time or is jostled, gas can
become dissolved in the fluid. This gas can cause false positives in the detector
during operation. In order to prevent false positives, standard procedure is to do
some degassing before experimentation and is referred to as express degassing. The
simplest way to degas a liquid is to induce cavitations with nuclear particles. The
procedure uses our laboratory's 252Cf source just outside of the acrylic shield of the
detector. The detector is spun up to a large negative pressure. As soon as a cavitation
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event occurs, the detector is slowed immediately. As soon as the bubble escapes, the
detector is once again spun up. Typically, this process should take less than five
minutes to prepare the detector for use.
Below are some experimental cases done to try and estimate how much degassing
is needed in order to begin normal operation thereafter.
Acetone Trial 1 (7.19.13): Five express cavitations at Pneg = 10 bars. Once the
express cavitations were induced, and then source was removed. Five runs without a
source were collected. No cavitations occurred in the five 60 second runs.
Trial 2 (7.22.13): 5 express cavitations at Pneg = 10 bars (repeat of Trial 1) Once
the express cavitations were induced, and then source was removed. Five runs without
a source were collected. No cavitations occurred in the five 60 second runs.
PFO Trial 1 (7.18.13): Multiple five express cavitation groups at Pneg =8 bars.
Five express cavitations were induced, and then the source was removed. Three runs
were completed after this. The first cavitated close to 60 seconds, the second at 23
seconds, and the third did not cavitate in 60 seconds. Another five express cavita-
tions were induced, and then the source was removed. Seven runs were completed.
Only two did not cavitate within 60 seconds. Another five express cavitations were
induced before the source was removed again. Five runs were complete  three runs
cavitated within five seconds and two did not cavitate in 60 seconds. A final five
express cavitations were induced and the source was again removed. Five runs were
completed. Four of the five runs did not cavitate within 60 seconds, one cavitated at
49 seconds.
Trial 2 (7.22.13): 20 express cavitations at negative Pneg =8 bars
The previous trial had shown that after 20 express cavitations, the fluid appeared
to be degassed. With this in mind, 20 express cavitations were induced in the detec-
tor. Five runs were completed after the source was removed. None of the five runs
cavitated in 60 seconds.
DFP For operation with DFP the same procedure as PFO is used. It has not been
experimentally verified yet if DFP can be degassed with fewer cavitations, but using
20 cavitations has not been inconvenient and seems to work well. In the case of α
detection work, instead of using a neutron source for degassing, the first 20 detections
are generally discarded from the data set. It has been observed that the final wait
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time does not differ much when this is done which implies that 20 cavitations may
be more than is needed.
5.4 Neutron Dose Measurement
After constructing portable neutron detectors, one of the desired side applications
would be using the CTMFD for performing neutron dose measurements. This section
discusses initial work for this targeted application.
5.4.1 Dose Measurement with Hand Held CTMFD
It was desired to see if the Hand Held CTMFD, with 2cc sensitive volume (SV),
could be used to provide approximate neutron dose information. This was done by
comparing detector response to a calibrated dose meter. The first step was to set
up a dose measuring neutron detector next to our sources to get a dose vs distance
curve. The CTMFD was then used in the same locations to get a waiting time vs
distance curve which was then used to correlate the time to detect with dose. The
only available dose measuring neutron detector at the time was the Snoopy detector
from Purdue's Radiological and Environmental Management (REM) office. It is a
BF3 based system with an 80cc tube surrounded by a cylinder of polyethylene. The
Snoopy has an analog display to indicate dose. Since the analog dial does not stay
steady enough to get precise measurements, the pulse output on the side of the Snoopy
was used to make the measurements. The Snoopy outputs a negative logic pulse for
every count it receives. A pulse counter was built out of an ArduinoTM to measure
the dose. The PuBe (∼ 2.2x106 n
s
) and 252Cf (1.3x105 n
s
) sources were measured at
a variety of distances. The 252Cf data showed some 3D effects since the source had
to be very close to the detector and the source is much smaller than the detector. It
appears that the PuBe curve is more useful when trying to calibrate the CTMFD.
The results for the PuBe dose measurements is shown in Figure 5.6 and the 252Cf
measurement results are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6. Snoopy Measurement of PuBe Dose vs Distance
Figure 5.7. Snoopy Measurement of 252Cf Dose vs Distance
Next, measurements were taken with the Hand Held CTMFD to determine if the
wait time vs distance plots with the PuBe and 252Cf would match the snoopy data
sufficiently to provide dose measurements with the CTMFD. The CTMFD was placed
in the same location that the snoopy was previously. The wait time vs distance of the
sources was recorded. The 252Cf source experiment was done first. The measurements
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were taken at Pneg =7 bars with R-113 in the CTMFD. The inverse of the wait time
(count rate) is plotted vs distance in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8. Hand Held CTMFD Count Rate (with R-113) vs 252Cf
Distance (1σ error bars)
Notice the exponent of the curve fit is roughly what we expect for 1
r2
reduction
modified for floor shine. When using other detectors we typically see something
around 1/x1.75 or 1.8 depending on the surroundings. The CTMFD data seems to
make sense however the Snoopy data did not fit the same trend. The Snoopy mea-
surements were likely affected by solid angle effects since the size of the detector was
large compared to the size and distance of the source. As a result of this observa-
tion, experiments were performed with a PuBe source. Since the PuBe source is so
much stronger, less tension was needed to detect it. The CTMFD was operated at
Pneg = 3.5 bars. This implies that the tension needed for dose measurement would
be somewhat source strength dependent. This is not an issue keeping in mind that
many dose meters have different range settings depending on the detector response.
The results for PuBe count rate vs distance in the hand held CTMFD is shown in
Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9. Hand Held CTMFD Count Rate vs PuBe Distance
The trend of the PuBe data matches the trend of the Snoopy much better than
the 252Cf did. The number of counts for the PuBe seems a bit low because curve
does not fit as well desired. Rough estimates of dose were made using this curve and
the snoopy curve. By taking a wait time measurement and converting it to counts
per minute, the CTMFD curve allows the associated distance to be calculated. That
distance is then entered into the equation for the Snoopy data, to give a associated
dose rate. Using the data points used to create the PuBe curve, the equivalent doses
were calculated using this method. The relationship between the two calibration
curves gives a rough estimate of the dose using the CTMFD. Some additional data




Hand Held CTMFD (with 2cc R-113) at 3.5 Bars Dose Comparison
to Snoopy Data
PuBe Snoopy error CTMFD error
Distance Dose 1σ Dose 1 σ
cm mRem/hr mRem/hr mRem/hr mRem/hr
40 12.33 0.18 15.55 3.59
50 8.63 0.15 7.60 1.75
70 4.62 0.11 3.14 0.73
100 2.37 0.08 2.50 0.58
120 1.65 0.06 1.97 0.45
5.4.2 Dose Measurement with Tabletop CTMFD
Having done some dose correlation work with the Hand Held detector previously, it
was decided to do the same with the Tabletop CTMFD after it was built. To provide
the ability to perform rough neutron dose measurements, count rate vs. distance data
for the CTMFD was compared to dose vs. distance data from a calibrated neutron
dose meter as was done previously. The meter used was the same Snoopy which is a
BF3 based dose meter. Since the detector only has an analog display, a pulse counter
was built to digitally tally dose vs. distance with the snoopy. The results for 252Cf
are shown in Figure 5.10.
This time, a much larger data set was taken with the Snoopy and the dose vs
distance correlation matched much better than was the case when this study was
done with the Hand Held system. The wait time of a Tabletop CTMFD was measured
with the same 252Cf source at several distances. The fluid used was PFO and the
CTMFD Pneg selected was 8 bars. The results of CTMFD detection vs. distance is
shown in Figure 5.11.
To create a correlation between the dose meter's results and the CTMFD's, the
wait time data was re-plotted as counts per min.
When correlating the two curve fits, an estimate for dose can be calculated. To
calculate the dose of unknown source intensity from a wait time, the wait time is
converted to counts per min by inverting the wait time and multiplying by 60. The
CTMFD CPM is then converted to equivalent distance of the calibration source by
entering the CPM as y in the curve fit shown in Figure 5.12 and solve for x. Once the
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Figure 5.10. Snoopy Dose vs. 252Cf Distance
equivalent distance of the calibration source has been calculated, the estimated dose
is calculated by entering the distance as x in the curve fit featured in Figure 5.10 and
solving for y. The waiting time data from Figure 5.11 and correlated dose are shown
in Table 5.9.
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Figure 5.11. CTMFD Wait Time vs. 252Cf Distance for 3cc PFO
MCTMFD at Pneg =8 bars
Table 5.9
CTMFD Wait Time vs. Distance and Correlated Dose
Cf-252 CTMFD CTMFD CTMFD
distance counts wait time error dose error
cm sec sec mRem/hr mRem/hr
60 40 8.13 1.29 0.277 0.048
70 44 11.42 1.72 0.192 0.031
80 40 13.54 2.14 0.159 0.027
90 44 15.83 2.39 0.134 0.022
100 44 18.29 2.76 0.115 0.019
120 95 22.72 2.33 0.091 0.010
150 48 40.44 5.84 0.049 0.008
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Figure 5.12. 252CfCount Rate by PFO in CTMFD at Pneg =8 Bars
5.4.2.1 Comparison to Snoopy
Several of the doses calculated from the calibration were compared to actual mea-
sure dose at that distance to evaluate the effectiveness of the calibration. These
results are shown in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10
Comparison of Calibration to Dose Measurements
CF Snoopy Snoopy CTMFD
Distance counts error Dose error Dose error Difference
cm per min CPM mRem/hr mRem/hr mRem/hr mRem/hr %
60 33.8 3.36 0.254 0.025 0.277 0.048 9.45
80 16.6 2.35 0.125 0.018 0.159 0.027 28.01
100 13.6 2.13 0.102 0.016 0.115 0.019 12.68
120 10.4 1.86 0.078 0.014 0.091 0.010 16.41
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It is shown in Table 5.10 that the calibration performed gives a rough estimate of
the dose measured by a calibrated detector. More experiments with more data per
distance will be needed to improve the calibration but the principle of the idea has
been demonstrated.
5.4.2.2 Calibration Built into Software
After completing the experiment from Section 5.4.2, the wait time vs dose correla-
tion was programmed into the Tabletop CTMFD's software. The Tabletop CTMFD's
GUI will now display dose information in addition to the wait time information. Since
the dose calibration has only been performed thus far with PFO at Pneg =8 bars, the
dose indicator window on the software reads blank unless the detector is operating
with PFO at Pneg =8 bars.
5.5 Extreme Environment Temperature Experiments
To increase the range of applications that the CTMFD can be used for, it was
worth investigating how the CTMFD performs in extreme temperature environments.
This section describes operating the Tabletop CTMFD in a variety of extreme tem-
peratures with different fluids.
5.5.1 High Temperature Neutron Detection
Many of the CTMFD fluids commonly used for laboratory experiments (acetone,
isopentane, R-113, DFP, etc.) will not work in a high temperature application due
to relatively low boiling temperatures ranging from 28C for isopentane to 68C for
Trimethyl Borate. Several alternative fluids were considered for high temperature
detection. The two fluids chosen to conduct experiments were Tetrachloroethylene
(C2Cl4 with boiling point 126C) and Perfluorooctane (PFO with boiling point 104C).
Experiments were conducted at 70C by placing the detector and a neutron source
in an insulated enclosure (a large chest freezer) along with a manually controlled
hotplate to maintain the desired temperature. To see the change in detection as a
function of temperature, a measurement was first taken at room temperature in the
enclosure with a 1 Ci PuBe neutron source. The source was placed at the same
distance ( ~ 30 cm from the bulb of the detector) for each measurement to main-
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tain neutron intensity and the same detector (with roughly 3 cc bulb) was used for
every measurement. The tension in the CTMFD was adjusted until the source was
barely detectable (around a minute wait time). The results of the room temperature
measurements of C2Cl4 are shown in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11
Room Temperature (20C) C2Cl4 Measurement of PuBe (at 30cm)
neutrons in CTMFD
Pneg Wait Time error
Source bar s 1 σ
PuBe 7.75 62.56 18.06
None 10 > 600 N/A
The control measurement shown in Table 5.11 is listed as greater than 600 seconds
because the detector was operated for 10 minutes without detection. In this case a
wait time was not measured for background but it can be said that the background
was sufficiently long to be ignored in this case. Background measurements were taken
for PFO as well and resulted in much longer wait times than with the PuBe source
present. The results of the PFO measurements at room temperature (20C) are shown
in Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13. PuBe (at 30cm) detection with 20C 3cc PFO CTMFD
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This process along with background measurements was repeated with the enclo-
sure at 70oC. The background wait time was once again long enough to be ignored.
Once again the tension required for a roughly 1 min wait time was found. the results
are shown in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12
PuBe (at 30cm) Detection with 70C 3cc C2Cl4 CTMFD
Pneg Wait Time error
Source bar s 1 σv
PuBe 5.5 51.16 11.16
None 10 209.16 120.76
It should be noted that there is no data shown for the PFO experiment at this
temperature. The data from that experiment was erased by a glitch in the control
software. This wasn't noticed until after the experiment was torn down so the outcome
is described here but the experiment would have to be repeated if specific details are
desired.
Both C2Cl4 and PFO were able to effectively detect neutrons in a 70
oC environ-
ment. An interesting effect of operating at higher temperature is that the added
liquid temperature allows for easier detection of neutron collisions. In both cases
(C2Cl4 and PFO) the CTMFD needed ~2 bars less tension at 70
oC compared to
room temperature in order to have the same sensitivity to the PuBe neutron source.
For PFO this represents a ~50% reduction in required tension. Both fluids performed
well at 70oC; however it is worth mentioning that C2Cl4 requires about twice as much
tension as PFO for the same sensitivity.
5.5.2 Low Temperature Neutron Detection
For low temperature testing, experiments were conducted in the same chest freezer
as the high temperature tests. The cooling power of the freezer provided most of the
temperature stability. A hot plate and a small fan blowing across a block of water
ice or dry ice were used for finer temperature control. It was found that as the
temperature fell within ~10oC of the freezing temperature of the liquid, the detector
had issues with spontaneous bubble formation. So experiments were conducted at
least 10oC above freezing for each liquid. To begin, the two liquids used for high
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temperature tests were checked. As expected the colder temperature required more
tension than at room temperature for the same neutron sensitivity. The change in
required tension was found to be fairly linear which was to be expected. C2Cl4 was
able to effectively detect neutrons down to -10oC and PFO down to -15oC. These two
liquids more than cover the range of 0oC to 70oC. The Pneg for roughly a one min
wait time in C2Cl4 at -10
oC was found to be 9.75 bar. The results for PFO at 0oC
and -15oC are show in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15.
To strive to meet the additional goal of detecting neutrons at -40oC, other liquids
had to be used. Isopentane was the first attempted because of its extremely low
freezing temperature; however it was found to be difficult to use much under -25oC
because of a significant change in surface tension in the detector fluid. acetone was
the only fluid tested which could be used at effectively detecting neutrons at -40oC.
Figure 5.14. PuBe detection with 0C PFO
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Figure 5.15. PuBe detection with -15C 3cc PFO
5.5.3 Summary
A summary of the effective temperature ranges found from this study is given in
Table 5.13.
Table 5.13
Summary of Effective Temperature Ranges for CTMFD Fluids





Another point of interest is the change in Pneg required to have the same sensitivity
at different temperatures. The Pneg required for a roughly 1 min wait time for C2Cl4
and PFO at different temperatures are shown in Table 5.14 and Table 5.15.
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Table 5.14
Pneg required for a ~1 min wait time in C2Cl4 at various temperatures






Pneg required for a ~1 min wait time in PFO at various temperatures





5.6 CTMFD Exposure to Extreme γ Photon Environments
In order to operate near SNF, a CTMFD would be exposed to an intense γ photon
field. While, in general situations, photons have been shown to be ignored in the
CTMFD, under extreme conditions, that may not be the case. First it has been
shown that, in high enough quantity, photons with energy greater than 2.22 MeV
can produce photo-neutrons if deuterium is present, which will be the case in any
hydrogenated material. This reaction is improbable but intense photon sources can
cause these neutrons in enough quantity to be detectable in the CTMFD.
In addition to rare nuclear reactions creating neutrons, the CTMFD may be af-
fected by radiation dose in a couple ways. First, radiation in enough quantity will
cause damage to electronics. It was important to quantify this effect. Also of con-
cern is radiation effect on the fluid itself. While photon interactions may not be able
to nucleate detectable bubbles, photon interactions will affect the chemistry of the
fluid by breaking bonds. At some point, large enough chemical changes may affect
detection in the CTMFD. This effect needed quantification as well.
Intense γ photon source based assessments were conducted as part of a trip to
Texas A&M's Nuclear Science Center (NSC). The full details of the trip and accom-
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panying work is given in Appendix D, but some of the results are summarized in this
section.
5.6.1 Demonstration of γ Photon Discrimination Capabilities
The γ source used at the NSC was an activated Lanthanum (La) source. This
source is a Lanthanum metal plate with an aluminum cover that is placed into the
TAMU reactor core for activation. Activated lanthanum (140La) has a 1.6781 day
half life [16] which means that it activates fairly quickly while still providing suffi-
cient radiation for a few day's work. The source was activated to ~555 Ci for this
experiment. The range of γ photons produced by this source are shown in Figure
5.16. As seen in Figure 5.16, photon energies range from 400 keV to 2.5 MeV. The
2.5MeV photons are above the 2.22MeV threshold for producing photo-neutrons from
the D(γ, n)H nuclear reaction. For safety, the source is kept in the reactor pool. In
order to get exposure to the source, the experiment was set up in a dry cell at the end
of the reactor pool. A window into the reactor pool allowed the source to the placed
in close proximity to the detector. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 5.17 and a picture of the detector in the dry cell is Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.16. γ photons from 750 Ci 140La source [39]
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Figure 5.17. Geometry of Lanthanum Experiment
Figure 5.18. Picture of CTMFD Setup in Dry Cell
The Lanthanum plate was brought up to the dry cell window and a CTMFD filled
with 4cc of DFP was operated. This experiment was intended to show two things.
The first intended goal was to show that the huge number of γ photons would not be
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directly detected in the CTMFD. The second intention of the experiment was to assess
the Pneg state where the detector became sensitive to the small quantity of epithermal
neutrons produced by (γ, n) reactions in the reactor pool water. These neutrons were
produced around 150 keV as shown in Figure D.11. The results of this experiment are
shown in Table 5.16. To address the first desired outcome of this experiment, the first
point at Pneg = 7 bars showed that despite receiving a radiation dose of 1.8 Gy (180
Rad) from a source producing 2x1013 γ
s
there were only 11 detections in ~1000 seconds
of sensitive time. This seems to indicate that the photons are not being detected and
the epithermal neutrons are starting to be detected. It was confirmed at 9 and 10
bars that the 150 keV neutrons could be detected as well.
Table 5.16
DFP in CTMFD QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La source with < 5
cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Wait 1σ error Start Stop Start End
bar Time (s) Time (s) s min min Dose (R) Dose (R)
7 11 1013.12 92.1 27.77 0 36 0 180
9 21 321.3 15.3 3.34 37 55 185 275
10 20 161.19 8.47 1.94 56 80 280 400
5.6.2 Measurement of γ Photon Dose Effect to CTMFD Fluid
One of the concerns about operating a CTMFD in an intense γ environment is
chemical change in the CTMFD fluid. Photon interactions within a fluid can break
chemical bonds and over time change the chemical makeup of a fluid. Previous expe-
rience has shown that some chemicals can drastically affect the CTMFD's radiation
sensitivity. It is mostly unknown which chemicals will affect DFP's ability to detect
radiation. A method for testing the long term effect of radiation exposure on the
detector fluid is irradiating the CTMFD working fluid. Purdue's 60Co γ irradiator
(Gamma CellTM 220) was used to simulate long term exposure to high radiation
environments.
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5.6.2.1 Control before 60Co γ irradiation
Before the fluid irradiation occurred, a control was conducted by filling Medium
CTMFD M7 (15cc) with DFP and taking an overnight background measurement.
The results are shown in Table 5.17.
Table 5.17
DFP Irradiation Control Background Measurement
pneg Runs Detections Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s
7 541 175 152.54 11.53
5.6.2.2 Irradiation in 60Co γ irradiator
The fluid used in the control background measurement was placed along with a
little extra fluid into a scintillation vial and was placed in the Cobalt irradiator for
~48 hours which resulted in a dose of ~6 kGy (600,000 Rad).
The irradiated fluid was placed in the CTMFD and run overnight to measure
background again. Initially it looked as if the irradiation had made the detector
unusable as the first several runs would not get up to speed without cavitating. The
detector was thoroughly cleaned and the same result found after. The glassware was
then cleaned again and filled with non-irradiated DFP and a background taken. The
non-irradiated DFP showed normal operation (background wait time over 150s). It
was therefore concluded that the 6kGy irradiated fluid was affecting the detector.
It was decided to let the irradiated fluid run overnight in the CTMFD and see
what happened. The running average wait time is shown in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19. DFP Background in M7 (15cc) After 6 kGy Irradiation
Shown in Figure 5.20 is a rolling average. Since it was apparent that the detector
was changing over time it makes sense to plot a rolling average to see how the detector
performance varied over time. The values in Figure 5.20 are the average of the last
50 runs at each run over 50. It can be seen after run 400 or so that the rolling average
starts to somewhat level off. It is apparent that over time after the detector cavitated
many hundred times it began to return to normal. During this test however the
rolling average never reached the level of the control test, also shown in Figure 5.20.
This may indicate either that the fluid is not fully healed or there is some residual
chemical effect on the DFP.
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Figure 5.20. DFP Background After Irradiation Rolling Average
5.6.2.3 252Cf Response After Irradiation
Additional tests were done to see if the sensitivity to the 252Cf source had changed.
After the overnight background test, the same CTMFD with the irradiated DFP was
placed 1 m from the 252Cf source and measured at several pressures. The results are
shown in Table 5.18, along with the control results of unirradiated DFP.
Table 5.18
252Cf measurement with irradiated DFP in M7 1m Away
pneg Control 1σ error Irradiated DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 14.28 1.24
6.5 10.79 1.06
7 8.54 1.1 7.83 0.67
Fortunately, the response to the 252Cf source, after 6 kGy and recovery, is similar
to the control. This seems to indicate that heavily irradiated DFP can still be used
as CTMFD detection fluid but may need some treatment (cavitation) to return to
normal operation. This result motivated the need for additional testing to better
quantify the effects of large γ photon dose on DFP.
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5.6.2.4 Effect of High Intensity Lanthanum Source on CTMFD Fluid
The next test performed to investigate dose effect on the baseline CTMFD fluid
(DFP) involved exposure to a high intensity 140La source. This measurement was
performed at the NSC at TAMU and is detailed in full in Section D.10.2.3. It will
only be summarized here because it was later found that the fluid inadvertently
possessed an unexpected contaminant that affected the experiment.
During the same test described in Section 5.6.1, exposure to the Lanthanum source
appeared to have an adverse effect on the fluid. The measured wait time became
increasingly shorter over time as the cumulative dose from the La source increased.
The dose rate, measured by ion chamber, was roughly 300 R/hr. The experiment
lasted roughly 140 min resulting in a total dose of ~7 Gy (700 Rad). The experiment
is more fully documented in Sections D.10.2.3 and D.10.3.3 but the results are shown
in Table 5.19. In Table 5.19, it is shown that the wait time surprisingly went down
over time even when changing to lower Pneg values, which should otherwise raise the
wait time.
Table 5.19
DFP in QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La source with < 5 cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Wait 1σ error Start Stop Start End
bar Time (s) Time (s) s min min Dose (R) Dose (R)
7 11 1013.12 92.1 27.77 0 36 0 180
9 21 321.3 15.3 3.34 37 55 185 275
10 20 161.19 8.47 1.94 56 80 280 400
6 10 431.15 47.87 15.96 80 93 400 465
5 10 363.95 40.4 13.47 94 113 470 565
7 10 258.65 28.7 9.57 114 123 570 615
4 10 270.04 29.96 9.99 124 133 620 665
3 5 289.65 72.3 36.15 134 141 670 705
The results of this experiment were surprising so to investigate the outcome the
fluid used in this experiment, believed to be only DFP, was tested with a gas chromato-
graph mass spectrometer. The original intent was to look for products of radiolysis to
get an idea of what was causing the wait time to go down. Instead it was found that
the fluid tested contained as much as 10% acetone. This is shown in Figure D.38.
This acetone contaminant complicates the results of this experiment so additional
testing was performed to look at dose effects on just DFP.
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5.6.2.5 60Co Irradiation of DFP to 700 and 15,000 Rad
Since the results of the experiment (with La) to observe radiation dose effect on
DFP were somewhat inconclusive, because of the acetone contamination shown in
Figure D.38, additional testing was done on DFP right out of the stock bottle. The
experiment was performed by first filling a CTMFD with new fluid and performing a
control experiment measuring background. The CTMFD used was a 15cc bulb type.
The control was performed by degassing the CTMFD with a neutron source ~100
times and then measuring background. The control background was taken in the
laboratory overnight so the neutron sources would be farther away. The result of the
control test is shown in Table 5.20. The CTMFD still sealed with the same fluid from
the control test was then taken to the cobalt irradiator and irradiated with ~7 Gy
(700 Rad) with the fluid inside. The dose of 7 Gy (700 Rad) was chosen because that
is roughly what the detector received at TAMU from the 140La source (Appendix
D.10.2.3). A picture of the CTMFD glassware being placed into the irradiator is
shown in Figure 5.21.
Figure 5.21. CTMFD Placed into Gamma Cell 220 Irradiator
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The CTMFD glassware was then taken back to the laboratory and tested at the
same Pneg as the control case in the same location with the sources put away. As
shown in Table 5.20, the result after 700 Rad was much the same as for the control.
What is more telling is looking at the average over time to see how long it took to
reach the control value. It is shown in Figure 5.22 that the average from the 700 rad
experiment reached the control result immediately implying that this level of dose
would not noticeably affect the performance of the CTMFD. Also plotted is a 50
point rolling average, as was done in Figure 5.20, which is shown in Figure 5.23.
After showing that 700 Rad did not have a measurable effect on the fluid, the same
CTMFD with the same fluid still sealed inside was used for an additional experiment
at a greater dose. The fluid was first degassed again, as was done before the 7 Gy
(700 Rad) test, and taken back to the cobalt irradiator to be given a dose of 150 Gy
(15,000 Rad) over 1 hour. The CTMFD was then brought back to the laboratory and
tested in the same manner as the 7 Gy (700 Rad) test. This time with a dose of ~150
Gy (15,000 Rad), there was a noticeable effect on the fluid. The CTMFD cavitated
more often after the radiation exposure than it had during the control. The final
average wait time is shown in Table 5.20 to be lower than the control. The average
is plotted in Figure 5.24. Looking at Figure 5.24 gives you the impression that the
fluid doesn't eventually recover from the radiation exposure but plotting again with
running average, Figure 5.25, shows that the fluid does recover but required 100-200
cavitations to do so. This is in contrast to the 6,000 Gy (600,000 Rad) experiment
shown in Figure 5.20 where the rolling average took 400-500 cavitations to stabilize
and never went back up to the control value. The results of these experiments put
some bounds on what dose levels the CTMFD filled with DFP can be exposed to
before noticeable effects occur and roughly what the recovery looks like if the goal is
to not have to replace the fluid.
Table 5.20
Irradiated DFP Wait Time Results
Dose Pneg Runs Detections Average Wait Time 1σ error
Rad bar s s
Control 7 492 276 72.84 4.39
700 7 459 258 71.45 4.46
15,000 7 181 122 50.67 4.61
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Figure 5.22. Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated for 700 Rad (2σ error bars)
Figure 5.23. 50 Point Rolling Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated
for 700 Rad (2σ error bars)
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Figure 5.24. Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated for 15,000 Rad (2σ error bars)
Figure 5.25. 50 Point Rolling Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated
for 15,000 Rad (2σ error bars)
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5.6.2.6 Comparison of Irradiated DFP results to Field Application in
SNF Reprocessing Environment
It is useful now to put the dose applied to DFP in Section 5.6.2 into context for
field application. A report from LLNL [40] provides estimated values for the radiation
dose from LWR spent fuel assemblies. As an example, a single fuel assembly with a
burn up of ~30,000 MWD/MTU that has cooled for 1 year will deliver a dose rate of
~20,000 R/hr ~1 m away [40], depending on orientation. The dose rate from Purdue's
cobalt irradiator was ~15,000 R/hr so it is not inconceivable that a CTMFD could be
exposed to this kind of dose rate in the field. Shown in Table 5.21 are example dose
estimates from PWR assemblies under various conditions.
Table 5.21
Dose Estimates (R/hr) from an Irradiated PWR Fuel Assembly (Per-
pendicular to Center)[40]
Distance Burnup Cooling Time (yr)
(m) (MWD/MTU) 1 5 10 15 20 30 40 50
1 30,000 19,815 5,304 2,861 2,123 1,756 1,302 1,006 788
35,000 23,685 6,561 3,433 2,501 2,057 1,517 1,169 915
5 30,000 1,581 423 228 169 140 104 80 63
35,000 1,890 524 274 200 164 121 93 73
10 30,000 411 110 59 44 36 27 21 16
35,000 492 136 71 52 43 31 24 19
5.6.3 Measurement of γ Photon Dose Effect to CTMFD Electronics
In order to consider operating a CTMFD in extreme radiation environments, it
also needed to be known how the detector electronics would handle high doses of
radiation. In particular, there are three sensors on the CTMFD which would be
difficult to shield from radiation as they are directly beside the sensitive volume of
the detector. The three sensors are the bubble detection sensor that measures the
radiation induced cavitation events, an infrared temperature sensor that measures the
CTMFD temperature, and an ambient air temperature sensor. The ability of these
sensors to function in a high radiation environment and their longevity when dosed
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was tested using Purdue's 60Co irradiation cell. The hardware was then adapted to
allow for greater radiation dose resistance.
5.6.3.1 Irradiation of CTMFD Electrical Components in 60Co Irradiator
The volume of the irradiation cell, shown in Figure 5.21, was unfortunately much
smaller than the CTMFD. So instead of being able to operate the detector inside,
separate tests of individual parts were done to gain insight as to how the detector
might function in such an environment. The sensors and associated electrical com-
ponents were set up inside the irradiation chamber with signal wires running to a
computer to monitor the output of the sensors over time. The sensors were irradiated
and continuously monitored overnight for a total dose of ~275,000 Rad at a rate of
15,000 Rad/hr.
As mentioned earlier, CTMFDs utilize multiple electronic sensor types, each with
a specific functional purpose. The most important of the three sensors is the bubble
detection sensor. Its response to dose over time is shown in Figure 5.26. The signal
from this sensor is read in as a value between 0 and 1024 that changes upon cavitation.
The signal level of this sensor dropped with exposure to radiation, but did so fairly
gradually finally becoming too weak to use after ~275,000 Rad. The drop in signal
over time with the original hardware would eventually cause false positives but has
since been changed to be adjustable to alleviate the issue until extreme doses are
reached, such as 275,000 Rad.
Next tested were the CTMFD temperature sensors which did not fare as well.
The IR temperature sensor which adjusts the detector's sensitivity to neutron-α ra-
diation detection appeared to work normally until around 25,000 Rad as shown in
Figure 5.27, where it then began to read improperly and then failed to function.
The ambient air thermocouple also failed around the same dose range which is not
surprising because they are located on the same circuit board and share supporting
electronics. After the irradiation was complete, the electronics were repaired in order
to figure out which components failed. It was noticed that even after 275,000 Rad,
all of the active components needed to be replaced but the passive components (re-
sistors, capacitors, for example) were still operational. With some modifications to
make sensors more adjustable by the user, the CTMFD was re-engineered to be less
susceptible to radiation damage.
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Figure 5.26. Bubble Sensor Response vs Dose (R)
Figure 5.27. Temperature Sensor Responses vs Dose (R)
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5.6.3.2 Modification of CTMFD Hardware for Additional Radiation Re-
sistance
After having electrical component failure on the first trip to TAMU (See Section
D.6), several modifications were made to increase the radiation resistance of the
CTMFD and to make it easier to repair after exposure to high doses of radiation.
The first approach taken was making the components easier to replace. As a result
of the experiments conducted in Section 5.6.3.1 the components that are sensitive to
radiation became known and were made to be more easily replaced. Temperature
sensors are self contained devices and could not be made easier to swap out but are
now kept on hand. The chips on the CTMFD sensor board have IC sockets so they
can be replaced easily as well. Also, the IR sensors were slightly modified so that
they would be removed with only one screw and one jumper wire. Instead of having
to solder and glue new IR sensors in, the sensor holder is now 3D printed in bulk and
assembled ahead of time so the entire assembly is disposable and easy to swap.
While making components easy to replace is important, replacing components
still means stopping the experiment, which in a high radiation environment can be
complicated and time consuming. The final modification to the CTMFD hardware
allowed the life of the IR sensors to be extended, thereby reducing interruptions in ex-
periments. The sensitivity of the IR sensors that measure the bubble and speed of the
detector are controlled by potentiometers on the CTMFD itself. Traditionally these
pots have been adjusted once when setting up the hardware and only re-calibrated
very rarely so their location did not matter. In the case of the experiment in Section
D.4.3.3 the sensor response changed over time and the adjustable pot was in the high
radiation field preventing adjustment during the experiment. To alleviate this issue
the electronics were slightly modified to move the pots to the control box which is
located with the user. Knobs were placed on the front of the control box allowing
the user to change the sensor levels on demand which helps to reduce interruptions
from sensor response change and extend the time between replacing components. The
modified electronics control box, shown in Figure 5.28, has the sensor adjustment as
well as a BNC plug to monitor the speed signal.
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Figure 5.28. Picture of Modified CTMFD Control Electronics with
Sensor Adjustment
5.7 Thermal Neutron Detection Threshold Measurement
On many occasions it has been published that the CTMFD can detect thermal
neutrons if a borated fluid is used [2, 8, 13, 14, 26, 41, 42]. The 10B neutron capture
reaction (10B + n →7 Li + α), whose cross section heavily favors thermal neutrons,
can be detected in the CTMFD. It has been demonstrated that neutron sources
surrounded with heavy amounts of thermalizing material can be better detected with
a CTMFD if a borated material is added. That said, the detection threshold of
the 10B reaction has not been directly measured in a CTMFD due to the lack of
a sufficiently pure thermal neutron source. In regular water, as with many other
moderators, after a certain amount of material the energy spectrum does not change
but instead just decreases in intensity with additional moderator material. In the
case of a fission spectrum in water, the ratio of fast to thermal neutrons eventually
levels off at roughly 1:1.
To investigate the CTMFD Pneg threshold for detection of thermal capture with
boron, previous work has been done to measure a shielded neutron source with and
without boron in the fluid. The detection results were then subtracted to predict the
thermal neutron detection response and the fast neutron response. The problem with
this approach is the addition of the boron into the CTMFD fluid changes the detection
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sensitivity of the fluid are may not be directly comparable. A better approach if
available is to start with a source of lower energy neutrons that are then thermalized
so that there isn't interference from detection of elastic scattering reactions.
The neutrons created from the 140La source at TAMU's NSC in the reactor pool
are be generated in the 125-170 keV range and when combined with water in the
reactor pool, result in a very soft spectrum, as shown in Figure 5.29. In the case of
the 140La source the energy spectrum would heavily favor thermal neutrons. This
allows for better determination of the thermal neutron detection threshold in the
CTMFD with a borated fluid.
Figure 5.29. Neutron Energy Profile from 750 Ci 140La source in Water
While working at TAMU, the 140La source was used to find the Pneg detection
threshold for a TMB/DFP solution. The mixture used was 90% DFP, 8% TMB, and
2% Methanol. Methanol was required to keep the TMB in solution with DFP. Details
of the entire experiment are documented in Appendix D.10.2.2, but will be summa-
rized here. The CTMFD glassware used was made of quartz because simulations,
Appendix D.8.3, indicated that the boron content of the PyrexTM glass previously
used would substantially affect the detection efficiency. The CTMFD used was named
QMS2. QMS2 was filled with the TMB solution and used to measure the 140La source
to measure the (n, α) detection threshold. The source was moved gradually closer to
the window from 100 cm until a reasonable wait time was measured. This occurred
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at 40cm from the window. The CTMFD was located in the dry cell window as shown
in Figure 5.18. Measurements were taken at various Pneg values a few detections at a
time to put together a wait time curve and check for consistency. With all the data
put together, the result is shown in Table 5.22 and Figure 5.30. Predictions had been
made for the thermal neutron threshold based pm experiments with a 252Cf source
in water. The threshold Pneg location did not vary from expectations and was a nice
confirmation of thermal neutron detection in the CTMFD.
Table 5.22
DFP/TMB in QMS2 Detection of Thermal Neutrons from 161 Ci
140La Source with 40cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Time Average Detection Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
4.5 18 1622 90 21.23
4.75 28 1071 38 7.22
5 45 1151 26 3.81
6 20 130 6.8 1.56
7 30 250 8.6 1.59
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Figure 5.30. DFP/TMB in QMS2 Detection of 161 Ci 140La Source
with 40 cm Water Shield
5.8 Simulation of Neutron Signatures from UREX Samples
As previously mentioned, one of the advantages of the CTMFD is its ability to
detect neutrons while remaining blind to γ particles. This characteristic offers the
possibility of locating actinides by two neutron related signatures. The first signature
is spontaneous fission neutrons. Several of the actinides, especially transuranics,
have isotopes which will spontaneously fission as one of their decay modes. Another
possible neutron signature in SNF is (α, n) reactions. If the SNF is in an oxide form, α
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particles of sufficient energy can react with 17O and 18O to produce neutrons. Both of
these signatures offer potential for locating and measuring actinides. The advantage
of neutron detection is it can be done in a non-invasive manner. Detection without
having to draw samples for analysis could have utility in a reprocessing facility.
To investigate the potential neutron output of SNF, simulations were conducted
using ORIGEN-S [43], which is an irradiation, burn up, and decay code from Oak
Ridge National laboratory. ORIGEN-S allows the simulation of fuel depletion while
operating in several standard reactor cores and calculates decay of radioisotopes.
Prior to this dissertation, ORIGEN-S was used to predict the α activity of SNF from
PWR fuel [3]. This work has been continued and expanded to look for additional
radiation signatures, in this case neutrons. The fuel simulated was Westinghouse
17x17 assemblies in a PWR. ORIGEN-S allows for simulation of user specified fuel
enrichment, power, burn time, and cooling time after shutdown. Simulations were
conducted varying all of these parameters, but for initial assessment, roughly median
values for enrichment and burn-up were selected to limit the parameter space. The
SNF simulated for predicting neutron output was set to 3% enrichment with a burn-up
of 3.3 GWD/MTU. The radiation output was calculated at several cooling intervals
ranging from 180 days to 30 years to look for any differences that occur from measuring
newer vs older SNF.
5.8.1 Neutrons from Spontaneous Fission in SNF Calculated with ORIGEN-
S
One of the features of ORIGEN-S is automatic calculation of the SF rate in SNF
as well as the number of neutrons generated by the SF. The SF neutron output from
1 MTU at the front end of a reprocessing facility (which is dominated by a few Cm
and Pu isotopes) is displayed as a function of cooling time in Figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.31. Neutrons from Spontaneous Fission of 1 MTU in UREX Feed
It is apparent from Figure 5.31 that 244Cm is the dominant source of SF neutrons
on the front end for both short and long cooling time. Next to be investigated, is if
the SF signature should differ at other points in a reprocessing facility. The output
from ORIGEN-S was re-plotted for the elements that should be present at various
points in the UREX process as defined by Figure 2.11. For the UREX Product, where
uranium and technetium are extracted, the predicted SF neutron output from 1 MTU
is given in Figure 5.32. The same was done for the NPEX product which is shown in
Figure 5.33.
In the case of the UREX product stream, 238U has the dominant signature for
SF. However the output is orders of magnitude lower than the neutrons generated
on the front end by curium. In the NPEX product stream the SF neutron output
is dominated by 240Pu. It is unknown how detectable the SF neutrons would be
from the UREX product stream. This information however may be useful because
detection of a significantly larger neutron signature where there shouldn't be could
indicate a problem in the chemical process or diversion of SNM which does output
neutrons.
The results from Figure 5.33 show that there should be a reasonably significant
SF signature from 240Pu and any method of detecting plutonium is useful.
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Figure 5.32. Neutrons from Spontaneous Fission of 1 MTU in UREX
Product Stream
Figure 5.33. Neutrons from Spontaneous Fission of 1 MTU in NPEX
Product Stream
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5.8.2 Neutrons from (α, n) Reactions in SNF Calculated with ORIGEN-S
Another useful feature of ORIGEN-S is calculation of neutrons from (α, n) re-
actions. The software has a built in algorithm for predicting the rate of neutron
generation from each isotope assuming its in an oxide fuel form. This calculation as-
sumes a homogeneous mixture of the fuel and oxygen and is described in more detail
in the ORIGEN-S manual (Page F7.2.23 of [43]). The calculation does account for
the generation of additional 17O and 18O caused by neutron absorption in the fuel
while the reactor is operating. The neutron generation from (α, n) reactions at the
front end of the UREX process is shown in Figure 5.34.
Figure 5.34. Neutrons from (α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in UREX Feed
Once again curium is seen dominating the neutron signature, especially for shorter
cool down times. The assumption of a homogeneous mixture of SNF and Oxygen [43]
is reasonable at the front end of the UREX process. However, investigating the
contribution of (α, n) reactions to the neutron output further down in the UREX
process is likely more complicated since there will be a variety of chemical variations
in the mixture. At this point the additional calculations of (α, n) reactions in SNF are
still operating under the assumption that the actinides are still bonded to oxygen. Any
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results of these calculations that are decided to be significant and meriting additional
study should be revisited with proper consideration taken to account for the affects
of the actual chemical makeup of the particular location in the UREX process. The
results for the (α, n) generated neutrons under the basic assumptions are plotted for
the UREX product stream in Figure 5.35 and for the NPEX product stream in Figure
5.36. In the case of the UREX product stream, the (α, n) output is about 100x lower
than SF. In the case of the NPEX product, the (α, n) output is roughly equivalent to
the SF output.
Figure 5.35. Neutrons from (α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in UREX Product Stream
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Figure 5.36. Neutrons from (α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in NPEX Product Stream
5.8.3 Neutron Signature from Spontaneous Fission and (α, n) Reactions
What is important to recognize is that the neutrons generated from SF and (α, n)
reactions will be similar in energy and likely difficult to differentiate with a neutron
detector. This being the case, it should be investigated what the combined signature
of these two mechanisms might look like in SNF. The results from Section 5.8.1 and
Section 5.8.2 were combined and re-plotted for UREX feed, UREX Product, and
NPEX Product streams. This is shown in Figures 5.37, 5.38, and 5.39 respectively.
The makeup of the neutron output from the UREX feed and UREX product is
seen to be dominated by SF, while the NPEX product steam appears to be a mixture
of SF and (α, n) signatures. This information will be taken into consideration when
investigating how to uniquely identify the concentration of each actinide in SNF.
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Figure 5.37. Neutrons from SF and(α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in UREX Feed
Figure 5.38. Neutrons from SF and(α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in UREX Product
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Figure 5.39. Neutrons from SF and(α, n) Reactions of 1 MTU in NPEX Product
5.8.4 MCNP Simulation of PWR Assembly Neutron Emission
In order to determine the practicality of measuring neutrons from a spent fuel
assembly in a CTMFD, simulations were conducted in MCNP to estimate the neutron
flux at various distances from a PWR assembly. The simulation geometry created,
shown in Figure 5.40, consists of a CTMFD and a simplified fuel assembly.
The CTMFD geometry consists of the CTMFD bulb, glass and 13 cc of DFP, as
well as the acrylic safety enclosure. The assembly geometry assumes a homogenized
fuel assembly which contains the proper mass of fuel and cladding material evenly
distributed throughout the volume of the assembly [44]. The makeup of the fuel was
taken from results of the ORIGEN-S calculation shown in Figure 7.1 and the cladding
material was modeled as Zircaloy-4 [45].
The neutron source was defined to be evenly distributed in the assembly. An
assumption was made for the energy spectrum of the neutron source. While the
ORIGEN-S simulation did output a neutron spectrum that could have been used,
the energy binning of this output was coarse, and so it was not used. Instead, it was
noticed that over 90% of the neutrons derive from SF in curium (Figures 5.31 and
5.37) and of those roughly 3/4 arise from 244Cm in 6 month old SNF, and basically
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all in older SNF; therefore, the source was assumed to be a 244Cm SF source. This
allowed for a more detailed energy spectrum than the ORIGEN-S results would allow
since fission spectra can be analytically defined as sources in MCNP. The energy
distribution [29] used was f(E) = C ∗ e −E0.902523 ∗ sinh(3.72033 ∗ E) 12 where f(E) is
the energy probability distribution function, C is a normalization constant, and E is
the neutron energy in MeV. Full details about the MCNP input are given in Section
B.1.1.
Figure 5.40. MCNP Geometry for Fuel Assembly Neutron Measurement
The geometry shown in Figure 5.40 is an example of one of the simulations, in
actuality, the simulation was run many times with the CTMFD placed at different
distances from the fuel assembly. The total neutron flux was tallied at various dis-
tances from the assembly as well as the elastic scattering rate on the CTMFD fluid
at various distances. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 5.41 and
Table 5.23. These results suggest that a CTMFD should be able to detect neutrons
from a PWR assembly at great distance. Specifically, the results suggest that even
at 20 m, a detector with 1% efficiency (easily achievable in a CTMFD) would detect
neutrons with a wait time of ~6.25 seconds.
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Figure 5.41. Results of MCNP Simulations of CTMFD Near 0.5 Year
Cooled Spent PWR Assembly
Table 5.23
Tabulated Results of MCNP Simulations of CTMFD Near 0.5 Year





































6. EXPERIMENTS, ANALYSIS, AND APPLICATIONS
RELATED TO ALPHA DECAY AND FISSION EVENTS
DETECTION USING CTMFDS
6.1 Detection of Plutonium Isotope Mixtures
In addition to the desire to track the quantity of plutonium at various locations
in a reprocessing facility, it is useful to actually assay the isotopic concentration via
extraction as well. The CTMFD has been demonstrated to offer exceptional energy
discrimination [14]. The CTMFD will detect higher energy alpha emitters with less
tension than that for lower energy alpha emitters. In the case of plutonium, the
isotope with the dominant alpha activity in most SNF is 238Pu. The ratio of 238Pu
to 239Pu, and to other isotopes is burn-up and fuel age dependent. Estimating the
isotopic ratios can give insight into what type of fuel is in the process stream. With
238Pu being the most active and one of the higher energy alpha emitting isotopes of
plutonium, it could be challenging to measure the other isotopes. For the CTMFD,
since its sensitivity is threshold based, the detector is sensitive to alphas of the selected
energy and all those of higher energy. This presents a challenge if the highest energy
isotope in the mix happens to be the most active as well. It must then be determined,
if the CTMFD can be used to identify the difference in detection rate caused by a
small concentration of a lower energy alpha emitting isotope.
6.1.1 1:1 238Pu:239Pu mixture waiting time curve
Previously, it was demonstrated that an equal 1:1 (by activity) mixture of 238Pu:239Pu
can be readily differentiated using the CTMFD [14]. This current work looked to ex-
tend this enablement to higher ratios. The previous experiment was conducted by
measuring a full wait time curve and observing the Pneg values at which the wait
time reached a plateau signifying that the detector was fully sensitive to one isotope.
The ratio of the wait times at the plateau Pneg values signified the ratio of activity.
Ahead of conducting experiments with higher ratios of isotopes, the 1:1 experiment
was first repeated in more detail than previously done. The equipment used was the
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large CTMFD with ~2cc of Acetone in the sensitive volume. The result is shown in
Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1. Large CTMFD with Acetone Wait Time Curve for 1:1
Ratio of 238Pu:239Pu (1σ error bars)
It can be seen from Figure 6.1 that at a Pneg of 9.1 bars the detection of
238Pu
reaches its theoretical maximum. As the tension increases, 239Pu begins to be de-
tectable. At a Pneg around 9.5 bars the detector is sensitive to both isotopes. For
reference the α energies of the two isotopes are given in Table 6.1. To provide an
estimation of the change in α sensitivity with tension, in this case the change of ~0.4
bars in tension equated to roughly 400 keV in α particle energy sensitivity, and ~6
keV in the recoil ion energies.
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6.1.2 2:1 and 3:1 238Pu:239Pu mixture measurements
Having done this detailed wait time curve, it was then known that the ratio of
the wait times at 9.5 and 9.1 bars could be used to determine the isotopic ratio even
for higher ratios. To demonstrate this, solutions were prepared where the ratio of
238Pu:239Pu was 2:1 and 3:1. Instead of measuring a full wait time curve, measure-
ments were taken only at the plateau Pneg values (9.1 and 9.5 bars). The results of
these experiments are shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.
Table 6.2
RESULTS OF 2:1 (activity) 238Pu:239Pu EXPERIMENT
Pneg Wait Time Wait Time Ratio Isotope Ratio*
bars s for Pneg at 9.5:9.1 238:239
9.1 21.04±2.45 0.68±0.12 2.13±1.05
9.5 14.35±1.66 *2.0 expected
Table 6.3
RESULTS OF 3:1 (activity) 238Pu:239Pu EXPERIMENT
Pneg Wait Time Wait Time Ratio Isotope Ratio*
bars s 9.5:9.1 238:239
9.1 18.70±0.33 0.746±0.0765 2.95±1.18
9.5 13.97±1.41 *3.0 expected
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It was demonstrated that the isotopic ratio of two known mixtures could be mea-
sured. However, it was observed that in order to conduct this precise measurement,
far more data is required than is typical in most CTMFD experiments. This is because
the measured average wait time converges on the final value as runs are conducted;
consequently a ratio of two wait times varies more dramatically. Generally 20-50 runs
(each taking about 1 min) are conducted at each Pneg value for typical experiments
to derive fairly precise results. For the 2:1 experiment, this amount of data was in-
sufficient. The experiment was conducted by alternating between the two Pneg values
and plotting the result to look for convergence. For the 2:1 experiment 75 runs were
conducted at each Pneg . For the 3:1 experiment, 100 runs per Pneg state were con-
ducted which converged on the expected value but still had fairly large uncertainty.
For further experimentation, a desired convergence criterion, including desired uncer-
tainty, will need to be established. The desired precision and the isotope ratio will
determine the amount of data required for this measurement. The fluctuation of the
isotopic ratio calculation for the 3:1 experiment can be seen in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2. 3:1 238Pu:239Pu ISOTOPE RATIO MEASUREMENT
CONVERGENCE (1σ error bars)
In the case of SNF, in the NPEX stream, the ratio of 238Pu:239Pu is likely to
be much higher than 3:1. To give a sense of scale for the data requirements of this
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measurement, Figure 6.3 illustrates how many runs at each Pneg value would be
needed in order to maintain the 1σv uncertainty of the isotope ratio to be under 25%.
Figure 6.3. Run Requirements per Pneg for 25% 1σ Uncertainty of
238Pu:239Pu Ratio
It is apparent from Figure 6.3, that for larger isotope ratios, far more data would
be needed. In a SNF reprocessing facility, ideally the isotopic ratio could be estimated
in advance from simulations. Then it would be apparent if the measurement were
converging to an unexpected value before the full precision result was completed.
This may not be the case however for forensics of unknown samples. The results of
this experiment suggest that in order to do isotopic differentiation in the CTMFD,
it should be re-engineered to collect data more quickly. This is because conventional
CTMFD systems only collect one data point every time the motor spins up and
down. A proposed design change (See Section 3.4) offers the potential for parallel data
collection that would make the acquisition time of this procedure far more practical.
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6.2 Curium Detection
In order for application in a SNF reprocessing facility, the CTMFD needs to be
calibrated for the main isotopes of curium which dominate the front end alpha and
spontaneous fission activity in SNF. Previously, the CTMFD has been calibrated with
a variety of alpha emitting isotopes (238Pu (5.499 MeV), 239Pu (5.157 MeV), 237Np
(4.788 MeV), 241Am (5.49 MeV), 234U (4.775 MeV), and 238U (4.270 MeV)) [14]. These
calibrations were conducted with isotopically pure solutions purchased from NIST.
During the time of these studies, curium has been unavailable as a Standard Reference
Material solution. In order to gain some insight into the detection thresholds of curium
isotopes, a sample of SNF was acquired from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).
The sample was a small quantity of FPEX raffinate solution from ANL's UREX+
research studies. The basic flow chart of the UREX+ process is given in Figure 2.11
[2].
The FPEX raffinate stream which has the uranium, technetium, cesium, and
strontium removed. Curium offered the two most energetic alpha emitting isotopes
in this solution such that the remainder of the alpha emitters could be ignored.
Another pertinent fact about the sample was its age. The SNF used the sample was
roughly 30 years old, meaning the relatively faster decaying, higher α energy 242Cm
(6.112 MeV) was in a much smaller concentration than the lower α energy 244Cm
(5.805 MeV). By having the higher energy isotope in smaller quantity, the two could
be far more easily discriminated from each other than would have been the case with
fresh fuel, where 242Cm (6.112 MeV) would dominate. The precise makeup of the
ANL samples were mostly unknown since they came from a blend of several batches
of SNF with varying burn up histories. The sample, already diluted at ANL, was
far more active than needed to measure in the CTMFD upon arrival, do to which
it was diluted in acetone and measured in a LS6500TM spectrometer to estimate for
the total alpha activity. Since 242Cm was the highest energy alpha in the sample
(6.11 MeV [16]), its rough Pneg threshold could be determined from a higher activity
sample. Extrapolation from previous data suggested that 242Cm would be detectable
between 6 and 7 bars of tension, as it turned out was the case. Simulations were
used to estimate the dilution needed to make the 242Cm wait time measurable. After
diluting the original sample by a factor of 1000x in acetone to reduce the activity to
~0.05 Bq/cm3 for 242Cm and ~5 Bq/cm3 for 244Cm, obtaining reasonable wait time
data for 242Cm was possible. Thereafter, to obtain data for 244Cm the sample needed
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to be diluted further. Simulations suggested that the 244Cm concentration should be
roughly 100x that of 242Cm; therefore the sample was diluted by another factor of
100 to measure for 244Cm. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4. CURIUM MEASUREMENTS IN FPEX SAMPLE (1σ error bars)
When comparing wait time curves of equal activity samples, the difference in Pneg
required for detection can be found by fitting the wait time curves with a quadratic fit
and comparing the separation. The assumption of a factor of 100 difference in activity
between 242Cm and 244Cm seems to be reasonable and the difference in threshold
appears to be ~1.25 bars which enables reasonable separation of the individual isotope
activities.
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6.3 Induced and Spontaneous Fission Detection in CTMFD
Detecting fission events in SNF provides another opportunity for identifying com-
position. The rates of spontaneous fission events varies drastically between isotopes
as do the fast and thermal neutron fission cross sections. Also of interest is the
general trend that odd numbered isotopes tend to have higher induced fission cross
sections while the even numbered isotopes tend to have higher spontaneous fission
branch ratios than odd isotopes do. In order to take advantage of characteristic fis-
sion signatures of SNF isotopes, fission based detection in the CTMFD needed to be
quantified.
6.3.1 UN Induced Fission detection in small CTMFD
Since fission releases much more energy (~200 MeV) than in alpha decay (4-6
MeV), it was expected that only modest Pneg states would be needed to detect fission
events. To get a rough estimate for the tension required to detect fission, a CTMFD
was filled with depleted uranium (DU) in the form of uranyl nitrate dissolved in
acetone. The CTMFD was then exposed to a Pu-Be neutron source emitting ∼ 2x106
neutrons per second to induce fission. With ~0.1 g of uranium in the CTMFD (2 cm3
sensitive volume) and the neutron source 20 cm away, fission events were readily
detected with as little tension as Pneg of 0.2 bars. This result, Pneg of 0.2 bars, is
about one tenth the required tension to detect high energy (MeV) neutrons which
complies reasonably well with the energy differences between fission fragments and
fast neutrons from a Pu-Be source.
6.3.2 UN Spontaneous Fission Measurement
By detecting spontaneous fission instead of using a neutron source, it is far simpler
to determine when the detector has reached its theoretical maximum sensitivity. For
detecting spontaneous fission, the only source available in enough quantity to make
the experiment practical was the same depleted uranium from the induced fission
experiment. Due to the very low branch ratio for SF (0.00005 % [16]), a reasonably
concentrated uranyl nitrate in acetone solution was used as well as a much larger
volume CTMFD (23cm3). Alpha spectroscopy in CTMFDs is typically done in smaller
volume detectors (~1-3 cm3) to make the threshold region in the wait time curve
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sharper. For this experiment, due to the low probability of SF, 6 g of UN was
dissolved into 30 cm3 of acetone, with 23 cm3 placed in the sensitive volume of the
CTMFD. This results in a theoretical wait time of 63 seconds. Experimental results
at a few Pneg values are shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4
SPONTANEOUS FISSION DETECTION IN CTMFD (1σ error bars)




It should be noted that the pressure gradient across this 23cc detector is much
larger than typical detectors (~2cc) used for alpha counting which is why the center
line Pneg value needed for full sensitivity across the entire sensitive volume is so much
greater. That said, the predicted SF rate was convincingly detectable. Applications
of detecting SNM isotopes from their SF signatures are discussed in Section 6.6.2.
6.4 Demonstrating β Blindness
An exceptionally important aspect of the utility of CTMFD for detecting dissolved
SNF actinides concerns the CTMFD's ability to ignore β particles. Previously it
was assumed that the CTMFD should not be sensitive to β particles because of the
relatively large difference in LET between β particles, and much heavier α particles.
A needed part of this dissertation was experimental demonstration of blindness to
β particles because the majority of the radioactive decay mode within SNF is β
decay. This section covers the theoretical explanation for CTMFD insensitivity to β
particles, and the accompanying experimental evidence.
6.4.1 Theoretical Explanation
The primary justification for claiming β particle blindness in the CTMFD is based
on the differences in stopping power for recoil ions from (neutron, fission, or α decay)
versus from electrons. In order to be detected in the CTMFD, the ion must deposit
enough energy in the right space to create a critical sized bubble. The critical bubble
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Figure 6.5. Stopping Power of DFP for Ions [18] and Electrons [19]
size, given in Equation 2.1, gives the length scale over which the energy must be
deposited and within that distance a sufficient amount of energy must be deposited.
Up to this point, the exact mechanics of the nucleation and growth of a critical
bubble are not fully understood but calibration data has been taken to give sense
of scale. An example of the energetics of α detection in acetone is shown in Table
2.1 for reference. In the example in Table 2.1 it is shown that in α decay, the recoil
ion actually deposits more energy into the bubble due to the higher mass/charge,
resulting in higher LET. A higher mass recoil ion, even with modest initiated energy
can more readily be detected.
To detect β decay, either the β particle or the recoil would have to deposit enough
energy to form a critical size bubble. For a simple comparison, the stopping power
of various particles in DFP has been plotted in Figure 6.5 to show that the LET
of light ions (C,F) are substantially higher than for protons, and much greater than
from electrons. It is apparent that carbon and fluorine recoils would be detectable
with less tension than hydrogen ions, which is one reason why fluoridated chemicals
are now used in the CTMFD. The LET of the electrons is so much lower that an
extreme (yet, undetermined) amount of tension would be needed to detect them. The
stopping power of the ions was calculated by the SRIM code [18], and the electrons
by the ESTAR database [19].
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Table 6.5
Example β Emitters and their Recoil Ions
β Endpoint Recoil
Parent Energy Intensity Recoil Ion Energy
Isotope keV % Ion keV
32P 1711 100 32S 0.078
24Na 280 0.076 24Mg 0.008
 1393 99.855  0.075
 4147 0.064  0.479
The other item to consider with β decay is the recoil ion, which in the case of α
decay deposits most of the energy to a critical bubble. In the case of β decay though
the β particle is so light (~7,500 times smaller) compared to an α, that the recoil
ion during β decay has hardly any energy and would be very difficult to detect in a
CTMFD. The energy of recoil ions from the end point energy β particles of a couple
example isotopes are shown in Table 6.5. Due to the small mass of the β particle, the
recoil ions from β decay have very little energy. For comparison, it generally requires
10s to 100s of keV to be detectable in a CTMFD operating at Pneg states < 15 bars.
While numerically it makes sense that CTMFDs should be blind to β particles, it is
still important to demonstrate it experimentally.
6.4.2 32P Experiments
In order to efficiently detect actinides from their alpha signatures within a SNF
reprocessing stream, the potentially large variety of β particles from fission prod-
ucts must be contended with and preferentially discriminated. An experiment was
conducted to demonstrate the ability to remain blind to β particles in the CTMFD.
The detector was filled with acetone and operated at -10 bars which is the highest
tension level typically used for actinide detection, via alpha or neutron interactions.
A control experiment was conducted first with filtered acetone and no radionuclides.
Following the control, a solution of 32P and acetone was tested in the detector. The
32P β particle has endpoint energy of 1.711 MeV and was selected because it has a
fairly high energy emission similar to many of those in SNF; furthermore, it is easily
obtainable, and is a pure β emitter. The 32P was dissolved in the detector working
fluid as is done for alpha emitter detection. The 32P β activity used was deliberately
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high (~200 Bq in ~3 cm3 of fluid) so that if the CTMFD were sensitive to the 1.711
MeV β radiation the time to detect would be relatively instantaneous (<<1s). The
waiting time measurements for this experiment are shown in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6
32P IN CTMFD WAITING TIME RESULTS
Acetone Control 32P in Acetone Dissolved
Wait Time Wait Time 32P Activity
(s) (s) (Bq)
92.1±18.8 93.0±17.6 215±4
The results in Table 6.6 show that there was no detectable difference with or
without the 32P present. This experiment supported the hypothesis that the CTMFD
should be able to operate in a high activity β environment without inference. The
β activity of the sample used in this experiment was ~1000x higher than the alpha
activity typically measured in a CTMFD. Simulations of fuel burn-up and decay
conducted with ORIGEN-S predict that the fission product β particle activity in SNF
should not likely exceed the α activity by more than a factor of 1000x. Therefore, for
a SNF stream sample comprising of alpha emitters within a β/γ background of 1000x
grater intensity, the CTMFD technology should allow for conclusive alpha monitoring
with complete β/γ discrimination.
6.4.3 24Na Experiments
Section 6.4.2 experiments conducted with 32P inside the CTMFD have shown no
measurable sensitivity to the 1.7 MeV endpoint energy β particles. This experimental
result indicates that many of the β particle emitters in SNF could be ignored, however,
there are still higher energy β emitters that are prominent in SNF. As part of the
work for a publication on actinide detection in CTMFDs [42], a series of ORIGEN-S
simulations were performed to estimate actinide content in SNF. Also included in the
output of this simulation was the activity of the fission products over time. When
focusing on 1 year cooled SNF, arranging the isotopes by activity, and looking at the
10 most active β emitters, it can be seen that several higher energy (>1.71 MeV) β
emitters are also prominent in SNF. This is shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6. β Endpoint Energy for 10 Most Active β Emitters in 1
Year Cooled SNF (33 GWD burnup)
Since it has been shown that higher energy β emitters will be in SNF, demonstrat-
ing insensitivity to higher energy β emitters was needed. Since the specific isotopes
from SNF would be somewhat impractical to acquire, a representative β emitter was
needed to conduct a convincing demonstration experiment. When sodium is put into
a reactor, the activated isotope 24Na has a higher energy β emission than has pre-
viously been experimented with. The β emissions from 24Na are shown in Table
6.7. The main particle of interest for this experiment is the 4.1 MeV emission but
demonstrating insensitivity to the 1.4 MeV emission is also useful.
Table 6.7







6.4.3.1 Sodium in DFP
The activation of sodium required to perform this experiment was done at TAMU's
reactor, see Section D.1.1. Due to restrictions of the NSC, there were only two
chemical forms of sodium that could be activated in the reactor, sodium acetate and
sodium carbonate. It was determined that it would be difficult to dissolve sodium
carbonate in the CTMFD fluid, so sodium acetate was used. Sodium acetate was also
found to have little or no solubility in DFP but could first be dissolved in methanol
and then in DFP. A mixture was created which would have sufficient sodium for the
purpose of this experiment. The mixture comprised 95g DFP, 5g methanol, and 21mg
sodium acetate. Before irradiating the sodium, it needed to be seen if the additional
chemicals would affect the CTMFD performance. As with other new mixtures, this
mixture was placed in CTMFD M7 (with ~3 cc sensitive volume) and the 252Cf
source was measured at 1m. The results are shown in Table 6.8. It was found that,
the addition of the methanol and sodium acetate into did not noticeably affect the
CTMFD detection sensitivity.
Table 6.8
252Cf Source Sensitivity of DFP, Methanol, and Sodium Acetate Mixture
pneg Control (DFP only) 1σ error Sodium Acetate in DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 15.3 1.47
6.5 12.16 1.36
7 8.54 1.1 9.21 0.91
6.4.3.2 First Measurement of Activated Sodium Acetate in DFP/Methanol
Mixture
This test was designed to show that the CTMFD should not be sensitive to the
type of β particle environment that exists in nuclear waste reprocessing facilities.
Before introducing radioactive sodium into the CTMFD, control tests were conducted.
A sample of the same chemical solution to be used in the control β test was made
and entered into CTMFD M7. The solution was 95% DFP, 5% Methanol, and 21mg
Sodium Acetate. The purpose of methanol was to enable dissolution of the sodium
acetate into solution with DFP. The sodium acetate was not radioactive in the control
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test so the measurement taken was neutron background at the exact location where
the activated sodium test would be conducted at the NSC. This was done outside
of the reactor containment in an adjacent lab which contained a fume hood needed
for the sample preparation. The control background measurement was run overnight
with the results shown in Table 6.9.
The next day the sodium sample was prepared for activation. For the activation
of the sodium, it was required that it be in solid form when being put into the reactor,
so the solution had to be mixed with the sodium acetate already active. The sample
was made by placing 21mg of sodium acetate into a sealed pill sized plastic capsule
and then a secondary capsule. The capsule was sent through the operating reactor for
enough time to activate the sodium to ~300,000 Bq. This was done with the NSC's
own developed protocol for reactor power and irradiation time. Once the sodium
was activated, the capsule was placed in a 125mL sample bottle, pierced several
times with a needle, and methanol injected into it, to dissolve the sodium acetate.
The methanol ran out of the capsule into the sample bottle. Once the sodium was
dissolved in methanol, DFP was added. The plastic capsule was then removed and
checked for residual activity to make sure the sodium had all been dissolved. The
radioactive mixture of DFP/methanol/sodium was then placed into CTMFD M7 and
spun at the same location as the control test. After roughly an hour, the test was
stopped because the hardware was needed for other purposes and it was apparent
that the β particles were not interfering with the CTMFD given that the detector
only cavitated roughly every 500 seconds as shown in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9
DFP with 5% Methanol and 21mg Sodium Acetate
Experiment Activity Pneg Runs Time Cavitations Wait Time 1σ Error
Bq bar min s s
Background 7 178 162 33 294.66 51.29
Activated Na ~13,545 7 28 27 3 535.26 309.03
6.4.3.3 Analysis of First Activated Sodium Experiment
The activated sodium experiment generally went as planned, except for the short-
ened experiment time. The activated 24Na was created using the NSC's standard
protocol for sodium activation in the reactor. Their procedure selected the time
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required to activate 23Na to the requested 300,000 Bq of 24Na. The TAMU-NSC
procedure for ascertaining this activity was not made available. There was not a
liquid scintillation counter available to verify the activity but the dose measured with
a survey meter met expectations.
One advantage of using sodium acetate was certainy that the radioactivity was
virtually all from 24Na. The chemical formula for sodium acetate is C2H3NaO2.
The isotopic makeup and potential activation products are shown in Table 6.10. As
is demonstrated in Table 6.10, of the isotopes in sodium acetate, 24Na is the only
isotope that had any chance of developing significant activity when activated via
neutron absorption in the reactor. The combination of abundance, cross section, and
half life results in the activity from any other activation products being extremely
small.
Table 6.10
Isotopes in Sodium Acetate
Isotope Abundance Activation σc (thermal) Product Decay
% product barns half life type
23Na 100 24Na 0.4711 14.959 hours β
12C 98.89 13C 0.003128 stable 
13C 1.11 14C 0.0014389 5730 years β
1H 99.985 2H 0.2942 stable 
2H 0.015 3H 0.0004874 12.33 years β
16O 99.762 17O 0.0001684 stable 
17O 0.038 18O 0.004099 stable 
18O 0.2 19O 0.00160 26.91 s β
The sodium acetate was activated to an activity of ~300,000 Bq and then mixed
into solution with 5g of methanol and then 95g of DFP. The total batch volume was
~66cc. Therefore, the activity in the ~3cc sensitive volume of MCTMFD M7 was
~13,545Bq. The activity of the different β emissions is shown in Table 6.11. This
mix of β particles reasonably represents the range of energies that are to be expected




24Na β Emissions [39] from Experiment in Table 6.9





The results from Table 6.9 show that in 27 minutes of detector time only 3 detec-
tion events occurred, which easily falls within the scope of cosmic neutron background.
In the time of the experiment ~22,000,000 β decays occurred (over 27 min), and as
such, convincingly demonstrates great insensitivity even to 4.1 MeV β particles. The
tension used in the experiment (-7 bars) is roughly the highest Pneg state used for
α emitter detection with CTMFDs with DFP as the detection fluid. Therefore, this
demonstrated that the CTMFD should be able to detect SNF α emitter nuclides while
remaining blind to β particles.
6.4.3.4 Second Measurement of Sodium Acetate in DFP/Methanol Mix-
ture
The first activated sodium test generally performed as expected, but did not run
long enough to get good statistics. Upon returning to TAMU for a second visit, this
experiment was repeated for confirmation. This time the test was run longer and
with higher 24Na β activity.
Sample Preparation As with the first experiment, a control test was performed
with non-activated sodium in the location of the final test. This was performed
before activating the sodium. This time, a smaller amount of sodium was used and
the activation time longer so the sodium was farther from the solubility limit of the
methanol. The activation sample used 2.5 mg of sodium acetate sealed inside two
layers of plastic capsule, shown in Figure 6.7. The capsules were then sent to the
reactor core by a pneumatic injection system that quickly shot the sample into the
core waited the specified time and then shot it back. The pneumatic system is shown
in Figure 6.8. The tube in the right side of the hood in Figure 6.8 is where the
capsules are inserted to be shot into the core. To the left of the pneumatic tube is
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a gamma detector that is used to roughly check the activity of the sample before
any user handles it. The sample is then checked more accurately on a germanium
detector once it is deemed safe to handle. The capsule was then carefully cut open
and dropped into the sample bottle to mix with the liquids. The methanol was put
into the sample bottle before the DFP, to dissolve the sodium acetate. The DFP was
then mixed in. Once the solution was well mixed, the plastic capsule was removed
and checked again on the germanium detector to verify that the activated sodium
was indeed transferred into the solution. The active solution was then placed into
the same CTMFD (M7) as for the control test and also run overnight in the same
location as for the control.
Figure 6.7. Capsules Used to Seal Sodium Acetate
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Figure 6.8. Pneumatic Device Used to Transport Samples to the Reactor Core
Results Shown in Table 6.12 are the results of the control and activated sodium
experiments. The intended activity of the sample was roughly 130,000 Bq in the
sensitive volume, but instead ended up 58,000 Bq/cc resulting in 175,000 Bq of 24Na
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activity in the sensitive volume. Of that activity, roughly 112 Bq was the 4 MeV
endpoint β radiation. The average wait time for the activated sample test is seen to
be within error of the control test and once again demonstrated β blindness. At this
stage β blindness in the CTMFD has been confirmed in several independent situations
giving the claim of blindness to β decay in SNF confidence.
Table 6.12
Activated 24Na Experiment Results on 2nd Trip to TAMU's NSC
Experiment Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
Control 7 51 11,507 225 31
Activated 7 67 16,753 250 30
6.5 Experimentation for α Emitter Detection with Alternate CTMFD
Working Fluids
Previously, virtually all work done pertaining to α emitter detection in the CTMFD
had used acetone as the working fluid. This was primarily done because the fluid was
familiar, inexpensive, and is widely miscible with most other chemicals. As CTMFD
technology has developed, other factors have surfaced which has driven the desire to
utilize alternate fluids for α emitter detection. This section will cover the process of
beginning to use one alternative fluid for α detection work.
6.5.1 Reasons for Considering Change of CTMFDWorking Fluid to DFP
There are several reasons for replacing acetone as the working fluid for the CTMFD.
The first being that there are fluids with greater sensitivity to neutrons and α particles
that have been recently discovered and tested. Also, acetone has one of the lower
densities (0.792 g/cc) of the fluids used in CTMFDs meaning that an acetone filled
CTMFD must be spun faster than other fluids. Spinning faster results in more heat
generated in the system and more effort required to control the system temperature,
and thereby, to keep the CTMFD's meniscus separation consistent. It is beneficial to
move towards using denser liquid, like DFP (density 1.6 g/cc), so that speed require-
ments and temperature regulation requirements will be lower.
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Secondly, acetone is flammable (#3 on NFPA flammability scale). We have been
told by many outsiders, looking at our technology, that it is not ideal to have a
radiation detector filled with a flammable liquid. An alternative liquid that is now
being used for α detection is DFP (#0 rating on NFPA scale). DFP has twice
the density of acetone, is nonflammable, exhibits less thermal expansion effects than
acetone, and has been shown to be more sensitive to neutron and α radiation than
acetone. Due to these reasons, effort was undertaken to recalibrate the CTMFD for
actinide detection using DFP.
6.5.2 Difference in Pneg Threshold by Switching from Acetone to DFP
DFP has been previously shown to be more sensitive to radiation than acetone,
but to quantify, a wait time cure was required with an actinide in DFP and will be
compared to acetone. The actinide selected was 241Am which was previously used in
acetone and has now been migrated to DFP. With acetone, it has been demonstrated
that detection of 241Am has required greater than 8 bars of Pneg . An example wait
time curve for 241Am in acetone is shown in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9. 241Am Detection in Acetone in 2cc Large CTMFD
After placing some 241Am into DFP, another wait time curve was measured for
comparison. This is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. 241Am in DFP Wait Time Curve with 3cc MCTMFD
Since the two examples shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 did not have the same α
activity concentration, to compare them directly it is helpful to normalize the wait
time curves for direct comparison as is shown in Figure 6.11. It can be seen in Figure
6.11 that DFP is also sensitive to 241Am, but required roughly 3 bars less tension
than in acetone at the threshold.
Figure 6.11. Normalized 241Am Wait Time Curves for DFP and Acetone
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6.5.3 Process for Switching Actinides Samples to DFP
Upon deciding to change over actinides into another fluid, a procedure was needed
to do so. The new fluid, DFP, unfortunately is not as chemically easy to work with
as acetone so a process for conversion was created.
6.5.3.1 Use of TBP to Dissolve Actinide Samples
After discovering that uranyl nitrate is not soluble in DFP, a carrier chemical
was needed to make it possible to enter UN and other actinides in DFP. A paper was
found that mentions mixing UN in Tributyl Phosphate (TBP) and then into DFP[46].
Previous experience has shown that when adding a new chemical to a CTMFD
detector fluid, using around 5% or less of the additive tends to not alter the CTMFD
sensitivity to neutrons much, so long as the additive does not cause the detector to
stop functioning all together. From Figure 2 of the paper from Yamamura et. all [46],
5% TBP is readily soluble in DFP, and should be able to dissolve needed amounts of
UN or other actinides.
6.5.3.2 Verifying Effect of TBP on Sensitivity for DFP Based CTMFD
Before testing UN or other actinides in TBP and DFP, it was necessary to confirm
that 5% TBP in DFP not would have an a substantial effect on the CTMFD's sensi-
tivity. DFP with 5% TBP mixture was tested in CTMFD M7 with the 252Cf source
at 1m. The results are shown in Table 6.13. As shown in Table 6.13, the addition of
5% TBP does not appear to have a disruptive effect on the operation of the CTMFD.
Table 6.13
DFP with 5% TBP Detection of 252Cf Source at 1m
pneg Control 1σ error TBP in DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 16.84 1.68
6.5 15.75 1.55
7 8.54 1.1 12.7 1.16
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6.5.3.3 Conversion of Old Actinide Samples to DFP
Up to this point, all of the actinide spectroscopy work with CTMFDs had been
performed using acetone. For reasons stated in Section 6.5.1, it was desired to change
over to DFP for actinide detection. Since recent experience had shown that acetone
in DFP can have a negative effect on DFP's ability to detect, it was desired to remove
the acetone from past samples while not losing the actinides. The method selected
for doing this was evaporation. Acetone has a high vapor pressure and low boiling
point compared to water so submerging an acetone filled container in a water bath is
an easy way to help concentrate it. To make this concentration process more efficient
and simpler to accomplish, a custom glass piece was created. Shown in Figure 6.12
is a glass cone created to concentrate actinide samples. The glass piece was made by
giving the campus glassblower a funnel and asking the tip to be rounded off into a
cone on a glass lathe. The cone was helpful with evaporation first because it increased
the air exposed surface area and secondly allowed for measurement of a very small
volume once concentrated. The cone will hold roughly 45 cc of fluid but could be
marked to visually monitor as little as 0.1 cc of fluid as shown in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12. Glass Cone for Acetone Removal and Actinide Concentration
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The glass cone was filled with the desired amount of acetone based actinide so-
lution and placed into a hot water bath as shown in Figure 6.13. The bath was set
to just below the boiling point of acetone such that the evaporation would be gentle,
without boiling, but yet efficient. It was feared that if the solution was boiled the
actinides may have a greater chance of aerosolizing and escaping.
Figure 6.13. Hot Water Bath for Acetone Evaporation
The liquid level of the solution was monitored as it lowered. Occasionally some
additional acetone was put back in to rinse the glass to keep actinides from accumu-
lating on the glass surface. Once the liquid level reached ~1-2 cc, 1cc of TBP was
entered into the glass cone. TBP has a much higher boiling point (289oC) than ace-
tone and did not evaporate under these conditions meaning when the volume lowered
to the amount of TBP added, the acetone was assumed gone and cone removed from
the water bath. After removal from the hot water bath, the appropriate amount of
DFP, typically 19cc was added to dissolve the TBP and actinide. The solution, with
~5% TBP in DFP, could then be filtered and put into a CTMFD for conducting α
spectroscopy.
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6.5.4 Temperature Compensation Calibration of 95% DFP 5% TBP Mix-
ture
Before testing actinides in DFP, an extra effort was taken to improve detection
accuracy. It is known that the fluid meniscus (r in Equation 2.2) changes with tem-
perature. Previously efforts were made with active cooling to keep the temperature
stable, but the newer generation of the CTMFD has temperature compensation built
in. The IR temperature sensor reads the fluid temperature inbetween runs and this
information is used to account for changes in the meniscus and density with temper-
ature. In order for this to work though, calibration constants need to be entered into
the program. These constants are found experimentally and vary with each fluid and
to some extent also with each glass piece since they are hand made.
In order to calibrate the CTMFD for temperature effects, it is placed in a hot water
bath and given roughly 30 min. to equilibrate. The meniscus is then measured and
the bath temperature increased. This process is repeated several times, after which
the bath is brought back down in temperature. After a few cycles of measurement
the slope of the meniscus is averaged over all the data and becomes the calibration
constant. The temperature calibration data for the CTMFD using 95% DFP 5%
TBP mixture is shown in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.14 contains two plots because both
the inner (ID) and outer diameter (OD) were measured as a function of temperature.
This was done because change in the meniscus shape also occurs due to changing
surface tension with temperature. Notice that the slopes of the OD and ID plots are
slightly different from each other but consistent on each plot. This meniscus shape
change is roughly accounted for by averaging all of the slopes from ID and OD plots.
Also accounted for as a function of temperature is the change in density with
temperature. This was done by collecting published density values from the chem-
ical manufacturers. There were no published values we could find for this mixture;
therefore, it was calculated by 0.95*DFP density + 0.05*TBP density as a function
of temperature. The result is given in Figure 6.15. The CTMFD software could then
be programmed to adjust the density as a function of temperature as well as for the
meniscus. The calibration constants derived from this section were entered into the
VI software and used thereafter for data collection.
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Figure 6.14. Meniscus Vs Temperature Calibration for 95% DFP 5% TBP
Figure 6.15. Density Vs Temp for 95% DFP 5% TBP
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6.5.5 Data Collected with Converted Samples
In addition to using temperature compensation to better the accuracy of the
actinide measurements in DFP, the experiment was moved to a different location far
away from neutron sources. In the past, neutron background hasn't been considered
to be much of an issue, but recently it has been demonstrated that the CTMFD, with
DFP as the sensing fluid, possesses far greater neutron detection efficiency [41]. As a
result, more care has to be taken when doing α and fission detection experiments near
neutron sources. Since actinide detection is unrelated to the neutron sources, it was
decided best to move such assessments to the basement of Purdue's MSEE building
where the neutron background is very low (Figure 6.16). The first two samples tested
in this location were depleted uranyl nitrate (UN) and 241Am using the 3cc sensitive
volume CTMFD M7.
Figure 6.16. Experimental Setup for Actinide Detection in DFP
6.5.5.1 Uranyl Nitrate Wait Time Curve
The UN based sample tested comprised a mixture of isotopes. It was known to
be depleted uranium and the isotope contents of 234U, 235U, and 238U were estimated
by measurements using a surface barrier detector as documented in Appendix D.8.2.
The results of this measurement for relative activity of the U isotopes is shown in
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Table 6.14. The wait time curve for the measurement of UN in DFP/TBP is shown
in Figure 6.17. Also, the data from this experiment are listed in Table 6.15. The
UN based solution was formulated to provide a 10 second average wait time once the
CTMFD was fully sensitive to all of the alphas in the bulb. The dotted lines in Figure
6.17 are the expected wait times when fully sensitive to the various isotopes. Since
the CTMFD is threshold based, as the tension is increased, the sensitivity is additive.
The detector will detect 234U first, then 235U , then 238U . As shown in Figure 6.17,
the wait time reaches its expected value for detection of all these isotopes at Pneg of
5.5 bars. Between Pneg values of 4.75 and 5 bars appears to be where the detector
gained sensitivity to 234U and 235U but there were not enough points taken to see a
plateau. After the 238U plateau, around 6.75 bars, the wait time begins to go down
again. This is because the fluid in the arms begins to also become sensitive, and
causes a linear decrease in wait time. This occurs long after the plateau is reached in
the central bulb, and doesn't seem to cause interference with finding the plateau.
The data collection for the curve in Figure 6.17 was done in several iterations.
This was done first so that a rough idea of the curve could be seen in whole before
finishing the measurement but also so that the individual points could be checked
for consistency. Plotted in Figure 6.18 are the individual passes through the Pneg
values plotted against the final average. It can be seen in Figure 6.18 that other
than at a Pneg of 5.25 bar, the other points are consistent. The point at 5.25 bars
is in the threshold region which has a steep slope so it is not unusual to have some
inconsistency at/close to the inflexion point.
Table 6.14
Estimated UN Relative Activity, Abundance, and Primary α Particles
α Particles Estimated Estimated
Isotope Energy Relative UN
MeV (%) Activity Abundance
U234 4.775 (71%) 11.34% 0.000007
4.722 (28%)
U235 4.395 (58%) 2.54% 0.004632
4.364 (19%)
U238 4.198 (79%) 86.12% 0.995361
4.151 (21%)
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Figure 6.17. UN in DFP/TBP Wait Time Curve (2σ error bars)
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Figure 6.18. UN in DFP/TBP Wait Time Curve Passes (2σ error bars)
Table 6.15
UN in DFP/TBP Wait Time Data
Pneg Detections Total Average 2σv
Time Wait Time error
bar s s s
4.5 45 16,110 358 107
4.75 286 47,334 166 19.6
5 179 11,021 62.6 9.20
5.25 180 3,957 22.0 3.28
5.5 130 1,343 10.3 1.81
5.75 130 1,321 10.2 1.78
6 130 1,370 10.5 1.85
6.25 130 1,234 9.49 1.66
6.5 130 1,303 10.0 1.76
6.75 180 1,599 8.88 1.32
7 130 1,035 7.96 1.40
7.25 130 1,008 7.76 1.36
7.5 130 959 7.38 1.29
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6.5.5.2 241Am Wait Time Curve
The next isotope tested in the DFP/TBP mixture was 241Am, which is a nice
calibration isotope because its two primary α particles are close in energy and provide
a simpler wait time curve than for DU. The results of the wait time measurement
are shown in Figure 6.19 and the data are tabulated in Table 6.16. The results of
this measurement are concerning because the point at which the curve reaches the
expected activity in the bulb, 5.5 bars, is the same as for UN. This is a surprising
find considering the energy of the α particles are different by over 1 MeV between
238U and 241Am emissions.
Table 6.16
241Am in DFP/TBP Wait Time Data
Pneg Detections Total Average 2σv
Time Wait Time error
bar sec sec sec
4 100 65,324 653.2 131
4.25 400 76,805 192.0 19.2
4.5 400 24,261 60.65 6.07
4.75 400 10,586 26.46 2.65
5 400 9,507 23.77 2.38
5.25 400 7,710 19.28 1.93
5.5 400 6,973 17.43 1.74
5.75 400 6,632 16.58 1.66
6 400 6,814 17.04 1.70
6.25 400 6,177 15.44 1.54
6.5 400 6,701 16.75 1.68
6.75 400 6,083 15.21 1.52
7 400 6,182 15.45 1.55
7.25 400 6,131 15.33 1.53
7.5 400 5,906 14.77 1.48
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Figure 6.19. 241Am in DFP/TBP Wait Time Curve
6.5.5.3 Comparison of UN and 241Am
With the surprising results of the 241Am measurement, it was worth making a
side by side comparison of the results from UN and 241Am. Since the samples were
diluted to different concentrations, it makes sense to normalize the results like in
Figure 6.11. Therefore the results from Tables 6.15 and 6.16 were divided by their
expected wait time and plotted together, as shown in Figure 6.20. What becomes
apparent in Figure 6.20 is the wait time curves for the two isotopes are noticeably
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different but reach 1 (fully sensitive) at about the same tension. This is concerning
if wanting to calibrate DFP to quantitatively identify different isotopes. This new
experimental process produced different results than were seen previously, see Figure
3.1. Thinking through what had changed revealed that there had been two changes
affecting the outcome of these α spectroscopy measurements: the sensing fluid and
the shape of the detector.
Looking first at the fluid, one primary difference is the increased sensitivity. By
using a more sensitive fluid, it seams reasonable that a smaller change in Pneg would be
needed for the same change in energy sensitivity. This is demonstrated by comparing
results between Figures 3.1 and 6.20. In Figure 3.1 observe the difference between UN
and 238Pu, which is nearly identical to 241Am, the difference in the curves is roughly 1
bar. In Figure 6.20 the curves were interpolated to look for a similar shift in Pneg but
the shift as shown in Table 6.17 is about 0.6 bars for DFP. This implies that in order
to do α spectroscopy with DFP, a greater degree of Pneg precision will be required.
Next, considering the difference in detector shape, the data displayed in Figure
3.1 was taken with a large CTMFD, as in Figure 2.5, where the data for DFP was
taken with a Medium CTMFD, as in Figure 2.6. The reason for the importance of
the detector size is the relative size of the detector arms and bulb. The value for Pneg
given in Equation 2.2 represents the tension state at the center line of the detector.
If away from the axis of rotation, the value for Pneg is given by Equation 6.1, where
r′ is the distance away from the center line.
Pneg =
(
2pi2ρ(r − r′)2f 2)− Pamb (6.1)
What this means for a CTMFD is the fluid tension drops off quadratically away
from the center line resulting in a tension gradient inside the bulb, as described in
Section 2.2.3. If the value of r′ is a larger fraction of r, bigger bulb compared to arm
size, the pressure gradient will manifest a more pronounced effect. By moving from
the Large CTMFD to the Medium CTMFD, the energy discrimination capabilities
seem to have been somewhat diminished since the pressure gradient in the bulb is
greater than seen previously with the large CTMFD using acetone.
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Figure 6.20. Normalized UN and 241Am Data for Comparison
Table 6.17
Difference in UN and 241Am Curves From Figure 6.20
Normalized 241Am Pneg UN Pneg Difference
Wait Time bar bar bar
20 4.15 4.7 0.55
10 4.3 4.9 0.6
5 4.4 5.05 0.65
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6.5.6 Adjustment to CTMFD for Better α Discrimination
As a result of the measurement results given in Figures 6.17 and 6.19, it appears
that a tailored CTMFD more beneficial for α spectroscopy would be beneficial. Since
the ratio of the bulb size to that of the arms affects energy discrimination precision,
there are two options to improve this system. The first option would be to return
to a much larger sized glass piece with a small bulb as with the LCTMFD. This is
certainly an option, but past experience has involved a large experimental apparatus
with a big motor assembly. It would be nice to be able to accomplish α spectroscopy
in a tabletop device; so, the second option is to move towards a smaller bulb on the
medium CTMFD. Since the eventual goal is to have a fully operational MAC-TMFD
spectrometer, it makes sense to use glassware similar in specifications to the MAC-
TMFD glassware, as shown in Figures 3.11 and 4.33. An alternative medium CTMFD
has been designed to hopefully have better energy discrimination. The newer design
is shown in Figure 6.21. The (0.76cc) bulb in this case is made of the same diameter
tubing as for the arms. The bulb diameter, other than being smaller is not that
crucial for alpha recoil detection, but in this case is more convenient for the glass
blower to be consistant.
In order to estimate what impact this design change may have on energy discrimi-
nation, calculations were performed using the CAD models of the CTMFD to create a
rough mathematical relationship to the wait time curve. This is shown in Figure 6.22.
What was done is the CAD model of the medium CTMFD, created by a colleague,
can be setup of to give a volume estimation as a function of distance from the center
line. These values were tabulated for both the traditional medium design, the new
design in Figure 6.21, and the MAC-TMFD glassware. Once the volume vs radius was
known, it was translated into a theoretical wait time curve. The theoretical curve
for the traditional design was adjusted until it fell on top of the 241Am data from
Figure 6.19. The same technique was then used to make predictions with the other
glass designs. The results of this are shown in Figure 6.22. Figure 6.22 shows first of
all that the adapted medium design and the MAC-TMFD are both likely to provide
sharper wait time curves giving better α energy discrimination but also agree very
well with each other so that calibration data taken in the adapted medium design
would be likely to translate well to the MAC-TMFD once it too is completed. One
of the glass pieces for the new medium design has been produced but not assembled
and tested yet.
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Figure 6.21. Adapted (0.76cc) Medium CTMFD Design for α Spectroscopy
Figure 6.22. Examples of Wait Time Curve Shapes with Different
Sized MCTMFD Bulbs Using DFP
6.6 Simulations of UREX sample detection in CTMFD from α Decay and
Fission
In conjunction with and as motivation for the experiments conducted in this work,
simulations of the isotopic concentrations in various SNF reprocessing plant scenarios
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were conducted. In order to estimate the actinide signatures in SNF reprocessing
streams, ORIGEN-S was used to simulate irradiation, burn up, and decay. All sim-
ulations performed assumed a standard 3000 MW(t) PWR core. The parameters
varied were enrichment, burn up and decay time post shutdown. A few represen-
tative samples of the results are shown in this section to illustrate areas where the
CTMFD may be of use.
6.6.1 Alpha Decay in SNF
First simulated was the alpha decay rate of various actinides in SNF. For fresh fuel
the alpha decay rate is dominated by 242Cm as shown in Figure 6.23 which features
the alpha decay rates predicted by ORIGEN-S [43] for PWR SNF of burn up 33
GWD/MTU.
Figure 6.23. ALPHA DECAY IN SNF AT SEVERAL DECAY TIMES
The prominence of Cm in SNF means calibration of the CTMFD for Cm was
needed. It is obvious that looking at alphas alone for fresh fuel would be difficult
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for the CTMFD since the highest energy alpha is the most active. However in the
case of older fuel, the longer lived isotopes, including those from plutonium become
an increasingly larger fraction of the alpha activity concentration making detection
with the CTMFD far more practical. The next aspect looked at was the relative
alpha activities in the NPEX product where plutonium is extracted. At this stage it
would be ideal if the 239Pu concentration could be measured directly. An example
simulation of the α decay ratios of the NPEX product stream is shown in Figure 6.24.
Figure 6.24. ALPHA DECAY RATES FOR NPEX PRODUCT
It can be seen that 239Pu which emits alphas at the lowest energy of the three
major Pu components is also the lowest in activity. This implies that to detect
239Pu by alpha spectroscopy in the CTMFD, differentiation of large activity ratios of
high:low alpha energies must also be possible.
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6.6.2 Spontaneous Fission in SNF
Alpha decay is not the only mechanism by which the CTMFD can be used to
identify the isotopic concentration of SNF reprocessing streams. Due to the complete
rejection of interference from γ photons and β particles, the CTMFD can easily detect
spontaneous fission events which is generally a much weaker activity signal than from
alpha decay. The rate of SF in various isotopes is different from the rate of alpha
decay giving access to measuring isotopes which can't easily be measured through α
decay.
Figure 6.25. SF Rates in 1cc of UREX Feed Stream SNF
In Figure 6.25 is what the SF rate in SNF was predicted to be for one burn up case
in ORIGEN-S. The assumed concentration of the aqueous solution in this example
is 200g of fuel per L of liquid. For the case of fresh SNF, while the alpha decay rate
is dominated by 242Cm, making alpha spectroscopy based detection of anything else
difficult in the CTMFD, the SF rate is, however, dominated by 244Cm. Therefore
using the combination of alpha and SF detection in SNF could allow one to know
the amount of each curium isotope using the CTMFD. Additionally, SF measurement
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can also give more information about the plutonium isotopes in the NPEX stream.
While 238Pu dominates the alpha signal in the NPEX product, 240Pu is the strongest
SF, signal as shown in Figure 6.26.
Figure 6.26. SF RATE IN NPEX PRODUCT
6.6.3 Induced fission in SNF
Since not all actinides will be detectable by their SF or α emission rate, an ad-
ditional option is inducing fission with an external neutron source. This method is
likely to favor 239Pu since it has a high fission cross section and is the most abun-
dant transuranic in SNF by mass. The benefit of the CTMFD in the case of active
interrogation with external neutrons is the ability to detect fission events within the
detector itself at a much lower Pneg than at which neutrons are typically detected,
near vacuum. This would also allow discrimination of the neutron source.
If a 252Cf isotope based neutron source, of 106 n
s
for example, were used near
(~10cm from) a CTMFD with SNF after extracting the uranium, the 239Pu signal
becomes dominant. This is shown in Figure 6.27. By using induced fission curium
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can be ignored, due to small mass concentration, and 239Pu is better measured. To
extend this idea, if a lower energy neutron source were available, such as a 60 keV
neutron source from a proton accelerator [47], the 239Pu concentration in the NPEX
product is easily measurable.
Figure 6.27. Induced Fission by a 252Cf Source in UREX Raffinate
It is shown in Figure 6.28 that using a low energy neutron source to induce fission
in the NPEX product could give you a reasonably accurate assessment of the 239Pu
content. It should be noted that the ratio of 239Pu:241Pu does vary as a function of
burn up. Cases of very high burn up produce more 241Pu than lower burn up; however,
all cases simulated, even up to a burn-up 77 GWD/MTU, had a 239Pu:241Pu induced
fission ratio of at least two.
There are a multitude of others ways in which the CTMFD system could be
integrated into the analysis of SNF waste reprocessing facilities, many of which have
been published elsewhere [2], but these simulations were designed to support and
supplement some of the experiments conducted in this work.
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Figure 6.28. Induced Fission from Low Energy Neutrons in NPEX Product
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7. ANALYSIS RELATED TO APPLICATION OF CTMFD
IN SNF REPROCESSING FACILITY
A variety of techniques for detecting actinides in SNF reprocessing streams have been
presented in Chapters 3, 5, and 6. At this point it is desired to predict if CTMFD
technology could be used to make a significant contribution to the monitoring of
actinide concentrations in the UREX process. Keeping in mind that the CTMFD
for practical purposes has been shown be blind to SNF γ particles (See Section 3.3
and 5.6.1) and β particles (See Sections 6.4), it therefore has the ability to ignore the
majority of the radiation components of SNF. Also, if it can be assumed that SNF
spends a few months in a spent fuel pool before leaving a reactor site, the majority
of the short lived alpha emitting isotopes lighter than actinides decay away as well.
The combination of this information gives the CTMFD a somewhat unique look at
SNF composition in which the focus is mostly on the actinides.
7.1 Actinide Composition of SNF
As part of this dissertation, a variety of simulations have been conducted with
ORIGEN-S to predict the quantity of actinides present in a PWR SNF. The quantities
have then been used to calculate various nuclear signatures by which the CTMFD
may be able to detect them. To get a general sense of the scale of the actinides present
in SNF, output from ORIGEN-S is plotted in Figure 7.1 which features the mass of
each actinide in grams/MTU. Figure 7.1 features all of the actinides that ORIGEN-S
predicted would have at least 1 gram/MTU. The discrimination capabilities of the
CTMFD allow for the hundreds of isotopes potentially present in SNF to be narrowed
down to roughly a dozen. It was the goal of this dissertation to suggest how many of
these might be quantifiable by a CTMFD in a UREX reprocessing facility.
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Figure 7.1. UREX Feed Stream Actinide Masses per MTU PWR SNF
7.2 Summary of Methods to Measure Actinides with CTMFD
The methods for actinide detection are scattered throughout this dissertation,
so they will be briefly summarized here for convenience leading into discussion of
individual isotope identification. These different methods have been organized to
take advantage of the several different properties, nuclear and situational, that differ
between the isotopes. This parameter space has been defined with the goal of creating
a system where all or at least most of the isotopes of interest can be quantified.
7.2.1 Properties Involved in Detection Scheme
As previously stated, there are two categories of properties being considered for
the isotope identification scheme presented in this dissertation. These properties,
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although discussed separately, are not uniquely independent. Many of the properties
have some dependence on others and the system as a whole will be considered.
7.2.1.1 Nuclear Properties
The first set of properties that can be taken advantage of are the differing nuclear
properties of the isotopes. The properties of interest are:
 Radioactive decay half life
 Spontaneous fission branch ratio
 Fast neutron fission cross section
 Thermal/low energy neutron fission cross section
The variety of the isotopes' half lives is of great importance. Keeping in mind that
when looking at amount alone, in Figure 7.1, 238U will have roughly 100x or greater
quantity over any other isotope. That said, the half lives of the actinides range over 9
orders of magnitude giving a substantially different picture when including decay rates
than looking at mass alone. The next parameter is spontaneous fission probability
which will vary over several orders of magnitude, and differently than the half lives
do. The next parameters are fission cross sections which will differ from the other
nuclear properties as well.
7.2.1.2 Situational Properties
The situational properties consist of:
 Amount of each isotope (Driven by enrichment and burn-up)
 Cooling time of SNF
 Location in UREX process
 Chemical makeup of material
As shown in Figure 7.1, the mass amount of the actinides present in SNF varies
substantially between isotopes. The CTMFD cannot measure the amount directly,
but the amount will affect all of the other signatures and adds an additional variability.
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The cooling time along with the half lives is a driver of the amount over time. Cooling
time is mostly important for the few isotopes with short enough half lives that they
change substantially over a few years or decades. Isotopes with short half lives can
dominate radioactive decay signatures in freshly discharged SNF but will be negligible
in older SNF. The location in the UREX process comes into play because some of
the isotopes cannot be measured directly at the front end. Instead, some isotope
amounts must be inferred from the information that is available on the front end, but
then can be measured directly later when some of the isotopes have been chemically
removed. Lastly, the chemical makeup of material can affect the actinide signatures
in a couple ways. First of all, if the solution that the SNF is dissolved in becomes
considerably dilute, some of the signatures like passive neutron detection may become
too weak to detect. Secondly, one of the signatures, (α, n), is dependent on having
the actinide in the presence of a material that will undergo an (α, n) reaction. For
SNF this is most commonly the oxygen that the original uranium was bonded to.
However, if the chemical process that the SNF is put through were to remove the
oxygen, this (α, n) signature can be dramatically lowered as well. This can be an
advantage or a detriment depending on the situation, but was not possible to address
in this dissertation.
7.2.2 Methods Used for Measuring Various Properties
This is a summary of the physical methods used for measurement that when
combined with the knowledge of physical properties could be used for isotopic analysis.
7.2.2.1 α Detection and Spectroscopy
The detection of α particles and spectroscopy was the first method investigated
for detection of actinides in SNF. This method has been well documented elsewhere
[2, 3, 8, 14, 15] and has been expanded upon in this dissertation. The CTMFD can
detect α radiation if the radioisotope is dissolved in the detector fluid and the tension
is sufficiently high to detect the isotope of interest. Higher energy α particles can be
easily discriminated from lower energy α particles.
For a mixture of two isotopes, if it is the case that the higher activity isotope
is of lower energy, the activity of both can be measured in a fairly straight forward
manner. This was demonstrated with the curium mixture in Section 6.2. The higher
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energy isotope is measured first. If the lower energy isotope is close in activity, the
tension can simply be increased and the difference in wait time observed to count
the second isotope's activity. If the lower energy isotope is substantially higher in
activity, the solution is then diluted so the higher activity, lower energy, isotope can
be quantified effectively.
If it is the case that the higher activity isotope also has the higher energy α, then
quantifying the amounts of both becomes a bit more difficult. The procedure for
doing this was demonstrated in Section 6.1. If the two isotopes are close in activity,
the higher energy isotope can be measured first and then the difference in wait time by
adding the second isotope can be used to find the second isotope's activity. If however
the activity of the higher energy isotope is substantially greater than the activity of
the lower energy isotope, the amount of data required to measure the difference in
wait time after adding the lower energy isotope may become impractical. This effect
is documented in Figure 6.3. The data requirements continue to increase if trying to
analyze three or more isotopes. As a result of not being able to do complete isotopic
analysis from alpha detection alone, other methods must be included.
7.2.2.2 Spontaneous Fission
As shown in Section 6.3, if a fission event occurs within the sensitive volume of
the CTMFD, the large amount of energy released is easily detectable. Detection
of fission occurring within the CTMFD requires much less tension than is required
for neutron or α detection. This offers the ability to detect isotopes which undergo
spontaneous fission. Even though the probability of SF is generally much lower than
for α decay, the substantial difference in energy allows the α decay to be completely
ignored while the SF is measured. The probability of SF being much lower than
that for alpha decay also means that with proper dilution, the α decay rate can be
measured independently of the SF rate.
7.2.2.3 Passive Neutron Detection
There are a couple processes by which neutrons are emitted from SNF. These
processes are spontaneous fission (SF) and (x, n) reactions where x is some other type
of particle that interacts in the SNF causing a neutron to be generated. The most
significant (x, n) type reaction to this study is (α, n). The difference between neutron
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detection and α detection is that neutron detection can be done without removing a
sample of SNF. The information one can derive from the passive neutron signatures
is somewhat limited due to the complex nature of neutron interaction and detection;
however, some useful information can be added to the other methods. One example
is the use of neutrons to confirm α activity or SF rate. If the detection efficiency of a
neutron detector is known, the neutron measurement can make a nice complement to
the α and SF measurements. Also, in an area where the SNF should not be emitting
neutrons, passive neutron detection could act as a signal that something in the process
is wrong. This could be accomplished with either the CTMFD or ATMFD depending
on the situation. Both detectors could serve well in passive neutron detection because
of their blindness to SNF γ radiation.
7.2.2.4 Active Fast Fission
Active fast fission would involve exposing the SNF to an external neutron source to
induce fission. Once the induced fission has occurred, there are several ways in which
the induced fission may be detected. Methods involving detecting fission neutrons are
documented elsewhere (Section 3.2 and [2, 26, 28]). The new addition to active fast
fission is fissioning an actinide within a CTMFD. Detection of the fission reaction
would be done in the same manner as with SF. Active fast fission involves higher
energy neutrons which will fission a larger number of actinides than thermal neutrons.
This makes discrimination more difficult, but this is still an additional tool that can
be combined with other techniques to gain more information. In the event that the
sample being exposed to external neutrons also has a SF neutron signature, getting
the measurement of induced fission is simply a manner of arranging the external
neutron intensity to induce more fission than from SF alone.
7.2.2.5 Active Thermal Fission
Active thermal fission would involve exposure of the SNF to thermal/low energy
neutrons to induce fission. This method would only affect fissile isotopes, which is
of interest because the fissile isotopes are of the most interest for safeguards and
security. Detection of fission from exposure to thermal neutrons in a CTMFD would
be no different than for active fast fission. The neutron source design, however, would
be more complicated.
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7.3 Organization of Significant Actinide Signatures
A theoretical assessment has been done to predict locations and conditions within
the UREX stages where the various actinides are likely to have significant, and unique,
measurable signatures. The ideal goal of the study was to find a combination of loca-
tion and technique by which every isotope of every actinide of interest can be easily
measured directly. The reality is more complicated, but the variety of measure-
ment techniques available and variety of properties described in Section 7.2.2 have
resulted in diverse options for quantifying several actinide concentrations. This sec-
tion provides an explanation of how the theoretical assessment was conducted, and
the resulting outcomes. This work is entirely based on simulation and calculation.
Continuing work is needed to more directly address the practical aspects of applying
these ideas.
7.3.1 Simulation Process
This assessment was conducted using ORIGEN-S simulations as in Sections 5.8
and 6.6. In fact some of the results of this study came from the plots already cre-
ated for those sections. Whereas, in Sections 5.8 and 6.6 the simulations were being
conducted to justify specific experiments, it was now time to look at the predicted
results of all measurement types at all locations in the UREX process to look for
significant signatures. As a result of doing this, it turned out that a large number
of the combinations of measurement technique and UREX process location did yield
some significant predicted signatures, and it was just a manner of cataloging them to
look at the whole picture.
7.3.1.1 ORIGEN-S Simulation
For this initial investigation for deriving significant actinide signatures in the
UREX process, in order to narrow the large parameter space, the ORIGEN-S re-
sults used were from one simulation with approximate median values selected for
SNF enrichment and burn-up. The results of such an assessment will be affected by
variations in enrichment, and burn-up. The overall trends are presented here.
The SNF type simulated for this assessment was a Westinghouse 17x17 PWR fuel
core of 3% enrichment with a burn-up of 3.3 GWD/MTU. ORIGEN-S was used to
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simulate the irradiation and burn-up followed by decay for a series of cooling times.
The consideration for variation of cooling times is important because of the diversity
of the age of SNF which, are currently present in the U.S.. The assessment done for
significant actinide signatures in this section is actually three assessments for SNF of
different cool down ages. The cool down ages picked were 180 days, 5 years, and 30
years, which should be reasonably representative of much of the SNF that could be
reprocessed.
ORIGEN-S allows a large variety of options for categorizing output information.
This simulation, first of all, was set to output information for all the actinides gener-
ated during the irradiation phase of the simulation. The first output generated was
mass, the results of which are shown in Figure 7.1. Having the masses calculated
allows for a variety of other information to be calculated, some of which is done auto-
matically in ORIGEN-S if requested. The next output information set was α activity
per MTU. Examples of this information are shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. The
next output information retrieved from ORIGEN-S is the rate of spontaneous fission
neutrons generated from each actinide. This value was then divided by multiplicity to
get the SF rate. The last output from ORIGEN-S was the (α, n) neutron generation
rate from each actinide. Once again this value was calculated under the assumption
that the actinide was still in its original oxide chemical form, which is an assumption
needing to be investigated in the future.
7.3.1.2 Calculation of Measurable Signatures
As previously stated, many of the detectable signature values could be obtained
directly from the ORIGEN-S output. Others had to be calculated. The combined
neutron output from the SNF was calculated by adding the values from SF neutrons
and (α, n) neutrons. The results for the active interrogation calculations were de-
rived in post processing. The mass concentration of the actinides was used with an
assumed neutron flux and cross section tables to determine the fission rates for each
actinide when interrogated with fast and thermal neutrons. The cross sections used
for fast neutrons were the fission spectrum average cross section, and the values for
the thermal source were the Maxwellian average thermal fission cross sections for each
actinide [16].
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To summarize, the method for finding each of the signature types is as follows:
 α decay rate : ORIGEN-S output
 SF neutron generation rate : ORIGEN-S output
 (α, n) neutron generation rate : ORIGEN-S output
 SF rate : SF neutron rate divided by multiplicity [48]
 SF + (α, n) neutron generation rate : sum of individual signatures
 Active fast fission : Actinide mass concentration from ORIGEN-S, assumed
neutron fluence, fission cross sections for each actinide [16]
 Active thermal fission : Actinide mass concentration from ORIGEN-S, assumed
neutron fluence, Maxwellian average thermal fission cross sections for each ac-
tinide [16]
7.3.1.3 Plotting and Tabulation of Results
At this point, the key signatures for SNF at the front end of a reprocessing facility
had been calculated. These were plotted as a function of cooling time to look for
measurable signatures on the front end. A certain number of actinides do stand out
on the front end. To look for the other actinide signatures, the data set was split
up in stages to simulate an ideal UREX process as is shown in Figure 2.11. For
the various stages of the UREX process, actinide mixtures were assumed and the
measurable signatures re-plotted. The actinides assumed to be present in each stage
of the UREX process are listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1
Actinides Assumed in UREX Process Streams [2]
UREX Process Stream Stage Abbreviation Actinides Assumed in Stage
UREX Feed UF Am, Cf, Cm, Np, Pu, Th, U
UREX Product UP U
UREX Raffinate UR Am, Cf, Cm, Np, Pu, Th
NPEX Product NP Np, Pu
NPEX Raffinate NR Am, Cf, Cm, Th
TRUEX Product TP Am, Cm
TRUEX Raffinate TR Cf, Th
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For the mixture of actinides listed for each process stage in Table 7.1, the value of
the various measurable signatures was plotted. Once the values were plotted for each
isotope for a certain signature, if the value of one of the isotopes was at least twice the
value of every other isotope, it was labeled as a dominant signature. This metric is
somewhat arbitrary but was a simple starting point to go through a significant amount
of information in a reasonable amount of time. Further refined analysis can be done
for signatures of great interest in the future. To provide an illustrated example of
what is meant by a dominant actinide signature, Figure 7.2 shows the SF rate for five
key actinides (in 1cc quantities) at the UREX feed stage as provided by ORIGEN-S.
In this case, the SF rate from 244Cm is more than twice as large as that from any
other actinide and basically dominates this particular signature. In the case of Figure
7.2, the conclusion remains the same for all three ages of SNF. Not all cases were quite
this obvious but most were simple enough to address using this approach. Additional
examples of the plots used for this analysis are given in Appendix C.
Figure 7.2. Example of Dominant Actinide Signature
The evaluation process, as depicted in Figure 7.2, was generally used for all afore-
mentioned signatures (as described in Section in all stages of the UREX process. The
combinations which had one dominant isotope were tabulated as is shown in Tables
7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. These results were tabulated for three different cooling times be-
cause some of the results vary as a function of cooling time which is also useful to
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know. The structure of Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 comprises a matrix where the indexes
are made up of of the isotopes from Figure 7.1 and the detectable signatures from
Section 7.3.1.2. In the event that one of the combinations of isotope and signature
was dominant, the process stream where it could be measured was inserted into the
table. The abbreviations used in the table are defined in Table 7.1.
To summarize, the information in Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 is organized such that if
one wants to know where 239Pu, for example, is dominant, any column in the 239Pu
row which has an entry provides the measurement method needed and the two letter
abbreviation indicates which stage in the UREX process it can be used. Some isotopes
can be measured in multiple locations with multiple methods.
What also needs to be mentioned is that some of the entries in Tables 7.2, 7.3, and
7.4 have a star indicating that they are part of a combined signature. It was observed
during the process of compiling these results that in many situations there were two
signatures which dominated instead of just one. This occurred often enough that they
were noted as well. To provide an example of what a combined signature looks like,
Figure 7.3 shows the neutron emission rate generated in the NPEX product stream. In
this case two isotopes (238Pu and 240Pu) equally contribute to the dominant signature
of the neutron output. Occasions like these were noted because it may be possible to
combine this information with another concurrent measurement to help discern the
concentration of both isotopes, through data synthesis.
Figure 7.3. Example of Mixed Signature
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7.4 Summary of Actinides with Dominant Signatures in Each Step of the
UREX Process
For a slightly different perspective on the information presented in Section 7.3.1.3,
the results of Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 have been reorganized by UREX process stream
to look at what actinide isotopes particularly stand out at each stage. This informa-
tion is presented in Tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7. It is important to note at this point that
the isotopes mentioned in Tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 are NOT the only isotopes which
can be measured, but are the ones most easily measured.
Some immediate observations that can be made from the information presented
in Tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 include:
 Both of the main fissile isotopes of interest for security purposes, 235U and 239Pu,
should be able to be measured together, up front, in the UREX feed stage and
also individually in their respective removal streams
 Both of the major curium isotopes should be able to be measured separately up
front for 6 month cooled SNF
 Three isotopes of uranium stand out using different methods in the UREX
product
 Three isotopes of plutonium stand out using different methods in the NPEX
product
 Of the 19 isotopes investigated in this analysis, 10 of them have some circum-
stance in which they should be the uniquely dominant signature, and 5 others








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Isotopes with Significant Signatures from each Step of UREX Process
for 180 Day Cooled SNF
Isotopes Isotopes with
with Dominant Mixed Strong
Stream Signature Signatures












NPEX Raffinate 242mAm 241Am
242Cm 243Am
244Cm
TRUEX Product 242mAm 241Am
242Cm 243Am
244Cm




Isotopes with Significant Signatures from each Step of UREX Process
for 5 Year Cooled SNF
Isotopes Isotopes with
with Dominant Mixed Strong
Stream Signature Signatures







UREX Raffinate 239Pu 238Pu
244Cm 244Cm
NPEX Product 238Pu 238Pu
239Pu 240Pu
240Pu
NPEX Raffinate 241Am 242mAm
244Cm 245Cm
TRUEX Product 241Am 242mAm
244Cm 245Cm




Isotopes with Significant Signatures from each Step of UREX Process
for 30 Year Cooled SNF
Isotopes Isotopes with
with Dominant Mixed Strong
Stream Signature Signatures












NPEX Raffinate 241Am 241Am
244Cm 242mAm
245Cm






7.5 Investigation of TMFD Detectable Signatures at Front End
When looking at securing SNM in SNF, it is of particular interest to know what
can be detected at the front end of the process. Knowledge of the contents of the
SNF at the front end represents the starting point for verification further down the
process. It is also advantageous to be able to measure SNM at this point because
it is in a more secure setting. It is easier to verify that tampering has not occurred
and the extreme mixture of radioactivity makes front end SNF self protecting and
more proliferation resistant than reprocessed SNF. That said, the same mixture of
radioactivity that makes front end SNF more proliferation resistant, also makes de-
tection of individual component isotopes a challenge. This section will investigate
predictions for measurements which TMFDs may be able to make at the front end of
a reprocessing facility.
7.5.1 Measurement of Whole SNF Assemblies
Unfortunately, measurement of a whole SNF assembly doesn't seem to offer a great
deal of uniquely identifiable radiation signatures that can be measured by a TMFD.
The only available particles to be measured from the outside in this case are neutrons.
Looking at the neutron output shown in Figure 5.37, 244Cm dominates the neutron
emission from front end SNF of any cool down age. From the simulations done in
Section 5.8.4, a 0.5 yr cooled PWR assembly which contains roughly 0.5 MTU would
likely output ∼ 2.7x108 n
s
which would be easily detectable by a CTMFD. If properly
calibrated, this measurement could give information about the 244Cm content, which
along with concurrent simulation for in-core fuel depletion may provide estimates for
the other isotopes of interest.
7.5.1.1 244Cm Neutron Measurement
If order to justify the claim of being able to measure neutrons from a spent SNF
assembly, work has been done to show that a CTMFD would be able to perform
under those conditions. First the detectability of the neutrons is straightforward.
Section 5.8.4 estimates the interaction rate to be very easily detectable and in fact
the CTMFD would likely perform better being farther away from the assembly. One
of the primary concerns about operating near a spent SNF assembly is γ photon
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interference and dose effects to the detector. The γ exposure from an assembly, as
estimated in Table 5.21, shows the extreme dose environment to be contended with.
Experiments have been done with the CTMFD to quantify how γ radiation exposure
affects the system performance.
As shown in Section 5.6.2.5, a radiation dose of 700 Rad, delivered at ~15,000
Rad/hr, did not measurably affect the CTMFD fluid and a dose of 15,000 R started
to show undesirable affects. Also, experiments have been performed that have shown
the CTMFD to be blind to extreme γ photon intensities. Two example experiments
have shown that during exposure to a ~3 R/hr 137Cs source [9] and a ~300 Rad/hr
140La source (Section 5.6.1), the CTMFD was able to ignore the γ photon exposure.
In the case of the 140La experiment, there was some sensitivity at the higher Pneg
values due to the generation of photo-neutrons. In order for this to be an issue, the
high energy photon exposure must be extreme in the presence of a generous amount
of photo-neutron producing material (such as D atoms) to generate enough neutrons
to interfere with the detector. This scenario should be easy to prevent in the case of
a bare SNF assembly, but should be explored as part of future work.
These experiment results give some bounds to look at how close a CTMFD could
be operated near a bare SNF assembly. Given the huge output of neutrons from the
assembly, and the predictions of Section 5.8.4, it should be possible to measure SNF
assembly neutrons while receiving radiation exposure that the detector can handle.
Also, it was noticed that over time as the CTMFD was operated after radiation
exposure, the performance improved and returned to normal with the 15,000 Rad
experiment and nearly returned in the case of the 600,000 Rad experiment implying
that detectors could be readily interchanged and reused to some extent after recovery.
Overall, the work on the CTMFD, thus far, suggests that a CTMFD, filled with DFP,
should be able to make a neutron measurement from a spent fuel assembly.
An alternative to CTMFDs could be the use of an ATMFD. The ATMFD, due
to continuous operation, can operate in high neutron flux environments without sat-
uration more easily than the CTMFD. It may be possible to acquire a measurement
faster with the use of ATMFDs since the SNF neutron flux is sufficiently high. That
said, the ATMFD has not been put through the same extreme environment testing
as the CTMFD. As such, it is unknown at this time if there would be any radiation
related complications of operating the ATMFD in this environment.
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7.5.1.2 Other Whole SNF Assembly Measurements
Active Interrogation The other method for non-destructive neutron measurement
of SNF is via active interrogation. As discussed in Section 7.3.1.2, interrogation of the
SNF with either neutrons or high energy photons can generate additional neutrons.
In the case of an entire assembly however, it would be very difficult to create a
measurable signal with this method because the active interrogation signal would
have to be measurable against the spontaneous fission release which is substantial
already. If the SF source from a SNF assembly is ∼ 2.7x108 n
s
creating a practical
active interrogation source comparable to that seems like it would be quite challenging
and expensive.
The aspect ratio of a typical SNF assembly is long and narrow; so, creating an
external source to interrogate the entire assembly at once would require either multiple
point sources or a fan beam for interrogation. Having multiple high intensity sources
may be impractical or expensive. A fan beam can be created using a high energy
Bremsstrahlung photon source. The interrogation can then be done two ways, photo-
fission of the target or generating photo-neutrons which interrogate. Using a photo-
fission source in this case is not ideal because there is little difference in the cross
sections between the various actinide isotopes [49] meaning the measurement would
basically only detect the amount of 238U which isn't of much interest. The second
option would be to use a fan beam of photons and a D2O target to create low energy
neutrons to interrogate fissile material. In order for this to be effective the source
would, once again, need to be intense. Determining if this is possible would require
additional study. It may be possible but doesn't appear to be practical.
γ Photon Measurement The primary source of radiation coming out of a spent
fuel assembly is γ photons, so it is worth looking into, as a measurable actinide
identification signature, even though the CTMFD would not be able to detect them.
Plotted in Table 7.8 are the most active isotopes from an ORIGEN-S calculation of
3.3 GWD/MTU irradiation of 3% enriched PWR SNF cooled for 0.5 yr. It can be seen
that the majority of the activity in the SNF is fission products, most of which produce
γ photons. Included in this list is 241Pu, which, along with burnup calculations could
give an indication of the total plutonium content, although the relative intensity of
241Pu for 0.5 yr cooled SNF is fairly small compared to others like 144Pr. With older
SNF though, see Table 7.9, 241Pu becomes much more prominent in the mixture. It
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may be easier to identify γ emission rates from 241Pu in older SNF. That said, using
γ photon measurement to identify plutonium inventory is outside the scope of this
dissertation and is simply presented as an idea for future consideration.
Table 7.8
Highest Activity Components of 3% Enriched 3.3 GWD/MTU 0.5 yr
cool PWR Fuel from ORIGEN-S
Isotope Activity Activity fraction Isotope Activity Activity fraction
(Ci/MTU) (Ci/MTU)
Total 3.83E+06 91Y 1.05E+05 2.75%
144Pr 6.81E+05 17.78% 137Cs 1.05E+05 2.74%
144Ce 6.81E+05 17.78% 137mBa 9.90E+04 2.58%
106Ru 3.91E+05 10.21% 90Y 7.27E+04 1.90%
106Rh 3.91E+05 10.21% 90Sr 7.27E+04 1.90%
95Nb 3.61E+05 9.42% 103Ru 5.78E+04 1.51%
95Zr 1.84E+05 4.79% 103mRh 5.77E+04 1.51%
147Pm 1.46E+05 3.80% 89Sr 5.57E+04 1.45%
241Pu 1.39E+05 3.62% 141Ce 2.83E+04 0.74%
134Cs 1.22E+05 3.18% 242Cm 2.72E+04 0.71%
7.5.2 Measurement of Individual SNF Assembly Pins
While the measurement of a whole SNF assembly may be challenging due to the
extreme amount of radiation, measuring a single SNF pin may be more practical.
When the SNF assemblies are disassembled, but before chopping, they could be mea-
sured individually in much the same way as described in Section 7.5.1 but with less
dose exposure. The neutron signature from a SNF assembly is already much greater
than is needed for a CTMFD and the dose could be a concern. Measuring a single pin
would reduce the γ dose exposure while still providing more than sufficient neutrons
to detect. The CTMFD could likely be operated closer to the SNF. PWR, 17x17
style, assemblies typically contain 264 pins [44], so the numbers presented in Section
5.8.4 would be reduced by a factor of ~264, not accounting for multiplication and self
shielding factors. Once again, in this scenario, it seems likely that either the CTMFD
or ATMFD could be used to measure 244Cm dominated neutron emissions.
While it may be simpler to passively measure neutrons from a single pin, active
interrogation would face similar geometry and background constraints as with the
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Table 7.9
Highest Activity Components of 3% Enriched 3.3 GWD/MTU 3, 10
, and 30 yr Cool PWR Fuel from ORIGEN-S
Isotope Activity Activity Isotope Activity Activity
(Ci/MTU) Fraction (Ci/MTU) Fraction
3 Year Cooling 10 Year Cooling
241Pu 1.22E+05 14.04% 241Pu 8.69E+04 22.63%
137Cs 9.90E+04 11.39% 137Cs 8.42E+04 21.93%
137mBa 9.34E+04 10.76% 137mBa 7.95E+04 20.70%
147Pm 7.50E+04 8.64% 90Y 5.75E+04 14.98%
144Pr 7.34E+04 8.45% 90Sr 5.75E+04 14.98%
144Ce 7.34E+04 8.45% 30 Year Cooling
106Ru 7.08E+04 8.15% 137Cs 5.30E+04 25.67%
106Rh 7.08E+04 8.15% 137mBa 5.01E+04 24.24%
90Y 6.84E+04 7.87% 90Y 3.52E+04 17.02%
90Sr 6.83E+04 7.87% 90Sr 3.51E+04 17.01%
134Cs 5.25E+04 6.05% 241Pu 3.31E+04 16.01%
whole assembly. Since the pin would basically have the same geometry as the whole
assembly, it is unlikely that the signal to background ratio with active interrogation
would improve by measuring only one pin vs the entire assembly.
7.5.3 Measurement of Chopped SNF Fuel
After taking apart the assemblies, the SNF pins are chopped into smaller pieces
and the cladding removed before dissolving the SNF pellets in hot acid. If SNF pellets
were to be measured at this stage, there would be the advantage of selecting a small
quantity in a more compact package for ease of measurement. This would be useful
assuming that it is practical to handle/manipulate the SNF at this stage. If so, this
could benefit from some of the same advantages as in measuring a single pin for passive
interrogation while enabling a target geometry better suited for active interrogation
without the need for fan beams. Active interrogation with a lower energy neutron
source, below the 238U fission threshold could give insight into the fissile content of
the chopped SNF by inducing fission neutrons that would then be readily detected in
a CTMFD.
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7.5.4 Measurement of Dissolved Fuel
After the SNF has been chopped, it is dissolved in acid. At this point there is
a greater flexibility for what can be measured. As before, SF neutrons can be mea-
sured passively and fissile material actively measured through neutron creation and
detection. In addition, the ability to grab liquid samples in various stage streams
allows for additional measurements. As described in Section 7.2.2, with a grab sam-
ple diluted into acetone and placed into the CTMFD, the SF rate of a sample can
be measured directly without relying on external neutrons providing a more accu-
rate account for 244Cm. Also α measurements can provide the 242Cm concentration
in 6 month cooled SNF or the 244Cm concentration in older SNF. Lastly, and most
interestingly, once in solution the grab sample concentration could be adjusted such
that an active interrogation source may induce more fission than SF allowing for
measurement of fissile material content directly through fission inside the CTMFD.
This measurement approach is discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.2. Active mea-
surement of fissile material with the SNF in solution would allow for accounting of
the fissile content of SNF before the chemical separation processes begin and may be
the most useful potential application of the CTMFD, for SNM accountability in a
reprocessing facility.
7.6 Consideration of Differences in PUREX Process (vs UREX Process)
The majority of the focus of this dissertation has been on applying the CTMFD
to the UREX process. However, it is certainly worth looking into the PUREX pro-
cess as well, since it is currently the most widely used process for SNF reprocessing
[50]. The primary difference in the PUREX process is first that both U and Pu are
extracted together in the first stage. Secondly, the U and Pu are separated later.
These steps represent a difference in the mixture of actinides at various stages and
will be investigated.
7.6.1 Further Explanation of PUREX Process
The basic flow chart of the PUREX process is shown in Figure 2.10, but for more
specific detail, Figure 7.4 focuses on the key stages which involve U and Pu. Looking
at Figure 7.4, the PUREX process appears easier for the CTMFD to measure fissile
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material due to U and Pu being removed in the first step. The basic steps of this
process are:
 Dissolve SNF in nitric acid (HNO3) to produce aqueous solution.
 SNF bearing solution is then moved to the extraction stage where Tributyl
Phosphate (TBP) [50] is used to extract U and Pu. The raffinate of this stage
contains the fission products and remaining actinides. The products of this
stage are U and Pu isotopes now in an organic phase and with some lingering
fission products.
 In the next stage, the remaining fission products that were extracted with the
U and Pu are removed in the scrubbing process with nitric acid and sent back
to the extraction stage to eventually end up in the extraction raffinate [50].
 The U and Pu then transfer to the Pu stripping stage where the Pu is prefer-
entially stripped away with an oxidation reduction reaction [50]. The product
is now Pu with some U. The raffinate contains U, still in the organic phase.
 The stripped Pu product then goes to the U scrubbing station where the re-
maining U is removed by exposure to additional TBP and sent back to the Pu
stripping station. The product now comprises a Pu bearing solution.
 The raffinate from the Pu stripping stage is lastly sent to the U stripping stage
where it is treated with hot, dilute Nitric Acid to back extract the U leaving
the TBP to be reused after some treatment [50].
 The Pu and U are at this point back into an aqueous solution and can be put
through additional cycles of this process for further refinement [50].
7.6.2 CTMFD Detectable Signatures in PUREX Process
In order to identify stage locations where the CTMFD may be useful in the
PUREX process, signature pertinent information at various points in the process
was organized. Figure 7.4 is labeled with numbers for locations within the PUREX
flow chart. These same numbers are referenced in Table 7.10. At each location pre-
dictions have been made for isotopes which may be detectable using a CTMFD. This
table assumes using the same detection methods discussed in Section 7.2.2. In Table
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Figure 7.4. PUREX Single Cycle Flow Chart [50]
7.10, the first column is the location. The second is a list of elements which should be
present at this location. The third is the list of isotopes which should be measurable
by a CTMFD at this location along with the method, in parentheses, for doing so,
as was done in Tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7. The fourth column identifies isotopes with
mixed signatures and their method in parentheses. The last column identifies the
chemical phase of the solution at this location.
The chemical phase is important because it determines which CTMFD fluid would
be better suited. The CTMFD fluid is important because the fluid affects the detec-
tion methods that can be used. Acetone will work as a solvent in practically any case,
but it is less sensitive and requires greater tension than DFP. Acetone requires more
tension than DFP, and is less dense than DFP, both of which increase the required
rotation speed substantially. Acetone however works very well for fission fragment
detection. DFP will form a solution with the organic phase easily and is more sensi-
tive, requiring less tension. It is better used for low energy α emitters such as isotopes
of U and Pu. Acetone can be used to detect these α emissions but requires a better
balanced detector with better temperature control than is typically done with the
table top CTMFD. Acetone based α spectroscopy has mostly been done so far on the
large CTMFD system, where high Pneg states (up to ~10 bar) are more easily achiev-
able. DFP will not mix with an aqueous solution though, without some chemistry, so
acetone may need to be used in a few places. That said, looking at Table 7.10, the
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only isotope that can only be measured by α decay within acetone is 242Cm, which
emits the highest energy α of any of the isotopes of interest, and is reasonably easy
to detect in acetone, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Fortunately, the chemistry seems to work out fairly well with the intended detec-
tion methods. Any additional complexities of the chemistry would have to be found
out through testing and should be part of future work.
To summarize, it appears that roughly 10 isotopes can be uniquely identified in
the PUREX process using this procedure and the amount of fissile material can be
measured at any point through active thermal neutron induced fission of a sample
within the CTMFD. A more in depth study would be required to fully quantify the
sensitivity to contaminants in the various streams. The proposed detection scheme
here is assuming the process follows the steps described in literature [50]. Even if
some of the more nuanced measurements are complicated by details unforeseen here,
the ability to measure fissile material alone would be useful.
7.7 Detection of Actinide Losses and Application to Nuclear Safeguards
In accounting for actinides and special nuclear materials, measurement of materials
in the wrong location (contaminants) is as important as quantification in the intended
location. This section will cover measurement possibilities for unwanted contaminants
as well as material diversion using CTMFD technology. Also to be addressed will be
discussion of benefits of CTMFD technology and how it may be applied to nuclear
safeguards.
7.7.1 CTMFD Detection of Diverted and Contaminant Actinides
There are several methods by which actinides in a reprocessing stream may become
diverted or lost. Inefficiencies in a chemical process as well as mistakes can result in
radioisotopes ending up in unintended places. Another method of material loss is
holdup. The term holdup refers to the nuclear material deposited in the equipment,
transfer lines, and ventilation systems of processing facilities [51]. Measurement
of actinides in holdup is needed in order to perform proper accounting as well as
preventing diversion. Lastly, detection of contaminants can be used to demonstrate
that nuclear material is not being deliberately diverted to be stolen from waste which














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.7.1.1 Monitoring for Contaminants in the UREX Process
In each of the extraction stages of the UREX process, there appears to be poten-
tial for use of the CTMFD to find contaminants. At this point, specific quantification
of the extent of this capability is being left for future work but the potential for devel-
oping such a capability seems obvious. Potential CTMFD measurable contaminants
will be discussed in relation to various stages throughout the UREX process.
UREX Product: The UREX product (See Figure 2.11) should consist primarily
of uranium and 99Tc. Uranium has the lowest energy α emissions of the actinides of
interest, and 99Tc is a β/γ emitter so any transuranic in the UREX product should
be detectable by α energy discrimination as is shown in Figure 3.1. Further identifi-
cation of the contaminant or contaminants may then require additional methods, but
noticing the existence of a contaminant actinide at this stage should be straightfor-
ward.
FPEX Product: Ideally the FPEX product should not contain any actinides. In
looking for actinide contaminants, detection of α decay is the logical choice as fission
products are almost exclusively β/γ emitters. It has previously been demonstrated
that the CTMFD can detect trace quantities of α emitters (Section 3.1.3) and can
ignore high intensity β/γ sources (Sections 5.6.1 and 6.4). The measurement of any α
decay in the FPEX product could be used to indicate a problem with further analysis
used to determine the specific isotope. It is important to mention that several of
the SNF isotopes lighter than the actinides are α emitters. It is therefore useful to
determine if they are likely to show up in significant amounts in fission products.
To address the question of alpha emitting fission products, a full table of isotopes
in SNF was generated using ORIGEN-S and the actinides removed. The isotopes were
tabulated until the activity fraction was 1x10−6or less. This was done for 0.5 year
cooled and 30 year cooled PWR SNF. The results of the 0.5 year cooled simulation
are shown in Figure 7.11 and show that no isotope with an activity fraction of greater
than 1x10−6 is an α emitter. It was also important to repeat this simulation for older
SNF because many α emitters have longer half lives and may be present after the
shorter lived fission products decay away. The results of the 30 year cooling time
simulation are shown in Figure 7.12 and show the same result as the 0.5 yr cooling
time result. Even though there are fewer radioactive fission products in older SNF,
none of the isotopes with an activity fraction of greater than 1x10−6 is an α emitter.
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For comparison, Figure 7.5 shows the activity of actinides in the UREX raffinate
which would be the feed for the FPEX process. If even trace amounts of the actinides
from the UREX raffinate entered the FPEX product, it should be detectable in the
CTMFD. As an example, the experiment in Section 6.4.3.4 showed that a sample with
1.75x105 Bq of β particles could be ignored in the CTMFD while the sensitivity limit
for α detection is roughly around 1.0x10−2 Bq. From experiments already conducted,
it could be argued that an α signature 107 times weaker than the β signature could be
measured in a CTMFD, assuming the chemicals didn't interfere with the detector's
operation. For the case with 0.5 year SNF with a total β activity of 3.62x106 Ci
MTU
and plutonium activity of 5x103 Ci
MTU
, the detectable fraction of plutonium leaking
into the FPEX product would be:
3.62x106 CiMTU (β)∗10−7 αβ
5x103 CiMTU (α)
= 7.24x10−5 = 0.00724%
The above result demonstrates the exceptional potential for using the CTMFD to
look for weak α signatures within the FPEX product. For older SNF this potential
is even greater, since the β activity will be much lower but the α activity remains
about the same. Searching the FPEX product stream for missing actinides appears
to be an obvious application of the CTMFD.
Figure 7.5. Actinides from UREX Raffinate (Ci/MTU)
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Table 7.11
Fission Products of 3% Enriched 3.3 GWD/MTU 0.5 yr cool PWR
Fuel from ORIGEN-S
Isotope Activity Activity Decay Isotope Activity Activity Decay
(Ci/MTU) fraction Mode (Ci/MTU) fraction Mode
Total 3.62E+06
144Pr 6.81E+05 17.78% β 103mRh 5.77E+04 1.51% IT
144Ce 6.81E+05 17.78% β 89Sr 5.57E+04 1.45% β
106Ru 3.91E+05 10.21% β 141Ce 2.83E+04 0.74% β
106Rh 3.91E+05 10.21% β 127Te 4.40E+03 0.1216% β
95Nb 3.61E+05 9.42% β 148mPm 1.61E+03 0.0445% β
95Zr 1.84E+05 4.79% β 129mTe 1.09E+03 0.0302% IT/β
147Pm 1.46E+05 3.80% β 129Te 7.01E+02 0.0194% β
134Cs 1.22E+05 3.18% β 143Pr 1.31E+02 0.0036% β
91Y 1.05E+05 2.75% β 140La 8.97E+01 0.0025% β
137Cs 1.05E+05 2.74% β 148Pm 8.53E+01 0.0024% β
137mBa 9.90E+04 2.58% IT 140Ba 7.79E+01 0.0022% β
90Y 7.27E+04 1.90% β 156Eu 5.52E+01 0.0015% β
90Sr 7.27E+04 1.90% β 147Nd 6.11E+00 0.0002% β
103Ru 5.78E+04 1.51% β 136Cs 3.42E+00 0.0001% β
Table 7.12
Fission Products of 3% Enriched 3.3 GWD/MTU 30 yr cool PWR
Fuel from ORIGEN-S
Isotope Activity Activity Decay
(Ci/MTU) fraction Mode
Total 1.73E+05
137Cs 5.30E+04 30.56864% β
137mBa 5.01E+04 28.86782% β
90Y 3.52E+04 20.26570% β
90Sr 3.51E+04 20.25994% β
147Pm 5.98E+01 0.03445% β
134Cs 6.00E+00 0.00346% β
106Ru 7.20E-04 0.00000% β
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NPEX Product: The NPEX product should contain the plutonium and neptu-
nium isotopes. One potential contaminant that the CTMFD should be able to dis-
tinguish is curium isotopes. Curium isotopes (both 242 and 244) have higher energy
α decay energies than plutonium. Therefore the plutonium α decay can be discrimi-
nated to look for curium contamination.
NPEX Raffinate: In addition to accounting for the plutonium in the NPEX prod-
uct, the NPEX raffinate needs to be checked for contaminants as well. By design, the
NPEX raffinate should contain almost no fissile material. Therefore, thermal neutron
active interrogation seems like a logical choice to check for plutonium leakage into
the NPEX raffinate. Plotted in Figure 7.6 is the thermal neutron active interrogation
fission rate of a sample from the UREX raffinate (with specified assumptions for fuel
history) which allows comparison of the plutonium signature to the NPEX raffinate.
The SNF concentration is assumed to be the same as the UREX feed (200 g/L) which
is not realistic but the relative values of the isotopes are the important feature. It is
shown in Figure 7.6 that when inducing fission with thermal neutrons, the plutonium
is orders of magnitude more prominent than the other actinides, implying the ability
to see plutonium contamination in the NPEX raffinate. That said, looking at Figure
7.7, which is the spontaneous fission rate in the UREX raffinate, there appears to
be a quite significant SF signature to contend with. In order to look for plutonium
contamination in the NPEX raffinate, the active interrogation signature would need
to be greater than the SF signature which may involve the use of a fairly large neutron
source. This measurement technique requires additional investigation to determine
its practicality.
TRUEX Product: Detection of plutonium in the TRUEX product would likely be
very similar to the NPEX raffinate as it should be the remaining transuranics. Mea-
surement of plutonium contaminants in this stream would face the same interference
from spontaneous fission of curium as with the NPEX raffinate.
Waste Raffinate: The waste raffinate ideally should not contain any remaining
transuranics. Therefore any detectable neutron, α, or fission signature should be an
indication of a problem with the process.
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Figure 7.6. Fissions from Thermal Neutrons Active Interrogation of
UREX Raffinate
Figure 7.7. Spontaneous Fission Rates in UREX Raffinate
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7.7.1.2 Monitoring for Contaminants in the PUREX Process
The PUREX process differs from the UREX process in that the plutonium and
uranium isotopes are extracted in the first stage. Looking at Figure 7.4, there are
several locations in which the CTMFD may be able to measure the presence of con-
taminants as described below.
Extraction Raffinate: In the first step, the extraction stage, the product com-
prises the transuranics and most of the fission products. This location would be the
most difficult to measure for contaminants because it contains all of the radioisotopes
that represent conflicting signatures. The extraction product, labeled 2 in Figure
7.4, would be the most difficult location to measure plutonium contaminants with
a CTMFD due to the strong α, neutron, and spontaneous fission signatures from
curium decay. Detection of plutonium isotopes would require an intense thermal
neutron interrogation source, which may not be practical.
Scrub Product: In the fission product scrub product, location 4 in Figure 7.4, there
should not be any actinides. Much like the FPEX product, this fission product scrub
in a PUREX facility should allow for contaminant measurement with a CTMFD by
monitoring for any neutron, α, or spontaneous fission signature. This location seems
to be a good application for the CTMFD's ability to measure weak α/n/SF signatures
while ignoring β/γ radiation.
Uranium Raffinate, Product, and Scrub Product: In the uranium raffinate,
product, and scrub products, locations 6, 7, and 10 in Figure 7.4, ideally the only
remaining actinide should be uranium meaning that energy discriminated α measure-
ment could be used to detect plutonium or other transuranic contamination.
Used Solvent: Lastly, the used solvent ideally should not contain any remaining
actinides; therefore, any detectable neutron, α, or fission signature should be an
indication of a problem with the process.
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7.7.2 CTMFD Detection of Holdup
Holdup, which constitutes material deposits that build up in nuclear processing
facilities, presents a significant challenge for ensuring SNM safeguards and security.
Facilities that process tons of SNF can readily have many kilograms of material holdup
within that facility at any point in time [51]. Where this becomes a problem is
when the amount of holdup is unknown. The quantity of holdup is sufficient that
a Significant Quantity (SQ) or more of SNM could be stolen from a facility and go
unnoticed due to uncertainty in the holdup amount [51]. Holdup measurement is a
critical part of nuclear material accounting.
Measurement of hold up is typically done with γ photon detection. Techniques
for γ based hold up measurement are well established and well documented elsewhere
[48]. In many locations, γ measurement is considered sufficient but in any location
with thick or dense structural material, such as pumps, machinery, pressure vessels,
shielded containers, etc., the γ signature and can become too attenuated to measure
so neutron holdup measurement is employed [51]. Neutrons are more penetrating
than photons in dense, non-hydrogenous material. Current methods for detection of
neutrons for holdup measurement generally involve 3He detectors in various config-
urations [51]. With the inconvenient bulk mass of 3He detectors, due to need for
moderator, and the continual increase in the cost of 3He, there appears to be an
opportunity to use TMFD technology as a replacement.
TMFDs have been shown to be able to detect very weak neutron signatures while
ignoring SNF γ background. The primary neutron signatures from holdup would be
spontaneous fission neutrons and (α, n) neutrons. The neutron yield from various
actinides is shown in Table 7.13. The source of holdup neutrons would depend highly
on the location within a processing facility.
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Table 7.13
Neutron Generation from Actinides [48]
Isotope Spontaneous (α, n) Yield (α, n) Yield







234U 5.02x10−3 3.0x100 5.8x102
235U 2.99x10−4 7.1x10−4 8x10−2
238U 1.36x10−2 8.3x10−5 2.8x10−2
238Pu 2.59x103 1.34x104 2.2x106
239Pu 2.18x10−2 3.81x101 5.6x103
240Pu 1.02x103 1.41x102 2.1x104
241Pu 5x10−2 1.3x100 1.7x102





Holdup Based Neutron Signatures in a UREX Facility: In the case of a
UREX facility most of the streams would be dominated by curium neutrons, including
the raffinate streams and TRUEX product. The NPEX stream would contain a
combination of SF neutrons from 240Pu and 242Pu and (α, n) neutrons from 238Pu
and 239Pu, as shown in Figure 7.8. While plutonium puts out a significant number
of neutrons, uranium on the other hand does not. As shown in Figure 7.9, even large
quantities of uranium isotopes emit very few neutrons so measuring for holdup in the
UREX product stream by neutrons does not seem practical. That said, measurement
of holdup neutrons with a TMFD may have potential in a uranium enrichment facility.
When in the form of UF6, as is the case in much of the enrichment process, the neutron
output from uranium is ~ 5 orders of magnitude higher than in oxide form due to
(α, n) reactions with fluorine, as shown in Table 7.13.
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Figure 7.8. Neutron Generation in NPEX Product Stream Calculated
with ORIGEN-S
Figure 7.9. Neutron Generation in UREX Product from ORIGEN-S
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Holdup Based Neutron Signatures in a PUREX Facility: In a PUREX fa-
cility, there are also several locations where holdup might be measured by monitoring
for neutrons. First, the initial extraction will have neutrons from curium decay as
will the extraction raffinate. All of the steps from the extraction product to the Pu
product, see Figure 7.4, will contain plutonium which will generate neutrons. As with
the UREX process, the uranium only stages will likely not generate enough neutrons
to be detectable.
7.7.3 Benefits of CTMFD Technology for Nuclear Safeguards and Secu-
rity
The CTMFD has many attributes that may be applicable to the field of nuclear
safeguards and security, as summarized next for three main categories:
Particle Discrimination: First the particle discrimination capabilities described
in this dissertation may be a nice supplement for traditional detectors. The ability to
detect neutrons while ignoring γ photons is highly useful when looking specifically for
actinides and SNM. Similarly for destructive assay, the ability of TMFDs to detect
α decay while ignoring β decay and the ability to detect fission events while ignoring
all other forms of radiation are equally applicable.
On-site Measurement and Portability: One of the difficulties facing traditional
SNM measurement equipment is portability and the ability to make on site measure-
ments. Many of the current techniques used for SNM accounting, including mass
spectrometry, often require shipment of samples off site for testing which limits the
information that can be derived while on-site during a visit to a facility by a regulator
(IAEA or NRC for example). The CTMFD has been shown to possess many of the
abilities of traditional methods of SNM detection within a system that is portable and
simple to operate. Measurement of α emitting samples can be measured on the spot
without the need for bulky mass spectrometry or liquid scintillation machines. It may
be the case that performing all measurements of grab samples on-site with CTMFDs
may not be practical due to time constraints and amount of equipment but the ability
is there if needed. For neutron based detection in particular, the CTMFD is more
easily portable than most thermal neutron based detectors that require moderating
material.
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Economics: While the underlying science behind CTMFDs has complexities, the
materials and components of the CTMFD are fairly simple and not exotic. One of the
advantages of the CTMFD is that once properly developed for mass manufacturing, it
should be more economical than many of the equivalent technologies, especially 3He
detectors. Where this becomes useful from a safeguards stand point is the ability to
deploy more equipment, taking more measurements simultaneously. When detection
equipment is expensive, users may be limited in how many measurements can be per-
formed in the allotted time for inspection or alternatively may not get good counting
statistics when having to move on to another measurement. The CTMFD offers the
potential to create inexpensive detectors that can be placed in many more locations
while performing safeguards inspections.
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8. SUGGESTED CONTINUING AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents recommendations for continuing research and development in
selected areas pertaining to the subject matter of this dissertation.
8.1 Continued Development of the MAC-TMFD
The development of the MAC-TMFD has not progressed as much as desired for
enabling field deployment. One of the primary challenges has been stable high speed
rotation of the machine. Given the weight of the MAC-TMFD constructed, the
importance of alignment and balance became increasingly apparent. The professional
balancing has helped considerably but the alignment continued to be an issue. Several
of the key parts of the MAC-TMFD were professionally machined but several of the
parts including the frame and motor gear box were made in house in the lab. Over the
course of many parts being machined slightly off, the parts of the MAC-TMFD didn't
quite fit as well together as needed to operate smoothly. A great deal of time was spent
dis-assembling and re-assembling the machine to improve the rotation, but vibration
still presents an issue. While rotating there appeared to be a great deal of stress on
the bearings which caused noise and having to frequently lubricate them. The box
that housed the motor was not as firmly secure as desired so motor vibration would
cause friction in the drive chain and cause substantial noise. I would recommended
that the next generation of the MAC-TMFD have a professionally machined frame
to make its operation smoother. The MAC-TMFD, as constructed, however, does
demonstrate that detection was possible with this type of device but some changes
in design and construction would make it far more practical.
8.2 Temperature effects on α detection threshold
Very recently, as a result of work conducted by laboratory colleagues with neutron
measurement, it has been discovered that the neutron detection sensitivity of fluids
in the CTMFD may vary non-linearly with temperature, especially when the fluid
temperature approaches it's boiling point. For the most part the α detection data in
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DFP thus far has been kept in a small temperature range but it needs to be known
how the α detection thresholds change as a function of temperature and if that affects
DFP's ability to perform α spectroscopy. Due to the widening of the wait time curve
as discussed in Section 6.5.6, any effect of temperature has not been clearly noticed
as of yet but may play a role when the new glass design is used. It may be the case
that another similar fluid with a higher boiling point would be better suited for α
spectrometry in the CTMFD. This information came to light without enough time
to explore this question as part of this dissertation and is being suggested as a future
work area.
8.3 Construct and Test New Alpha Spectroscopy MCTMFD (0.76 cc)
As a result of data collected with the MCTMFD, it has been observed how im-
portant the glassware design is to effectively discriminating α particles of different
energies. In Section 6.5.6, a new design (0.76cc) for the MCTMFD was proposed and
a glass piece designed and fabricated. There was not enough time to begin work-
ing with this new glassware. Using this design for α spectroscopy is put forward as
continuing work.
8.4 Convert Remaining Acetone Based Actinide Samples and Finish α
Calibration
After determining if DFP will require special care due to temperature concerns,
the remainder of the actinide calibration samples need to be converted from acetone
to the new host fluid. The calibration work that has begun will then need to be
continued and completed. Assuming effects of temperature are either not a factor or
can be controlled, the remainder of the procedure for doing this has been outlined in
Section 6.5.3.3.
8.5 Exploration of Effects Caused by the Chemical Makeup of UREX
and PUREX Samples
The chemical stream complexities of the UREX and PUREX processes have been
largely ignored in this dissertation because the chemical makeup of the samples tested
generally doesn't have any effect on the nuclear radiation properties, an exception be-
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ing the neutrons created from (α, n) reactions with oxygen. That said, fluid chemistry
is known to affect the operation of the CTMFD. Previously, work has been done with
actual UREX test samples ([3] and Section 6.2) in acetone. Acetone is a fairly univer-
sal solvent and did not show any noticeable issue with the UREX test samples. Also,
the UREX samples were greatly diluted before testing in the CTMFD so the amount
of original chemical is very small. That said, the full range of chemicals used in the
UREX process have not been fully tested for compatibility with CTMFD fluids espe-
cially DFP. As shown in Section 6.5.3.1, TBP has been suggested to act as a solvent
and carrier for the Actinides. This has been tested for two actinides but needs to be
confirmed with the actual chemicals from a waste reprocessing stream to verify that
there will not be interference with the CTMFD operation.
8.6 Exploring Measurement of Spontaneous Fission in Existing UREX
Samples from ANL
As part of previous work, our lab at Purdue University is in possession of a few
samples bearing SNF from UREX research at ANL. One of these samples was tested to
determine the curium Pneg threshold in acetone, Section 6.2. It should be investigated
to see if any of these samples are active enough to measure spontaneous fission, most
likely the UREX feed samples. This would be a closer to real world demonstration of
the predictions made in Section 7.3.1.2.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter provides a succinct summary and concluding remarks, along with a
discussion of how and to what extent the original thesis objectives have been met and
addressed.
9.1 Summary of Work Completed
The work for this dissertation is largely centered around improvement and ad-
vancement of CTMFD technology with a focus on the application of actinide mon-
itoring in SNF reprocessing facilities. Advances and findings from this dissertation
are summarized as follows, in various categories.
Hardware Development: As this project began, it became apparent that in order
to eventually get CTMFD technology into the field, the hardware had to be diver-
sified, and new capabilities developed. As part of this work, three new versions of
the CTMFD were developed, built, and demonstrated to solve application specific
problems.
First, the large CTMFD was improved in order to start this project by confirm-
ing several of the measurements previously performed [3]. The large CTMFD was
automated so that data could be collected more easily and in greater quantity which
allowed confirmatory experiments to result in improved statistical confidence.
The hand held detector was built to be highly portable, self contained, and simple
to use. The resulting system was compact and light weighing in at less than 5 pounds
(2.5 kg). It was the first fully automated CTMFD that incorporated all the required
on-board hardware and software to operate independently without a computer inter-
face, which increased portability. The hand held CTMFD had simpler software than
the previous generations allowing operations to be controlled by a small and inexpen-
sive microprocessor board. The installation of a remote control allowed additional
menu functionality without adding a great deal of buttons to the device. The remote
controller also allows the user the ability to control the device from a distance to
help reduce radiation exposure. The hand held CTMFD was shown to be capable
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of detecting neutrons as well as performing rudimentary neutron dose measurement
when compared to the 12 kg Snoopy.
The tabletop CTMFD was built to be a general purpose device that blended
many of the benefits of the previous specialized systems. The tabletop CTMFD is
not nearly as compact as the hand held CTMFD but is still reasonably portable. The
extra size and hardware, though, allows for much greater flexibility and function.
The tabletop CTMFD was built with advanced capabilities to make it more useful
in the field. Some of these improvements include, but are not limited to, dynamic
temperature monitoring and compensation, automated data collection, permanently
sealed neutron detection CTMFDs, custom circuitry that can now be manufactured
in bulk, and rudimentary neutron dose measurement. The tabletop CTMFD, as
described in this dissertation, is the predecessor of the commercial detector under
development by Sagamore Adams Labs, LLC [52]. It has been shown to be a flexible
general use detection system that has been used for a variety of experiments and
has been taken to several other institutions across the country and once outside the
United States to perform research.
The third system developed as part of this dissertation is the MAC-TMFD. This
work is the continuation of a Master's thesis [30] that involved building a CTMFD
with two separate detectors on the same motor. That work was expanded to build
a machine with several removable CTMFDs that all spin together in one enclosure.
Constructing this demonstrated the concept of a CTMFD based spectrometer that
could be used to measure a variety of samples at once, or be used to assay the same
sample at many Pneg states at once. This idea greatly expands the flexibility of the
CTMFD as a spectrometer. A basic concept prototype MAC-TMFD was built as
part of this dissertation. It has been designed and constructed and was demonstrated
for proof-of-principle. Further engineering and development of this system is required
to make it ready for field application.
CTMFD Capability Experimentation and Environment Testing: As part
of this dissertation, exploratory work was done with field deployment in mind. Work
was done to see how the CTMFD would function in a variety of conditions in ad-
dition to new capabilities being demonstrated. A variety of fluid properties were
investigated and organized to provide options for application based needs. An inves-
tigation was done to predict the operation of a large panel of CTMFDs to detect the
presence of SNM. Testing was done to show rudimentary neutron dose calibration of
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the CTMFD. The CTMFD was tested in extreme environments of temperature and
radiation, to evaluate performance. With access to an epithermal neutron source, the
CTMFD was calibrated to detect 10B capture reactions of low energy neutrons. Also
performed were additional measurements of mixtures of α emitting isotopes, as well
as additional isotope calibrations. A procedure was developed to convert actinide
bearing acetone samples to a new CTMFD working fluid (DFP) with greater sensi-
tivity. Also demonstrated was the ability to detect fission events within the CTMFD
without being sensitive to neutrons or α particles.
In addition to demonstration of new capabilities, the CTMFD was also shown to
have exceptional resistance to interference from β and γ particles. Experiments were
performed with higher intensity and energy β/γ particles to further demonstrate the
ability to detect weak neutron or α particle signature in an extreme β/γ radiation
environment.
Predictions of CTMFD Utility in SNF Reprocessing Facilities: The in-
tended purpose of expansion of CTMFD capabilities and improvement of CTMFD
hardware has been to propose ways in which the CTMFD might be used in a SNF
reprocessing facility. Simulation work has been done to predict what radiation sig-
natures would likely be available at various locations within a reprocessing facility.
Results of these simulations along with supporting experiment results have been used
to predict what signatures the CTMFD would likely be able to detect at various
stages of the UREX or PUREX process. With some assumptions made, a framework
was put together to identify and quantify a variety of actinides in SNF streams using
a mixture of techniques involving the CTMFD. Also discussed was how the CTMFD
is likely to function in some of the extreme radiation environments that occur in a
reprocessing facility.
Contributions to Science of CTMFD Operation: There have been several
contributions to the science of CTMFDs resulting from this project. First, new dis-
coveries were made in the area of cavitation prevention using precompression. The
method for cavitation prevention involves temporary compression of the CTMFD
glassware from inside and out using a pressure vessel and is detailed elsewhere [53].
The method for cavitation prevention in CTMFDs was previously demonstrated [10]
to lessen false positive detection in the CTMFD but was performed at an arbitrary
pressure and not tested for longevity. As a part of this work, the precompression
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process was quantified showing that a desired fluid tension could be achieved with
equivalent but temporary pre-applied positive pressure [53]. Also shown was the
longevity of the precompression pretreatment as an experiment was conducted over
90 days showing maintained resistance to cavitation [53].
Also, discovered as part of this dissertation was the effect of temperature change
on CTMFD sensitivity and operation. Four fluids were tested for temperature effects
and maximum operating temperature range, Section 5.5. Resulting from this work
was preliminary quantification of the temperature effect on CTMFD sensitivity and
demonstration that a CTMFD can be made to operate from -40oC to 70oC. Later,
the CTMFD software was adapted along with a temperature sensor to compensate
for the thermal expansion of the CTMFD fluid to help maintain the desired Pneg.
Additionally as part of this dissertation, blindness to β radiation was explored
and demonstrated. The theoretical explanation for β blindness involved the energy
deposition rate comparison of β particles to other recoil ions, Section 6.4. In addition
to theoretical explanation, experimentation was performed to demonstrate the ability
of the CTMFD to ignore β particles. Experiments were done with two different β
emitting isotopes (32P and 24Na) in several concentrations to thoroughly demonstrate
the ability to ignore β radiation in the CTMFD which is essential to measurement of
actinides in SNF.
Lastly, a previously untested property of CTMFD fluids was tested as part of this
dissertation. Previously, the effect of high dose photon radiation was unknown for
the CTMFD fluids. This knowledge was needed to effectively say that a CTMFD can
operate in the extreme radiation environments found in SNF reprocessing facilities.
Section 5.6 details the experiments performed to quantify the dose threshold for
temporary and lasting effects on the CTMFD. It was found that while eventually
gamma dose, exceeding ~15,000 Rad, can cause the CTMFD fluid to spontaneously
nucleate, this can be remedied with repeated cavitation. The CTMFD fluid would
tend to recover to some varying extent depending on the dose received. This implies
that there is some dose rate below which the CTMFD could operate and resist the
radiation dose effects. The precise dose rate has not been determined yet but, the
evidence collected suggests the ability to operate in the in presence of SNF even at
the front end.
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9.2 Completion of Dissertation Objectives
There were five primary objectives of this dissertation.
1. Develop Diverse CTMFD Prototypes
2. Investigate New Detection Fluids and Needed Properties
3. Advance CTMFD General Neutron Detection Capabilities and Applications
4. Advance CTMFD Actinide Detection Capabilities
5. Propose Application Architectures of CTMFDs for On-site Actinide Monitoring
during SNF Reprocessing
Develop Diverse CTMFD Prototypes: Some of the desired properties of di-
versified detectors include automation, false positive prevention, particle rejection,
portability, and the ability of measure multiple samples at once. New versions of the
CTMFD were built to address these needs. All of the new CTMFDs are fully auto-
mated and operational, with the exception of the MAC-TMFD. False positive preven-
tion is accomplished by proper cleaning of hardware, preparation by precompression,
and by the creation of the fully sealed detectors that do not require preparation before
use. Particle rejection has been demonstrated on several occasions with the tabletop
CTMFD being exposed to, and remaining blind to, intense γ and β environments
without being affected. Portability has been improved with the fully hand portable
version, along with the tabletop detector which is also reasonably portable.
Investigate New Detection Fluids and Needed Properties: Some of the de-
sired properties for a CTMFD detection fluid include detection sensitivity, low tension
threshold, low cost, temperature stability, high density, and safety. As part of this
dissertation these properties have been investigated and fluid options proposed de-
pending on which properties are needed for specific applications. There has not been
a fluid found that absolutely addresses all of these needs but practically feasible fluid
options have been presented that will work under the range of field conditions.
Advance CTMFD General Neutron Detection Capabilities and Applica-
tions: There are many ways in which the CTMFD has been advanced to enhance
neutron detection. First, the neutron detection efficiency has been increased, with
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the use of fluids like DFP and PFO, and predictions made for larger systems yet
to be constructed. It was demonstrated that the CTMFD can perform rudimentary
neutron dose measurements. The effects of extreme temperature and radiation on the
operation of the CTMFD and neutron detection were tested. Additional demonstra-
tions of γ blindness were performed. Ways were predicted in which neutron detection
in CTMFDs might be used in a SNF reprocessing facility.
Advance CTMFD Actinide Detection Capabilities: There are many ways in
which the CTMFD has been advanced to improve actinide detection. Mixtures of
actinides were measured by α decay and the method assessed for practicality. Detec-
tion of fission events within the CTMFD was demonstrated as well as discrimination
from α decay. Methods for using neutron signatures in addition to α and fission were
proposed in order to get a more complete picture of most of the major actinides
present. Some of the effects of how the chemical makeup of the measured samples
would affect detection were investigated. Also, blindness to SNF relevant β particles
was thoroughly demonstrated.
Propose Application Architectures of CTMFDs for on site actinide moni-
toring during SNF Reprocessing: Perhaps the most important objective of this
dissertation was the proposal of an architecture for TMFD based actinide monitoring
in a SNF reprocessing facility. This was accomplished by first simulating and orga-
nizing CTMFD detectable SNF signatures at various locations in a SNF reprocessing
facility. Next, actinide signatures which dominate various situations in SNF repro-
cessing streams were identified. Lastly, a more advanced algorithm for conducting
qualitative and quantitative analyses of the actinides present in SNF was developed.
Also addressed were the measurable signatures on the front end of the SNF reprocess-
ing process. The majority of the work was focused on the UREX process. However
analysis of how the CTMFD might be used for PUREX was included as well.
Conclusion: Overall, I believe that the desired goals of this dissertation have been
properly addressed and accomplished. There has been substantial improvement in
the field readiness of the CTMFD, new capabilities developed, and new ideas for
application. It is my hope that the CTMFD will one day be able to contribute to the
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DETECTION HARDWARE SOURCE CODE







int cal1loc = 0;
int cal2loc = 5;
int cal3loc = 9;
int diameterloc = 13;
int pnegloc = 17;
int densityloc = 21;
int thresholdloc = 25;
int fluidloc = 29;
int speedpinloc = 33;
int bubblepinloc = 37;
int acediameterloc = 41;
int pfodiameterloc = 45;
int restarttimeloc = 49;
int otherfluiddiameterloc = 53;
int acedensityloc = 57;
int pfodensityloc = 61;








float rps = 0.0;
int finish = 0;
float runtime = 0;
int run = 0;
int cavs = 0;
float totaltime = 0;
float wait = totaltime / float(cavs);
float error = wait*sqrt(float(cavs))/float(cavs);
int start = 0;
int slow = 0;
float desiredspeed = 0;
unsigned long stoptime = 0;
unsigned long looptime = millis();




int automation = 0;
float lasttottime = 0;


















byte uptospeed = 0;
float pneg = -1.0;
int bubblesignal = 0;
int bubblethreshold;
float stopruntime = 60.0;
float restarttimer = 0.0;
float timerdisplay = 0.0;
float restarttime = 0.0;
int fluid;
int targetduty;
float startper = 1.0;
int autospeed = 1;
unsigned long speedcorrecttimer = millis();
int dutycorrection = 0;
float dose = 0;
float doseerror = 0;
float temparray[] = { 0.0, 0.0, 0.0};
int sensorAddress = 0x91 >> 1; // From datasheet sensor address is 0x91 (145)
// shift the address 1 bit right, the Wire library only needs the 7
// most significant bits for the address
byte msb;
byte lsb;
int tempcontrol = 0;
int dimtime = 255;
uint8_t sensor1 = 0x40; // I2C address of TMP006, ...
// can be 0x40-0x47 (address 64-71)
uint16_t samples = TMP006_CFG_8SAMPLE; // # of samples per reading, ...
// can be 1/2/4/8/16
//SoftwareSerial mySerial( 5, 3); // RX, TX
byte Program = 64; // See below for more details, ...
// but this sets the DAC register to receive new data
byte Device = 96; // This hardwired into the IC and the BoB, ...
// in other words, it is a given. (96 =0x60)
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long int temptimer = millis();
float startIRtemp = 0;
float startINtemp = 0;
float startOUTtemp = 0;






//Wire.begin(112); // join i2c bus (address optional for master, 0x70)
//Wire.onRequest(requestEvent); // respond to request from UNO ...
// with function requestEvent
pinMode(speedinpin1,INPUT); // speed measurement pin
pinMode(speedinpin2,INPUT); // speed measurement pin
pinMode(speedlightpin1,OUTPUT); // speed light control pin
pinMode(speedlightpin2,OUTPUT); // speed light control pin
pinMode(bubbleinpin1,INPUT); // bubble measurement pin
pinMode(bubbleinpin2,INPUT); // bubble measurement pin
pinMode(bubblelightpin1,OUTPUT); // bubble light control pin







































targetrps = pneg2speed(targetpneg, diameter, density);
targetduty = speed2duty(targetrps);
speedinpin = romread(speedpinloc);
if (speedinpin == speedinpin1) digitalWrite(speedlightpin1,HIGH);
if (speedinpin == speedinpin2) digitalWrite(speedlightpin2,HIGH);
bubbleinpin = romread(bubblepinloc);
if (bubbleinpin == bubbleinpin1) digitalWrite(bubblelightpin1,HIGH);
























































case 1003: // turns automation on
automation = 1;
break;


































































































while (Serial.available() > 0)
{
command = Serial.parseFloat();
if(command < 15.0 && command > 5.0 )
{
diameter = command;
if(fluid == 1) romwrite(diameter,pfodiameterloc);
if(fluid == 2) romwrite(diameter,acediameterloc);
if(fluid == 3) romwrite(diameter,otherfluiddiameterloc);
romwrite(diameter,diameterloc);







while (Serial.available() > 0)
{
command = Serial.parseInt();
























































while (Serial.available() > 0)
{
command = Serial.parseFloat();
if(command > 100 && command < 3000 )
{
density = command;
if(fluid == 1) romwrite(density,pfodensityloc);
if(fluid == 2) romwrite(density,acedensityloc);
if(fluid == 3) romwrite(density,otherfluiddensityloc);
romwrite(density,densityloc);











if((millis() - looptime) > 100)
{

















if(autospeed) // automatic speed adjustment
{
if((abs(pneg - targetpneg) > 0.1) && (pneg > 0) && abs(millis()- speedcorrect-
timer) > 5000)
{
if(pneg > targetpneg) duty;





else if((abs(pneg - targetpneg) < 0.1) && (pneg > 0))
{













if(start ==1 && finish ==0)
{






















































if((automation > 0) && (start == 0))
{






timerdisplay = abs((float(millis())/1000.0) - restarttimer);


















else { timerdisplay = 0.0;}
















































































dimtime = 255 - duty;
//dimtime = map(dimtime, 0, 255, 0, 1023);
//Wire.write(byte(255));




























output = *( (float*)(byte_array) );
return output;
}






float speed2pneg(float freq, float diameter, float rho)
{





























float temp = 150;
int zeros = 0;
int badread = 0;










if (temp == 0) zeros++;
}
zeros = 0;
avgspeed = avgspeed + temp;
}
avgspeed = avgspeed / float(averages);





float readinspeed = 0;
float starttime = 0;
float endtime = 0;
float duration = 0;
int lightvalue;
float frequency = 0;
lightvalue = digitalRead(speedinpin);
starttime = micros();
if (lightvalue == LOW)
{
while (lightvalue == LOW && (micros() - starttime) < 33333)
{lightvalue = digitalRead(speedinpin);}
}
if (lightvalue == HIGH)
{
while (lightvalue == HIGH && (micros() - starttime) < 33333)
{lightvalue = digitalRead(speedinpin);}
starttime = micros();
while (lightvalue == LOW && (micros() - starttime) < 33333)
{lightvalue = digitalRead(speedinpin);}




duration = endtime - starttime;
duration = duration*(float (1e-6));
if (duration > 0.03333) frequency = 0;













float time2doseerror(int counts, float waittime)
{






waiterror = waiterror / float(5547);















float object_temp = readObjTempC(sensor1);
float sensor_temp = readDieTempC(sensor1);
int temperature;
float outtemp;
// step 1: request reading from outlet sensor
Wire.requestFrom(sensorAddress,2);
if (2 <= Wire.available()) // if two bytes were received
{
msb = Wire.read(); // receive high byte (full degrees)
lsb = Wire.read(); // receive low byte (fraction degrees)
temperature = ((msb) << 4); // MSB





















































float S0[5] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
float S1[3] = {0, 0, 0};
for (int j=0; j<5; j++){
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float S00 = S0[0];
float S10 = S0[1];
float S20 = S0[2];
float S30 = S0[3];
float S40 = S0[4];
for (int j=0; j<3; j++){




float S01 = S1[0];
float S11 = S1[1];
















a = (S01*S10*S30 - S11*S00*S30 - S01*square(S20) + S11*S10*S20 + S21*S00*S20
- S21*square(S10)) /(S00*S20*S40 - square(S10)*S40 - S00*square(S30) + 2*S10*S20*S30
- pow(S20,3));
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b = (S11*S00*S40 - S01*S10*S40 + S01*S20*S30 - S21*S00*S30 - S11*square(S20)
+ S21*S10*S20) / (S00*S20*S40 - square(S10)*S40 - S00*square(S30) + 2*S10*S20*S30
- pow(S20,3));
c = (S01*S20*S40 - S11*S10*S40 - S01*square(S30) + S11*S20*S30 + S21*S10*S30











INPUT DECKS FOR SIMULATIONS
B.1 MCNP Input Decks
B.1.1 Simulation of CTMFD neutron detection from 0.5 year cooled
spent fuel assembly
PWR Fuel assembly (0.5 yr decay) neutrons
c CTMFD 13cc DFP at 100 cm from assembly
c cell cards
1 1 -3.798496 -1
10 4 -1.6 -10
11 5 -2.23 -11 10
12 7 -1.18 -13 12
14 7 -1.18 -14
15 7 -1.18 -15
998 0 -999 #1 #10#11#12#14#15
999 0 999
c surface cards
1 rpp -10.71 10.71 -182.88 $homogenized fuel assembly (UO2 and Clad)
182.88 -10.71 10.71
c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
10 s -100 0 0 1.45 $ fluid
11 s -100 0 0 1.55 $ Glass
12 rcc -100 0 -6.46 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -100 0 -6.46 0 0 12.7 10.75
14 rcc -100 0 6.24 0 0 0.8 10.75









c homogenized PWR asembly (density 3.798496 g/cc)
m1 8016. -0.12734
24000. -0.00016324 26000. -0.00032648 40000. -0.16076
50000. -0.0022849 92234. -0.00011278 92235. -0.0053469
92236. -0.0028541 92238. -0.69314 93237. -0.00031353
94238. -0.00011153 94239. -0.004001 94240. -0.0016932
94241. -0.00097583 94242. -0.00040157 95241. -5.518e-005
95243. -8.7524e-005 96242. -4.418e-006 96244. -2.4532e-005
96245. -9.2664e-007
C DECAFLUOROPENTANE(density = 1.6 g/cm3) $
m4 1001 2 $ H
6000 5 $ C-nat
9019 10 $ F-19
c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
imp:n 1 6r 0 $ 1, 999
sdef erg=d1 X=d2 Y=d3 Z=d4











C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*neutrons 277462502)
fm14 -3543196155 4 -3
f15:n 25 0 0 5
f25:n 50 0 0 5
f35:n 75 0 0 5
f45:n 100 0 0 5
f55:n 125 0 0 5
f65:n 150 0 0 5
f75:n 175 0 0 5
f85:n 200 0 0 5
f95:n 225 0 0 5
f105:n 250 0 0 5
f115:n 275 0 0 5
f125:n 300 0 0 5
f135:n 400 0 0 5
f145:n 500 0 0 5

















B.1.2 Simulation of TAMU NSC dry cell with Lanthanum source induc-
ing fission in UN
C simulation of lanthanum source in water 5cm from dry cell window
c source of La-140 in water to generate photoneutrons
c CTMFD bulb with 4.2 g UN in fluid inside dry cell 10 cm from window
c added 0.1 cm quartz outside of detector fluid.
c lanthanum slab distributed source at 5cm from cell window
c cell cards
1 1 -1 -100 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 11 31 40 #12 14 15
2 2 -2.3 -1 2 #3 #4 #5 -100 11 40 #12 14 15
3 3 -2.6989 (21 -22 2 -4 -26 -28 ):(23 -24 2 -4 -26 -28 ):
(25 -26 2 -4 -22 -24 ):(27 -28 2 -4 -22 -24 )
4 3 -2.6989 3 -4 -21 -23 -25 -27
5 0 -21 -23 -25 -27 -3 2 11 40 #12 14 15
10 4 -1 -10
11 8 -2.65 -11 10
12 7 -1.18 -13 12
14 7 -1.18 -14
15 7 -1.18 -15
30 6 -6.162 -30
31 3 -2.6989 -31 30
40 3 -2.6989 -40







c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
10 s -15 0 -19.73 1.45 $ fluid
11 s -15 0 -19.73 1.55 $ Glass
12 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 12.7 10.75
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14 rcc -15 0 -13.49 0 0 0.8 10.75
15 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 0.635 10.1
c diagonal plates to hold window
21 p 1 0 2.3333 71.12 $top in
22 p 1 0 2.3333 74.4042 $top out
23 p 1 0 -2.3333 71.12 $bottom in
24 p 1 0 -2.3333 74.4042 $bottom out
25 p 1 2.3333 0 71.12 $+y inside
26 p 1 2.3333 0 74.4042 $+y outside
27 p 1 -2.3333 0 71.12 $-y inside
28 p 1 -2.3333 0 74.4042 $-y outside
c Lanthanum plate
30 rpp 5 7.54 -19.05 19.05 -30 -4.6 $ Lanthanum plate
31 rpp 4.7 7.84 -19.35 19.35 -30.3 -4.3 $ Aluminum cover
c shelf for holding equipment








c Water (density 1.0)
m1 1001. 0.66659
1002.24u 0.0076667 8016. 0.33252 8017. 0.00012667
8018. 0.00068333
c Concrete, Regular (density 2.3)
m2 1001. 0.168038
8016. 0.563183 11023. 0.021365 13027. 0.021343
14000. 0.203231 20000. 0.018595 26000. 0.004246
c Aluminum (density 2.6989)
m3 13027. 1
c Detector fluid (82.5% ACE 17.5% UN by atoms) (density = 1.12)
m4 6000. 0.1859459
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1001. 0.5291284 1002. 7.93812e-005 8016. 0.244933
8017. 9.32966e-005 8018. 0.000491035 7014. 0.02612337
7015. 9.59628e-005 92234. 9.17677e-007 92235. 6.0724e-005
92238. 0.01304885
c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c Lanthanum Metal (6.162 g/cc)
m6 57138. 0.000902
57139. 0.999098
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
c quartz (2.65 g/cc)





imp:n 1 13r 0
imp:p 1 13r 0
cut:p j 2.2246
phys:p j j j -1
C source def























f5:n -30 0 0 5
f15:n -15 0 0 5
f25:n -10 0 0 5
f35:n -5 0 0 5
f4:n 10
f14:n 10
C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*750Ci*0.045179(gamma-frac)*3.7e10/100)
fm14 -160099692825 4 -6
e0 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
B.1.3 Simulation of TAMUNSC dry cell with Lanthanum source creating
neutrons detected by TMB in CTMFD
C simulation of lanthanum source in water 5cm from dry cell window
c source of La-140 in water to generate photoneutrons
c CTMFD bulb with TMB in fluid inside dry cell 10 cm from window
c added 0.1 cm quartz outside of detector fluid.
c lanthanum slab distributed source at 5cm from cell window
c cell cards
1 1 -1 -100 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #10 #11 31 40 #12 14 15
2 2 -2.3 -1 2 #3 #4 #5 -100 #10 #11 40 #12 14 15
3 3 -2.6989 (21 -22 2 -4 -26 -28 ):(23 -24 2 -4 -26 -28 ):
(25 -26 2 -4 -22 -24 ):(27 -28 2 -4 -22 -24 )
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4 3 -2.6989 3 -4 -21 -23 -25 -27
5 0 -21 -23 -25 -27 -3 2 #10 #11 40 #12 14 15
10 4 -1.462 (-57 -55 56 ):(-51 -56 ):(-52 55 )
11 8 -2.65 (-58 57 -55 56 ):(-53 51 -56 ):(-54 52 55 )
12 7 -1.18 -13 12
14 7 -1.18 -14
15 7 -1.18 -15
30 6 -6.162 -30
31 3 -2.6989 -31 30
40 3 -2.6989 -40







c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
12 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 12.7 10.75
14 rcc -15 0 -13.49 0 0 0.8 10.75
15 rcc -15 0 -26.19 0 0 0.635 10.1
51 s -15 0 -20.88 0.665 $ bulb 51-58
52 s -15 0 -18.58 0.665
53 s -15 0 -20.88 0.815
54 s -15 0 -18.58 0.815
55 pz -18.58
56 pz -20.88
57 c/z -15 0 0.665
58 c/z -15 0 0.815
c diagonal plates to hold window
21 p 1 0 2.3333 71.12 $top in
22 p 1 0 2.3333 74.4042 $top out
23 p 1 0 -2.3333 71.12 $bottom in
24 p 1 0 -2.3333 74.4042 $bottom out
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25 p 1 2.3333 0 71.12 $+y inside
26 p 1 2.3333 0 74.4042 $+y outside
27 p 1 -2.3333 0 71.12 $-y inside
28 p 1 -2.3333 0 74.4042 $-y outside
c Lanthanum plate
30 rpp 5 7.54 -19.05 19.05 -30 -4.6 $ Lanthanum plate
31 rpp 4.7 7.84 -19.35 19.35 -30.3 -4.3 $ Aluminum cover
c shelf for holding equipment







c Water (density 1.0)
m1 1001. 0.66659
1002.24u 0.076667 8016. 0.33252 8017. 0.00012667
8018. 0.00068333
c Concrete, Regular (density 2.3)
m2 1001. 0.168038
8016. 0.563183 11023. 0.021365 13027. 0.021343
14000. 0.203231 20000. 0.018595 26000. 0.004246
c Aluminum (density 2.6989)
m3 13027. 1











c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c Lanthanum Metal (6.162 g/cc)
m6 57138. 0.000902
57139. 0.999098
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
c quartz (2.65 g/cc)





imp:n 1 13r 0
imp:p 1 13r 0
cut:p j 2.2246
phys:p j j j -1
C source def























f5:n -30 0 0 5
f15:n -15 0 0 5
f25:n -10 0 0 5
f35:n -5 0 0 5
f4:n 10
f14:n 10
C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*750Ci*0.045179(gamma-frac)*3.7e10/1000)
fm14 -160099692825 4 107
e0 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
B.1.4 Simulation of Sb-Be source created in PUR-1 being detected by
CTMFD with 4.2 g UN
C simulation of activated Antimony mixed with Be
C Cell cards
1 1 -4.2735 -1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
2 0 -2 1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
10 4 -1 -10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
11 5 -2.23 -11 10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
12 7 -1.18 -13 12 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
14 7 -1.18 -14 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
15 7 -1.18 -15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
998 0 -999 2 #10 #11 #12 #14 #15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
999 0 999 imp:n 0 imp:p 0
C surface cards
1 rcc 0 0 0 0 0 7.448 1
2 sz 3.724 4
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c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
10 s -15 0 3.724 1.45 $ fluid
11 s -15 0 3.724 1.55 $ Glass
12 rcc -15 0 -2.736 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -15 0 -2.736 0 0 12.7 10.75
14 rcc -15 0 9.964 0 0 0.8 10.75





phys:p j j j -1
nps 2e9
C material cards




c Detector fluid (82.5% ACE 17.5% UN by atoms) (density = 1.12)
m4 6000. 0.1859459
1001. 0.5291284 1002. 7.93812e-005 8016. 0.244933
8017. 9.32966e-005 8018. 0.000491035 7014. 0.02612337
7015. 9.59628e-005 92234. 9.17677e-007 92235. 6.0724e-005
92238. 0.01304885
c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c Lanthanum Metal (6.162 g/cc)
m6 57138. 0.000902
57139. 0.999098
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
c quartz (2.65 g/cc)
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m8 14000. 1 8016. 2
C source definition
sdef pos 0 0 0.001 axs 0 0 1 rad d1 ext d2 erg d3 par n
si1 0 0.999
si2 0 7.436
si3 l 0.017 0.067 0.117 0.1669 0.2169 0.2669 0.3169
0.3668 0.4168 0.4668 0.5168 0.5668 0.6167
sp3 9.51E-01 2.28E-03 4.38E-04 7.80E-04 4.48E-02




e4 1.66 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3







C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*575.27 (neutron output))
fm14 -7346.26 4 -6
e0 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
2.2 2.23 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
B.1.5 Simulation of La2O3−D2O source created in PUR-1 being detected
by CTMFD with 4.2 g UN
C simulation of activated Lathanum oxide inside heavy water
C Cell cards
1 1 -6.51 -1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
2 2 -1.11 -2 1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
3 0 -3 2 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
10 4 -1 -10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
11 5 -2.23 -11 10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
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12 7 -1.18 -13 12 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
14 7 -1.18 -14 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
15 7 -1.18 -15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
998 0 -999 3 #10 #11 #12 #14 #15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
999 0 999 imp:n 0 imp:p 0
C surface cards
1 rcc 0 0 0 0 0 4.89 1
2 rcc 0 0 -1 0 0 6.89 2.31
3 sz 2.445 4.25
c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
10 s -15.25 0 2.5465 1.45 $ fluid
11 s -15.25 0 2.5465 1.55 $ Glass
12 rcc -15.25 0 -3.9135 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -15.25 0 -3.9135 0 0 12.7 10.75
14 rcc -15.25 0 8.7865 0 0 0.8 10.75





phys:p j j j -1
nps 2e9
C material cards
C La2O3 ( 6.51 g/cc )
m1 57139. 2 8016. 3
C heavy water (1.11 g/cc)
m2 1002.24u 0.66666 8016.24u 0.33334
c Detector fluid (82.5% ACE 17.5% UN by atoms) (density = 1.12)
m4 6000. 0.1859459
1001. 0.5291284 1002. 7.93812e-005 8016. 0.244933
8017. 9.32966e-005 8018. 0.000491035 7014. 0.02612337
7015. 9.59628e-005 92234. 9.17677e-007 92235. 6.0724e-005
92238. 0.01304885
c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
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5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c Lanthanum Metal (6.162 g/cc)
m6 57138. 0.000902
57139. 0.999098
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
c quartz (2.65 g/cc)
m8 14000. 1 8016. 2
C source definition






















e4 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
e1 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
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2.2 2.23 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
f14:n 10
f24:n 10
C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*22537563 (gamma output))
fm14 -287804679 4 -6
e24 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
2.2 2.23 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
B.1.6 Simulation of LaCl3−D2O source created in PUR-1 being detected
by CTMFD with 4.2 g UN
C simulation of activated Lathanum chloride inside heavy water
C Cell cards
1 1 -2.11 -1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
2 0 -2 1 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
10 4 -1 -10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
11 5 -2.23 -11 10 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
12 7 -1.18 -13 12 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
14 7 -1.18 -14 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
15 7 -1.18 -15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
998 0 -999 2 #10 #11 #12 #14 #15 imp:n 1 imp:p 1
999 0 999 imp:n 0 imp:p 0
C surface cards
1 rcc 0 0 0 0 0 5.093 2.5
2 sz 2.5465 4
c CTMFD fluid and glass and enclosure
10 s -15 0 2.5465 1.45 $ fluid
11 s -15 0 2.5465 1.55 $ Glass
12 rcc -15 0 -3.9135 0 0 12.7 10.1
13 rcc -15 0 -3.9135 0 0 12.7 10.75
14 rcc -15 0 8.7865 0 0 0.8 10.75






phys:p j j j -1
nps 2e9
C material cards







c Detector fluid (82.5% ACE 17.5% UN by atoms) (density = 1.12)
m4 6000. 0.1859459
1001. 0.5291284 1002. 7.93812e-005 8016. 0.244933
8017. 9.32966e-005 8018. 0.000491035 7014. 0.02612337
7015. 9.59628e-005 92234. 9.17677e-007 92235. 6.0724e-005
92238. 0.01304885
c Borosilcate glass (rho=2.23)
m5 5010. 0.014019
5011. 0.05643 8016. 0.641095 11023. 0.023311
13027. 0.008204 14000. 0.255327 19000. 0.001615
c Lanthanum Metal (6.162 g/cc)
m6 57138. 0.000902
57139. 0.999098
c plexiglass (1.18 g/cc)
m7 12000. 0.03549
8016. 0.05678 1001. 0.0142
c quartz (2.65 g/cc)
m8 14000. 1 8016. 2
C source definition

























C correct Fm (12.77(vol)*9886621 (gamma output))
fm14 -126252150 4 -6
e4 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
e1 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
2.2 2.23 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
e24 1e-8 1e-7 1e-6 1e-5 1e-4 1e-3 1e-2 1e-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
2.2 2.23 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3
B.2 ORIGEN-S Input Decks
B.2.1 3% Enriched PWR W17X17 30MW 1100 days
0$$ a4 33 a11 71 e t
w17x17
3$$ 33 a3 1 44 a16 2 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
293
56$$ 10 10 a6 3 a10 0 a13 4 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 1e-05 0.5 e t
Case 1
1 MTU
58** 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
60** 55 110 165 220 275 330 385 440 495 550
66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e
73$$ 922340 922350 922360 922380
74** 267 30000 138 969595
75$$ 2 2 2 2
t
w17x17
3$$ 33 a3 2 44 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 10 10 a10 10 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 550 a3 1e-05 0.5 e t
Case 2
1 MTU
58** 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
60** 605 660 715 770 825 880 935 990 1045 1100
66$$ a1 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54$$ a8 1 a11 0 e
56$$ a2 10 a6 1 a10 10 a14 5 a15 3 a17 2 e




60** 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 0.5 1 3 5 15 30
61** f0.05
65$$
'Gram-Atoms Grams Curies Watts-All Watts-Gamma
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z 6z
81$$ a7 200 e
294
84**
2.0000000e+07 8.1873000e+06 6.4340000e+06 4.8000000e+06
3.0000000e+06 2.4790000e+06 2.3540000e+06 1.8500000e+06 1.4000000e+06
9.0000000e+05 4.0000000e+05 1.0000000e+05 2.5000000e+04 1.7000000e+04
3.0000000e+03 5.5000000e+02 1.0000000e+02 3.0000000e+01 1.0000000e+01
8.1000000e+00 6.0000000e+00 4.7500000e+00 3.0000000e+00 1.7700000e+00
1.0000000e+00 6.2500000e-01 4.0000000e-01 3.7500000e-01 3.5000000e-01
3.2500000e-01 2.7500000e-01 2.5000000e-01 2.2500000e-01 2.0000000e-01
1.5000000e-01 1.0000000e-01 7.0000000e-02 5.0000000e-02 4.0000000e-02
3.0000000e-02 2.5300000e-02 1.0000000e-02 7.5000000e-03 3.0000000e-03
1.0000000e-05 e
t
56$$ 0 0 a10 5 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 6 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 7 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 8 e t
56$$ 0 0 a10 9 e t




ORIGEN-S EXAMPLES OF DOMINANT ACTINIDE
SIGNATURES
Assembled here are examples of the plots used to create Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.
There is one plot for each isotope that was found to have an example of a dominant
or mixed signature. They are listed in order of atomic number and mass.
Figure C.1. 228Th Significant Signature Example
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Figure C.2. 234U Significant Signature Example
Figure C.3. 235U Significant Signature Example
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Figure C.4. 238U Significant Signature Example
Figure C.5. 238Pu Significant Signature Example
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Figure C.6. 239Pu Significant Signature Example
Figure C.7. 240Pu Significant Signature Example
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Figure C.8. 241Am Significant Signature Example
Figure C.9. 242mAm Significant Signature Example
300
Figure C.10. 242Cm Significant Signature Example
Figure C.11. 244Cm Significant Signature Example
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Figure C.12. 250Cf and 252Cf Significant Signature Example
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APPENDIX D
REPORT BY J. A. WEBSTER ON EXPERIMENTS
CONDUCTED AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NUCLEAR
SCIENCE CENTER DURING 7/2015 AND 2/2016
This appendix includes the trip report of J. A. Webster, and is reproduced as prepared
earlier for the record without further edits.
A variety of experiments were conducted at Texas A&M's Nuclear Science Center.
The purpose of these experiments was to characterize aspects of the CTMFD with
new sources of radiation not accessible at Purdue. These sources included a Sb-Be
low energy neutron source, an activated Lanthanum source, a TRIGA reactor, and
isotopes created in the reactor. One unique attribute of this facility that was used for
these experiments was the dry cell which is an open room at the end of the reactor
pool. The dry cell allows experiments to be placed in close proximity to extreme
sources of radiation that could not be used in open air for safety reasons. The ex-
periments conducted were calibration of thermal neutron detection in the CTMFD,
demonstrating blindness to β particles in the CTMFD, demonstrating γ particle re-
jection in an extreme environment, and observing the effect of large radiation doses
to the CTMFD electronics and fluid. This work was done over two trips to the fa-
cility. The experiments performed on the first trip were working withe the Sb-Be
source, activating Sodium for β blindness testing, and exposure to the Lanthanum
source. The intensity of the Sb-Be source was unknown so a lot of time was spent
finding a measurable distance and the result were not as conclusive as desired. The
activated sodium experiment went well but could have run longer and needed to be
repeated for confirmation. The lanthanum experiment did not conclude much due
to hardware failure. The first trip largely resulted in gaining an understanding for
facility resources and briefly working with various sources. The first trip had quite
a lot of unanswered questions but gave the knowledge needed to perform much more
work on the second trip.
Given a substantial amount of time before the second trip, a great deal of prepa-
ration work was done to first alleviate the problems experienced and to make better
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predictions of the outcomes. First accomplished was a better performed demonstra-
tion of β blindness in which a solution of ~175,000 Bq being effectively ignored. Next,
the CTMFD filled with a borated solution was calibrated for thermal neutrons detec-
tion. This calibration went as expected. Lastly, with a freshly charged Lanthanum
source, the CTMFD was exposed to high fluence photons to look for dose effects. The
electronics perform very well. The CTMFD with DFP was also able to effectively
ignore detection of 555 Ci worth of γ photons and instead only saw the small number
of neutrons generated from this source. The last test was looking at long term effects
of dose on the fluid itself. It was found that the fluid in the CTMFD began to degrade
as the dose to it reached a few hundred Rad. It was found later that there was a
contaminant in the DFP for that experiment and it actually took a few thousand Rad
to effectively disrupt the CTMFD fluid. Overall, a lot was learned on these two trips
and a few other areas of study opened as well.
D.1 Introduction
This report discusses a series of experiments conducted at Texas A&M University's
Nuclear Science Center and the required preliminary work. The Nuclear Science
Center (NSC) was of interest for CTMFD development because of the ability to
access several sources of radiation that are not available (or would be difficult to
achieve) at Purdue. The NSC offers many types of irradiation options within one
room and offered the opportunity to do some new field testing for the CTMFD and
help figure out some yet unknown attributes of its operation.
D.1.1 Facility Description
D.1.1.1 Facility Overview
The TAMU NSC was founded in the 1950s and is west of TAMU's campus. The
NSC consists of the reactor containment building shown in Figure D.1 and several
support labs and offices.
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Figure D.1. TAMU NSC Reactor Containment [54]
D.1.1.2 Available Resources
The NSC offers several source of radiation in addition to the reactor, some of
which will be described here.
Reactor TAMU's reactor is a 1 MW TRIGA open pool type, shown in Figure D.2,
with 70% enriched U-ZrH fuel. The flux in the core ranges from 1x1012−1.4x1013 n
cm2s
at 1MW and the gamma dose on the reactor face at 1 MW is ∼ 2x107Rad
hr
[54].
Figure D.2. TAMU TRIGA Reactor and Dry Cell [54]
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Reactor Dry Cell At the end of the reactor pool is a unique irradiation facility.
It is an open dry cell, shown in Figure D.2, with a window to the reactor pool. This
dry cell enables large equipment to be exposed to the high intensity radiation sources
within the reactor pool. Also, the reactor itself is on a rail system allowing it to be
rolled up to the window of the dry cell. This dry cell is where the majority of the
experiments for this report at the NSC were conduced.
Sb-Be Source The Sb-Be source is the reactor's start up source. It is a blended
mix of activated Antimony and Beryllium. The activated Antimony emits γ photons
above the (γ, n) threshold for Beryllium, which generates low energy neutrons. The
half life of the activated Antimony (124Sb) is 60.2 days [39] which means the source
needs to be occasionally re-activated. This occurs while the reactor is operating. This
source is normally housed in the corner of the reactor core but is removable and can
be moved over to the dry cell window.
Lanthanum Source An additional radiation source available at the NSC is acti-
vated Lanthanum. This source constitutes a thin Lanthanum plate that is activated
by the reactor. When activated 140La emits a variety of electrons and γ photons.
With a half life of 1.68 days[39], it can be activated fairly quickly (hours to tens of
hours) and can provide intense radiation dose for a full day's work.
D.1.2 Goals
Some of the goals of this study include:
 Use of low energy/thermal neutrons to determine detection threshold for (n, α)
reactions in a borated fluid
 Measurement of a sample of higher energy β decay than previously measured
to further demonstrate the ability to ignore β radiation while being sensitive to
α decay.
 Exposure to high intensityγ photon source to demonstrate additional γ insen-
sitivity in CTMFD
 Test the effect of high doses on the CTMFD electronics.
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D.2 Original Experiment Proposal For First Trip
Initially four types of experiments were proposed to be conducted at TAMU based
on the available sources of radiation, as indicated by the NSC director. The experi-
ment descriptions as proposed before making final arrangements are given below.
D.2.1 Exposure to Intense Lanthanum Source
This experiment would be used to further demonstrate the CTMFD's insensitivity
to gamma radiation. Operating the CTMFD next to a Lanthanum source would
result in exposure to higher energy and potentially higher intensity gamma fields than
have been done previously. This experiment would look to first show insensitivity to
gammas but also look for any potential effects of gamma radiation on the chemistry
of the detector fluid which might affect performance.
D.2.2 Exposure to Sb-Be Source
This experiment would be designed to accomplish three purposes. First, getting
access to a 23 keV neutron source would allow for detailed threshold measurements
for our borated fluids which we have not been able to do thus far. Secondly, this
source could be used to demonstrate two types of active detection scenarios. The
first active detection experiment would be placing some uranium within the CTMFD
liquid and measuring the amount of fissile material by detecting induced fissions and
ignoring other reactions. The second active interrogation experiment that could be
done is irradiation of a sample of fissile material and detection of the fission neutrons.
D.2.3 Reactor Dry Cell
This experiment would intend to study how the CTMFD operates when exposed
to an environment of very high gamma and neutron background. The CTMFD would
be operated within the reactor dry cell while the reactor is operating. This would be
used to simulate the ability to operate next to spent fuel assemblies. This test would
first be used to demonstrate if the CTMFD hardware, electronics, and operating fluid
are affected by this level of radiation exposure. Secondly, this could be used to show
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if exposure to low energy neutrons and high energy gammas cause chemical damage
to the CTMFD fluid that will eventually affect its performance.
D.2.4 Sodium Sample Activation
This experiment would involve introducing a small amount of a sodium bearing
compound into the CTMFD liquid for activation in the reactor. The purpose of this
experiment is to determine if high energy beta decay within the CTMFD will interfere
with the ability to detect alphas and neutrons. Beta particles by themselves do not
deposit energy in such a way to be detectable in the CTMFD but high energy Beta
particles in enough quantity and energy may induce some very rare secondary and
tertiary reactions which may affect the CTMFD. We would like to study this effect
to determine if it is of concern for testing SNF samples. Sodium when activated by
neutrons, releases Beta particles which seem to be a good analog for the radiation of
interest in SNF. This experiment would be conducted by placing a sodium compound
in solution with the CTMFD detection fluid in a vial and activating in the reactor.
The fluid would then be put into the CTMFD to look for a difference in detector
operation.
D.2.5 Adjustments to Experiment Plan After Communication with NSC
Staff
As planning of the trip occurred, the proposed list of experiments had to be
adjusted. Some of the reasons for adjustment included availability of resources, NSC
procedural requirements, NSC staff availability, and time constraints. Adjustments
to the original proposed experiments were made after communication with the NSC
staff.
D.2.5.1 Lanthanum Source Experiment
The only change to this experiment was finding out that the Lanthanum source
must be kept in the reactor pool. Exposure to this source is done by placing the
detector within the reactor dry cell and moving the Lanthanum source over to the
dry cell window while keeping it within the reactor pool.
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D.2.5.2 Sb-Be Source Experiment
Thermal Neutron Threshold Measurement As with the Lanthanum source, I
was informed that the Sb-Be source could not be removed from the reactor pool. The
same procedure adaptation as was done for the Lanthanum source would have to be
done for the Sb-Be as well.
Also, after discussion with NSC staff, I was informed that the intensity of the
Sb-Be source was unknown. Since the activity of the Antimony is increased when the
reactor is operated, predicting the Antimony activity via calculation would require
knowledge of the entire reactor power history, since the source was introduced, and
would require a very labor intensive activation and decay calculation, assuming the
needed documentation existed in sufficient detail.
Alternatively, the source could be measured to estimate intensity. This however
was not possible because the NSC staff had no procedure in place to do this. This
would involve using a detector that could measure either the gamma or neutron
signature independently of the other, knowledge of detector efficiency for the measured
signature, and estimates for the geometry effects of operating a the detector within
the dry cell with the source in the reactor pool. This was not practical to accomplish
in the time before conducting the experiment. As a result, threshold measurements
of thermal neutron sensitivity would have to be conducted somewhat blind. With the
thermal neutron intensity unknown, the source response would have to be measured in
the CTMFD at some arbitrary distance and then the source adjusted until conclusions
could be drawn.
Measurement of Fissile Material in CTMFD This experiment was put on hold
for two reasons. First, it was not possible a acquire the uranium to place within the
CTMFD on such short notice. Secondly, without knowledge of the intensity of the
Sb-Be source, this experiment would be very difficult to conduct. It was decided to
not conduct this experiment on this trip.
Neutron Measurement from Active Interrogation of SNM This experiment
was put on hold for two reasons. First the SNM samples were not located at the NSC
and permission to move them was not possible in the time before the experiment
days. Secondly, as with the other uranium experiment, not knowing the Sb-Be source
intensity would make it difficult to conduct this experiment. This experiment was
put on hold for the time being.
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D.2.5.3 Reactor Dry Cell Experiment
Since many of the goals of this experiment could be accomplished with the other
available sources, this experiment was put at the bottom of the priority list and would
only be done if there was sufficient time after the other experiments.
D.2.5.4 Sodium Activation Experiment
There were only a couple minor modifications to this experiment which did not
change the procedure much. First, only two sodium compounds were pre-approved
to be put into the reactor, Sodium Acetate and Sodium Carbonate. After some quick
tests it was determined that only Sodium Acetate could be dissolved into the CTMFD
working fluid, so this chemical was chosen.
Secondly, the liquid/salt mixture could not be made in advance. The reactor staff
indicated that most liquids could not be used in this core activation system because
the temperature within the sample would exceed the liquid's boiling point and risk
bursting the sample capsule in the core. Therefore, the salt would have to be activated
in the core and then mixed into the liquids. This was not a major setback.
D.3 Preliminary Work Conducted Before First Trip
Several experiments needed to be done at Purdue before the trip to TAMU, in-
cluding controls and measurements of new chemical combinations in the CTMFD.
D.3.1 DFP Controls with 252Cf Source
Before conducting tests with new chemical combinations it was necessary to do
control tests with just DFP to measure its response to a neutron source at a given
distance. The source used was our 252Cf . The detector was M7 which has a 3cc bulb.
The 252Cf source was placed 1m from the CTMFD bulb and the neutron response
measure at several pressures. The results are shown in Table D.1.
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Table D.1
Control 252Cf Measurement with DFP in M7 1m Away





*6.5 bar data was accidentally erased by software and can be repeated if needed
The other chemical mixtures will be tested under these same conditions to look
for sensitivity differences caused by chemical additives.
D.3.2 DFP 60Co Irradiation
One of the concerns about operating a CTMFD in an intense γ environment is
chemical change in the CTMFD fluid. Photon interactions within a fluid can break
chemical bonds and over time change the chemical makeup of a fluid. Previous expe-
rience has shown that some chemicals can drastically affect the CTMFD's radiation
sensitivity. It is mostly unknown which chemicals will affect DFP's ability to detect
radiation. A method to testing the long term effect of radiation exposure on the
detector fluid is irradiating the CTMFD working fluid. We have access to a 60Co γ
irradiator at Purdue. This irradiator was used to simulate long term exposure to high
radiation environments.
D.3.2.1 Control
Before the fluid irradiation occurred, a control was conducted by filling M7 with
DFP and taking an overnight background measurement. The results are shown in
Table D.2.
Table D.2
DFP Irradiation Control Background Measurement
pneg Runs Detections Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s
7 541 175 152.54 11.53
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D.3.2.2 Irradiation
The fluid used in the control background measurement was placed along with a
little extra fluid into a scintillation vial and was placed in the Cobalt irradiator for
~48 hours which resulted in a dose of ~6 kGy (600,000 Rad).
D.3.2.3 Overnight Background
The irradiated fluid was placed in the CTMFD and run overnight to measure
background again. Initially it looked as if the irradiation had made the detector
unusable as the first several runs would not get up to speed without cavitating. The
detector was thoroughly cleaned and the same result found after. The glassware was
then cleaned again and filled with non-irradiated DFP and a background taken. The
non-irradiated DFP showed normal operation. It was concluded that the irradiated
fluid was affecting the detector.
It was decided to let the irradiated fluid run overnight in the CTMFD and see
what happened. The running average wait time is shown in Figure D.3.
Figure D.3. DFP Background in M7 After 6 kGy Irradiation
Shown in Figure D.4 is a rolling average. Since it was apparent that the detector
was changing over time it makes sense to plot a rolling average to see how the detector
is doing over time. The values in Figure D.4 are the average of the last 50 runs at
each run over 50. It can be seen after run 400 or so that the rolling average starts
to somewhat level off. It is apparent that over time as the detector cavitated many
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hundred times it began to return to normal. During this test however the rolling
average never reached the level of the control test, also shown in Figure D.4. This
may indicate either that the fluid is not fully healed or there is some residual chemical
effect on the DFP.
Figure D.4. DFP Background After Irradiation Rolling Average
D.3.2.4 252Cf Response
Additional tests were done to see if the sensitivity to the 252Cf source had changed.
After the overnight background test, the same CTMFD with the irradiated DFP was
placed 1 m from the 252Cf source and measured at several pressures. The results are
shown in D.3.
Table D.3
252Cf measurement with irradiated DFP in M7 1m Away
pneg Control 1σ error Irradiated DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 14.28 1.24
6.5 10.79 1.06
7 8.54 1.1 7.83 0.67
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Thankfully the response to the 252Cf source is similar to the control. This seems
to indicate that heavily irradiated DFP can still be used as CTMFD fluid but may
need some treatment to return to normal operation. This study needs additional
testing to better quantify the effects of large dose on DFP.
D.3.2.5 Comparison of Irradiated DFP results to Field Application
To put the dose applied to DFP in Section D.3.2.2 into context, a report from
LLNL [40] states values for the radiation dose put out by LWR spent fuel assemblies.
A single fuel assembly with a burn up of ~30,000MWD/MTU that has cooled for
1 year will give a dose rate of ~8,000-20,000 R/hr at 1 m away[40], depending on
orientation. The dose rate from the cobalt irradiator was ~12,500 R/hr so it is not
inconceivable that a CTMFD could be exposed to this kind of dose in the field.
There are a couple pertinent questions to ask. First, can the CTMFD operate
when exposed to this kind of dose rate? The electronics may have issue when exposed
to this kind of dose. Second, how much dose does it take to begin disrupting the
CTMFD fluid. This experiment arbitrarily used two days of irradiation which had a
very noticeable effect. How long can a CTMFD continuously operate in a radiation
environment like this still needs to be determined.
D.3.3 Sodium in DFP
Previous work has been done to demonstrate insensitivity to β decay within the
CTMFD[42]. Previous experiments have been conducted with 32P inside the CTMFD
and have shown no measurable sensitivity to the 1.7 MeV endpoint energy β particles.
This experimental result indicates that the majority of the β particle emitters in SNF
could be ignored, however, there are still a few higher energy β emitters that are
prominent in SNF. As part of the work for a publication on actinide detection in
CTMFDs [42], a series of ORIGEN-S simulations were performed to estimate actinide
content in SNF. Also included in the output of this simulation was the activity of
the fission products over time. When focusing on 1 year cooled SNF, arranging the
isotopes by activity, and looking at the 10 most active β emitters, it can be seen that
several higher energy β emitters are prominent in SNF. This is shown in Figure D.5.
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Figure D.5. β Endpoint Energy for 10 Most Active β Emitters in 1
Year Cooled SNF
Since it has been shown that higher energy β emitters will be in SNF, demon-
strating insensitivity to higher energy β emitters is needed. Since the specific isotopes
from SNF would be somewhat impractical to acquire, a representative β emitter was
chosen to conduct an experiment. When sodium is put into a reactor, the activated
isotope 24Na has a higher energy β emission than has previously been experimented
with. The β emissions from 24Na are shown in Table D.4. The main particle of
interest for this experiment is the 4.1 MeV emission but demonstrating insensitivity
to the 1.4 MeV emission is also useful.
Table D.4






Due to restrictions of the NSC, there were only two chemical forms of sodium that
could be activated in the reactor, Sodium Acetate and Sodium Carbonate. It was
determined that it would be difficult to dissolve Sodium Carbonate in the CTMFD
fluid, so Sodium Acetate was used. Sodium Acetate was also found to have little
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or no solubility in DFP but could first be dissolved in Methanol and then in DFP.
A mixture was created which would have a sufficient sodium for the purpose of this
experiment. The mixture was 95g DFP, 5g Methanol, and 21mg Sodium Acetate.
Before irradiating the sodium, it needed to be seen if the additional chemicals would
affect the CTMFD performance. As with other new mixtures, this mixture was placed
in CTMFD M7 and the 252Cf source was measured at 1m. The results are shown in
Table D.5.
Table D.5
252Cf Source Sensitivity of DFP, Methanol, and Sodium Acetate Mixture
pneg Control 1σ error Sodium Acetate in DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 15.3 1.47
6.5 12.16 1.36
7 8.54 1.1 9.21 0.91
Thankfully, the addition of the methanol and sodium acetate did not appear to
make a substantial difference in the CTMFD detection.
D.3.4 Tributyl Phosphate in DFP
After discovering that Uranyl Nitrate is not soluble in DFP, a carrier chemical
was needed to make it possible to put UN in DFP. A paper was found that mentions
mixing UN in Tributyl Phosphate (TBP) and then into DFP[46].
D.3.4.1 Using TBP as a carrier of UN into DFP
Previous experience has shown that when adding a new chemical to a CTMFD
detector fluid, using around 5% or less of the additive tends to not change the CTMFD
sensitivity to neutrons much, so long as the additive does not cause the detector to
stop functioning all together. From Figure 2 of the paper from Yamamura et. all
[46], 5% TBP will easily be soluble in DFP and should be able to hold plenty of UN.
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D.3.4.2 Effect of TBP on CTMFD sensitivity
Before testing UN in TBP and DFP, it was necessary to see if the TBP would
have an effect on the CTMFD's sensitivity. The DFP with 5% TBP mixture was
tested in CTMFD M7 with the californium source at 1m. The results are shown in
Table D.6. As shown in Table D.6, the addition of 5% TBP does not appear to have
a large effect on the operation of the CTMFD.
Table D.6
DFP with 5% TBP Detection of 252Cf Source at 1m
pneg Control 1σ error TBP in DFP 1σ error
bar s s s s
6 16.88 1.84 16.84 1.68
6.5 15.75 1.55
7 8.54 1.1 12.7 1.16
D.4 Work Conducted During First Trip to TAMU
D.4.1 Overview of Experiment Days
In advance to travel to TAMU, an experiment plan was arranged with the NSC
staff, shown in Table D.7. As is often the case in research, due to constraints of the
facility and equipment operation, the schedule was adjusted. An overview of the work
done is given in Table D.8.
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Table D.7
Planned Time Line for TAMU Experiments
Date (2015) Time Activity
Fri, July 03 8:00 AM Preparation of Dry Cell.
Mon, July 06 8:00 AM Install Lanthanum reactor. Irradiate for 8 hours.
Tue, July 07 8:00 AM Re-Irradiate Lanthanum source for 8 hours
1:00 PM Arrival at NSC, Sign-in, and Safety briefing
2:00 PM Facility familiarization
Preparation of sodium sample
2:30 PM Unload equipment, and test for readiness
4:00 PM Place equipment into dry cell
5:00 PM Begin background measurement in dry cell
Wed, July 08 8:00 AM Background test review
9:00 AM Lanthanum Test
12:00 PM Sodium Activation
1:00 PM Sb-Be Test
Sodium Test
Thu, July 09 Standby day
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Table D.8
Actual Time Line for TAMU Experiments
Date Time Activity
7/3/15 8:00 AM Preparation of Dry Cell.
7/6/15 8:00 AM Install Lanthanum source in reactor core. Irradiate for 8 hours.
7/7/15 8:00 AM Re-Irradiate Lanthanum source for 8 hours
1:00 PM Arrival at NSC, Sign-in, and Safety briefing
2:00 PM Facility familiarization and Sodium control prep
2:30 PM Unload equipment, and test for readiness
4:00 PM Sodium Acetate Control Test in M7
7/8/15 8:00 AM Place M8 with DFP/TMB into dry cell
8:30AM Equipment Test and Degassing at 10 bar
9:00AM M8 Background measurement at 7 bars
10:00 AM Sb-Be at 30 Test with DFP/TMB mixture in M8
12:00 PM Break for lunch and Sodium Activation
12:30 PM Developed Sodium sample prep procedure with NSC staff
1:30 PM Sb-Be at 6 Test with DFP/TMB mixture in M8
Activated Sodium Mixture Preparation by NSC staff
2:00 PM Sb-Be at 18 Test with DFP/TMB mixture in M8
3:00 PM Began to experience CTMFD hardware issues
3:30 PM Sodium Sample Ready for Testing
4:30 PM Began Sodium Mixture Measurement in M7
4:45 PM CTMFD base broken, retrieved from dry cell
5:30 PM Sodium test stopped to acquire replacement base for M8
M8 Hardware fixed and replaced in dry cell
6:30 PM Lanthanum test with DFP/TMB mixture
6:45 PM DFP/TMB background overnight
7/9/15 8:00 AM DFP/TMB background review
8:30 AM Replaced fluid in M8 with DFP
Experienced issues with spontaneous cavitation
10:30 AM Spontaneous cavitation issue fixed, DFP background to test
11:30 AM DFP background in dry cell
12:20 PM Sb-Be test with DFP in M8
12:50 PM Noticed issue with CTMFD hardware causing lost data
Additional Sb-Be test with DFP in M8
1:45 PM CTMFD program locks up from sensor signal issues
2:15 PM Additional sensor trouble, decide to start Lanthanum test
2:30 PM Begin Lanthanum test with DFP in M8
2:45 PM Speed sensors on CTMFD stop responding, attempted fix
4:00 PM Setup CTMFD on Variac for Lanthanum test in M8
4:15 PM End experiments, retrieval and radiation survey of equipment
5:00 PM Signed out of facility
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D.4.1.1 7/7/15
Most of July 7th was travel to TAMU, orientation, safety training, security in-
spection of equipment, equipment setup, and equipment testing. After all of the
equipment was unpacked and checked to be in working order, preparation for the
next days test began. A lab space was made available outside of reactor contain-
ment to do chemical prep. This was also where the activated sodium experiment
was conducted. The CTMFDs were both filled with fluid in a fume hood. CTMFD
M7 was filled with a mixture of 95% DFP, 5% methanol, and 21mg Sodium Acetate.
This sodium was not radioactive to provide a control test and measure background
in the location where the activated sodium experiment would be conducted. This
background measurement was run over night.
CTMFD M8 was filled with a mixture of 90% DFP, 8% TMB, and 2% Methanol
to be used for thermal neutron threshold measurements in the dry cell. The dry cell
could only be accessed by NSC staff so instruction for setting up the CTMFD was
done. At the time when the CTMFD was ready to go into the dry cell, there was not
any HP staff available at the NSC, a requirement for entering the dry cell. Therefore,
the CTMFD could not be placed into the dry cell until the next morning. This meant
that it wasn't possible to take a background measurement in the dry cell with M8 on
7/7/15.
D.4.1.2 7/8/15
The next morning, 7/8/15, the results of the sodium control test were finished and
the CTMFD M8 was setup in the dry cell. This process took a couple hours, which
included moving equipment, running cables, getting equipment working, degassing,
and a quick background measurement at the first pressure to be tested. Figure D.6
shows how the equipment was setup in the dry cell. The CTMFD was setup up in the
alcove next to the reactor pool window. The window is the Aluminum square behind
the CTMFD in Figure D.6. The SNOOPY was set up on a temporary structure just
outside the alcove. The camera was setup to view the bulb of the CTMFD. The
CTMFD was setup 18 from the window. The SNOOPY was 58 from the window.
Note the ladder in picture allows workers to enter the dry cell through the ceiling. This
ladder was raised up through the ceiling during experiments, so it wasn't blocking
the detector, but room had to be left for it to be let down.
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Figure D.6. CTMFD, SNOOPY, and camera setup in reactor dry cell
After the CTMFD, SNOOPY, and camera were setup in the dry cell, and a brief
degassing and background performed, testing with the Sb-Be source commenced.
Since the activity of the Sb-Be source was unknown, measurements were taken at
three distances from the window. The Sb-Be was measured at 30 from the window
first. Data was collected for about 2 hours at this distance. At this point a break was
taken so that the reactor could be started up for the activation of the sodium sample.
While the sodium activation was occurring, I worked with the NSC staff to develop
the procedure for preparing the sodium sample. The sodium had to be activated in
solid form and then dissolved and mixed into the working fluid. The sodium was
put into a small pill sized plastic capsule that was sealed with a soldering iron. The
first capsule was then placed sealed in a secondary capsule. This was done for three
capsules so that extra material would be available in case of issues during sample
preparation.
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An additional capsule was sealed to be used for practice creating the mixture. This
fourth capsule was not irradiated. The intended procedure for creating the sample
was decided to be:
1. Cut open outer capsule with knife.
2. Stick needle through inner capsule, inject methanol, pull solution out through
needle, and repeat until all sodium removed.
3. Place sodium/methanol solution into DFP.
This procedure went fine in with the practice sample but issues occurred using this
procedure on the irradiated samples. During step 2, injection of methanol to dissolve
sodium acetate, with the first irradiated sample the capsule broke and spilled the
solution into the fume hood. It was determined that the heat of the reactor softened
the plastic and liquid could not be injected. The second capsule was cut open with
the intent to dump the Sodium into the methanol. This capsule got away from the
technician and the sodium was spilled in the fume hood.
It was decided for the third capsule to poke some holes in the capsule while in
the sample bottle and then add the liquids. The plastic capsule with the sodium
was placed into a 125 cc Nalgene bottle and then poked with a needle several times.
Methanol was then injected into the capsule and allowed to flow out into the sample
bottle. This was repeated several times until the desired amount of methanol was
in the bottle. The bottle was then capped and shaken. At this point the capsule
was removed from the bottle. To verify that the sodium was leaving the capsule,
measurements were made of the gamma output of the capsule before and after this
procedure. There was little residual activity in the capsule. The methanol/sodium
solution was then diluted in DFP to be used in the CTMFD. CTMFD M7 was used
for this experiment.
While the sodium sample was being prepared, additional measurements were made
of the Sb-Be source with M8. At the first distance, the wait times measured were
fairly long, so the source was moved closer to the window (~6 away). At this dis-
tance the source basically saturated the CTMFD so a third distance was measured in
between the first two ~18 from window). The experiment with the Sb-Be source at
18 from the window yielded form odd results at the 10 bar measurement which was
later determined to be the bubble sensor starting to malfunction. It was noticed that
occasionally the detector would cavitate and the sensor wouldn't catch it resulting
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in a 60 second run with no detection counted, which skewed the wait time for that
measurement. This was corrected for later in data file but that result is somewhat
suspect. From the point that this occurrence was noticed, I had to watch the exper-
iment more carefully and manually override the program when I noticed the sensor
missing a bubble.
At some time around 4 PM, the Sb-Be test was paused to get M7 running with the
sodium sample. The CTMFD had to be filled by the NSC technician but I was able
to measure the radius and attach the CTMFD to the motor. M7 with the activated
sodium sample was then left to run while the Sb-Be test continued.
After starting M8 again measuring the Sb-Be source at 11 bars, after only a few
runs the CTMFD stopped sending a signal to the control box which crashed the
program. After trying to restart a couple times with no success, it was decided to
put the source away and send someone to look at the CTMFD. When the ladder was
sent down into the dry cell, it hit something on its way down. It was found that the
ladder had hit the CTMFD and broken a foot of off the base. This had happened
due to the configuration of the equipment within the window. Looking at Figure
D.6, the CTMFD, fan, and camera are on a metal shelf. I didn't know at the time
that the shelf wasn't fastened to anything. Instead the shelf was just a metal plate
resting on two cross beams. Over the course of several hours, the vibration of the
CTMFD had shifted the shelf. At some point the shifting of the shelf pinched the
cables which caused the CTMFD to stop functioning. At this point, the shelf had
shifted far enough away from the window that the ladder hit the CTMFD on the way
down. A NSC technician went down into the dry cell, reset the shelf, and sent the
CTMFD back up to the operator station.
At this time the sodium experiment had been running for roughly an hour. Since
the sodium experiment was going exactly as planned, it was stopped so the CTMFD
base could be taken and used to replace the broken one. With the replacement base
in the dry cell and the CTMFD working again, I decided to work with the Lanthanum
source immediately in case of additional hardware problems.
The lanthanum source was placed up against the dry cell window in a slot de-
signed for it. At the time of this experiment, the activity of the lanthanum source
was quoted by NSC staff to be ~750 Ci. The CTMFD (M8) was still filled with
DFP/TMB/Methanol and was operated at 10 bars. The CTMFD was spun up a few
times near the lanthanum source which resulted in detection every time. This exper-
iment needed to be done again with just DFP in the CTMFD to see if the detection
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was occurring because of the DFP or if the TMB and methanol was contributing to
detection.
After the lanthanum source was put away in the reactor core, the CTMFD was
left running over night to take a background measurement with DFP/TMB/methanol
in the dry cell.
D.4.1.3 7/9/15
The next morning, 7/9/15, the first thing done was checking the background
results from the night before. The background had completed successfully so the
detector was retrieved so the fluid could be changed to regular DFP. After replacing
the fluid in M8 with DFP, the CTMFD experienced issue with spontaneous cavita-
tion. It took a few iterations of cleaning to alleviate this issue. It was most likely
residual TMB in the CTMFD causing the issue because the detector started working
after several rinses of methanol. TMB is not soluble in DFP so it was most likely
precipitating and causing nucleation.
After getting the CTMFD working, a short background was taken at the operator
station to make sure the detector was functioning normally. The CTMFD was then
put back into the dry cell where another short background was taken. The CTMFD
was then set up near the Sb-Be source. The Sb-Be source was first placed ~6 from
the dry cell window. The response with regular DFP was similar to the previous day's
test (detector saturation), so the source was moved back to 18 from the window. The
CTMFD was then left running during lunch.
After lunch, I noticed that the CTMFD software had locked up causing data to be
lost. After this point I had to monitor the software more closely as it began to have
intermittent problems. The Sb-Be measurement with DFP was then continued. After
running at only a couple pressures with the Sb-Be at 18, the CTMFD software issues
increased in regularity. I decided to stop the Sb-Be test and measure the lanthanum
source anticipating further hardware problems.
At around 2:30 PM, the test with DFP and the lanthanum source began. After
only 7 runs, the CTMFD stopped working completely. The speed sensors were no
longer functioning and the temperature sensor seemed to be locking up the software.
Without the speed sensors, the speed could not be controlled and the amount of
tension was unknown. After an attempt to fix the speed sensors was unsuccessful, the
CTMFD was then hooked up to the Variac to control the motor speed. The tension at
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this point was unknown. The motor was slowly accelerated until cavitation occurred
and then the voltage written down. The detector cavitated each time between 48 and
50 volts. Upon returning, this voltage was then translated to a negative pressure.
After a few measurements with the Variac, experimentation was ended for the
trip. The lanthanum source was put away. The equipment was retrieved from the
dry cell. All equipment then had to be surveyed in the full body scanner before being
packed away. We were then able to sign out of the facility.
D.4.2 Data Collected at TAMU NSC
D.4.2.1 Measurement of Sb-Be source with DFP/TMB in M8
This was the first experiment conducted at the NSC. The CTMFD M8 was placed
into the reactor dry cell window. After some degassing and a quick background
measurement, the Sb-Be source was brought out. The Sb-Be source was first placed
30 from the window. The CTMFD started operating at 7 bar where the background
was taken. In 5 runs only 1 cavitation occurred, so the tension was increased. As
shown in Table D.9, the measured wait time was much lower at all tensions past -7
bars.
The Sb-Be source was then moved to ~6 away from the window. This distance
was roughly as close as the source could be placed to the window. It is important
to note at this point that the distance from the source to window is approximate.
The Sb-Be source was suspended in the water from a rope which was tied to a crane
suspended from the ceiling of the reactor containment building. The source distance
was measured from the taught rope to the cement wall of the reactor pool. The
window of the dry cell sticks out into the reactor pool slightly. To measure how much
the dry cell window sticks out, a technician measured the distance between the edge
of the concrete wall and the window while in the dry cell. This measurement was
6. Therefore to estimate the source distance from the window, the distance from
the source rope to the concrete wall was measured and then 6 subtracted. This
adjustment assumes that the concrete wall is perfectly straight and parallel to the
source rope which may not be the case. Since there was 30 feet of water on top of
the source, refraction made it difficult to estimate distances visually. I decided that
since the source was already of unknown intensity, some uncertainty in the distance
was not worth working past. It was not worth the time to figure out the distances at
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that time but measurements were made which could be used to figure this out more
precisely in the future if needed.
With the source at ~6 from the window, the CTMFD response was substantially
different. It was immediately apparent that the radiation coming from the Sb-Be
source was substantial because the camera image was highly distorted by radiation
interference. The CTMFD was started at 10 bars with the intent of decreasing the
Pneg until the CTMFD stopped detecting. At 10 bars, it was not possible to the
the CTMFD up to speed. This occurred at 9, 8, and 6 bars as well. At 5 bars the
detector got up to speed once out of 5 runs. At 4 bars the detector was finally able
to get up to speed more reliably but the wait time was still only a few seconds. This
is all shown in Table D.9. After the 4 bar measurement, I decided to move the source
further away from the wall.
The last distance measured was 18 from the dry cell window. The detector was
started at 7 bars and then data was taken in one bar increments up to 11. The results
are shown in Table D.9. It is worth noting that during the 10 bar measurement some
issues occurred with the bubble sensors missing detections. It was noticed that the
detector would occasionally miss the cavitation, run for 60 seconds, and then record
no cavitation. This substantially threw off the wait time. Afterward I went through
the results and removed runs with 60 seconds and no cavitation. After having done
this and recalculating, the result makes more sense, however I cannot guarantee that
every run removed was the result of a hardware error so the 10 bar measurement may
be somewhat suspect.
The last portion of the experiment was an overnight background measurement.
Normally this would have been done first, but the required staff to put the detectors
in the dry cell were not available the first afternoon so the background had to be done
at the end of the experiment. The over night background for DFP/TMB/methanol
can out to ~45 seconds in the dry cell showing that the Sb-Be source was having an
additional effect on the CTMFD.
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Table D.9
DFP/TMB Mixture with Sb-Be Source
Experiment Location Pneg Runs Cavitations Up to Wait Time 1σ Error
bar Speed s s
Morning Bkg Dry Cell 7 20 6 164.37 67.11
Sb-Be at 30" Dry Cell 7 5 1 243.47 243.47
from dry cell 8 33 28 34.52 6.52
window 8.5 12 12 19.34 5.58
9 27 26 13.8 2.71
9.5 8 6 25.59 10.45
11 7 7 24.32 9.19
Sb-Be at 6" Dry Cell 10 4 4 0
from dry cell 9 6 6 0
window 8 5 5 0
6 5 5 0
5 5 5 1 4.57 4.57
4 6 6 5 5.69 2.54
Sb-Be at 18" Dry Cell 7 3 1 3 157.12 157.12
from dry cell 8 16 16 10 17.99 5.69
window 9 19 19 9 14.32 4.77
10 68 68 30 15.75* 2.88
11 34 34 7 3.31 1.25
Night Bkg Dry Cell 10 202 143 44.73 3.74
*Several of the runs (~10) had to be removed from this data set because the bubble
sensor failed to register the cavitation causing a 60 second run even though there
was a bubble. This wait time value is somewhat suspect because I can't be sure I
removed all occurrences of this problem.
D.4.2.2 Measurement of the Sb-Be Source with DFP in M8
After completing the Sb-Be measurements with the DFP/TMB/methanol mix-
ture, the fluid was switched to just DFP to see what effect the TMB and methanol
had on sensitivity to the Sb-Be. There was not enough time to repeat all of the mea-
surements with DFP so the measurements selected were Sb-Be at 6, Sb-Be at 18,
and short background. The background was done first. There was only 1 cavitation in
over 10 minutes of operation, so it was apparent that the background measurements
with and without TMB/methanol were substantially different.
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Next the Sb-Be was measured 6 from the window. As was the case the day
before, with the source that close, the detector was saturated until the tension was
taken set to -5 bars. These results are shown in Table D.10. This was somewhat
unexpected at the time since the source was supposed to be a 23 keV neutron source.
An explanation was needed for this result.
Next the Sb-Be was moved back to 18 from the dry cell window. Measurements at
10 and 11 bars showed wait times above 2 minutes which was substantially different
from the day before with DFP/TMB/methanol. This was more of the result that
was expected. Unfortunately, little data could be taken at this distance because the
detector was malfunctioning substantially and I decided to move on to get results
with the Lanthanum source.
Table D.10
DFP with Sb-Be Source
Experiment Location Pneg Runs Cavitations Up to Wait Time 1σ Error
bar Speed s s
Morning Bkg Dry Cell 10 11 1 11 611.89 611.89
Sb-Be at 6" Dry Cell 10 5 5 0
from dry cell 8 5 5 0
window 6 5 5 1 4.28 4.28
5 5 3 5 48.83 28.19
Sb-Be at 18" Dry Cell 10 10 4 10 120.15 60.07
from dry cell 11 6 2 6 129.24 91.38
window
D.4.2.3 Measurement of Sodium Acetate in DFP/Methanol Mixture
This test was designed to show that the CTMFD should not be sensitive to the
type of β particle environment that exists in nuclear waste reprocessing facilities. As
described in Section D.3.3, sodium was selected to be reasonably representative of the
β mixture found in SNF. Before introducing radioactive sodium into the CTMFD,
control tests were conducted. A sample of the same chemical solution to be use din
the β test was made and put into CTMFD M7. The solution was 95% DFP, 5%
Methanol, and 21mg Sodium Acetate. The methanol was required to get the sodium
acetate into solution with DFP. The sodium acetate was not radioactive in the control
test so the measurement taken was neutron background at the exact location where
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the activated sodium test would be conducted. This was done outside of the reactor
containment in an adjacent lab which contained a fume hood needed for the sample
preparation. The control background measurement was run overnight with the results
shown in Table D.11.
The next day the sodium sample was prepared for activation. For the activation
of the sodium, it was required that it be in solid form when being put into the reactor,
so the solution had to be mixed with the sodium acetate already active. The sample
was made by placing 21mg of sodium acetate into a sealed pill sized plastic capsule
and then a secondary capsule. The capsule was sent through the operating reactor for
enough time to activate the sodium to ~300,000 Bq. This was done with the NSC's
own developed protocol for reactor power and irradiation time. Once the sodium was
activated, the capsule was placed in a 125mL sample bottle, pierced several times
with a needle, and methanol injected to dissolve the sodium acetate. The methanol
ran out of the capsule into the sample bottle. Once the sodium was dissolved in
methanol, DFP was added. The plastic capsule was then removed and checked for
residual activity to make sure the sodium had all been dissolved. The radioactive
mixture of DFP/methanol/sodium was then placed into CTMFD M7 and spun at
the same location as the control test. After roughly an hour, the test was stopped
because the hardware was needed for other purposes and it was apparent that the β
particles were not interfering with the CTMFD given that the detector only cavitated
roughly every 500 seconds as shown in Table D.11. This test went as expected.
Table D.11
DFP with 5% Methanol and 21mg Sodium Acetate
Experiment Activity Pneg Runs Time Cavitations Wait Time 1σ Error
Bq bar min s s
Background 7 178 162 33 294.66 51.29
Activated Na ~13,545 7 28 27 3 535.26 309.03
D.4.2.4 Measurement of Lanthanum Source with CTMFD M8
The intent of this experiment was to see the CTMFD's response to a higher
intensity and energy γ photon source. Previously the CTMFD (with Acetone) was
shown to be able to ignore a 3 Ci 137Cs source [9] while still being sensitive to
neutrons. The 140La source at the NSC puts out higher energy photons in greater
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number than previous tests [9]. Ideally, exposure to this source would have had no
effect on the CTMFD, however at extreme intensities higher energy γ photons can
cause less probable reactions to become more common and affect the CTMFD.
The source used was a lanthanum plate that was activated in TAMU's reactor.
For this experiment, the lanthanum was activated in the reactor for about 16 hours at
~1MW which activated it to ~750 Ci. The activation schedule is shown in Table D.8.
The lanthanum source was removed from the reactor core when needed and placed
in a slot that held it near the dry cell window.
The first fluid tested with the lanthanum source was the DFP/TMB/methanol
mixture from Section D.4.2.1. With the lanthanum source next to M8, the detector
could not get to a Pneg of 10 bars without cavitating. Unfortunately, there was not
enough time to explore to find what tension the CTMFD stopped detecting.
The next day, the same CTMFD filled with DFP was placed next to the lanthanum
source. During this experiment, the CTMFD hardware stopped completely, therefore
only 7 runs were done. During those 7 runs, regular DFP appeared to be substantially
less sensitive to the lanthanum source. This is shown in Table D.12.
After the CTMFD stopped working, the motor was hooked up to the Variac and
observed through the camera. Since the speed sensors were no longer working, the
tension in the detector was unknown and only the voltage could be recorded. The
CTMFD was slowly accelerated until cavitation occurred. This was done about 10
times and every run resulted in a cavitation between 48 and 50 volts on the Variac.
After returning to Purdue, the CTMFD was setup in the same configuration with
the speed sensors working and taken up to 48-50 volts to see what tension that had
resulted in. It was found that 48-50 volts was 12-12.5 bars which is higher than
expected. Also of interest is that when the test was being done to determine what
Pneg was equivalent to 48-50 volts, every run cavitated as soon as 40-50 volts was
reached. This puts into question whether the CTMFD with DFP was detecting the
lanthanum source or not.
Table D.12
DFP and DFP/TMB Exposure to Lanthanum Source
Fluid Pneg Runs Cavitations Up to Wait Time 1σ Error
bar Speed s s
DFP/TMB 10 24 24 0
DFP 11 7 4 7 38.07 19.03
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D.4.3 Analysis of Experiments
There were some surprising results from these measurements that needed some
consideration. Some of the measurements where detection was not desired had the
opposite result. The Sb-Be source experiment was designed to determine the threshold
for detection of thermal neutrons in an environment without fast neutrons, but results
suggest that is wasn't that simple. A similar situation occurred with the lanthanum
source test. Potential explanations for these results will be featured in this section.
D.4.3.1 Sb-Be Experiment
The CTMFD was exposed to the Sb-Be source with two different fluids in it.
The first was a mixture of DFP/TMB/methanol and the second was just DFP. The
purpose of using these two fluids was to look for thermal neutron detection. The
Sb-Be works by putting the 124Sb γ photons in contact with Be which can undergo
a (γ, n) reaction and produce a neutron. This reaction is endothermic so energy is
lost in the reaction and the photons must be above the energy threshold of 1.666
MeV[4]. One of the primary photons produced by 124Sb has an energy of 1.691 MeV
[39] which is just enough energy to release a neutron from Be. The energy of the
neutrons released from the (γ, n) reactions are a function of the emission angle as
given in Chapter 1 of Knoll [4] to be:







En = neutron energy
θ = angle between γ photon and neutron direction
Eγ = γ photon energy (assumed << 931 MeV)
M = mass of recoil nucleus x c2
m = mass of neutron x c2
For the 1.691 MeV photon released from 124Sb , the (γ, n) neutron energy distribution
is given as a function of emission angle in Figure D.7. It can be seen in Figure D.7
that the neutrons released from this reaction are roughly 23 keV in energy which
should be difficult for a CTMFD to detect without a borated fluid.
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Figure D.7. Neutron Energy Range for 1.691 MeV Photon (γ, n) Reactions with Be
When looking at the results of the experiment with the Sb-Be source at 18, this
seems to be the conclusion. Looking at Table D.10, with the Sb-Be at a distance of
18 from the window, DFP alone saw little effect of the Sb-Be source. Now looking at
Table D.9 under the 18 distance, the experiment with DFP/TMB/methanol easily
detected the Sb-Be source. This result implies the expected outcome of exposure to
this source, however the experiment where the Sb-Be source was closer to window
had a different outcome.
Looking at the 6 results in Tables D.9 and D.10, both fluids appeared to be
saturated by the Sb-Be source. Both fluids seemed to be detecting with far less
tension than would be expected with just the neutrons shown in Figure D.7. Looking
at more of the photons emitted from 124Sb, shown in Figure D.8, it can be seen that
there is a higher energy photon that still has reasonable probability of emission. A
γ photon with energy of 2.091 MeV reacting with Be can produce neutrons with
energy in the range of 376-388 keV as shown in Figure D.9. These 382 keV neutrons
are more easily detected with regular DFP than the 23 keV neutrons. These higher
energy neutrons may be what the CTMFD was detecting in DFP with the Sb-Be
source at 6.
Since the source was so strong that the CTMFD could not get up to speed, it
cannot be easily determined what the relative fast and thermal neutron contribution
to detection was. With additional distance and shielding, as was the case with the 18
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test, it should be possible to differentiate the fast and thermal neutron contributions
to detection. The Sb-Be source would have been generating fewer 382 keV neutrons
than 23 keV neutrons. Looking at Figure D.8, the probability of emission for the lower
energy photon is much higher. Secondly by looking at the (γ, n, ) cross sections for Be,
as shown in D.13, the probability of creating a photo-neutron is greater for the 1.691
MeV photon. When multiplying the emission fractions by the (γ, n) cross sections,
shown in Table D.13, it can be seen that the Sb-Be source should be generating
roughly 30 times as many 23 keV neutrons as 388 keV neutrons. This means that
with the right amount of distance and/or shielding, it should be possible to use the
Sb-Be source to determine the tension threshold for detecting Boron thermal capture
reactions in the CTMFD.
Figure D.8. Photon emission probability from 124Sb
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Figure D.9. Neutron Energy Range for 2.091 MeV Photon (γ, n) Reactions with Be
Table D.13
Sb-Be Source Photo-Neutron Generation Probabilities
124Sb γ energy Emission Neutron energy σBe(γ,n)[49] Neutron probability
MeV % keV barns (23keV/388keV)
1.691 47.57 23 1.4134x10−3 29.73
2.091 5.49 382 4.1193x10−4 
Ignoring the results for the Sb-Be at 6, for the moment, Table D.9 shows a sub-
stantial change in wait time between 7 and 8 bars for the other two distances. Table
D.10 shows that DFP had far less response to the Sb-Be at 18. This may indi-
cate that the tension required to detect thermal capture in the DFP/TMB/methanol
mixture is between 7 and 8 bars.
D.4.3.2 Activated Sodium Experiment
There is not much analysis needed for the activated sodium experiment. It ba-
sically went as planned. The activated 24Na was created using the NSC's standard
protocol for sodium activation in the reactor. Their procedure selected the time re-
quired to activate to the requested 300,000 Bq. I was not given the procedure but
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was assured that the activity would be correct. There was not a liquid scintillation
counter available to verify the activity but the dose measured with a survey meter
met expectations.
Also, by using sodium acetate, I could be certain that the radioactivity was vir-
tually all from 24Na. The chemical formula for sodium acetate is C2H3NaO2. The
isotopic makeup and potential activation products are shown in Table D.14. As is
demonstrated in Table D.14, of the isotopes in sodium acetate, 24Na is the only
isotope that had any chance of developing significant activity when activated in the
reactor. The combination of abundance, cross section, and half life results in the
activity from any other activation products being extremely small.
Table D.14
Isotopes in Sodium Acetate
Isotope Abundance Activation σc (thermal) Product Decay
% product barns half life type
23Na 100 24Na 0.4711 14.959 hours β
12C 98.89 13C 0.003128 stable 
13C 1.11 14C 0.0014389 5730 years β
1H 99.985 2H 0.2942 stable 
2H 0.015 3H 0.0004874 12.33 years β
16O 99.762 17O 0.0001684 stable 
17O 0.038 18O 0.004099 stable 
18O 0.2 19O 0.00160 26.91 s β
The sodium acetate was activated to an activity of ~300,000 Bq and then mixed
into solution with 5g of methanol and then 95g of DFP. The total volume was ~66cc,
so the activity in the ~3cc sensitive volume was ~13,545Bq. The activity of the
different β emissions is shown in Table D.15. This mix of β particles reasonably
represents the range of energies that are to be expected in SNF and represents the
highest energy β particles that have been placed inside a CTMFD.
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Table D.15
24Na β Emissions [39] from Experiment in Table D.11





The results from Table D.11 show that in 27 minutes of detector time only 3
detection events occurred, which easily falls within cosmic background neutron back-
ground. In the time of the experiment ~22,000,000 β decays occurred which demon-
strates great insensitivity to β particles. The tension used in the experiment (-7 bars)
is roughly the highest greatest tension used when doing α detection inside a CTMFD.
Therefore, this demonstrated that the CTMFD should be able to detect α particles
while ignoring β particles from SNF.
D.4.3.3 Lanthanum Experiment
There was not as much information gathered with the Lanthanum source gathered
as was intended. A combination of time constraints and equipment failure limited
the amount of data that could be collected. At this time some potential conclusions
will be discussed with the intention of collecting more data in the future.
The Lanthanum source was measured with two fluids as shown in Table D.12.
The first was the DFP/TMB/methanol mixture used to look for thermal neutrons.
When this fluid was exposed to the lanthanum source, the detector could not get up
to speed without detecting. It was then necessary to determine if the addition of
the TMB/methanol was the cause of the detection or if the same would occur with
regular DFP. With regular DFP, what little data that was taken before the equipment
failure showed much less sensitivity that with TMB/methanol added. Some analy-
sis is needed to find the determine why the TMB/methanol mixture would make a
difference.
When looking at the radiation output from 140La, which is the isotope of activated
lanthanum, the primary γ is at an energy of 1.569 MeV, which does not have enough
energy to cause photo-neutrons. There are however other higher energy γ emissions
from 140La that could cause photo-neutrons. Looking at Figure D.10, there is a γ
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at 2.52 MeV that makes up 3.46% [39]. While that is a small percentage, for a 750
Ci source, that represents ∼ 1012 γ
s
, which is a substantial amount of higher energy
photons. These photons are above the threshold required to generate a neutron from
deuterium which has a (γ, n) threshold of 2.226 MeV [4]. While the Lanthanum
source was being used, for safety reasons, it could not be removed from the reactor
pool, even by the dry cell window. This meant that there was always water and
therefore deuterium near by. The (γ, n) conversion process with normal water is
not very efficient, but with ∼ 1012 γ
s
it would not be surprising that there would be a
measurable neutron signature. Also important to know, is the energy of the neutrons.
The energy range of the neutrons from this 2.52 MeV γ is shown as a function of
emission angle in Figure D.11. These neutrons are fairly low in energy compared to
what is normally detected by a CTMFD. It is unclear if the CTMFD with regular
DFP would have been sensitive to them or not. The CTMFD has been shown to
be sensitive to nearly all of the 252Cf spontaneous fission spectrum [41], however
the energy range shown in Figure D.11 makes up such a small fraction of the fission
spectrum that it falls well within the uncertainty of current measurements with the
CTMFD. It is unclear how sensitive the CTMFD with DFP is to 145 keV neutrons
at this time. Another potential source of neutrons theoretically could be high energy
electrons which can generate photons and then neutrons. In this case it seems unlikely
that electrons were any effect. Looking at the electrons released from 140La in Figure
D.12, they are many orders of magnitude less in intensity than the photons. That said
it would be worth looking into this effect just to verify numerically that the electrons
are not causing a substantial neutron population to be generated.
Looking at Table D.12, the measurement with regular DFP was quite a bit lower
than background, but with so little data it may be hard to attribute that to 145 keV
neutrons or some other unknown phenomenon. The results from the regular DFP test
are still somewhat inconclusive. That said the CTMFD was exposed to a 2.6x1013 γ
s
source and showed only fairly long wait time of 38 seconds, which still suggests very
good γ rejection from the lower energy photons.
The fluid mixture of DFP/TMB/methanol was definitely more sensitive to the
lanthanum source. This is not that surprising because a source of 145 keV neutrons
in a pool of water is likely to generate a substantial amount of thermal neutrons
which we expect the CTMFD should be sensitive to at the 10 bars used next to the
lanthanum source. It is not surprising that the TMB mixture could not get up to
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speed. It may be possible to use this effect to help determine where the thermal
neutron threshold is for TMB.
Figure D.10. γ photons from 750 Ci 140La source [39]
Figure D.11. Neutron Energy Range for 2.520 MeV Photon (γ, n) Reactions with D
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Figure D.12. Electrons from 750 Ci 140La source [39]
D.5 Desired Future Work After First Trip
There are still some questions that were not answered fully as a result of this
study. Also, knowing the results has open some new potential areas of study using
this facility. Additional experimentation at the NSC would be helpful to get a better
understanding of how the CTMFD functions in high radiation environments. Some
of the desired areas of additional work include:
1. Additional data collection with Lanthanum source.
(a) Exposure to the extreme radiation from the Lanthanum source appeared
to make the electronics stop working. The technician informed me that
the γ dose rate at the window was about 30,000 R/hour. The CTMFD
sensors (speed, bubble, and temperature) were exposed to the Lanthanum
source for ~2 hours. It is now worth studying the radiation dose limit of
our electrical components and what we can do to make them more robust.
This can likely be done at Purdue with the 60Co irradiator facility and
then verified with the Lanthanum source at TAMU.
(b) It would be beneficial to model the radiation coming out of the Lanthanum
source in more detail to better understand what the CTMFD is detecting.
After knowing this, a better experiment can be designed to get the infor-
mation we want out of it.
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(c) It seems that the Lanthanum source also generates a lot of low energy neu-
trons. One of the difficulties with the Sb-Be experiment was not knowing
the output of the source. The activity of the Lanthanum source can be
much better predicted. It may be possible to use it to find the detection
thresholds for TMB in DFP.
2. While at TAMU, I was informed that it is possible to adjust the reactor in
space and power to adjust the neutron spectrum at the dry cell window. If
given sufficient time to do so, a month for instance, it should be possible to
give the staff a desired energy profile and flux and have them figure out if the
reactor can provide it. This is worth looking into.
3. One of the desired experiments was to use fast and thermal neutrons to cause
fission in uranium within a CTMFD. This experiment was not possible to do
with the time given to plan. This experiment is still worthwhile and should be
considered for next time.
4. It would be nice to repeat the activated sodium experiment with a little more
involvement in the process for the purposes of verification. At the moment I
must trust that the sodium was activated correctly. About all i can do for
verification at the moment is ask the staff if I can have their procedure for
activating sodium and double check the math. It would be nice to be involved
in the entire process and to repeat the experiment for validation.
5. It would be good to get some more information about the Sb-Be source in order
to model it to see if additional experimentation with it would be useful.
6. It would be useful to get access to a sample of HEU to then fission with low
energy neutrons and detect the fission neutrons with the CTMFD.
D.6 Summary of First Trip
A few days were spent at Texas A&M University's Nuclear Science Center con-
ducting CTMFD measurements of previously unmeasured sources of radiation. The
sources used were a Sb-Be low energy neutron source, a Lanthanum high intensity
γ source, and activated sodium from the reactor. The needed preliminary studies
were done to see how the fluids to be used at TAMU would function with our lab's
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radiation sources as well as some work looking into high radiation dose effects on our
detector fluid. It was found that at extreme doses, several kGy, that the fluid used
in the CTMFD is heavily affected.
While at TAMU, the Sb-Be source was measured first with a mixture of DF-
P/TMB/methanol and thermal neutron detection threshold estimated for now to be
between 7 and 8 bars. This is somewhat speculative because it was determined that
additional types of radiation coming from the source are likely affecting the fluid
without TMB. Some additional testing should be done to verify this. With about 18
of water shielding, DFP was not found to be very sensitive to the Sb-Be where the
DFP/TMB/methanol mixture was. This result is likely the most useful.
The Experiment with the activated sodium showed that an intense β solution
could be ignored in a CTMFD as well as higher energy particles than had previously
been tested.
Lastly, the CTMFD was exposed to a high intensity Lanthanum source which
will require some additional testing to be conclusive. The mixture of DFP/TM-
B/methanol easily detected the lanthanum source which was likely caused by low
energy neutrons from photo-neutron reactions. Regular DFP did not seem as sen-
sitive but not much data was taken because the radiation seemed to damage the
electronics and stop the detector from functioning. The effect of radiation damage
on the electronics is a new area of study that needs to be continued.
Some desired future work has been laid out as a result of this study and some new
experiments to be conducted at the NSC suggested.
D.7 Experiment Proposal for Second Trip
This section is the original experiment proposal for the second trip to TAMU. The
listed experiments are in order of priority.
D.7.1 Experiments with Activated Lanthanum Source
There are three main things I would like to accomplish with access to the lan-
thanum source again, more accurate thermal neutron threshold measurement, detec-
tion of fissile material inside a CTMFD, and detection of SNM outside a CTMFD. It
was noticed during the first trip to the NSC that a substantial amount of neutrons
were being generated from the Lanthanum source. This was occurring due to the
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photons of 2.2 MeV and above interacting with the deuterium in the reactor pool
water and generating neutrons. These neutrons are generated at fairly low energy
compared to a fission spectrum and may have a variety of uses.
D.7.1.1 Measurement of Boron (n, α) Detection Threshold with Soft Neu-
tron Spectrum
The neutrons created from the Lanthanum source will be generated in the 125-170
keV range and when combined with water in the reactor pool will result in a very soft
spectrum. Our experiments for measuring thermal neutrons thus far have involved
using a fission spectrum in water. In regular water, as with many other moderators,
after a certain amount of material the energy spectrum does not change but instead
just decreases in intensity with additional material. In the case of a fission spectrum
in water, the ratio of fast to thermal neutrons is roughly 1:1. In the case of the
Lanthanum source the energy spectrum would heavily favor thermal neutrons. This
would allow for better determination of the thermal neutron detection threshold in
the CTMFD with a borated fluid.
D.7.1.2 Low Energy Neutron Induced Fission in Uranyl Nitrate
Another experiment that I would like to accomplish is using the soft spectrum
from the Lanthanum source to measure the amount of fissile material in a Uranyl
Nitrate sample. Preparation work has been done to estimate what the isotope ratios
are in our Uranyl Nitrate. I would like to ship some of our UN to TAMU (a few
grams) and place it inside a CTMFD and expose it to the Lanthanum source to
measure induced fission events. Operating the CTMFD in a mode to only detect
fission will allow for ignoring all other radiation signals and by exposing the sample
to a soft spectrum, the incoming neutrons will not be able to fission U-238 and will
instead allow for measurement of fissile material. The neutron spectrum and intensity
of the Lanthanum source is being modeled currently and will allow for a prediction
of the response in the experiment.
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D.7.1.3 Active Detection of HEU with CTMFD and Lanthanum
A third experiment that could be accomplished with the Lanthanum source is
using it to fission a sample of SNM or reactor fuel and then detecting the result-
ing neutrons. The CTMFD can be configured to ignore the lower energy neutrons
from the Lanthanum source but be sensitive to most of the fission spectrum. This
experiment has the advantage of being possible to model in MCNP for confirmation.
D.7.2 Experiment with Sb-Be Source
An alternative/additional experiment to using the Lanthanum source to Fission
SNM is using the Sb-Be to fission SNM and measuring the resulting neutrons. The Sb-
Be source could also be used to induce fission in SNM resulting in detection of fission
neutrons. The advantage to this experiment is the neutron intensity would likely be
much higher than the Lanthanum source making it easier to see small quantities of
SNM. The disadvantage of this experiment is the lack of knowledge of the output
of the Sb-Be source. This experiment may be considered as a backup if the SNM
detection experiment with the Lanthanum source doesn't work
D.7.3 Activated Sodium for Beta Blindness Experiment
The activated sodium experiment conducted this summer was intended to show
additional evidence of Beta blindness. Sodium was activated in the reactor resulting
in a sample of ~13,000 Bq of 1.4 MeV Betas and ~9 Bq of 4.1 MeV Betas in the
CTMFD which showed no change in response for ~1 hour of measurement time. This
experiment was successful but due to time and operational constraints, I had little
access and oversight to the preparation process. It would be nice to either repeat
this experiment for confirmation purposes and to be more involved in the sample
preparation process. This time I will be doing a factor of 10 higher activity as well
to further demonstrate the β discrimination capabilities of the CTMFD.
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D.8 Preliminary Work for Second Trip
This section contains the preliminary work conducted in preparation for the second
trip to the NSC. This work was either in response to something learned from the first
trip or exploring information needed to conduct the second set of experiments.
CTMFD hardware and software modification Some hardware and software
trouble occurred during the first trip that limited the amount of data that could be
collected. First, on a couple occasions the CTMFD output data file ended up empty
and data was missed or had to be recollected. Secondly, as the temperature sensor
began to have issues, it would result in the program locking up which required frequent
restarts and loss of experiment time. Lastly, the IR LED and detector pairs used to
measure the speed and detect bubbles eventually started to fail which rendered the
detector inoperable. The electronics needed to be modified to eliminate this issue.
Estimation of the 235U content of Uranyl Nitrate sample In order to predict
the practicality of measurably inducing fission in Uranium in a CTMFD, the isotope
concentrations of the sample to be used needed to be known. The Uranyl Nitrate
sample to be used was believed to be depleted but needed confirmation as well as
measurement of the level of depletion.
Simulation of Lanthanum source neutron production and transport Also
required to anticipate the practicality of the experiments proposed in Section D.7.1
was estimates of the neutron production from the Lanthanum source as well as where
those neutrons would travel and interact with the detector.
Measurement of CTMFD electronics response to radiation dose Some trou-
ble occurred with the CTMFD electronics when exposed to the Lanthanum source
directly so experiments were conducted to look at individual components response
to radiation dose over time to predict the component lifetime in a high radiation
environment.
Simulation of photo-neutron sources created using PUR-1 To act as a scop-
ing study or possibly a backup plan if an experiment could not happen, simulations
were conducted to look into the practicality of producing a photo-neutron source at
Purdue using the 1 kW reactor PUR-1. This would certainly be a smaller source but
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if sufficient in intensity could be used in close proximity to the CTMFD to conduct
some of the same work intended to be done at TAMU.
D.8.1 Modification of CTMFD hardware and software
The first modification to the CTMFD was solving the issue of the temperature
sensor locking up the program. This was found to occur when the Arduino control
board that runs the CTMFD would lose communication with the temperature sensor
and get stuck in a loop. This issue was solved in two ways. First the code was
modified to time out and return a zero instead of getting stuck in the loop. Secondly
the sensor was replaced with a different model that had fewer communication issues.
The second modification to the CTMFD was determining why the data files oc-
casionally ended up empty. The bug was found to be in the LabView software where
the file path would be lost under certain conditions and not write data after creating
the output file. This turned out to be a simple fix.
The more major modifications came in the form of hardware. After having elec-
trical component failure on the first trip, several modifications were made to prevent
this from occurring on the second trip. The first approach taken was making the
components easier to replace. As a result of the experiments conducted in Section
D.8.4 the components that are sensitive to radiation became known and were made
to be more easily replaced. Extra temperature sensors were brought and could be
swapped out quickly. The chips on the CTMFD sensor board used IC sockets so they
could be replaced easily as well. Also, the IR sensors were slightly modified so that
they would be removed with only one screw and one jumper wire. Instead of having
to solder and glue new IR sensors in, the sensor holder was 3D printed in bulk and
assembled ahead of time so the entire assembly became disposable and easy to swap.
While making components easy to replace was important, replacing components
still meant stopping the experiment, which in the case of operating in the NSC dry
cell, is time consuming. The final modification to the CTMFD hardware allowed the
life of the IR sensors to be extended, thereby reducing interruptions in experiments.
The sensitivity of the IR sensors that measure the bubble and speed of the detector
are controlled by potentiometers on the CTMFD itself. Traditionally these pots have
been adjusted once when setting up the hardware and only touched very rarely so their
location did not matter. In the case of the experiment in Section D.4.3.3 the sensor
response changed over time and the adjustable pot was in the high radiation field
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preventing adjustment during the experiment. To alleviate this issue the electronics
were slightly modified to move the pots to the control box which sits with the user.
Knobs were placed on the front of the control box allowing the user to change the
sensor levels on demand which helps to reduce interruptions from sensor response
change and extend the time between replacing components. The modified electronics
control box, shown in Figure D.13, has the sensor adjustment as well as a BNC plug
to monitor the speed signal.
Figure D.13. Picture of Modified CTMFD Control Electronics with
Sensor Adjustment
D.8.2 Estimate of 235U Content of our Uranyl Nitrate Sample
A couple measurements have been made of a sample of UN powder using a surface
barrier detector. The goal of that experiment was to estimate the isotopic ratio of the
Uranium. We were fairly certain the the uranium was depleted but were not quite
sure to what degree. The surface barrier detector is an effective tool for determining
the energy of alpha particles that collide with it. A picture of the detector is shown
in Figure D.14.
The energy resolution can be quite good if the sample to be measured is prepared
correctly. Figure D.15 shows that spectrum measured with an Am-241 calibration
source. The two primary α energies are easily distinguishable and were used to
calibrate the detector. That said the calibration sample was somewhat unique in its
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form to allow for such good energy resolution. In order for the surface barrier detector
to work under ideal conditions, the α emitting isotope must be extremely thin. If
there is material between the α particle and the detector it will slow down before
getting there and cause a loss in energy resolution.
Figure D.14. Picture of Surface Barrier Detector
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Figure D.15. 241Am Calibration on Surface Barrier Detector
In the case of the UN sample, the Uranium was in a powder meaning that self
shielding had a significant effect. If the sample being measured is thicker than the
stopping distance of the α particles, the spectrum looks something like Figure D.16.
On the left in Figure D.16 is an illustration of what the self shielded spectrum looks
like for a single α energy. The spectrum will look mostly rectangular since the α
particles will hit the detector at all energies below the starting energy. When an
additional isotope is added, the signal adds to the previous and the spectrum creates
a stair step like shape as shown in the right side of Figure D.16. This was the case
for the UN measurement since the two main components, U-238 and U-234, have a
large enough difference in α energy.
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Figure D.16. Illustration of Self Shielding Effect on Surface Barrier
Detector Spectrum
The first test done after calibration was a 60 min measurement of the UN sample.
The result is shown in Figure D.17. The first observation made from Figure D.17
is that most of the counts are at lower energies than what is expected from the
α particles. What is occurring here is photons from the uranium are very efficiently
getting to the detector while the α particles are mostly shielded. Therefore the photon
signature is much stronger than the α signature.
Figure D.17. UN Powder 60 Min Measurement on Surface Barrier Detector
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Zooming in on the area of interest for the α edges, Figure D.18, it can be seen
that with only 60 min of counting, many of the channels did not receive counts. A
longer count was done after to get a better measurement, but for now Figure D.18
can be used to demonstrate how the isotope ratio was estimated.
Figure D.18. Region of Interest for Counting α Particles
The area labeled Box1 in Figure D.18 shows counts that occurred mostly from U-
234 which has a higher energy α than U-238. The area labeled Box2 contains counts
from U-234 and U-238. In order to estimate the activity ratio, the counts in past
the U-238 edge (Box1) were summed. Then the counts were summed for the same
number of channels below the U-238 edge (Box2). Figure D.18 shows the calculation
performed using the 60 min measurement to give a first cut estimate of the activity
ratio to be roughly 9:1 U238:U234. To see if this result is reasonable, it was compared
to published values for natural and depleted uranium. From the decay information
in Table D.16 and the Abundances in Table D.17, the ratio of U-238 decay to the
other isotopes was calculated for natural and average depleted Uranium. The initial
estimate of a 9:1 U238:U234 activity ratio does not seem to be unreasonable given
the value listed for DU in Table D.17.
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Table D.16
Decay information for Natural Uranium Isotopes [39]
Isotope T1/2 T1/2 λ
yr sec 1/s
U234 2.46E+05 7.75E+12 8.95E-14
U235 7.04E+08 2.22E+16 3.12E-17
U238 4.47E+09 1.41E+17 4.92E-18
Table D.17
Relative Activity for Natural and Depleted Uranium [45]
Natural Average
Isotope Uranium Relative 238/x Depleted U Relative 238/x
Abundance Activity Abundance Activity
U234 0.000054 48.62% 1.01 0.000005 8.24% 10.96
U235 0.007204 2.26% 21.71 0.002532 1.46% 62.05
U238 0.992742 49.12% 1.00 0.997463 90.31% 1.00
Next, a longer measurement was taken with the UN. After 66 hours of counting
the α portion of the spectrum now looked like Figure D.19, which shows considerably
more counts.
Figure D.19. UN Powder Surface Barrier Spectrum After 66 Hours
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A process similar to Figure D.18 was repeated, however there were now enough
counts to consider U-235 as well. U-235 is the least abundant by activity but still
makes a measurable contribution as shown in Table D.17.
Table D.18
Estimated UN Relative Activity and Abundance
Estimated Estimated Estimated
Isotope 238/x Relative UN
Activity Abundance
U234 7.60 11.34% 0.000007
U235 33.85 2.54% 0.004632
U238 1.00 86.12% 0.995361
D.8.3 Simulation of Lanthanum Neutron Production, Transport, and De-
tection
D.8.3.1 Simulation of Lanthanum Neutron Production
In order to confirm that it would be practical to conduct the experiments listed
in Section D.7.1, simulations were conducted to predict the neutron generation by
the activated Lanthanum source and the transport of those neutrons. The method
selected was MCNPX Version 2.7 which will simulate photo-neutron production in
arbitrary geometries. The intent was to model the entire experiment in one simulation
from photon generation to detector response. After initial attempts at this simulation
some challenges had to be overcome to complete this. The primary challenge was the
inefficiency of the (γ, n) reaction. The microscopic cross section for these photons on
deuterium is only around 1 mb[49] and when combined with the low natural abun-
dance of deuterium in water of only 0.015% [16], the probability of (γ, n) production
is quite low. The neutron yield from MCNPX was initially too low to be useful. So
the first approach was to just model the photons and perform hand calculations as a
first step.
While waiting on more detailed geometry information about the TAMU NSC
reactor pool and dry cell, simple simulations were conducted with the Lanthanum
simulated as a point source in water. The photon flux vs distance from the source
in water is shown in Figure D.20. More specifically, Figure D.20 shows only the flux
of photons with energy above the threshold for undergoing a (γ, n) reaction. These
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flux values were then used to estimate neutron generation. Looking at the ENDF
photo nuclear cross section database[49], the cross section for neutron generation
is fairly consistent for all energies of photon of interest, so the photon flux from
Figure D.20 was then multiplied by a single Macroscopic cross section to result in
a neutron generation rate estimate per volume which is shown in Figures D.21 and
D.22. Integrating this result over then entire volume estimated that a 750 Ci 140La
source could output ∼ 5.6x104 n
s
. This hand calculation was a reasonable estimate as
later more detailed simulations including energy information predicted roughly 90,000
n
s
from the Lanthanum source. The next step was to properly model the neutron
generation in terms of energy, location, and direction to simulate the experimental
environment.
Figure D.20. Photon Flux > 2.2246 MeV for La-140 Source in Water
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Figure D.21. Neutrons Generated from 140La Source
Figure D.22. Neutrons Generated from 140La Source
Since MCNPX was not generating enough neutrons to be useful, the next step
was to attempt to use photon flux information from one MCNPX simulation to cre-
ate a neutrons source for a second MCNPX simulation that would then do the neu-
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tron transport and simulate detection. This approach was not successful due to the
complexity of the neutron generation process. The energy of the generated neutron
is dependent on the direction as is shown in Figure D.11. It was not practical to
model the location, direction, and energy of the neutrons correctly so assumptions
were made, isotropic angular dependence and spacial probability in spherical shells.
These assumptions were tested by adjusting the simulation to have the water fully
deuterated so that the original MCNPX simulation would generate enough neutrons
for comparison. It was determined that the assumptions made to create the neuron
source in a second simulation was not sufficiently accurate so another solution was
eventually found.
Two techniques were eventually used to make performing the entire process of
neutron generation, transport, and detection practical in one simulation. First was
adjusting the water material card to artificially inflate the amount of deuterium in
the reactor pool water. This allowed for more neutron generation. The concern
with doing this was the effect that the added deuterium would have on the neutron
transport. With some simple test cases of simulating neutrons in water of various
deuterium levels, is was found that the deuterium could be inflated by a factor of
100 and affect the flux less than 10%. Adding more deuterium did show a noticeable
effect so the deuterium was inflated by a factor of 100. Any detector talley values
then had to be divided by 100 which was no trouble. This change alone did not solve
the problem. The simulation was generating enough neutrons to be seen by detectors
but the statistics were still very bad, so an additional technique was used to make
it usable. MCNPX has a limit to the number of particles that can be generated in
one simulation, so rare occurring events may never been seen. MCNPX bases its
calculations off of a seed number that controls the random number generation and
therefore the particle creation and transport. The seed number can be manually
altered to get different outcomes from the same simulation. The results of these
different simulations can then be aggregated to essentially get around the particle
generation limit. To do this a MATLAB script was used to create many copies of the
MCNPX input file each with a different randomly generated seed number to make
each simulation unique. The MATLAB script also generated a batch file to run all of
the simulations. An additional script was then used to read the output and combine
the results. Automating this process was important because the source was simulated
at many locations and different types of detectors were simulated as well.
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D.8.3.2 Simulation of Neutron Transport
After receiving the information needed to do so, the actual geometry of the Lan-
thanum plate, reactor pool, and dry cell were modeled. An example of this geometry
is shown in Figure D.23. In reality the detector size, shape and composition as well
as the source location was adjusted to try to create a working experiment.
Figure D.23. MCNPX Geometry of Lanthanum Experiment
D.8.3.3 Simulation of Neutron Detection
Detection through fission of Uranium The first detection fluid simulated in the
CTMFD was DFP with UN in solution. After a few iterations, it was determined that
the UN concentration required was far past the solubility limit of DFP and would not
be practical. The detection fluid was changed to acetone which will hold a substantial
amount of UN without a problem. The amount of UN in solution with acetone was
adjusted until the predicted wait time was around 10 seconds. It was predicted that
with 4.3 g of UN in the 15cc sensitive volume the wait time vs Lanthanum source
distance would be that shown in Figure D.24.
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Figure D.24. Lanthanum Source Detection MCNPX Results with UN in Acetone
The Lanthanum source activity in Figure D.24 was assumed to be 750 Ci which was
roughly the activity of the source on the first trip. The source was simulated at four
distances from the dry cell window and there were two types of detector materials were
simulated, Pyrex and quartz. CTMFD glassware has always previously been made
out of Pyrex which is borosilicate glass. It was anticipated that the Boron in the glass
would absorb some of the low energy neutrons and limit detection efficiency. Quartz
however has no boron but is more difficult and expensive to manufacture. These
simulations were done to help make the decision whether to have new detectors made
out of quartz for this experiment which was the decided course of action.
It is shown in Figure D.24 that around 20cm away from the dry cell window,
the detection rate starts approaching background, implying that having the source
near the window is best. The background value shown in Figure D.24 was found
experimentally. There are two sources of background in this case. The primary source
of background is spontaneous fission of the uranium. These SF events are detected
the same as induced fission events so the induced fission rate needs to be similar
or greater that the SF rate to be easily measured. The other source of background
may be cosmic neutrons that induce fission fission in the uranium. The measured
background from these two effects is shown as a function of Pneg in Figure D.25.
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Figure D.25. Fission Background Measurement with UN in Acetone
Detection through (n, α) reactions in borated fluid The same MCNPX sim-
ulation was used to predict detection of low energy neutrons via (n, α) reaction in a
borated fluid. The fluid mixture used was 90% DFP 8% TMB 2% Methanol which has
been the standard mixture for thermal neutron detection studies in CTMFDs. The
Boron reaction was found to be much more efficient than using Depleted Uranium so
a smaller sized detector (~4cc) was simulated as well as a greater number of source
distances. The results of the simulation of TMB detection of Lanthanum is shown in
Figure D.26.
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Figure D.26. MCNPX Prediction of TMB Detection of Lanthanum Source
D.8.4 Exposure of CTMFD Components to High Gamma Photon Dose
In order to consider operating a CTMFD in extreme radiation environments, it
needed to be known how the detector electronics would handle high doses of radia-
tion. In particular, there are three sensors on the CTMFD which would be difficult
to shield from radiation as they are directly beside the sensitive volume of the detec-
tor. The three sensors are the bubble detection sensor that measures the radiation
induced cavitation events, an infrared temperature sensor that measures the CTMFD
temperature, and an ambient air temperature sensor. The ability of these sensors to
function in a high radiation environment and their longevity when dosed was tested
using a 60Co irradiation cell. The volume of the irradiation cell was unfortunately
much smaller than the CTMFD so instead of being able to operate the detector inside,
separate tests of individual parts were done to gain insight to how the detector might
function in such an environment. The sensors and associated electrical components
were setup inside the irradiation chamber with signal wires running to a computer to
monitor the output of the sensors over time. The sensors were irradiated overnight
for a total of ~275,000 Rad.
CTMFDs utilize multiple electronic sensor types, each with a specific functionality
purpose. The most important of the three sensors is the bubble detection sensor. Its
response to dose over time is shown in Figure D.27. The signal from this sensor is
read in as a value between 0 and 1024 that changes upon cavitation. The level of
this sensor dropped with exposure to radiation, but did so fairly gradually finally
becoming too weak to use after ~275,000 Rad. The drop in signal over time with the
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original hardware would eventually cause false positives but has since been changed
to be adjustable to alleviate the issue until extreme doses are reached such as 275,000
Rad.
Next tested were the CTMFD temperature sensors which did not fare as well.
The IR temperature sensor which adjusts the detector's sensitivity to neutron-α ra-
diation detection appeared to work normally until around 25,000 Rad as shown in
Figure D.28, where it then began to read improperly and then failed to function.
The ambient air thermocouple also failed around the same dose range which is not
surprising because they are located on the same circuit board and share supporting
electronics. After the irradiation was complete, the electronics were repaired in order
to figure out which components failed. It was noticed that after 275,000 Rad, all of the
active components needed to be replaced but the passive components (resistors, ca-
pacitors, for example) were still working. With some modifications, the CTMFD can
be re-engineered to be less susceptible to radiation damage by moving some sensitive
components and allowing adjustment of those that do take damage.
Figure D.27. Bubble Sensor Response vs Dose (R)
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Figure D.28. Temperature Sensor Responses vs Dose (R)
D.8.5 Simulation of Photo-Neutron Sources created with PUR-1
An alternative idea for getting access to lower energy neutrons is creating our
own (γ, n) sources using activation in PUR-1. To investigate if this may be practical,
some simulations were done to estimate the particles created by PUR-1 activation
and their detectability. The two types of sources investigated are Sb-Be and La-D2O.
After some initial research, it was found that Antimony could be acquired in raw
metal form as well as Lanthanum. The pure lanthanum however was prohibitively
expensive so compounds were investigated. The two Lanthanum compounds found
at reasonable price were Lanthanum Oxide and Lanthanum Chloride.
To begin this investigation the activation was calculated with the following as-
sumptions:
 Reactor thermal flux of 1010 n
cm2−s
 100 g samples of La or Sb compound
The flux is the approximate value for PUR-1 operating at 1kW and could be easily
clarified and adjusted if needed. The amount of sample is based on the size of the
dip tube in the reactor and the container likely to be used for this activation. This
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value is also quite flexible if need be. With the assumed flux and amount of material,
the thermal capture cross section was used to perform a hand calculation of the
activation process over time. The result of this calculation for 1 hour of activation
time is shown in Figure D.29. It can be seen that Lanthanum Oxide is the most
efficient at activating and a 100g sample may activate to 0.6 mCi in an hour in PUR-
1. Knowing this activity, the three chemicals were simulated generating neutrons in
MCNPX to see how detectable they would be in a CTMFD.
Figure D.29. Calculation of Sb and La Activation in PUR-1
D.8.5.1 Antimony-Beryllium Simulation
First simulated was Sb-Be. The original intent was to use MCNPX to simulate the
neutron generation process and transport. It was found that my version of MCNPX
did not have the (γ, n) cross sections so it had to be done in a few steps. First the
photons were simulated. The flux distribution from this simulation was used with
hand calculations to calculate the neutron generation rate. These neutrons were then
setup as a source in a second MCNPX simulation to do the neutron transport and
detection. The Sb-Be source was assumed to be a homogenous mixture of 50:50 Sb-
Be in a thin glass container. The detector was filled with the Acetone/UN solution
to be used at TAMU (4.3g UN in 15 cc acetone). The material of the CTMFD was
simulated with both glass and quartz to see the difference in efficiency using the two
materials. The geometry for this simulation is shown in Figure D.30.
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Figure D.30. MCNPX Simulation Geometry of Detection of PUR-1
Created Sb-Be Source
D.8.5.2 Lanthanum-Heavy Water Simulation
The next simulation was activated Lanthanum in heavy water. Heavy water is
the easiest and most effective way of putting the Lanthanum in contact with Deu-
terium. The first chemical modeled was Lanthanum Oxide. The geometry is shown
in Figure D.31. Unlike the other cases, the Lanthanum Oxide was not simulated
as a homogenous mixture. This is because it reacts with water and is not soluble.
Therefore, it was simulated as a small container of Lanthanum Oxide (100g) within
another container of heavy water (100g). The CTMFD is the same as in Figure D.30.
For this simulation, the entire process was done in one simulation since the photons
would generate neutrons on Deuterium within MCNPX. Unlike the Lithium Oxide,
Lithium Chloride is water soluble so was simulated as a homogenous mixture with
the heavy water (100g each) as is shown in Figure D.32.
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Figure D.31. MCNPX Simulation Geometry of Detection of PUR-1
Created La2O3 −D2O Source
Figure D.32. MCNPX Simulation Geometry of Detection of PUR-1
Created LaCl3 −D2O Source
D.8.5.3 Simulation Results
The detector was modeled as 4.3g of UN within 15 cc acetone. The detection
mechanism was induced fission. The Talley result was converted to a predicted wait
time using the hand calculated activity and neutron conversion efficiency. The results
of the simulation are shown in Table D.19. For this particular experiment, it does
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not seem practical to use neutron sources created in PUR-1 due to the predicted wait
times in the thousands of seconds. The neutron output would have to increase by over
a factor of 100 which would be difficult. This simulation is also likely over estimating
the efficiency of the neutron generation. That said, if it is possible to generate a few
hundred neutrons using this method, there may be other experiments that can be
done with this kind of output. This idea should be investigated further.
Table D.19
Simulation Results of CTMFD Detection of PUR-1 Produced Neutron Sources
Gamma Target CTMFD Talley Predicted Wait Time Neutron Rate
Source Material Result s n/s
Sb Be Glass 5.62e-5 17,780 572
Sb Be Quartz 5.63e-5 17,755 572
LaCl3 D2O Glass 1.44e-4 6,956 545
LaCl3 D2O Quartz 1.73e-4 5,767 545
La2O3 D2O Glass 7.69e-5 13,004 1922
La2O3 D2O Quartz 7.68e-5 13,012 1922
D.9 Adjusted Experiment Plan for Second Trip
As final planning for the trip occurred, it happened that some of the experiments
could not be done and the experiment plan had to be adjusted.
D.9.1 Removed Experiments
Early on in the planning process, I was informed that it would be very difficult to
get permission to move HEU to the NSC and place it in the dry cell. This limited the
ability to do the experiments from Sections D.7.1.3 and D.7.2. The backup plan was to
conduct the experiments with depleted uranium which was available on site. Shortly
before making the final arrangements for the trip, I was informed that a change in
NSC policy had just gone into place and I was told that no fissionable material could
be placed into the dry cell. This meant that the experiments from Sections D.7.1.2,
D.7.1.3, and D.7.2 could not be performed at all. This left the experiments from
Sections D.7.1.1 and D.7.3.
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D.9.2 Added Experiments
Without being able to perform experiments with uranium, additional experiments
were added to the agenda to make better use of the trip.
DFP γ photon blindness test Previously discussion of the CTMFD being blind
to γ photons has been based on an experiment conducted a few years ago in which a
CTMFD filled with acetone was operated near a 3 Ci 137Cs source for several minutes
and measuring only background neutrons radiation [9]. While this experiment was
a useful demonstration, we have received multiple comments that the experiment
should be repeated with higher intensity and higher energy photons. The Lanthanum
source at TAMU offered this opportunity to demonstrate γ photon blindness with a
source > 100 times the intensity and higher energy. This experiment also allows for
demonstration of γ photon blindness in DFP which has been the recently adopted
CTMFD working fluid.
CTMFD electronics response to radiation dose On the previous trip, expo-
sure to the lanthanum source appeared to cause damage to the CTMFD electronics.
In the mean time, the electronics and software have been updated to be more ro-
bust. Exposure to the Lanthanum source in close proximity allowed for monitoring
the status of the electronics in a high radiation environment.
CTMFD fluid response to radiation dose An additional concern about oper-
ating a CTMFD in a high radiation environment is the effect of radiation on the
CTMFD fluid itself. It is not fully known how the CTMFD fluid will react chemically
to high radiation doses and what affect that will have on detection sensitivity and the
ability to operate. The only previous experiment testing radiation dose to detector
fluid was shown in Section D.3.2.2 where DFP was irradiated to ~6 kGy. This dose
seemed to have a substantial effect on the fluid operation. This test though did not
test the dose effect while the CTMFD was actually operating. The results of Section
D.3.2.2 showed that the fluid improved when cavitated. It could be inferred that
there is a dose rate at which keeping the detector operating may negate the radiation
dose effect. Unlike demonstrating blindness to individual γ photons which can be
shown in a few min, operating next to the Lanthanum source gives the opportunity
to look at the fluid operation over several hours while operating the CTMFD.
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D.9.3 Adapted Experiment Plan
The adapted list of experiments to be conducted thus became:
 Determination of TMB (n, α) detection threshold using shielded Lanthanum
source in water
 Further demonstration of β blindness using activated sodium with higher activ-
ity than previously done
 Demonstrating γ photon blindness in DFP using intense Lanthanum source
 Demonstrating CTMFD electronics robustness to radiation dose.
 Observing CTMFD fluid response to long term exposure to high radiation dose
rate.
D.10 Second TAMU Trip
D.10.1 Overview of Experiment Days
This section gives an overview of what occurred during the second trip to TAMU.
The planned experiments, as shown in Table D.20, were:
 Monday: Setup, Sodium Control, and TMB background
 Tuesday: TMB Wait Time with Lanthanum, DFP Background
 Wednesday: DFP control with Lanthanum, Activated Sodium Experiment, and
Recharge Lanthanum After Hours
 Thursday: γ Blindness Test with Lanthanum, Dose response to Electronics, and
Dose Response to Fluid
 Friday: Standby Day
As tends to happen, things did not go to plan and adjustments had to be made.
As shown in Table D.21, the TMB spill pushed the TMB tests back and moved the
activated sodium and DFP control forward. The remainder of this section gives a
more detailed description of the experimental work performed.
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Table D.20
Planned Time Line for 2nd Experiments at TAMU NSC
Date Time Activity
Fri, Feb 19th 8:00 AM Preparation of Dry Cell, install cables
Irradiate Lanthanum in Reactor for 8 hours.
Mon, Feb 22nd 8:00 AM Re-Irradiate Lanthanum source for 8 hours
10:00 AM Arrival at NSC, sign-in, and equipment check
Setup sodium control test
Setup TMB CTMFD in dry cell for background
5:00PM Begin sodium control and TMB background
Tue, Feb 23rd 8:00AM Check Results of TMB and Sodium tests
9:00AM TMB Wait Time Curve with Lanthanum
3:30PM Clean CTMFD and place DFP inside
Confirm simulation flux profile with BF3
5:00PM DFP background in dry cell
Wed, Feb 24th 8:00AM Check results from DFP background
9:00AM DFP control with Lanthanum
2:00PM Preparation of Sodium Sample for Activation
3:30PM Activation of sodium and Create Fluid Mixture
5:00PM Activated Sodium Experiment
Activate Lanthanum After Hours
Thu, Feb 25th 8:00AM Review Activated Sodium Results
9:00AM DFP Gamma blindness test
DFP dose response test
CTMFD electronics dose response test.
Fri, Feb 26th Standby Day
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Table D.21
Actual Time Line for 2nd Experiments at TAMU NSC
Date Time Activity
2/19/16 8:00 AM Preparation of Dry Cell, install cables
Install Lanthanum source in reactor core. Irradiate for 8 hours.
2/22/16 8:00 AM Re-Irradiate Lanthanum source for 8 hours
10:00 AM Arrival at NSC, sign-in, found TMB leak onto CTMFD
Made arrangements for fume hood to clean CTMFD
Found some replacement supplies and ordered TMB
4:30PM Setup sodium control in M13
5:20PM Began sodium control
2/23/16 8:00AM Checked results of sodium control and continued
Transported CTMFD hardware to campus to clean in hood
10:00AM Returned to NSC with clean CTMFD glassware
Prepared QMS2 glassware for DFP test
Installed Cables in dry cell, setup web camera
3:30PM CTMFD Hardware arrives and was installed in dry cell
5:00PM DFP background in dry cell over night
2/24/16 8:00AM Checked results from DFP background
Wait for class to finish with reactor
10:00AM Degassed CTMFD using Reactor
10:30AM Short measurement of reactor at lower power (90kW)
11:30AM Reactor shutdown and moved away from dry cell
Equipment fixes for DFP control
1:00PM QMS2 DFP Control with Lanthanum source
3:00PM Preparation of Sodium Sample for Activation
3:30PM Activation of sodium sample and create fluid mixture
5:30PM Activated Sodium Experiment
2/2516 8:00AM Review Activated Sodium Results
Disposal of activated sodium solution and cleaned CTMFD M13
Cleaned QMS1 and filled with DFP for Friday
Awaited arrival of TMB shipment
1:00PM Arrival of TMB solution preparation and filled CTMFD
2:30PM TMB in QMS2 with Lanthanum source, wait time at 40cm
6:00PM Moved Lanthanum back to reactor core for activation
11:30PM Reactor shutdown, and began TMB background in dry cell
2/26/16 6:00AM Restart reactor for additional Lanthanum activation
11:00AM Reactor Shutdown and final setup of CTMFDs in dry cell
12:00PM Lanthanum source tests with TMB in QMS2 DFP in QMS1
DFP control with Lanthanum at 40cm
12:30PM Lanthanum < 5 cm from dry cell window
Electronics and fluid response test and gamma blindness
3:30PM End of Experiments, survey/pack equipment,
5:00PM Leave NSC for flight
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2/22/16 Upon arrival at TAMU, I discovered that the container of TMB that was
shipped with one of the CTMFDs had leaked and left a precipitate on all of the
equipment and supplies in the box. The first day was spent recovering from the spill
and preparing the sodium control experiment. This involved acquiring supplies and
ordering more TMB. The sodium control was begun upon leaving for the day and ran
over night.
2/23/16 Tuesday morning the sodium control experiment had run successfully all
night but due to a long wait time did not have many detections so I restarted it and
continued through the morning. While that was running, I went to campus where
the contaminated CTMFD was being held. I picked up the glassware and took it
back to the NSC to prepare it for the dry cell. While on campus we attempted to
use the remainder of the TMB to make a mixture but there was not enough left
so the schedule was shifted and DFP was used first. While waiting for the CTMFD
hardware to be decontaminated, we ran the cables through the dry cell conduit, setup
the web cam, and began working the the BF3 detector that was intended to be used
to catalog the Lanthanum source intensity. There were problems getting the BF3
detector working. There was trouble getting a clean signal and the electrical noise
was preventing accurate counts, so the BF3 was not used to catalog the neutron flux
profile as desired. After the CTMFD hardware arrived, I set it up in the dry cell and
got things working. The setup of the CTMFD in the dry cell is shown in Figure D.33.
The CTMFD QMS2 was filled with DFP and was left to run background in the dry
cell at several pressures over night.
Figure D.33. Picture of CTMFD Setup in Dry Cell
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2/24/16 Wednesday morning the reactor was used for a class so I checked my results
and used the reactor to degas the detector. After the class was over I asked them to
reduce the power to 90kW and took the opportunity to measure the reactor for about
45 min. After reactor shutdown, a couple electrical components needed replacing and
then the afternoon was spent doing controls with DFP and the Lanthanum source.
The source distance was chosen based on simulation with the knowledge that it would
likely be repeated after the TMB experiment. After doing the DFP control with
Lanthanum, the Sodium Acetate sample was prepared for insertion into the reactor.
At around 3pm the sample was activated. The sample was 2.5 mg of Sodium Acetate
sealed inside two layers of plastic capsule, shown in Figure D.34. The capsules were
then sent to the reactor core by a pneumatic injection system that quickly shot the
sample into the core waited the specified time and then shot it back. The pneumatic
system is shown in Figure D.35. The tube in the right side of the hood in Figure
D.35 is where the capsules are inserted to be shot into the core. To the left of the
Pneumatic tube is a gamma detector that is used to roughly check the activity of
the sample before any user handles it. The sample is then checked more accurately
on a Germanium detector once it is deemed safe to handle. The capsule was then
carefully cut open and dropped into the sample bottle to mix with the liquids. The
Methanol was put into the sample bottle before the DFP to dissolve the Sodium
Acetate. The DFP was then mixed in. Once the solution was well mixed, the plastic
capsule was removed and checked again on the germanium detector to verify that the
activated sodium was in the solution. The active solution was then placed into the
same CTMFD as the control and run overnight in the same location as the control.
Figure D.34. Capsules Used to Seal Sodium Acetate
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Figure D.35. Pneumatic Device Used to Send Samples to Reactor Core
2/25/16 Thursday morning, after finding that the sodium experiment had com-
pleted successfully, the solution was removed for disposal and the glassware cleaned.
At this point the only thing to do until the TMB arrived was prepare the extra
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glassware QMS1 for a DFP experiment the following day. Once the TMB arrived, a
solution was prepared and put into QMS2. The afternoon was spent finding the ap-
propriate distance for the Lanthanum source and taking a wait time curve. After the
experiment, the lanthanum source was placed back into the reactor core to reactivate
for a few hours. After the reactor shut down, the TMB background was started.
2/26/16 Friday morning, the reactor was started again to finish activating the Lan-
thanum source. During this time the sensitive electrical components on the CTMFD
were replaced so they would be new for the final experiment. Before placing the Lan-
thanum source next to the CTMFDs, an additional control measurement was taken
with DFP and the Lanthanum at 40 cm. Afterward, the Lanthanum source was
placed next to the window to test γ blindness, electronics, and CTMFD fluid.
D.10.2 Data Collected during Second Trip
D.10.2.1 Activated Sodium Experiment
Shown in Table D.22 are the results of the activated sodium experiment. The
intended activity of the sample was roughly 130,000 Bq in the sensitive volume but
instead ended up 58,000 Bq/cc resulting in 175,000 Bq in the sensitive volume. Of
that activity roughly 112 Bq was the 4 MeV endpoint decay. The measurement of
the activated sample was within error of the control and demonstrated β blindness.
Table D.22
Activated Sodium Experiment Results on 2nd Trip
Experiment Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
Control 7 51 11507 225 31
Activated 7 67 16753 250 30
D.10.2.2 Lanthanum Detection with TMB
The next experiment conducted was not planned but there was an opportunity to
measure the fast neutrons from the reactor operating at 90 kW with 450 cm of water
shielding. The results are shown in Table D.23.
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Table D.23
DFP in QMS2 Detection of 90kW Reactor with 450cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
7 58 623 10.92 1.45
After the reactor was shut down, DFP was used to measure the 265 Ci Lanthanum
source at 100 cm from the window which was the suggested distance by the MCNPX
simulations. It is shown in Table D.24 that at 100cm the Lanthanum source was not
detectable when compared to the background in Table D.25. The dry cell background
in Table D.25 was run overnight with the reactor and lanthanum very far away.
Table D.24
DFP in QMS2 Detection of 265 Ci 140La Source with 100cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
7 4 3413 853.25 426.63
Table D.25
Dry Cell Background with DFP in QMS2
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
7 10 7130 713 225
6 10 7177 718 227
5 12 7168 597 172
The next day the same CTMFD QMS2 was filled with a TMB solution and used
to measure the lanthanum source to measure the (n, α) detection threshold. The
source was moved gradually closer to the window from 100 cm until a reasonable wait
time was measured. This occurred at 40cm from the window. Measurements were
taken at various Pneg values a few detections at a time to put together a wait time
curve and check for consistency. With all the data put together, the result is shown
in Table D.26 and Figure D.36.
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Table D.26
TMB Detection of 161 Ci 140La Source with 40cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
4.5 18 1622 90 21.23
4.75 28 1071 38 7.22
5 45 1151 26 3.81
6 20 130 6.8 1.56
7 30 250 8.6 1.59
Figure D.36. DFP/TMB in QMS2 Detection of 161 Ci 140La Source
with 40 cm Water Shield
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After collecting the TMB threshold measurement with the Lanthanum source,
it was returned to the reactor to be charged over night. After reactor shutdown,
Background was taken with the TMB mixture in QMS2. The result is shown in Table
D.27. Unfortunately a program glitch resulted in only 2 hours of data collection but
the extremely long wait time was evident and showed that there was no background
interference in the day's experiments.
Table D.27
DFP/TMB Dry Cell Background in QMS2
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error
bar s s s
6 3 2806 935 540
The next day, after the Lanthanum source was charged up again, QMS1 now
filled with DFP was measured at 40 cm briefly as a control since the previous control
measurement at 100 cm (Table D.24) was not a valid control. Although there was
not enough time to get an accurate result in this measurement, having a source at
the same distance, ~3.5 more active and not detecting for nearly 5 min (Table D.28)
clearly showed that the TMB was causing the detections the day before.
D.10.2.3 Radiation dose on CTMFDs
After taking a measurement at 40 cm with DFP, the Lanthanum source was moved
up to the dry cell window. The source activity at this point was 555 Ci. To get a
measurement of the photon dose in this scenario, an ion chamber was setup next to
the CTMFD. The values recorded averaged around 300 R/hr. This was in contrast to
the dose rate that had been quoted previously which was ~30,000 R/hr. The original
Table D.28
DFP in QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La source with 40cm Water Shield




number was from a calculation that was found to be incorrect. The value of 300 R/hr
was measured with an ion chamber and double checked with calculations on site.
This experiment was intended to demonstrate three things at once. First the
experiment was intended to show γ blindness at lower Pneg values and find the Pneg
at which DFP became sensitive to the ~150 keV neutron produced by the Lanthanum
source. While doing this the robustness of the electronics was being tested as well as
the CTMFD fluid itself. Ideally, this experiment would have resulted in a wait time
curve only measuring the sensitivity of the 150 keV neutrons, but that was not the
case. The waiting time curve shown in Figure D.37 is unusual and unexpected but
looking at the data in the order it was taken gives more information. This is shown
in Table D.29. After taking the data in Table D.29 it was believed that the radiation
may have been affecting the fluid. To check this, the source was moved back to 40
cm again to try replicate the measurement from D.28 but is was found that detection
was happening more often with less Pneg. This is shown in Table D.30.
Figure D.37. DFP in QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La Source with <
5 cm Water Shield
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Table D.29
DFP in QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La source with < 5 cm Water Shield
Pneg Detections Total Wait 1σ error Start Stop Start End
bar Time (s) Time (s) s min min Dose (R) Dose (R)
7 11 1013.12 92.1 27.77 0 36 0 180
9 21 321.3 15.3 3.34 37 55 185 275
10 20 161.19 8.47 1.94 56 80 280 400
6 10 431.15 47.87 15.96 80 93 400 465
5 10 363.95 40.4 13.47 94 113 470 565
7 10 258.65 28.7 9.57 114 123 570 615
4 10 270.04 29.96 9.99 124 133 620 665
3 5 289.65 72.3 36.15 134 141 670 705
Table D.30
DFP in QMS1 Detection of 555 Ci 140La Source with 40 cm Water
Shield after 150 min Irradiation
Pneg Detections Total Time Wait Time 1σ error Start Time Stop Time
bar s s s min min
5 19 245.09 12.9 2.96 149 177
D.10.3 Analysis of Experiments
D.10.3.1 Activated Sodium Experiment
As shown in Table D.22, the activated sodium experiment went as planned and
further demonstrated β blindness in the CTMFD.
D.10.3.2 Lanthanum Detection with TMB
As shown in Table D.26, the threshold and plateau of sensitivity to TMB detection
of low energy neutrons was measured. Also the results of this experiment effectively
matched expectations. This experiment was successful.
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D.10.3.3 Radiation Dose Effects to CTMFD
This experiment was the one that had unexpected results. Looking at Table D.29,
there initially appears some inconsistency but may make sense when looking at the
order in which the measurements were taken.
γ blindness experiment Looking at the first measurement in Table D.29, a wait
time of 92 seconds indicates that the photon rejection must be very good and instead
can be explained by the neutrons created in the 150keV range. Looking at the next
two measurements it makes sense that the neutron detection efficiency would increase
at 9 and 10 bars. Up to this point things seem to make sense.
Dose effect to fluid Where things seem to get odd are after the 10 bar measure-
ment. The wait time at 6 bars was then lower than the 7 bar measurement. This
trend continues as the Pneg is lowered. It appears that there is some dose effect to the
fluid itself. This is supported by the measurement in Table D.30 which shows even
back at the original distance that wasn't sensitive before, the CTMFD was readily
cavitating. The results of this experiment called for more study.
Robustness of Electronics The electronics performed nicely the entire time re-
quiring only a couple very minor adjustments. The electronics handled the dose of
~700 Rad without issue. This part of the experiment was a success.
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D.11 Additional Experiments Conducted After Second Trip
D.11.1 Chemical Analysis of Irradiated DFP
After conducting the experiment with the Lanthanum source close to the DFP
CTMFD, there were questions raised about why the wait time continued to diminish
with exposure. One possible explanation is radiolysis creating other chemicals that are
increasing the probability of spontaneous cavitation. To look into this possibility, the
DFP that was irradiated by the lanthanum source was brought back to Purdue and
submitted to a mass spectrometry facility for analysis. Also since one of the theories
about this process is the production of dissolved gas which may have diminished over
time during shipping, some freshly irradiated DFP was analyzed as well. In all there
were four samples submitted:
 A control of new DFP out of the stock bottle
 The DFP sample from the TAMU experiment that was irradiated to ~700 R
 A freshly irradiated sample of DFP that also received ~700 R
 A freshly irradiated sample which received ~350,000 R in case chemical effect
is difficult to detect and requires more dose to be easily seen
The results of this analysis were unexpected. The freshly irradiated samples showed
nothing different from the control. The sample from the TAMU experiment showed a
significant amount of acetone in the fluid which would certainly have been a contam-
inant and could have affected the experimental results. The mass spec results for the
Control DFP are shown in Figure D.38 and shows a plot of molecular weight. DFP
apparently has two humps in the signal. The results for the DFP irradiated at TAMU
are shown in Figure D.38. The technician performing the analysis of this experiment
saw a third hump and identified it as acetone without knowing that acetone is used
to clean the CTMFD and is kept around the DFP. The exact mechanism for the
radiation effect on the fluid is still mostly unknown at this point and this knowledge
required additional testing on pure DFP to see if the same result occurs.
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Figure D.38. Mass Spectroscopy Results for Control DFP (Left) and
Irradiated at TAMU (Right)
D.11.2 Additional Testing of Irradiated DFP at Various Doses
Since the results of the experiment to observe radiation dose effect on DFP were
somewhat inconclusive, because of the acetone contamination shown in Figure D.38,
additional testing was done on DFP right out of the stock bottle. The experiment was
performed by first filling a CTMFD with new fluid and performing a control experi-
ment measuring background. The CTMFD used was a 15cc bulb type. The control
was performed by degassing the CTMFD with a neutron source ~100 times and then
measuring background. The control background was taken in the lab overnight so
the neutron sources would be farther away. The result of the control test is shown
in Table D.31. The CTMFD still sealed with the same fluid from the control test
was then taken to the cobalt irradiator and irradiated with ~700 Rad with the fluid
inside. The dose of 700 Rad was chosen because that is roughly what the detector
received at TAMU from the Lanthanum source. The CTMFD was then taken back
to the lab and spun at the same Pneg in the same location with the sources put away.
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As shown in Table D.31, the result after 700 Rad was much the same as the control.
What is more telling is looking at the average over time to see how long it took to
reach the control value. It is shown in Figure D.39 that the average from the 700 rad
experiment reached the control result basically immediately implying that this level
of dose would not noticeably affect the performance of the CTMFD. Also plotted is
a 50 point rolling average as was done in Figure D.4, which is shown in Figure D.40.
After showing that 700 Rad did not have a measurable effect on the fluid. The
same CTMFD with the same fluid still sealed inside was used for an additional ex-
periment at a greater dose. The fluid was first degassed again, as was done before
the 700 Rad test, and taken back to the cobalt irradiator to be given a dose of 15,000
Rad. This dose was chosen because it was 1 hour in the irradiator. The CTMFD
was then brought back to the lab and tested in the same manner as the 700 Rad
test. This time with a dose of ~15,000 Rad, there was a noticeable effect on the
fluid. The CTMFD cavitated more often after the radiation exposure than it had
during the control. The final average wait time is shown in Table D.31 to be lower
than the control. The average is plotted in Figure D.41. Looking at Figure D.41
gives you the impression that the fluid doesn't eventually recover from the radiation
exposure but plotting again with running average, Figure D.42, shows that the fluid
does recover but requires 100-200 cavitations to do so. This is in contrast to the
600,000 Rad experiment shown in Figure D.4 where is rolling average took 400-500
cavitations to stabilize and never went back up to the control value. The results of
these experiments put some bounds on what dose levels the CTMFD filled with DFP
can be exposed to before noticeable effects occur and roughly what the recovery looks
like if the goal is to not have to replace the fluid.
Table D.31
Irradiated DFP Wait Time Results
Dose Pneg Runs Detections Average Wait Time 1σ error
Rad bar s s
Control 7 492 276 72.84 4.39
700 7 459 258 71.45 4.46
15,000 7 181 122 50.67 4.61
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Figure D.39. Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated for 700 Rad (2σ error bars)
Figure D.40. 50 Point Rolling Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated
for 700 Rad (2σ error bars)
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Figure D.41. Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated for 15,000 Rad (2σ error bars)
Figure D.42. 50 Point Rolling Average Wait Time of DFP Irradiated
for 15,000 Rad (2σ error bars)
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D.12 Summary of Both Trips
A variety of experiments were conducted at Texas A&M's Nuclear Science Center.
The purpose of these experiments was to characterize aspects of the CTMFD with
new sources of radiation not accessible at Purdue. These sources included a Sb-Be
low energy neutron source, an activated Lanthanum source, a TRIGA reactor, and
isotopes created in the reactor. One unique attribute of this facility that was used for
these experiments was the dry cell which is an open room at the end of the reactor
pool. The dry cell allows experiments to be placed in close proximity to extreme
sources of radiation that could not be used in open air for safety reasons.
The experiments conducted were calibration of thermal neutron detection in the
CTMFD, demonstrating blindness to β particles in the CTMFD, demonstrating γ
particle rejection in an extreme environment, and observing the effect of large radia-
tion doses to the CTMFD electronics and fluid. This work was done over two trips to
the facility. The experiments performed on the first trip were working with the Sb-Be
source, activating Sodium for β blindness testing, and exposure to the Lanthanum
source. The intensity of the Sb-Be source was unknown so a lot of time was spent
finding a measurable distance and the results were not as conclusive as desired. It
was later concluded that much of the detection was the higher energy (300 keV range)
neutrons being detected through scattering instead of only thermal capture on boron.
The activated sodium experiment went well but could have run longer and needed
to be repeated for confirmation. The lanthanum experiment did not conclude much
due to hardware failure. The borated fluid experiment with Lanthanum showed a lot
of detection which was later attributed to the generation of low energy neutrons in
the water. The regular DFP experiment with Lanthanum showed less sensitivity as
expected but was not able to collect much data because of equipment failure. This
equipment failure was assumed to be radiation dose which was studied further before
the second trip. The first trip largely resulted in gaining an understanding of facility
resources and briefly working with various sources. The first trip resulted in quite a
lot of unanswered questions but gave the knowledge needed to perform much more
work on the second trip.
Given a substantial amount of time before the second trip, a great deal of prepa-
ration work was done to first alleviate the problems experienced and to make better
predictions of the outcomes. The preparation work included improving the radiation
dose resistance of the electronics and making the hardware easier to replace. Also
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performed was a substantial amount of modeling work to predict the outcome of sev-
eral experiments to make sure they were practical before traveling. This included
fissioning uranium with Lanthanum generated neutrons and detection of Lanthanum
with a borated fluid. When the experiment plan changed due to not being allowed to
bring uranium into the NSC, the experiments were adapted to focus more on radiation
dose effects to the detector and thermal neutron calibration.
First accomplished on the second trip was a better performed demonstration of
β blindness in which a solution of ~175,000 Bq was effectively ignored. Next, the
CTMFD filled with a borated solution was calibrated for thermal neutron detection.
This calibration was done with the Lanthanum source generating neutrons in water
and went mostly as expected except for the required source distance. Lastly, with a
freshly charged Lanthanum source, the CTMFD was exposed to high fluence photons
to look for dose effects. The electronics performed very well and only needed a couple
minor adjustments to keep operating during exposure to ~700 Rad. The CTMFD
with DFP was also able to effectively ignore detection of 555 Ci worth of γ photons
and instead only saw the small number of neutrons generated from this source. The
last test was looking at long term effects of dose on the fluid itself. It was found that
the fluid in the CTMFD began to degrade as the dose to it reached a few hundred Rad.
It was found later that there was a contaminant in the DFP for that experiment and it
actually took a few thousand Rad to effectively disrupt the CTMFD fluid. Overall, a
lot was learned on these two trips and a few other areas of study opened as well. The
dose effects on the fluid will continue to be explored as there are several applications
where the CTMFD may need to operate in extreme doses. Lastly, some of the work
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